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Section I

TECHNICAL DISCUSSION

The work performed by Science Applications, Inc.

(SAI) on this contract, "Geophysical Plasmas and

Atmospheric Modeling," Contract Number N00014-83-C-2034,

SAI Project Number 1-157-13-588, encompasses a wide range

of topics in space plasma physics and atmospheric modeling

in support of the programs of the Geophysical and Plasma

Dynamics Branch of the Naval Research Laboratory (NRL).

This report covers the period 16 December 1982 to 15

February 1984. In this section we will summarize the

various subjects studied and the results obtained.

Details will be included in Appendices which will document

reports and publications resulting from our work.

In the following subsections we will describe the

major accomplishments in each of the following research

efforts: (A) 3D magnetospheric modeling, (B) tearing

instability in an anisotropic neutral sheet, (C) auroral

plasma transport, (D) magnetic shear effects on the

current driven ion cyclotron instability, (E) instability

mechanisms causing high latitude ionospheric irregulari-

ties, (F) auroral instability studies, (G) nonlinear satu-

ration of the lower-hybrid-drift instability and anomalous

plasma transport, (H) laser/HANE theory support, (I) early

time HANE phenomena, (J) uranium vapor release, (K) late



time HANE striation models, (L) quasi-steady state multi-

plasma cloud configurations in the ionosphere, (M) chaotic

behavior in ionospheric processes, (N) linear dynamics of

tropical heat sources and interactions with mid-latitudes,

(0) the large scale dynamics of the Indian summer monsoon,

(P) collective particle acceleration (CPA),and (Q) plasma

behavior in crossed electric and magnetic fields.

(A) 3D Magnetospheric Modeling

During the past year, the bulk of the effort in the

magnetospheric modeling program has gone into the develop-

ment of a new 3-D simulation code involving better

numerics and better modeling of the magnetosphere-

ionosphere (MI) coupling. The code is not yet completed,

but the individual modules involved have been debugged.

The improved numerics include high-order spatial

differencing and an extension of the partial donor cell

method to conservative hyperbolic systems. Initial tests

with the coded algorithms indicate improvements of about a

factor of two can be expected in the final code. The

improved model of MI coupling uses the assumption of

constant field aligned current per flux tube to map the

currents from the near earth magnetosphere to the

ionosphere. The ionospheric load on the magnetosphere is

then calculated using a very simple electrostatic model

containing only a constant Pedersen conductivity.
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This MI coupling model was used with data from the

old simulation runs to see what sort of ionospheric

current and convection patterns would arise. It was found

that the old runs gave clear Region 2 currents in the

ionosphere and less clear but visible Region 2 currents.

Using a reasonable ionospheric conductivity, the polar

region convection had a symmetric two cell pattern, but

the polar cap potential drop was about a factor of ten too

low. Since there was no explicit ionospheric load on the

old simulation models, this is not surprising. However,

the fact that the proper qualitative pattern did arise

indicates that the new simulation code should be able to

answer many questions about energy transfer from the solar

wind to the ionosphere.

The above results have been presented at the Chapman

Conference on Magnetic Reconnection at Los Alamos National

Laboratory, October 3-7, 1983. An abstract for the

meeting follows.

"Modeling the Global Interaction Between the Solar Wind
and the Magnetosphere"

J.G. Lyon, Science Applications, Inc.
J.A. Fedder, J.D. Huba, J.L. Giuliani, Jr.

Naval Research Laboratory

We would like to discuss two areas in the simulation
of the interaction of the solar wind and the magnetosphere
that have been of particular interest to us recently. The
first is the effect of microphysical effects upon the
dynamics of tail reconnection. The second is the
structure of the three-dimensional current systems in our
simulations.

3



In our 2D simulations we have been able to suppress
numerical reconnection in the magnetotail by use of the
equatorial symmetry plane. A number of runs have been
made with different resistivity models along with a
southward IMF. The results from the different
resistivities are quite similar and somewhat surprising.
Fig. la shows the position of the x-point in the tail for
a case with resistivity : J 2 . The x-point oscillates
quite a bit, but does not go tailward large distances
until the end of the run when a northward magnetic field
is introduced. The cause of the oscillations is not clear
but appears to be related to the electric field imposed on
the tail magnetopause. By contrast, Fig. lb shows the
case where the Joule heating has been removed. This might
correspond to the case where thermal conduction is so
high that the heat is carried away as it is generated. In
this case the x-point does move a large distance down tail
at a speed of about 100 km/s. This increased response to
what appears to be an external driving force is not too
surprising, since the absence of Joule heating should
decrease the pressure - and resistance to external pushing
-- in the reconnection region. These 2D simulations may
not be too realistic but they do show clearly that the
microphysics in the simulation model can lead to global
consequences.

We have also looked at the 3D current distribution in
our simulations when reconnection is taking place in the
tail. We find that the cross tail current appears to be
diverted in a tailward direction. It also strengthens
during the reconnection event. The parallel current
structure found in the simulation is shown schematically
in Fig. 2. The region 1 currents are coupled to the
magnetopause, flowing downward into the ionosphere on the
dawn side and upward on the dusk side. The region 2
currents close to the interior of the magnetosphere and,
on the night side, to the plasma sheet boundary. The
tailward diversion of the current sheet mentioned above
has the sense of the region 2 currents.

An important limitation on these simulations is the
boundary condition at the ionosphere. We will discuss
some progress in improving the treatment of this boundary
and the mapping of magnetospheric phenomena to the
ionosphere.

4
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These results have also been presented at the fall

meeting of the American Geophysical Union. The abstract for

that presentation follows.

l o Magnetospheric Current Stems*

LAmL F J.L. GIULIANI, JR., P.J. PALMADESSO, (all at
the Naval Research Laboratory, Washington, D.C. 20375) and
J.G. LYON (Science Applications, Inc., McLean, VA 22102)

In previous work, we have been able to identify
Birkeland current systems in the MHD magnetosphere
simulation results. 1  Using a new higher resolution
simulation code, which includes magnetosphere-ionosphere
coupling effects, we are presently studying magnetospheric
current systems. In this paper we will present simulation
results for magnetospheric current systems. We will
discuss their source regions, coupling to the ionosphere,
and driving mechanisms.

1. J.G. Lyon, and J.A. Fedder, "Current and electric
fields during substorms from 3D MHD simulations,"

presented at Chapman Conference on Magnetospheric
Currents, 1983.

*This work is supported by National Aeronautics and Space
Administration and the Office of Naval Research.

(B) Tearing Instability in an Anisotropic Neutral Sheet

We have recently completed a work to investigate

quantitatively the tearing instability properties of an

anisotropic neutral sheet. We have found that the

tearing-mode growth rate can be enhanced by one to two

orders of magnitude in the presence of modest ion

temperature anisotropy (Ti±/Tijj < 1.5; electrons are

assumed to be isotropic). The detailed analysis is given

in Appendix A, entitled "Tearing Instability in an

Anisotropic Neutral Sheet." This work is contained in NRL

5



Memorandum Report 5178, September 1983, and has been

accepted for publication in Phys. Fluids where it will

appear in May 1984.

An application of this study to the magnetotail has

been completed. it is found that the linear e-folding

time for the growth rate of the collisionless tearing

instability is reduced to a small fraction of the time

delays believed to precede the onset of reconnection. A

report on this work is included in Appendix B, entitled

"Fast Collisionless Tearing in an Anisotropic Neutral

Sheet" and has been published in Geophys. Res. Lett. i,

12 (1984).

(C) Auroral Plasma Transport

We have used a previously developed, one-dimensional

multi-moment multi-fluid model of the auroral field line

plasma to investigate the behavior of turbulence and non-

equilibrium effects in the presence of field-aligned

current in this region. Our initial simulation results

were published in the Journal of Geophysical Research this

year (H.G. Mitchell, Jr., and P.J. Palmadesso, Z. G

Res. 8, 2131, 1983) and are included in this report in

Appendix C, entitled "A Dynamic Model for the Auroral

Field Line Plasma in the Presence of Field Aligned

Current."

We have expanded this model by the inclusion of a

hotter magnetospheric electron population at high

6



altitudes in order to better model the transient effects

of field-aligned current onset in the auroral plasma.

Simulations performed with this expanded model have

revealed that the existence of multiple timescales in the

plasma for reaction to the current onset can create the

macroscopic plasma configurations necessary for the growth

of plasma instabilities. At current onset, the magnitude

of the hot precipitating electron flux is increased,

resulting in a locally enhanced ambipolar electric field

at the altitude where the majority ion specie changes from

oxygen to hydrogen (about 4000 km altitude). This

enhanced electric field accelerates the hydrogen ions

upward, creating a transient region of lower ion density.

The precipitating electrons must accelerate in this region

to maintain'the field-aligned current, and so a region of

high electron-hydrogen ion relative drift is created, the

condition necessary for hydrogen cyclotron turbulence.

This region is transient, but persists for times on the

order of the time for significant changes in the field-

aligned current. This work has been presented at the

Chapman Conference on Magnetospheric Currents (April

1983), an abstract of which follows.

7



Dynamic Auroral Field ling Plasma Beh rin the Presence
of Field-Aligned Current*

H.G. MITCHELL.JR. (Science Applications, Inc., McLean, VA
22102)
P.J. PALMADESSO (Naval Research Laboratory, Washington,
D.C. 20375)

A simulation model of the auroral magnetic field line
plasma has been developed in ord, to study the dynamic
response of this plasma to a current parallel to the
magnetic field, both with and without mechanisms for
anomalous transport and resistivity. This simulation is
one-dimensional and contains three particle species (e-,
H+, 0+), which are each characterized by five distribution
function moments (density, velocity and heat flow along
the field line, temperatures perpendicular and parallel to
the field) treated dynamically. The model includes a
region beginning at about 800 km altitude in the topside
ionosphere and extending out 10 R along the diverging
magnetic field. Simulations with this model indicate the
importance of both the spatial gradients and dynamic
interactions in the behavior of the field line plasma.
Although the electrons react to changes in the parallel
current on a short timescale, their behavior is coupled to
the dynamics of the two ion species by charge neutrality,
current conservation, and the ambipolar electric field.
As a result, two and three species interactions can force
density and thermal oscillations to persist along the
field for times comparable to that for changes in the
field-aligned current. Simulations have also been
performed with various forms of resistivity included in
order to judge the effects of anomalous heating and
momentum transfer on the plasma.

*This work was supported by ONR and NASA.

Our attempts to simulate realistic auroral currents

and plasma configurations have led us to use the auroral

plasma flux tube model at the boundary of the fluid

approximation included in the model. Large temperature

gradients and energy fluxes parallel to the magnetic field

have prompted us to an investigation of the theoretical

and computational aspects of such a problem and have led

8



to new results in the interpretation and use of multi-

moment fluid models. We have reported on these results

and the subsequent plasma simulations at the Fall, 1983

meeting of the American Geophysical Union and the abstract

of this presentation follows.

Siuatn Enr Trnpr Alo ghg-Latitude Field
Lines*

.G CHELL.JR (Science Applications, Inc., McLean, VA
22102) and P.J. PALMADESSO (Naval Research Laboratory,
Washington, D.C. 20375)

The interaction of magnetospheric and ionospheric
plasmas along high latitude magnetic field lines is a
highly dynamic process and is very dependent on the
details of plasma transport along the magnetic field. We
have previously modeled this transport with the goal of
studying mechanisms of parallel electric field generation
in a dynamic simulation.1  The plasma specie in this
model were treated in a multi-moment fluid approximation
derived from that of Schunk 2 in which each species is
characterized by number density, temperatures parallel and
perpendicular to the magnetic field, and velocity and heat
flow along the field. As we have extended our simulation
to include hot magnetospheric particles, we find that heat
flows on the order of the specie thermal velocities are
very often generated in the dynamic interaction of these
particles with the ionospheric plasma. Such large heat
flows strain the bounds of the original approximation,
and, since the time scale for energy transport along the
field has important consequences for the field line
dynamics, we have compared our original approximation with
several others in order to simulate this transport as
accurately as possible. We will describe the results of
this investigation for the dynamics of hot magnetospheric
particles in the converging high-latitude magnetic field.

1. Mitchell, H.G., Jr. and P. Palmadesso, J. G ]opy.b
Res.. B, 2131, 1983.

2. Schunk, R.W., Rev. Ge o hps. .g .2bazy 15_. 429,
1977.

*This work supported by the Office of Naval Research and
the National Aeronautics and Space Administration.

9



Various models have been developed in the past in

order to study the behavior of plasma on the auroral

magnetic field lines. The dynamics of the upward current

on the auroral field line and the current free polar wind

case has been studied by Mitchell and Palmadesso. The

dynamics of the return current remains an interesting

question.

Return currents play an important role in the study

of magnetosphere-ionosphere coupling. We have performed

simulations using the dynamics of the large scale return

current on auroral field lines. The model is a multi-

moment multi-fluid approximation of a gyrotropic plasma

consisting of three species (electrons, hydrogen ions,

oxygen ions) along a segment of the auroral magnetic field

lines extending from an altitude of 800 km to 10 earth

radii. Field aligned currents of different magnitudes

were introduced into the system and the effects were

noted. Interesting results have emerged. Unlike the

polar wind and upward current simulations, here, the pre-

liminary results show that the electron velocity increases

with the onset of the return current and the electron

temperature gradient decreases. Also, the ambipolar

electric field decreases, thereby, decreasing the hydrogen

ion velocity at the lower end of the tube. To maintain

constant current the electron velocity then decreases.

The primary effects displayed by the temperature are (i)

10



adiabatic cooling due to the expansion of the cross

sectional flux tube area with height and (ii) anisotropy,

which may be viewed as the fluid model manifestation of

the mirror effect.

The behavior of small scale return currents in steady

state, the effects of anomalous resistivity on heat flow,

electron and ion velocities, and the electron and ion

temperatures is currently under investigation.

(D) Magnetic Shear Effects on the Current Driven Ion

Cyclotron Instability

Earlier studies have established the importance of

self consistent magnetic shear due to field aligned

currents (G. Ganguli and P. Bakshi, "Nonlocal Aspect of

Electrostatic Current Driven Ion-Cyclotron Instability Due

to Magnetic Shear", Phys. Fluids 25, 1830, (1982)) and the

finite current channel length (P. Bakshi, G. Ganguli and

P. Palmadesso, "Finite-Width Current, Magnetic Shear, and

the Current-Driven Ion-Cyclotron Instability", 2S, 1808

(1983)). These results have been applied to

magnetospheric plasmas and various implications regarding

satellite observations of ion cyclotron waves have .been

discussed. (G. Ganguli, P. Bakshi and P. Palmadesso",

Electrostatic Ion-Cyclotron Waves in Magnetospheric

11.



Plasmas: Non-Local Aspects", J. Geophys. Res. (to appear)

(1984): NRL Memorandum Report 5197) This work is

included in this report as Appendix D.

All the earlier work so far deals with nonlocal

effects on temporal growth rates alone. Ion-cyclotron

waves are convective. Thus, in order to draw definitive

conclusions regarding the ion cyclotron instability in a

bounded plasma (e.g. the magnetospheric plasmas) one must

also investigate the effects of nonlocality, if any, on

spatial growth rates. A start has been made to study

nonlocal aspects of the convective properties of the

current-driven ion cyclotron instability. Initial results

are very interesting, (G. Ganguli, P. Bakshi and P.

Palmadesso, "Nonlocal Effects on the Convective Aspects of

the Current Driven Ion Cyclotron Modes (CDICM)", Transc.

AGU, L4, 820 (1983)). The abstract from the above paper

follows.

NolclEfcson Jthe vetv spcsD jhe Current
Driven Ion Cyclt ro Modes(DC)

_. GANQULI (Science Applications, Inc., McLean, VA 22102),
P. BAKSHI (Boston College, Chestnut Hill, MA 02167 and
Science Applications, Inc., McLean, VA 22102) and P.
PALMADESSO (Naval Research Laboratory) Washington, D.C.
20375

Previously1 ,2 we have reported that the nonlocal effects
of the finite width current channel and the magnetic shear
can significantly modify the normal mode structure of the
CDICM and introduce subtleties not accessible using the
local approach. We now report the nonlocal effects on the
convective aspects of CDICM. The local theory predicts a
finite parallel group velocity, Vg. The nonlocal theory

12



reproduces the local theory results for V.- if L c (the
current channel size) << L. (the magnetic skear length).
As LC is increased Vg decreases; and for L. > L s becomes
negligible. Thus for L, > L . the instability becomes
absolute in the direction of the magnetic field. The
group velocity perpendicular to the magnetic field is only
marginally affected by the nonlocality. Implications to
the magnetospheric plasmas will be discussed. Effects of
the smaller scale substructures in the current profile are
also considered.

1. P. Bakshi, G. Ganguli and P. Palmadesso, Phys. Fluids
2S, 1808 (1983).

2. G. Ganguli, P. Bakshi and P. Palmadesso, J.G.R., (to
be published).

*This work is supported by NASA and ONR.

As the current channel length Lc becomes equal to or

greater than the magnetic shear length Ls we find that the

ion cyclotron instability undergoes a rather drastic

change in its propagation characteristics in the direction

along the external magnetic field. The group velocity

parallel to the external magnetic field vanishes, thereby

making the instability absolute rather than convective as

is usually believed. An in depth analysis of the general

propagation properties of the current driven ion-cyclotron

instability is currently ongoing.

Energetic electron precipitation from the radiation

belt has been of considerable interest. The possibility

of exciting whistler mode turbulence by injection of cold

plasma in the quiet time radiation belt has been around

for sometime (N.M. Brice, "Artificial Enhancement of

Energetic Particles Precipitation through Cold Plasma

Injection: A Technique for Seeding Substorms?", J.

13



Geophys. Res. 5, 25 (1970): Brice, N.M. and C. Lucas,

"Influence of Magnetospheric Convection and Polar Wind

Loss of Electrons from the Outer Radiation Belt", J.

Geophys. Res. 7U, 900 (1971)). We have investigated the

possibility of whistler mode turbulence in the AMPTE cold

plasma release experiment by using a realistic time

dependent cold plasma model and proper boundary conditions

prevailing in the magnetosphere (P.J. Palmadesso, J.A.

Fedder, and G. Ganguli, "Temporal Evolution of Whistler

Growth in a Cold Plasma Injection Experiment," Trans. AGU

64, 798 (1983); (Manuscript in preparation for

publication)). The abstract follows.

JGprlEguio IJhsl r Qw_ iZ g -Cold Plasm
Injcin Ex~eriment

P.J. PALMADESSO and J.A. FEDDER (both at Naval Research
Laboratory, Washington, D.C. 20375) and G. GANGULI
(Science Applications, Inc., McLean, VA 22102)

Profiles of the temporal evolution of whistler growth
following the injection of cold plasma into the
magnetosphere have been calculated with parameters
appropriate to AMPTE. Simple models of the spatial
spreading of the injected plasma were used to generate
profiles of the variation with time of the plasma density
within the expanding cloud and the effective length of the
interaction region. The gain factor for amplification of
a whistler wave packet traversing the cloud was taken to
be G(t) = exp[-y(t) L(t)/Vg(t)], where ) is the spatially
averaged temporal growth rate, L is the effective length
of the interaction region and Vg is the group velocity.
It appears that strong amplification and strongly enhanced
pitch angle diffusion can be achieved and maintained for
substantial periods of time in practical cases.

*This work supported by the Office of Naval Research.
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We conclude that in the parameter range of the AMPTE

cold plasma release experiment a strong amplification and

a strongly enhanced pitch angle diffusion can be achieved

and maintained for substaintial periods of time in

practical cases.

(E) Instability Mechanisms Causing High Latitude

Ionospheric Irregularities

In our continuing effort to understand the mechanisms

that generate scintillation causing irregularities in the

high latitude ionosphere, we have carried out a linear

stability analysis by including the dominant sources of

free energy, namely, the field aligned currents, velocity

shear and density gradients. First, the effects of

velocity shear on the current convective instability was

investigated using techniques similar to those used in the

studies on Rayleigh-Taylor instabilities ("Rayleigh-Taylor

Instability in the Presence of a Stratified Shear Layer",

P. Satyanarayana et al., to appear in the Journal of

Geophysical Research). The results shows that velocity

shear preferentially excites a long wavelength mode and

possibly leads to the large scale structure in the east-

west direction in the so called plasma blobs. Detailed

analysis is given in Appendix E, in a paper entitled

"Velocity Shear Stabilization of the Current Convective

Instability." This paper has been accepted for

publication in the Journal of Geophysical Research.

15



Recent observations report strong field-aligned

currents of 500jA/m 2 in the high latitude ionosphere at

the same time that irregularities of various scale sizes

are observed. Since the field-aligned currents introduce

a shear in the magnetic field, we studied the effects of

magnetic shear on the collisional current-driven ion

cyclotron instability conjectured to be operating in the E

region of the ionosphere. Our results show that magnetic

shear has a stabilizing influence on the instability.

However, the field-aligned currents in the ionosphere are

not strong enough to produce sufficient magnetic shear to

have any significant stabilizing influence. Currents of

-mA/m2 are needed to produce noticeable effects. The

details are given in Appendix F, entitled "Influence of

Magnetic Shear on the Collisional Current Driven Ion

Cyclotron Instability." This paper is currently being

reviewed by "Plasma Physics".

The paper pertaining to the study of effects of

velocity shear on Rayleigh-Taylor instability has been

accepted by the Journal of Geophysical Research. This

paper contains an extensive parametric study in a

continuation of our previous effort, "Influence of

Velocity Shear on Rayleigh-Taylor Instability," by P.N.

Guzdar, P. Satyanarayana, J. Huba and S.L. Ossakow,

Geophys. Res. Lett. 9, 547,1982. The results were applied

16



to large scale phenomena observed during equatorial spread

F and to the structuring in barium releases. The new

results are: (i) strong stabilization of short wavelength

modes when the velocity reversal point is in the

Rayleigh-Taylor localization region, and (ii) significant

reduction in the growth rate when the collision frequency

is considered to be inhomogeneous which is usually the

case in the ionosphere. The detailed analysis is given in

Appendix G, entitled "Rayleigh-Taylor Instability in the

Presence of a Stratified Shear Layer."

(F) Auroral Instability Studies

We have carried out a study of the nonlinear

saturation of the current-driven collisional electrostatic

ion-cyclotron instability based on resonance broadening

theory. This instability is likely to be excited at

ionospheric altitudes in the auroral zone corresponding to

the upper E- and the F- regions where field-aligned

currents are known to flow. The theory of Dum and Dupree,

developed for the collisionless current-driven

electrostatic ion-cyclotron wave instability, is extended

to take collisional electrons into account. The nonlinear

saturated amplitudes are computed and a comparison of

these with the experimental observations is made. A draft

paper reporting on this work has been completed and will
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be submitted for publication under the title

"Stabilization of the Collisional Current-Driven Ion

Cyclotron Instability" by Chaturvedi, Huba and Ossakow.

An earlier study investigating the effect of magnetic

field shear on the current-convective instability (Huba

and Ossakow)I , has been extended to include in the

treatment LxR and gravitational instabilities with

applications to the diffuse auroral situation. It is

shown that the reduction in the growth rates for these

instabilities is greater at longer wavelengths. It is

also found that at the long wavelengths (comparable to the

density gradient scalelength), the contribution to the

growth of the perturbations comes largely from the

current-convective mechanism.

This study does not take velocity shear effects into

account such as have been studied by Satyanarayana and

Ossakow 2 for a stream-free field case. The two effects

will be combined in a future study. A draft paper

reporting on this work has been completed and will be

submitted for publication under the title"Convective Fluid

Instabilities in a Sheared Magnetic Field in Diffuse

Aurora" by Chaturvedi, Huba, and Ossakow.

Finite temperature effects have been included in a

multilayer barium cloud study to investigate the behavior

of the cloud striation growth rate as a function of the

relative compressibility of the background and cloud. The
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numerical studies performed show that relatively

incompressible backgrounds are stabilizing while

relatively compressible backgrounds are destabilizing.

This work will appear in the Proceedings of the DNA

sponsored Late Time HANE/Polar Physics Meeting at SRI

International, Menlo Park, CA, October 4-7, 1983. It is,

also, being submitted to the J. Geophys. Res. and will

appear as an NRL Memo Report. It is included in this

report as Appendix H under the title, "Finite Temperature

Effects on the Evolution of Ionospheric Barium Clouds in

the Presence of a Conducting Background Ionosphere" by

Zalesak, Chaturvedi, Ossakow, and Fedder.

(G) Nonlinear Saturation of the Lower- Hybrid- Drift

Instability and Anomalous Plasma Transport

In collisionless or nearly collisionless plasma cross

field transport associated with classical transport is

small. In plasma configurations where the scale lengths

of density, Ln , are comparable to the ion Larmor radius

oi, the lower hybrid drift instability can cause transport

greatly exceeding the classical levels. During the past

year we have completed an in depth study of the nonlinear

saturation of the lower hybrid drift instability and the

associated particle transport. This work represents the

first fully self-consistent nonlinear theory of a "drift
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wave" instability and therefore represents a significant

milestone in our understanding of anomalous transport of

plasma across a magnetic field.

In the linear phase of the instability, the resonant

interaction of ions with the wave leads to instability of

long wavelength modes with wavevector k- 2es 1 , where es

is the electron Larmor radius based on Ti. The electrons
-1

stabilize short wavelength modes with k >> res either by

classical collisional damping or the damping associated

with their cross-field 1 resonant interaction with the

wave. An equation describing the nonlinear coupling of

stable and unstable modes has been derived. This

nonlinear equation was solved numerically by modifying an

existing pseudo-spectral code developed by Fyfe, Jcyce and

Montgomery (1977)3.

A detailed study of the saturation of the lower-

hybrid-drift instability has been completed for a range of

parameters and with a variety of mechanisms for

dissipating the energy in the wavelength modes. The

linearly unstable spectrum in k space grows and then

saturates as the modes nonlinearly spread their energy

over a broad region of k space. The saturation level of

potential fluctuations (! is given by

ecP/Ti - 2-3(2me/mi) 1 / 2 Vdi/Vi
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with Vdi the diamagnetic velocity and Vi the ion thermal

velocity. This saturation amplitude is relatively

insensitive to either the force or strength of the

dissipation. The self-consistent cross field transport

coefficient D is given by

D = 2.4 ces (Vdi/Vir ^Kh

where u:h is the lower hybrid frequency. The calculated

saturation amplitude is found to be consistent with both

laboratory measurements of lower hybrid drift turbulence

and with recent particle simulations of this instability.

The above studies have been documented initially in

Phys. Fluids under the title "Saturation of the Lower-

Hybrid-Drift Instability by Mode Coupling" a copy of which

is included in this report as Appendix I. A more recent

report entitled "Nonlinear Mode Coupling Theory of the

Lower-Hybrid-Drift Instability" has been published as NRL

Memorandum Report 5209, November 1983, will be published

in Phys. Fluids, May 1984, and appears in this report as

Appendix J.

(H) Laser/HANE Theory Support

A preliminary study of short-scale-length coupling

mechanisms was initiated in support of the NRL experiment,

conducted by B. Ripin, on laboratory simulation of HANE by

an expanding laser-produced plasma. The KLYSMA code,
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which includes coupling criteria for the instabilities

studied by Lampe, Manheimer, and Papadopoulos (1975) 4 in a

multi-fluid anomalous transport model intended for

simulation of the early-time HANE regime, was resurrected

and run with parameters appropriate to the laboratory

experiment. A run with the nominal design parameters of

the experiment (as of mid-autumn 1982) was conducted.

This run exhibited no short-scale-length coupling; it was

concluded that for the nominal experiment parameters the

debris shell was too narrow to contain significant

exponentiation of any instability in a transit time.

Although this run included no chemistry and utilized the

thin-shell initialization built into the then-existing

KLYSMA for HANE applications, further analytical study

indicated that this conclusion would be valid even with

more appropriate initialization, for the nominal

experiment parameters. These considerations led to re-

examination" of the design parameters with respect to

coupling criteria for the various instabilities. It was

concluded that the magnetized ion-ion (MII) instability

was the process most likely to yield observable coupling

in the experiment, but that it would be necessary to

abandon "faithful" scaling of the laboratory simulation in

favor of "qualitative" scaling. A study was made of the

design parameter regimes in which coupling by the MII
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instability would be indicated according to the criteria

of Lampe et. al. Criteria for instability turn-on, non-

stabilization by EM effects, high-beta expansion, and

system size were expressed in terms of the design

parameters: these included the ambient magnetic field

strength, ambient density, target yield, expansion

velocity, and characteristic system dimension. Results of

this study were presented at the DNA experiment review at

NRL on 27-29 January 1983, and are documented in R.A.

Smith and J.D. Huba, "Parameter Survey for Collisionless

Coupling in a Laser Simulation of HANE" (NRL Memo Rpt.

5092). This report appears here as Appendix K.

A series of numerical simulations of the high

pressure regime of the NRL laser experiment were performed

to try to determine the source of the bubbles in the

expanding shock front. A number of possibilities were

tried to reproduce this phenomenon; a rippling of the

position of the debris shell, a perturbation of the mass

within the debris shell, and a slug of more slowly moving

material behind the debris shell. None of these

reproduced the experimental results. In all cases the

shock front proved stable. However, it was found that

within the shocked region, perturbations of internal

structure did grow. This result could be applicable to

the late time structure of a HANE. These results have

been presented at the Early Time High Altitude Nuclear
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Effects Meeting at NRL, October 18-20, 1983, and will

appear in the Proceedings of that meeting.

Using the NRL codes, UVDEP and PRODEP, developed for

HANE studies we have obtained estimates for ionization in

the NRL laser/HANE experiment. The effects on the

background N2 gas of (1) x-rays emitted following laser

irradiation of an aluminum target, (2) debris ions moving

out from the target, and (3) deposition of uv radiation

resulting from interaction between the debris ions and the

background gas were calculated. This work was documented

in NRL Memorandum Report 5146 entitled "Preliminary Report

on UVDEP and PRODEP Results for the NRL Laser/HANE

Experiment", August 1983, and appears here as Appendix L.

(I) Early Time HANE Phenomena

The role of collective effects in HANE was examined

assuming that Larmor coupling is the dominant coupling

process and neglecting th-e role of NRL's short coupling

instabilities. It was shown that the ion distributions

generated following Larmor coupling are unstable to

electrostatic loss cone type instabilities. A preliminary

assessment indicated that these instabilities affect the

temperatures of the air and debris ions so that Larmor

coupling resembles closely short length coupling.

Estimates of minimum electron and ion temperatures were

presented for Starfish, Checkmate and Spartans at typical
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altitudes. The results have been submitted as an NRL

Memorandum Report entitled "The Role of Collective

Interactions Following Larmor Coupling in HANE" by K.

Papadopoulos.

The modified two stream instability (MTSI) is an

important anomalous transport process in the ealy time

development of HANE. A summary of the conditions for its

development and the appropriate energy transport

coefficients can be found in Lampe et. al. 4 . The

coefficients derived in this memorandum were used in

multifluid codes such as KLYSMA which determined the early

time coupling phenomenology. Since in KLYSMA the

electrons are treated as a single one temperature fluid,

the energy transfer to electrons was in the form of bulk

heating. As first discussed in Lampe and Papadopoulos 5

the energy transfer to electrons from the MTSI is often

dominated by energetic tail formation rather than bulk

electron heating. Recent simulations by Tanaka and

Papadopoulos 6 have confirmed these results and clarified

the physics underlying the electron energization process.

Whether it is necessary to incorporate the energy transfer

to suprathermal tails rather than bulk electron heating in

the BANE codes depends critically on the phenomenology

aspect under consideration. If ionization processes play

an important role the presence of non Maxwellian tails is

usually important. The same is true if one is interested
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in line radiation signatures for diagnostic purposes.

Both of the above considerations are relevant to the NRL

experiment. In nuclear test cases such as STARFISH or

SPARTAN in the 150-400 km altitude range the location and

properties of the energetic electron patches depends quite

critically on the partition of the energy transfer to

electrons during coupling between bulk heating and tail

formation. A note was published giving some simple

prescriptions in the spirit of Lampe et. al.,4 which allow

incorporation of the effects of tail formation in

multifluid codes, such as KLYSMA, and examined some of the

HANE aspects affected by such considerations. These

results appeared in the High Altitude Newsletter No. 2,

October 1983 edited by Walter Chestnut of SRI. A copy of

this report is reproduced here in Appendix M.

A comparison between models of energetic particle

generation following HANE and observations of particle

energization in high M A flows in the earth's bow shock was

performed. Many similarities were apparent. The same was

true for debris jetting and observations of interplanetary

clouds following coronal mass ejections from the sun. The

results and their impact on HANE phenomenology were

presented at the Eary Time HANE meeting at NRL, October

18-20, 1983, and will appear in the Proceedings of that

meeting.
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In addition, the status of the chemistry routines in

CYLWHAT and KLYSMA was evaluated and recommendations for

changes and improvements for the new early time codes were

made. This work is continuing.

(J) Uranium Vapor Release

We have completed a numerical simulation to model the

release of uranium vapor at an altitude of 200 km. We

used a 1D hydrocode incorporating the chemistry and

realistic diffusion coefficients. We calculate motion

along the magnetic field, in which ions can diffuse, and

motion perpendicular to the field, in which the ions do

not diffuse. We determine the spatial and temporal

distribution of U, UO+ , and U02+ . The purpose of the

prospective release is to evaluate the infrared emission

(LWIR) due to oxides of uranium that may be important in

HANE events. If these ions emit large amounts of ir and

striate, there could be adverse effects on the operation

of optical detectors used in defense systems. This work

has been published as NRL Memorandum Report 5193, entitled

"Simulation of a Uranium Vapor Release in the High

Altitude Atmosphere," November 1983, and appears in this

report as Appendix N.

(K) Late Time HANE Striation Models

Optical detectors used as part of U.S. defense

against missile attack may be severely degraded for hours

following a HANE occurrence, depending on properties of
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the detector and on the nature of ionospheric spatial

irregularities in the disturbed atmosphere. Currently

large scale codes exist to predict visible and ir emission

following a nuclear burst (ROSCOE and derivatives, NORSE

and NADIR). A model has been incorporated into ROSCOE to

provide an estimate of the power spectral density (PSD) of

the spatial irregularities. It is essentially a trivial

model, however, which incorporates no angular dependence

with the magnetic field direction and relative ion-neutral

wind directions and assumes a universal falloff of k- 2 in

the PSD.

We are developing a first order model for high

altitude nuclear induced striations and the resulting PSD,

based on what is known from plasma instability theory and

simulations at NRL and elsewhere and on comparison with

the high altitude data that is available. This model,

while a substantial improvement over current use in the

above codes, should be considered only a step in the

longer range goal of understanding the striating disturbed

ionosphere more completely than we currently do. This is

because of the very limited data available and the incom-

plete nature of our understanding of the processes that

induce striations.

The spatial PSD depends on the size or sizes of

nuclear induced striations, their shape, i.e.,
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distribution of ions, the sharpness of edges, whether the

emission is due to plasma recombination or debris, and the

direction from which we view the striation. At this stage

of development of the theory it is possible to estimate

sizes, shapes, and edge properties for some "candidate"

mechanisms that cause striation growth. Spectral

properties of the model we are developing have been

reported on at the DNA Late Time HANE/Polar Physics

Meeting, 4-7 October 1983 at SRI International and, also,

at the ROSCOE/NORSE/NADIR-C/LAMP Community Meeting, 15-17

November 1983. A copy of the presentation made at the

ROSCOE Meeting with notes is included in this report as

Appendix 0. It has appeared in the Proceedings of the

ROSCOE Meeting and will appear in the Proceedings of the

SRI Meeting.

In another paper we treat the theory of the spectral

properties of optical data scans. Entitled "Estimating

Spectral Indices from Transforms of Discrete

Representations of Density Functions" we determine

limitations on extracting meaningful spectral indices in

terms of the complexity of the spatial emission profile,

the adequacy of resolution, and aliasing errors. The

paper has been submitted as an NRL Memorandum Report.
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(L) Quasi-steady State Multi-Plasma Cloud Configurations

in the Ionosphere

It has been observed that kilometer-scale size

structures can persist in both barium and nuclear cloud

striation phenomena. Beyond a certain point in late times

after the release of such plasma clouds, the bifurcation

of clouds appears to stop. This so-called "freezing"

phenomenon results in an array of closely spaced plasma

cloud striations which tend to drift in unison for an

extended period of time. The possible mechanisms for

causing the cessation of bifurcation have attracted

considerable attention in the literature. However, there

is another necessary ingredient for the freezing

phenomenon. After bifurcation has stopped, the multiple

striation fingers appear to undergo quasi-steady state LxB

drift across the geomagnetic field. We have considered

the nature and properties of closely spaced multiple

plasma striations in quasi-steady state. The neutral

electrical interaction of the striations is included

exactly. Using the technique developed in a previous

paper (Chen, et. al.: J. Geophys. Res. BA, 5528, 1983), we

have been able to demonstrate the existence of quasi-

steady state multiple plasma cloud configurations. We

have shown that the influence of neighboring clouds on the

electric field inside nearby clouds decreases as K-1 for

any xo/a so that the cloud interior is effectively
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shielded from the intercloud interaction. Here,

K -Cin/C 0ou t , the Pedersen conductivity ratio and 2x o is

the center-to-center distance of striations (modeled by

cylinders of radius a). As a result, the electric field

inside all the clouds is essentially uniform and equal so

that such a system would be seen to drift in unison across

the magnetic field while maintaining the overall geometri-

cal shape.

The above results have been described in an NRL

Memorandum Report, in press, and have, also, been

accepted, in a more compressed version, for publication in

J. Geophys. Res. under the title "Quasi-Steady State

Multi-Plasma Cloud Configuration in the Ionosphere". It

appears here as Appendix P.

(M) Chaotic Behavior in Ionospheric Processes

A series of detailed studies of the transition from

orderly to chaotic behavior in a simple dynamical system

were conducted in 1983. Orbits of particles acted on by

the field of a standing wave structure, an idealized

representation of wave structures which can arise on

auroral field lines or in ionospheric density depressions,

exhibited Feigenbaum period doubling as the amplitude

parameter has increased, and stochastic behavior at the

limit of the period doubling cycle. At higher amplitudes

a band structure was observed in surface-of-section plots
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of the particle motion, and this in turn evolved into

a strange attractor at very large wave amplitude.

(N) Linear Dynamics of Tropical Heat Sources and

Interactions with Mid-Latitudes

A two dimensional linear model has been developed to

investigate the response of a stratified atmosphere to

prescribed tropical heat sources in the presence of a new

zonal flow. The heat sources of interest are those that

arise from warm sea surface temperature anomalies (SST's)

that occur in the central and western tropical Pacific

during an El Nino event. During such events the

convection is greatly increased over the region of the SST

anomaly, greatly changing the atmospheric circulation in

the region. The anomalous convection due to the warm SST

anomaly influences the atmospheric circulation far from

its origin in mid-latitudes, it is hoped that this model

will aid in the understanding of the structure of such

teleconnection responses.

In this model, the primitive equations on a sphere in

log-pressure coordinates are linearized about a basic

state with a near zonal flow which can depend on latitude

and height. The stratification of the model basic state

atmosphere can be varied with height and latitude. The

model variables are Fourier amplitudes for each zonal

wavenumber. The motion is presently forced by a

prescribed heating function of given frequency, which
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represents the latent heating due to large-scale tropical

convection. The model is damped by eddy diffusion,

Rayleigh friction and Newtonian cooling. Damping through

the vertical transport of horizontal momentum by deep

convection is also parameterized. The boundary layer is

formulated using an eddy diffusion coefficient K with the

surface stress formulated using a drag coefficient. The

same formulation is used for the surface heat flux gen-

erated by warm SST anomalies. The model domain is global

with a rigid upper boundary at 22.5km. The model

equations are finite differenced on a staggered grid and

the resulting finite difference equations form a block

matrix system which is solved by standard techniques.

The model has been tested for the case of steady

latent heating in a basic state at rest and the same

result obtained as the Walker circulation solution of

Geisler (1981).7 The model will be used to compare the

response forced by a prescribed cumulus heat source in a

realistic mean zonal flow to that forced by a warm SST

anomaly. The cumulus heating initiated by the warm SST

anomaly will be found by an iterative process through a

number of solutions. The boundary layer convergence from

the previous solution will be used to calculate the verti-

cal flux of moisture at the too of the trade wind

inversion (at z = 2km). The vertical moisture flux is

then matched to a new cumulus heating rate and a new
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solution found. A one-dimensional model, which uses

Fourier modes in longitude and modes in the vertical in a

constant mean flow, will be converted to a fully modal

model. The normal modes excited by the above heat sources

will then be calculated and compared to the two-

dimensional model solutions for realistic mean zonal

flows. This work is described in more detail in Appendix

Q entitled "Model of Linear Response to Tropical Heat

Sources."

(0) The Large-Scale Dynamics of the Indian Summer Monsoon

The large-scale dynamics of the summer monsoon in the

region of India is currently being investigated. The

research is a follow on from the author's Ph.D. thesis

research on the linear dynamics of the East African low-

level jet. A paper on this thesis work (see Appendix R)

was presented at the 15th Technical Conference on

Hurricanes and Tropical Meteorology, January 9-13, 1984,-

in Miami, Florida. The title is "A Linear Dynamic Model

of the East African Jet in a Stratified Atmosphere." The

following is the abstract for this paper:

A Linear Dynamic Model of the East African Jet in a
Stratified Atmosphere, K.D. Sashegyi and J.E. Geisler

Relative effects of prescribed summer monsoon heat
sources and the topographic barier of East Africa on the
maintenance of the East African jet were investigated
using a linearized primitive equations models in a strati-
fied atmosphere. The topographic barrier, modeled as a
rigid wall, concentrated the broad cross-equatorial flow
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forced by the large-scale latent heating over India into a
boundary jet. Low-level sensible heating over Somalia and
Saudi Arabia increased the cross-equatorial flow, created
a local wind maximum along the coastline of Somalia and a
more gradual turning of the jet from the topographic
barrier.

At present, the three dimensional regional area model
of Chang and Madala (1980) is being adapted to study the
nonlinear aspects of the large scale Indian monsoon. The
model includes realistic topography and will be driven as
in the linear model by a prescribed latent heat source
representing the large scale monsoon convection in the
region of India. The model domain runs from 20S to 40N
and 300 E to 1100 E. Sigma coordinates (normalized pressure
P/P , where P. is the surface pressure) are used as the
verfical coordinate. The model has 5 sigma levels in the
vertical, 31 grid points in latitude and 81 grid points in
longitude. The horizontal resolution of the model is 10 in
longitude and 20 in latitude. The solution obtained with
this nonlinear model will be compared to the linear
solutions.

(P) Collective Particle Accelerator (CPA)

A collective particle accelerator (CPA) is a device

in which an intense relativistic electron beam (IREB)

gives rise to an axial electric field which in turn

accelerates a solid beam injected along the axis. A

previous study of the stability of a solid charged beam

propagating inside a hollow relativistic electron beam (H.

Uhm, Phys. Fluids 2d, 1908 (1982)) concluded that such a

configuration is unstable to transverse oscillations.

We have studied both the normal mode approach (as in

Uhm (1982)) and the convective aspects of the transverse

oscillations (G. Ganguli and P. Palmadesso, "Finite Geome-

try Effects on the Stability of a Charged Beam Propagating

Through a Relativistic Annular Electron Beam", to appear
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in Journal of Applied Physics, (1984) and NRL Memo Report

5191), and conclude that it is possible to achieve

successful acceleration of a portion of the axial beam.

Thus, the transverse oscillation is not fatal to CPA

operation.

Further studies of the CPA particle orbits are now

under investigation. This work is included in this report

in Appendix S.

(Q) Plasma Behavior in Crossed Electric and Magnetic

Fields

The behavior of plasmas subject to crossed electric

and magnetic fields has been the subject of considerable

study under this task. The particular case of interest is

shown in Figure 3. A large amplitude electro-magnetic

pulse traveling between two highly conducting regions is

incident upon a plasma slab. If the pulse amplitude is

large enough, then electrons from the negative conducting

region (the cathode side) are magnetically constrained and

cannot enter the plasma slab to provide current carriers,

hence the current must be carried via the plasma ions.

After a sufficient time has passed, the plasma ions

represent the only current carriers.

The problem is complicated by the fact that the

magnetic field must diffuse into the plasma slab. Thus,

the current is initially carried in a very thin region,

Figure 4, whose thickness is equal to the skin depth of
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the plasma. The high current density in this region

quickly depletes the electrons near the cathode and then

attempts to draw the full current in this region as space-

charge limited ion current (Figure 5). If the ion density

is such that a sufficient number of ions are supplied to

the electron depleted region, then the vacuum gap will

grow larger. As the space charge limit is proportional to

V3/ 2 d- 2 , this means that the voltage across the vacuum gap

must increase. Another way of looking at it is that the

impedance of the region must increase. This means that

the skin depth increases and a new region of plasma is

available for carrying the current. The process continues

until the whole plasma slab has eroded and the pulse is

finally allowed to pass to the right.

As this problem is inherently a 2-dimensional

problem, many different length scales must be considered:

(1) -the magnetic skin-depth; (2) the plasma sheaths; and

(3) the vacuum gap. As noted above, the gap affects the

plasma impedance which affects the skin depth; it also

affects the ion current which affects the plasma sheath.

Thus all of these length scales are inter-related.

The current work under this contract has been an

attempt to understand the global physics of this problem

and how the various parts are inter-connected. Figure 6

shows the global structure of the plasma; much work needs
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to be performed to understand the dynamic interplay

between the various regions.
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TEARING INSTABILITY IN AN ANISOTROPIC NEUTRAL SHEET

I. INTRODUCTION

In this paper, we investigate the tearing-mode stability properties of

a field-reversed plasma layer whose temperature distribution is anisotropic

(T * TIf). The symbols I and 1 refer to directions perpendicular and

parallel to the equilibrium magnetic field, respectively. Figure 1 shows a

schematic drawing of the geometry and the coordinate system. The equili-

brium magnetic field B (Z) = B(z)x, indicated by the solid lines, is

generated self-consistently by the current J (z) - J (z)y with no external-o o -
magnetic field. The magnetic field reverses its direction in the plane

z - 0 and Jo(z) is symmetric in z. Both ions and electrons are assumed to

contribute to the equilibrium current. The number density no(z) is also

shown in the figure. In this one-dimensional equilibrium, all physical

quantities depend on z alone. The plasma is assumed to consist of

collisionless ions and electrons so that Vlasov equations are used for both

species.

It is well-known that inertia of the current carriers can lead to

collisionless tearing instability in a system such as the one described

above. Considerable work has been done on the basic collisionless tearing-

mode properties of the neutral sheet configuration -8. An example of

physical systems that may be modelled by this configuration is the earth's

magnetotail9 . Subsequent to the early work, tearing-mode results have been

considered in connection with the magnetotailI0'11 . In these studies, the

neutral sheets are generally assumed to have isotropic temperature

distributions (TI - T ). However, in a collisionless plasma, the motion of

particles parallel to the magnetic field is decoupled from the

perpendicular motion and temperature anisotropy can be maintained even in

thermal equilibrium. Laval and Pellat 12 used an energy principle analysis

to show that collisionless tearing-mode properties can be strongly modified

by weak temperature anisotropy. In particular, it was found that the

k I B mode can be stabilized by a very - small degree of electron

temperature anisotropy: T e/T < (1-a e/6) where ae is the electron

gyroradius and 6 is the layer half-thickness. In this work, neither the

dispersion relation nor the marginal condition for the anisotropic case was

given. Recently, Chen and Davidson13 carried out a Vlasov-fluid analysis

of a field-reversed ion layer at marginal stability using approximate

Manuscript appovd July 14, 1983.
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Fig. I Schematic drawing of a neutral sheet and the coordinate system.
The magnetic field B(Z) reverses direction at z - 0. The dashed

lines indicate the magnetic field configuration including the

perturbation.
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orbits in a cylindrical coordinate system. It was found that relatively

small temperature anisotropy in ions significantly modified the stability

boundaries. Consistent with the results of Ref. 12, the range of unstable

wavenumbers is reduced for T il/T < 1 and is increased for Ti,- !T > 1.

More recently, Basu and Coppi I  studied a fluid-like "field swelling"

instability in -. anisotropic plasma in which the magnetic pressure is

comparable to the particle pressure and in which there is no equilibrium

current. This analysis is local and is based on the fluid equations.

However, in the neutral sheet configuration, the instability is

intrinsically nonlocal and the plasma 8 is much greater than unity in the

field-null region so that the fluid equations are invalid. Thus, the

treatment of Ref. 14 is not applicable to the tearing-mode instability

which is due to resonant particles crossing the field-null region.

A difficulty in treating the neutral sheet configuration is the

complicated particle orbits1 5. In order to make the problem tractable

analytically, "straight-line" approximations have often been used 8'1 0 for

the particle orbits crossing the null plane. Numerically, the problem is

also difficult. In a noteworthy but rarely referenced work, Holdren16

utilized an integrodifferential equation formalism to show the feasibility

to treat the various orbits exactly. In order to minimize the numerical

errors, relativistic electrons with large orbits were used and no

definitive comparison can be made between the relativistic numerical

results and the previous nonrelativistic, approximate results5. In

addition, the numerics required are prohibitive and it is in general

difficult to use this method.

In the present model, we will adopt the straight-line orbits but

improve the treatment of the ion orbits. The effects of the small Larmor

radius orbits will also be considered. The anisotropic collisionless

tearing-mode analysis is carried out for perturbations of the form

*(x,z,t) = *(z)exp(ikx-iwt) where the wavevector k is taken to be parallel

to the equilibrium magnetic field. In Fig. I, the dashed lines indicate

schematically the magnetic field lines including the mirror-like

perturbation given above. As a general remark, the problem treated here is

different from that of tearing instabilities in tokamak discharges1 8

because the tokamak geometry would have an applied magnetic field in the y-

A-.1
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direction (Fig. I). This alters the prticle orbits significantly. The

configuration studied here is more closely related to certain e-pinches and

ion layers.

In Section II, we present the basic linear analysis of the

perturbation. In Section III, simplified particle orbits are used to

obtain the eigenvalue equation. This equation is solved to give the linear

anisotropic dispersion relation. Section IV discusses the results.

II. FORMULATION

Figure 1 shows a schematic drawing of a neutral sheet. We assume that

there is no equilibrium electrostatic field and no bulk motion of the

plasma (i.e., E x B - 0). We consider a class of equilibria described by

foj . f°j((H - V.P H, ) where j - e,i and (H j, Pyj, H j) are the

single-particle constants of the motion in the equilibrium magnetic

field. Here, H - (m./2)(v2 + v2 ), P - mjVy + (qj/c)A (z)
iij y z vY. , j y

H - (m./2)v2  and A (z) is the vector potential for the equilibrium
ejj x y

magnetic field, where qj is the electric charge, mj is the mass, and Vj

constant is the mean drift velocity of the species j.

A. Linear Eigenvalue Equation

The analysis is carried out for perturbations of the form *(x,z,t) -

4(z)exp(ikx-iwt) where the wavevector k - kR is parallel to the equilibrium

magnetic field. The magnetic field configuration including this

perturbation is indicated by dashed lines in Fig. 1. The characteristic

frequency is low with Iwi << wci where wci = eB0 /m c is the ion cyclotron

frequency in the asymptotic magnetic field B = B 0(z - -). Moreover, we

consider the case where kve - w Which is true for a wide range of

parameters of interest so that we also have typically wjl << kve, where ve

is the electron thermal velocity. This will be verified a posteriori.

Using the standard method of characteristics, the first-order Vlasov

distribution function for each species is

t
- - 3- f" x =1• o

lj m -- c- - avo (
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where (x', v') represents the particle orbits in the equilibrium field with

the conditions x'(t' = t) - x, v'(t' = t) = v and 4i(t * -) = 0 for all

perturbation quantities. The time integration is carried out along the

unperturbed orbits. In the above equation and in the remainder of the

paper, the species index j - e,i is suppressed where no confusion arises.

The perturbed fields are given by

Bi - VxA , (2)

S-_--- (3)
i1 2 c at (3

-B 4 J (4)

and

V -l E 4wpl, (5)

where A1 and * are the perturbed vector and scalar potentials. In this
paper, we choose the Coulomb gauge (V • A = 0). Because the

characteristic frequency of the perturbation is low, w << w we assume

charge neutrality to first order. Note that Bly(xzt) - 0 for the mirror-

like perturbations so thatJ = Jly(x,z,t)j and A, - *(x,zt)y.

For the general form fo fo (HI - VP y, H ), note that

af 0  f-
f -M " (fo 4fo - fo

37 ail I a I aHI xX

Using Eqs. (2) and (3) in Eq. (1), straightforward calculation yields

af f af
f M qj a [  B0*) + iWSY] - ikqo(jj2. - af 2 )vxS, (6)

where Sy is the orbit integral along the unperturbed orbits given by

t I v, 7
S f dt'( - - v'*) (7)
Y cy

and
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V
j -c

is the uniform mean drift velocity normalized to the speed of light c.

Here, use has been made of /at * -iw and a/ax * ik. For the isotropic

case, the last term in Eq. (6) vanishes and we trivially recover the

previous results8 . For the anisotropic case, estimating vx by the typical

thermal velocity vth, we note that the ratio of the second term to the

third term is of the order of w/(kv th) which makes the last term in Eq. (6)

small in comparison with the first two terms for low frequency

perturbations except for a very small degree of anisotropy. This means

that the marginal state 13 and the growth rate can be significantly modified

in comparison with the isotropic case. It is the purpose of this paper to

give a quantitative illustration of this point.

Another consequence of the low-frequency nature of the perturbation is
8

that the perturbed scalar potential is much smaller than (vy/C) 8  This

can be seen by noting that the electric field Elx along the magnetic field

is at most comparable to the components perpendicular to the magnetic

field, say, Ely. That is to say, Elx Ely. This implies

S< ( w 
vth

rkvth c - -)

For the low frequency case (w << kvth), * is much less than (vy/c);p where

vy - Vth for the typical thermal particle. Physically, this is simply a

statement of quasi-neutrality at low frequencies. Although it is

theoretically straightforward to include 0, we will adopt the

simplification of neglecting * in comparison with (vy/ C) • Then, the

approximate perturbed distribution function is

af afaf
f -q S + iwq -yikq j-jj2 - -WH vxsv ~ (8)

where the orbit integral [Eq. (7)] has been simplified to

t

Sy l I dt'v'*. (9)Sy -W

The first term in Eq. (8) is the usual adiabatic term which does not depend

on the detailed particle orbits. The second term represents the change in
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momentum and the third term represents the change in energy of the

particles. In particular, ikqS v is the time-integrated Lorentz force

acting on the particles in the x-direction.

B. Anisotropic Plasma Layer in Thermal Equilibrium

In the preceding section, we have described the general theoretical
framework appropriate for equilibria of the type foj(H - V P ,H ). To

examine the stability properties in detail, we specialize to the case where

the plasma layer consists of two species (electrons and ions), both

satisfying the two-temperature Maxwellian distribution given by

fo 2T 0 i exp[I- Y (H - V Pyj)Iexp(- T L± H1j), (10)
io j v2rT /mJ  

where H - (m /2)(v 2 + v2), Pyw m.v. + (q /c)A0 (z), H1 (m.x2)v2,
Ij j y z yj j j j y 1ij jo x

V. = constant is the mean velocity of the species j, and A (z) is the

vector potential for the equilibrium magnetic field. As stated before, the

electrostatic field is taken to be zero in the frame of the layer.

The equilibrium particle density and magnetic field profiles

corresponding to Eq. (10) depend only on the perpendicular temperature and

are well-known
17

nz) - no sech2 (i, (1I)

and

2cT /6
B tanh I-) (12)x z e(ViVe)

where 6 is the characteristic half-thickness of the plasma layer given by

c2T 1/2 1 (3^ W e(V _Ve)•(3

2wn e(i e
0

Here, T, = Til + T e, and n0 is the maximum number density at z - 0 for

both species. For z a ., we have B 0 (z . m) - B with
x 0

B /8n noT i  (14)
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where Bo > 0 is chosen without loss of generality. This choice implies

(Vi-Ve) > 0 so that the total current is in the y-direction, given by

(z) - e(Vi-Ve)no(Z)y. (15)

Because of charge neutrality, the equilibrium ion and electron densities

are equal. It is easy to show that the zero electrostatic field condition

is equivalent to

TiV + T elV - . (16)

If we denote the gyroradius of the thermal particles by

a j = Wcj where v J1 V2Ti /m and wcj " eB /mjc with Bo given by

Eq. (14), then it is easy to show by using Eqs. (13) and (16) that

a IV I
aj Y (17)
v±

and

q V 2~l1B~l (18)

cT

As a general remark, the equilibrium configuration described above is

obtained by balancing the Lorentz force c_( o x B ) with the perpendicular

pressure gradient -(a/3z)[n 0 (z)T I.

III. Stability Properties for an Anisotropic Neutral Sheet

A. Model Orbits

In order to determine the stability properties of the system described

by Eqs. (10)-(18), the orbit integral Sy [Eq. (9)] must be evaluated.

Generally, the orbits in the equilibrium field are complicted. 15  In the

previous calculations on the isotropic neutral sheets, "straight-line"

orbits8'1 0 have been used to evaluate the orbit integral. In these

approximations, the neutral sheet is divided into two regions. In the

inner region, Iz < dj V 1a6 where the magnetic field is weak, the orbits
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are taken to be straight lines across the null-plane (z 0) and reflected

from the surfaces at IzI = d.. Thus, v. is nearly constant in this
3

region. In addition, the perturbed vector potentrial t - AIV is assumed

to be constant in the inner region (constant-W approximation). In the

outer region, IzI > di, the particles are assumed to execute nonaxis-

crossing small Larmor radius orbits and these orbits are neglected. In

particular, in Ref. 8, the dispersion relation is obtained by matching the

inner and outer solutions at z - 426. This approximation neglects the

axis-crossing ion orbits that extend far beyond the electron inner region

since du/de - (mi/me)1/4 . Although the effects of the axis-crossing

electrons are greater than those of the axis-crossing ions, the ion effects

dominate in the intermediate region de < IzI < di, as will be shown in this

section. In the isotropic case, it will turn out that the neglect of the

intermediate region does not change the dispersion relation

substantially. However, in the anisotropic case, the ion orbits in the

intermediate region affects the dispersion relation significantly. In the

present analysis, we. include the three regions (Fig. 2) and define the

boundary surfaces at

de /2a6 (19)

for the electrons and

d VaiF2 (20)

for the ions, where aj - vj /Wcj is the Larmor radius of a thermal particle

with v - 2T /M Physically, de is the distance where the local

electron Larmor radius ae(de) vei /W ce(d e ) is equal to de/2.

Here, We(d eBO(d ec. di is the distance where the local ion

Larmor radius ai(di) Bv l/W ci(d i ) is equal to di. The factor of / is

somewhat arbitrary and is chosen to avoid overestimating the large ion

orbits. Moreover, this choice allows the use of the constant-

approximation in the region IzI/6 < d /6 << i.

The orbit integral S y [Eq. (9)] will now be evaluated for the three

regions as shown in Fig. 2. In the respective inner region for each

species, the orbits consists of nearly straight segments 8 ,10 and vy is
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Fig. 2 Schematic drawing of electron and ion orbits.
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nearly constant. Then, from Eq. (9), the approximate orbit integral is

S i n . ic- v *(x,z,t)(kv -w)- , (2:)
y y x

where vx is an exact constant of the motion and the constant-4 approxi-

mation has been used. Using Eq. (21) in the first velocity moment of flj,

we obtain the perturbation current densities for the inner regions (region

i for electrons and regions I and II for ions),

in c il [ + w 1 62 ) W
4wn 62 TI i I a2

1 62
- c (- + l)W( L)no(z)* (22)

'i a2  kvil

and

jin c [1 + CW 1 62

4 n6 2  
1  a2  elo e

162 w( )In2 .z (23)
-e - +1'W7v

a2  el
e

where the anisotropy parameter is defined by

T

The dispersion function is given by

z(r) 1 f dx xp(-x 2 )

and

W(E)-- '()

In deriving Eqs. (22) and (23), use has been made of the equilibrium
properties, Eqs. (13), (14), (16) and (18), and v - - j.

In the outer regions, regions II and III for electrons and region III

for ions, the particles mainly execute 7B drift motion with the drift
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velocity V given by

..mcv2 
(25)

where v2 = v2 + v2 is a constant of the motion. This expression is a good
y z

approximation for the guiding center motion in the outer regions for most

particles (a << 6) except for the ones with kinetic energy much greater

than the thermal energy. Note that, for thermal particles (v = v

% D ji is of the order of (ajs) snh-(z/6)so that VD/v i is of order

unity near z - dj. The actual motion of a particle is then

v Z - cos(j .t + X)
y D +

and

v z "vsin(w cjt + X),

where Wcj is the local cyclotron frequency, v is the gyration velocity in

the VD  frame and X is the phase angle. Then, the approximate orbit

integral Sy for the outer regions is

out 11 -
S ic , - c1  f dt'cos(w t, + X)i.

V D xW i- V cj

The second term represents the oscillatory motion in the guiding center

frame. Taking the phase average over X for the low frequency perturbation,

it is easy to see that the second term averages to zero and we have

Sou - i 1 (k -'i '

Y u ic-I V(kVx-w) (x,z,t) . (26)
y D x

Integrating over the velocity space and after some algebra, we obtain

4out c 2T i Z(w/kv )
-4 4wn 062 Tkvii sinh 2 (z/6)
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W(w/kv j)
+ i  (L .) Ii (2

sinh 2 (z/6) 0

and

jout c 2Tei I Z(w/kv )
e 4n 062 - eoi sinh 2 (z/6)

0

W(w/kVef I) (z)x. (28)

e sinh 2 (z/6) - 2

In obtaining these expressions, use has been made of the equilibrium
relationships Eqs. (17) and (18), and a2 /62 << 1 has been dropped.

j
The third term in the square brackets of each equation is the

anisotropy term. In Ref. 8, where the isotropic case is treated, the

second term in each equation is neglected by using the ordering

(w/kvy ) (a/6)3 /2 << 1 and the ion contribto n is neglected in.ontriution li
region II. Galeev and Zelenyi19 estimated the drift velocity by VD [Eq.

(25)] without the factor sinh- 2(z/) and concluded that this contribution

is small. However, as the discussion following Eq. (25) shows, this term

can be of order unity in Eqs. (27) and (38) near z - de. Moreover,
Dobrowolny8 and Galeev and Zelenyi19 matched the interior (Izi < de) and

exterior (izJ > di) solutions at z - de by arguing that the interior

electron contribution to the perturbed current density [Eq. (23)] is much

greater than the external ion contribution [Eq. (27)].for IzI > de.  This

argument overlooks the fact that the axis-crossing ion orbits extend far

beyond the electron inner region (Izl - de) so that the relevant comparison

in the intermediate region (region II) is between the exterior electrons

[Eq.. (28)] and interior ions [Eq. (22)]. For the case in which ions and

electrons are both anisotropic, the ratio J in/Jout at z = de in region II
li lee

is approximately (Gi/ae)(me/mi)(6/ae) which is typicallty of order

unity. For the case in which only ions are anisotropic (ae a 0), the

ratio is approximately (6/a e) 5/2(m e/Mi ) which is much greater than
unity. As z increases to di, the ratio increases because of the factor

sinh-2 (7) in the electron contribution. Thus, in general, the ion

contribution is not negligible in the intermediate region. Moreover, this

intermediate region is wider than the electron inner region by a factor of
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d!de (Ti' IT )/4 (m /M ) /42 For comparable Ti and Te, this
1 i e i . i e e -,

quantity is roughly 4. The intermediate region is in turn thinner than the
sheet thickness 6 by a factor of Va /26 << 1. In this paper, we treat the

three-region matching problem (see Fig. 2); in region I, the total current
density is iT in + Jin in region !I, JiT + JOUt ) ; in region

IT 0" l le IT (Jii le inrgo
III, the current density is JT -JJt + Jout)

B. Linear Dispersion Relation

The linear eigenvalue equation is obtained by substituting Eqs. (22),

(23), (27) and (28) into Eq. (4) according to the three-region scheme

described in the preceding section. The equation is then solved subject to

the following conditions. The solution lp must be such that its first

derivative (a*/az) vanishes asymptotically (Izi -* w) and that the

logarithmic derivative is continuous at IzJ - de and IzI di. For the

inner region (I), the eigenvalue equation is found to be

^d(. A;) (29)

dZ2

where *(x,z,t) - *(z) exp(ikx-iwt) and

2 -2 _ Ti 2 +1[ 1 62A k 21 + _ T _L
i a2  in in ii

T ei 62
+ - __+ 1)r (__)z( __ - oeW(k_-)i}, (30)

T1  a2  L kVen eln el
e

with sech2(z/6) Z 1 for IzI < de << 6. Here, 1 =-k6 and '- z/6. By

setting ci - ae - 0, Eqs. (29) and (30) reduce to the inner equation of

Ref. 8. In general, A is independent of z and the solution is

^in
Iin(z) - C cosh(Az) (31)

where C is an integration constant and the symmetric solution has been

chosen.

In the intermediate region II, the eigenvalue equation takes on the
form

____21 Til 1 62+ M WNC,(W

d721 (2  a k in k p ik in
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2T

e__. r , W Le _sinh-
Ti tkv ' ' kv ek el.

x sech2 (7)4. (32)

It is easy to see that the inner ion orbit contribution dominates the small

gyroradius electron contribution in this region.

In the exterior region Iz1 > di, the orbit of both species are mainly

of the small gyroradius drifting type and the eigenvalue equation takes on

the form

d 2  2 sech2(i)1w + 2{T[ (rv.-)Z(T ) - W(

+Tei w)(w aW -2-(3
oeaWk--2l]}sinh (z) sech2 (7)$. (33)

i ell ell en

Asymptotically, where the VB contribution vanishes due to near uniformity

of the equilibrium magnetic field, the solution of the above equation is
20

$.(z) - D(l + I tanhlzl )exp(-ilz), (34)
k

where the even solution is chosen and D is an integration constant. As

required, the first derivative is proportional to exp(-Zi) and vanishes

as Iz- .

If we set -i = ae - 0 in Eq. (30) and match the inner and asymptotic

solutions (Eqs. (31) and (34)] at z - de, then the isotropic results of

Ref. 8 are recovered. Equating the logarithmic derivatives of Eqs. (31)

and (34) at z - de, we obtain the linear dispersion relation

A tanh(Cde) - (1 + -ltanh C)[V-Isech2dS - -1 (1 + k -1tanh e)j ,

(35)

where A is given by Eq. (30) and e = d /6. This is equivalent to the
C C

series representation in terms of generalized Legendre functions given in

Ref. 8. Neglecting terms of order e << 1, the right hand side can bee

simplified and we have approximately
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A tanh :Ad = I - ( (36)
k

Using the small-argument expansion of Z funcrion in Eq. (32), we find
Ade << 1 f or the low-frequency perturbations. Then, keeping only the

leading terms in Eq. (36), we find that the instability is primarily due to

the resonant electrons and

a 321 T
S3/2 + 37)

ke ,/2ir e k

which is identical to the isotropic result8. It shows that (y/kvel) < I

scales as (a e/63/2 and that y > 0 (unstable) for T < 1 and y < 0 (stable)

fork > 1. By setting y - 0 and neglecting terms of order d, we find

the marginal condition

0 0k

k

and the marginal wavenumber - 1, recovering the previous result1, 2 .

For the anisotropic case, the approximate dispersion relation is still

given by Eq. (36) with a. * 0 in A [Eq. (30)]. As we can see from Eq.

(30), the electron anisotropy effects are large because of the small22 2
gyroradius (a./a e m /me 2 " a 2>>'). As a result, it is likely that

nonlinear effects become important for electrons on a time scale comparable

to Wci1 This makes the present analysis unsuitable except for very

small degrees of electron anisotropy, viz., T IT - i << ae /. Thus,

in the remainder of this paper, we will primarily consider the case with

anisotropic ions and isotropic electrons. Then, keeping only the leading

terms, we have

(Aid Z~ 2 V'-(L) (1 + (L..) + 2ai 1+.)(- ~ (8
e ) " , 2 i (I + ( % - 3 8 )

e el el el eM.

where i i  - Til/Til). In marginal state, y - 0 and

e i( 2 + 2 TI1 i'L-l L me

+ elJ ae i"

For systems in which (ae/6) and (me/mi) are comparable such as the
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magnetotail, Ade2--2 << 1. Then, the marginal wavenumber o is given by0

I- r2 + TiI1-l m ,6/ 2  (39)
0- j 39) i>

k e. i e.
0

Using Eqs. (38) and (39) in Eq. (36) and keeping only the leading terms, we

find

kiu a / T el e 3/2
kv6) I-~ -T -2- a (1 I ~ m Y-) -

e 11 vr21r el k ei i e (40)

This is the approximate anisotropic dispersion relation obtained by

matching the inner and asymptotic solutions at z - de. From Eq. (40), we

find that the normalized growth rate y/w has a maximum at
ci

- IL
0

and

1 a m/21 il -
)i pmax (m )(I + Y )(1 +-). (41)
ci24 e el

Equation (36) is obtained to show the basic properties of the

isotropic and anisotropic dispersion relations. One noteworthy property of

this equation is that A is either purely real or purely imaginary. Using

small-argument expansion of Z and W functions, it is easy to see that w is

nearly purely imaginary for the low-frequency perturbations being

considered, as we assumed in the preceding discussion of approximate

solutions. In the remainder of the paper, we specialize to the case of

imaginary frequency with w i-y so that y - > 0 corresponds to

instability. The transcendental equation (36) has also been solved

numerically to obtain the dispersion relation in detail. Figures 3 and 4

show the growth rate y normalized to the asymptotic ion cyclotron

frequency wci versus the normalized k k6. The dispersion curves are

shown for several values of Til/Til and two values of (L/6), 0.03 and
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Fig. 3 Normalized growth rate (y/w versus M~ for at -/ 0.03 using

the two-region approximation [Eq. (37)]. The value of T ii/T~ is

(a) 0.9, (b) 1.0, (c) 1.1 and (d) 1.15. (T elT en 1;.
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0-

-1 cd

Fig. 4 Normalized growth rate (Y/w c) versus k6 for a 1/6 -0.05 using

Eq. (37). The value of T I T ipis (a) 0.9, (b) 1.0, (c) 1.1 and

(d-) 1.15. (T elIT el 1).
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0.05. In particular, the value a /6 - 0.03 roughly corresponds to the

quiescent magnetotail parameters. In addition, we have used T i/T - 2.

In this case, a /6 = 5 x 10- 4 .e

The curve b in each figure corresponds to the isotropic result 8 with

the marginal wavenumber k6 - 1 independently of (ai/ 6 ). Consistent with

the previous conclusions13 , we find that temperature anisotropy

with T i/T > 1 is destabilizing while anisotropy with Til/Tin < 1 is

stabilizing. Here, k is parallel to Bo so that the case with the greater

temperature perpendicular to k is more unstable. These figures also show

that Eq. (39) describes the stability boundary accurately. For example,

for T i/T = 1.1 and a /6 - 0.03, we have 7 0 - 2.67. For a /6 - 0.05, we

have k - 1.68, in agreement with these figures. In addition, Eq. (40)
0

is a good approximation for all the curves shown in these figures. In

comparing Figs. 3 and 4, note that the two values of a /6 correspond to

different values of 6 and wci so that y and k are normalized to different

scales (see Eqs. (14), (17) and (18)]. The curves are not completed for

k6 = 0 because the theory breaks down as k + 0. Comparing curves a, c and

d with curve b in each of Figs. 3 and 4, we see that the effect of

anisotropy is substantial. This is expected because the anisotropy term,

the third term in Eq. (8), is greater than the isotropic term by a factor

of (kvi /w) >> 1. In this regard, we point out that Laval and Pellat1

used an energy method to show that the mode treated here is completely

stabilized for

T a
<- i - --. (42)

e 6

For the parameter used in Fig. 3, the right hand side is approximately

0.9995. Using this value of electron temperature anisotropy in Eq. (37),

we find that the mode is in fact completely stabilized. With electron

anisotropy, the square brackets in Eq. (40) would contain another term

identical to the second term except for the replacement e - i and

m e/mi * 1. [See the discussion preceding Eq. (38)]. The reason for the

extremely sensitive dependence on the electron anisotropy described above

is that the electron term without the small mass ratio enhances the

anisotropy effects discussed above. As a general remark, we note

that y/wci is typically of the order of 10- 4. In addition, j/kv is also
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of the order of 10-4 for the unstable parameter regimes for both species.

Thus, the low frequency approximation used to derive Eq. (8) is justified a

posteriori.

So far, we have examined anisotropic tearing-mode properties using the

two-region matching method following a number of previous works. However,

examination of Eq. (32) shows that, in the intermediate region, it is the

ion orbits that dominate. Furthermore, because di >> del the effect of

these ions is expected to be large. In order to study the anisotropic

properties including the intermediate region, we have numerically

integrated Eqs. (32) and (33) in regions II and III. The physically

acceptable solution must have the asymptotic behavior given by Eq. (34) and

the logarithmic derivative must be continuous at z - di and z - de. At z

de, the derivative is matched to that of the analytic solution, Eq. (31).

The matching condition then gives the linear anisotropic dispersion

relation. The results are plotted in Figs. 5 and 6 for several values

of T /T and for two values of au/6, 0.03 and 0.05. Here, the electrons

are isotropic.

Comparing Figs. (3) with (5) and (4) with (6), we see that inclusion

of the ion orbits in the intermediate region modifies the growth rate and

the stability boundary significantly. In general, the anisotropy effects

are further enhanced by the inclusion of the intermediate region (region
II). That is, for T I/T < 1, the mode is more strongly stabilized with

the intermediate region than without it. For Ti /Tin > 1, the

instability is more strongly enhanced with the intermediate region than

without it. However, the isotropic dispersion curves obtained using the
"three-region" matching method are nearly identical to the corresponding

ones obtained using the two-region approach. The absolute value of (y/wci)

of curve b in Fig. 3 is greater than that of curve b in Fig. 5 by

approximately 3% to 4% (a /6 - 0.03). The absolute value of (y/w ci) of

curve b in Fig. 4 is also greater than that of curve b in Fig. 6 by similar

amounts (ai/6 - 0.05). This agreement 'is nontrivial since Eq. (32) shows

that the dominant ion orbits in the intermediate region modifies the

eigenvalue equation significantly and indicates that the isotropic

dispersion relation is indeed determined primarily by the resonant

electrons in the inner region Iz1 < de• The above behavior can be
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Fig. 5 Normalized growth rate (y/ciJ~ versus k6 for a 1/6 -0.03

including the intermediate ion region. The value of T /T1  is

(a) 0.9, (b) 1.0, (c) 1.05, (d) 1.1 and (e) 1.15. (T ei/T el )
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understood from Eqs. (6) or (8) by noting that ikqS y is the time-integrated

Lorentz force in the x-direction causing the particles to bunch. Since the

ion orbits are larger than the electron orbits by approximately d./d e = 4,

the accumulated influence is also increased. It is evident that the

Lorentz force term is zero in the isotropic case. It is of interest to

note that the force responsible for the anisotropic effects is similar to

that in the mirror instability 20 . However, unlike the mirror instability,

there is no threshold value of T il/T that is required for the onset of

the anisotropic effects.

Figures 5 and 6 show that for T /Tir > 1 the maximum growth rate is

enhanced by one order of magnitude or more from the isotropic case and that

the marginal wavenumber is increased. For T i/T i < 1, the instability is

essentially stabilized. Note that, as before, (y/w ci) is typically of the

order of 10- 4 so that the low frequency approximation is justified. The

results are shown for T il/T il up to 1.15. For higher (T il/T.11 > 1.3)

degrees of anisotropy, the increasing value of (y/w c) would render the low

frequency and constant-* approximations invalid. The dashed line (e) in

Fig. 6 shows the dispersion curve for T il/Ti M 1.1 with the VB

contribution neglected. We see that the qualitative behavior is not

significantly changed and that the VB drift has the opposite, albeit small,

effect from the axis-crossing orbits. This is easy to understand since the

guiding center of a drifting particle is opposite to the mean drift

velocity of the plasma layer [Eq. (25)].

Figure 7 shows the maximum growth rate (y/wci)max as a function of

temperature anisotropy (Til/T iN). In Fig. 8, we have plotted the eigen-

function *(z) for Jz: > de  for two values of T il/T • Both curves

correspond to the respective maximum growth rates (y/w ci)MX. The matching

surfaces at IzI - de and IzI - di are also shown. We see that the

constant-* approximation is reasonable for the values of Ti /Til1 used

here. However, for T il/TiN > 1.3, the variation in %p within the ion layer

becomes substantially greater.
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Fig. 6 Normalized growth rate (/wci) versus k6 for a /6 = 0.05

including the intermediate ion region. The value of T i/T is

(a) 0.9, (b) 1.0, (c) 1.05, (d) 1.1, (e) 1.1 with VB neglected
and (f) 1.15. (Tel/Ten - 1).
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IV. SUMMARY

In this paper, we have investigated the collisionless tearing-mode

properties of an anisotropic (TI * T ) neutral sheet. Both ions and

electrons are described by Vlasov distribution functions. Using simplified

particle orbits and constant-* approximation, the perturbed distribution

function is evaluated for low frequency perturbations (y/rci << 1) with

k 1 B . The first-order current densities are explicitly found [Eqs.
- -O
(22), (23), (27) and (28)] and eigenvalue equation is obtained for the

three regions [Fig. 2 and Eqs. (29), (32) and (33)]. The equation is solved

using both analytic approximations and numerical methods to obtain the

linear dispersion relation (Figs. 3, 4, 5 and 6) and the eigenmode

structure (Fig. 8). First, by neglecting the ion interme4iate region

(region II), the conventional two-region matching method is used to find

the approximate anisotropic dispersion relation [Eq. (40) and Figs. 3 and

4] as well as other dispersion properties [Eqs. (39) and (41)]. Then, the

full eigenvalue equation is numerically integrated in regions II and III.

The three-region matching condition then gives *rise to the anisotropic

dispersion relation illustrated in Figs. 5 and 6 for a number of parameter

values. It is shown that temperature anisotropy with T i/Til > 1

enhances the growth rate by as much as an order of magnitude or more while

anisotropy with Til/Til < 1 strongly stabilizes the mode. This is

coniistent with previous results based on energy principle12 and marginal

stability 13 calculations. It is also found that the conventional approach

of matching the inner and outer solutions at the electron inner region (Iz1

< de) is not adequate in the anisotropic case. An intermediate region

(de < Izi < di) is identified in which the axis-crossing ion orbits are

dominant. It is the ions in this region that account for the substantial

differences as exhibited by Figs. 3, 4, 5 and 6. The use of simplified

orbits also allows evaluation of the effects of different orbits

explicitly. In particular, it is found that the inner orbits and outer

orbits (the 7B drift orbits) have the opposite effects on the growth

rate: where the inner orbits are destabilizing, the outer orbits are

stabilizing and vice versa in the anisotropic case.
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A physical system for which the present analysis may be applicable is

the earth's magnetotail. The previous works on the tearing-mode stability

of such a system have studied isotropic neutral sheets (see, for example,

Refs. 8, 10 and 11). In light of the fact that the magnetotail is highly

collisionless, it is reasonable to expect the temperature distribution to

be generally- anisotropic. Our present results suggest that the linear

tearing-mode properties of the magnetotail and similar physical systems are

dominated by the anisotropic tearing-mode. In fact, the k ii B mode can- -O

grow significantly faster than previously predicted if temperature

anisotropy is present (a > au/6). Thus, the particle temperature

distribution is a critically important quantity for understanding the

linear tearing-mode stability properties.

The present analysis utilized simple approximate orbits in evaluating

the orbit integrals. In the isotropic case, the two-region approach8

yielded results in agreement with numerical results,4 indicating that the

stability properties are not critically dependent on the precise orbits.

In the anisotropic case, however, the large ion orbits are important so

that a more accurate calculation of the orbit integrals is desirable. In

the present analysis, the 'orbits that are neglected are mainly those of

particles with energy substantially greater than the typical velocities,

constituting a relatively small fraction of the total particles. In

conjunction with the fact that the low frequency and constant-* approxima-

tions are well satisfied by the results, we expect the present results to

be a good first approximation for understanding the essential physics of

the collisionless anisotropic tearing-mode properties.
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Abstract The collisionless tearing mode in a estimates of the growtn rate were no: g;ven.
neutral sheet is studied in the presence of ion Recently, Cnen and Davidson (1981! carriec cut a
temperature anisotropy using Vlasov description Vlasov-fluid analysis for a field-reversed ion
for both ions and electrons. It is found that layer at marginal stability using approximate
the growth rate of the instability is signifi- orbits. It is found tnat slight anisotropy

cantly enhanced if TiJ!Tir > 1 where the symbols C> 7:. > :) can increase the range of unstale
and ! refer to the directions perpendicular and wavenumbers of the tearing mode i7n an ion laver,

parallel to the equilibrium magnetic field. For indicating that the magnetopause and magnetotai:
typical magnetotail parameters with modest tem- properties may be affected significantly by
peracure anisotropy, it is shown that the linear anisotropy. Here the symbols I and - refer
e-folding time is reduced to a small fraction of respectively to the directions parallel and
the time delays believed to precede the onset of perpendicular to the equilibrium magnetic field.
reconnection. This enhancement of the growth More recently, Basu and Coppi (1982) studied a
rate is due to th, Lorentz force acting on the fluid-like "field swelling" instability in an
ions that cross the neutral plane, traversing anisotropic plasma. This analysis is lccal and
beyond the conventional electron tearing layer, is based essentially on the fluid equa-ions sc

that it is not applicable to tne tearing mode
which is due tc the large orbits crossing tre

Introduction neutral line.
In this paper, we calculate the anisotropic

The isotropic collisionless tearing mode dispersion relatior and snow that the tearing
(Furth, 1962; Pfirsch, 1962) has been under mode growth rate for a collisionless neutral
extensive investigation for the past few decades sheet can be strongly enhanced if the particle
(Coppi et al., 1966; Laval et al., 1966; distribution is anisotropic TI > T1.. In light
Schindler, 1966; Dobrowolny, 1968). In of the new results, we reconsider some aspects of
particular, it was suggested (Coppi et al., 1966) the reconnection processes in the open
as a possible mechanism for magnetic field line magnetosphere. However, the detailed treatment
reconnection in the magnetosphere (Dungey, of the plasma physics aspects is no: appropriate
1961). The tearing mode may also be relevant to here and the reader is referred to a previous
the dayside magnetopause (e.g., Greenly and paoer (Chen and Palmadesso, 1983). As a general
Sonnerup, 1981; Quest and Coroniti, 1981). remark, -e note that the real magnetotail has a
Figure 1 shows schematically the geometry and the small normal component of the magnetic field
coordinate system. whic. may be stabilizing tc collisionless :earlnc

The central importance of the tearing mode is mode because the electrons can be magnetized
that the growth rate of the instability is (Galeev and Zelenyi, 1976; Lembege and Pellat,
believed to provide a measure of the time lelay 1982). However, ions may still be unmagnetized,
for the onset of reconnection after the inter- giving rise to an "ion tearing mode" (Schindler,
planetary magnetic field turns southwprd. One 1974). in addition, pitch angle scattering may
difficulty in identifying the conventional tend to destabilize the mode (Coroniti, 1980) as
isotropic collisionless tearing mode as a well as isotropize electron anisotropy. In the
possible mechanism for reconnection is that the present work, we do not include the normal field
instability is a weak one. For example, using or pitch angle scattering. Because the above
the results of Dobrowolny (1968), the electron effects tend to affect primarily the electrons,
tearing growth time is estimated to be of the we will take the electrons to be isotropic and
order of I hour for the tail region, which is too include only anisorropic ions.
long to have any role. However, in a collision-
less plasma, the motion of particles parallel to Anisotropic Tearing-mode Instability
the magnetic field is decoupled from the
perpendicular motion and temperature anisotropy Consider a 3erturbation given by U,(x,z,;)
is likely to exist (Crooker and Siscoe, 1977). Z(z)exp(ikx-iwt) with the wavevector k = kx
Laval and Pellat (1968) used an energy principl parallel to the equilibrium magnetic field
analysis to show that collisionless tearing mode lo(z) - Bo(z)4 which is generated self-
properties can be strongly modified by weak consistently by the current density J 3- j o.
anisotropy. In this work, however, the eigenmode For the tearing mode, we have w << wci where
structure was not studied and quantitative wci is the ion cyclotron frequency in the

asymptotic field B. - Eo(z - -). In addition,
Copyright 1984 by the American Geophysical Union. for the parameters of interest, we also have

w << kvth where vth is the thermal velocity of
Paper number 3L1782. the particles. In this paper, we adopt for both

0"4-8276/84/003L-1782S3.00 ions and electrons Ij - i, e) harris-type
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_ , we nave used :kv .. vn -. w , a

consequence of charge neutraliv at low pertur-
-J bation frequencies (Dobrowolnv, h Here,

is the perturbed scalar potential. "sint

equation (3) in Ampere's law, we obtain

_ k: - " d3v• ,'..
d z2  - - q _ -.

- In the isotropic limit, Tj/T j:. ", the last
term of equation (3) vanishes and the isotropic
results are recovered. For the anisotropic case,

- N estimating vx by the typical thermal velocity
Vth, we see that the second term is smaller than

the last term by approximately o/(kv t) << I soth

that the anisotropy term is dominant unless the
degree of anisotropy is small. In order to

X evaluate Qv and fij quantitatively, we note that

the component vv is nearly constant for a typical
particle in the'inner regions (Iz < dj) where

Y the ma n c field is weak. Here, we take
Fig. i. A schematic drawing the geometry. B is d a V2ae6, where aj is the

the equilibrium magnetic field and (B + B), Larmor radius of a thermal particle. In the
represented by the dashed lines, is the total outer regions (Izi > di), a typical particle
magnetic field including the perturbation, executes the usual 7B drift motion. These

approximations are intended to model the various

particle orbits (see, for example, Sonnerup,
equilibrium distribution functions given by 1971). In addition, ,(z) is assumed to be nearly

constant in the inner regions.

f H j - V P Hn 0 o Using the above approximations, after some

- YJ i 2rT ji/Mj V2rT ~/M ~ algebra, we obtain for each species in the
ji i respective inner regions and outer regions,

x expi-.---H - VPy '1exp(--L - . (I)

i iin jcyv- T(z)(kVx - jexp(ikx-wt), (6)

Tiere Hij - (mj/2)(vv
2 

+ vz
2
), P - m4vj +constant is _) exp(ikx it). (7)

the mean velocity of the speciesjj, and Av
0
(z) y x

is the vector potential for the equilibrium
magnetic field. The electrostatic field is taken The quantity VD' is the usual 7 2 drift veloc4tv
to be zero in the frame of the neutral sheet and in the y-direction. Using equations (3), (5),
charge neutrality will be assumed. The self- (6) and (7), it is clear that equation (5) is an
consistent equilibrium qugntitiqs are well-known eigenvalue equation for s(z), subjerct to the
and are given by n (z) ' nosech-(z/62 and conditions that its first derivative (a;/az)w 0 -_ "inT :/2
Bx0 (z) m Botanh(z/9), where B 08 noT±7 , vanish asymptotically (Izi * -) and that the

T, = Til + Te. and logarithmic derivative be continuous at lzi - de

c2Ti and Izi - di. However, unlike the conventional
6 - 1/2 1 (2) sotropic tearing mode calculations in neutral2e(V) sheets (see, for example, Dobrowolny, 1968) in

o e)which the "inner" solution for Izi < d is
matched to the "outer' solution for Iz > di, it

Using the method of characteristics, the is found that the dispersion relation for the
linearized Vlasov distribution function for each anisotropic tearing mode is critically affected
species can be written as by the ion orbits in the "intermediate" region

de 1z' di. Therefore, the eigenvalue
i - qjf equation (5) must be solved in the above three

f T foj T 0 Qoj regions. For the inner region, an analyticalST Ysolution can be obtained. In the intermediate
ikq, T f 3 and outer regions, the equation is solved
T - T j x () numerically. The resulting dispersion relation,

Al jobtained by matching the logarithmic derivative
where of i at z - d. and z - di (three-region

t (4 approximation), is shown in Figure 2 for several
Qy - . dt'vy. (4) values of Ti±/Tin with aj/6 - 0.1.

Note first that v/Owci and the associated

Here, B _: V /c, c is the speed of light, and values of y/kv I and '/kv, are all substantially
= Aly is the perturbed vector potential. In less than unity, Justifying the low frequency

equation (3), use has been made of Z/at - -1w approximations a osteriori. Another point to
and a/lx - ik. In obtaining equations (3) and note is that curve b for the isotropic case is
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nearly equal tc the conventional two-region
result witr the present three-region growth rates-\ _ -
being slgtigtly. smaller. This reduction in , can 2-

be tracec to the ?F drift. AS u; E T/i is /is
increased, the growth rate and the range of /
unstable x numbers both increase substantially.

For example, the maximuc growth rate for o i - 1.5
is - Z.U2xC -2 ci compared with the isotropic
maximum growth rate 1-9xl0-4ci for the same

parameters, an enchancement by a factor of 10.

The wavelengtr at maximum , is reduced to

roughly 2.7/ from 271. For ai < 1, even a small
deviation from isotropy strongly stabilizes the
mode as shown by curve a of Figure 2. This
latter behavior is consistent with the
qualitative conclusion of Laval and Pellat
(1968). Physically, the anisotropy effects are
due to the Lorenz force which is similar to the
mirror forces (the third term of equation (3)).
Note that Hill (1975) also found that the
magnetic merging is enhanced if pI > P.

Discussion 0

Two regions where the preceding results may be
relevant are the neutral regions of the magneto- Fig. 2. Normalized growth rate ( 'iLc) versus
tail and the davside magnetopausae. In this ke for ai/i - G.', and isotropic electrvns. The

regard, we note that the need to consider value of 
T
iI./Ti is (a) 0.9, (b 1.0c. 1.1,

temperature anisotropy in these regions has been (d) 1.25 and (e) 1.5. The curves are no:
pointed out (Crooker and Siscoe, 1977; Cowley, completed near kf - 0 because ; number of
1978). We will use some parameters suitable for approximations break down for k - 0.
the tail neutral region for illustration. For
example, for IkeV ions, ai/6 - O.1,ITiI/Tei - 2
and Bo - 20Y, we have cci 

= 
1.9sec- and Figure 2 decreases, the growth rate increases rapidly

(curve b) yields the minimum e-folding time while the enhancement due to temperature

(Imat)
-
, - 45 minutes for the Isotropic case. anlsotrophy increases only as (ae/6).

If oi - 1.25, then (ymax)
- l 

= 12 minutes. As discussed in Section 1, the magnetotail
For ni - 1.5, we have (Ymax)

-  
= 4 minutes, a possesses a number of features such as the weak

reduttion by more than one order of magnitude. normal component of the magnetic field and pitch
This shows that, in the presence of even small to angle scattering that are not included in the
modest ion temperature anisotropy, the e-folding present analysis. So far, these modifications
time scale is a small fraction of the delay time nave been applied to the isotropic tearing mode
of - 30 minutes for the onset of reconnection, in the literature. In view of the fact ttiat
We, therefore, conclude that the anisotropic anisotropic tearing mode completely dominates the
collisionless tearing mode may indeed play an isotropic case, we suggest that tearing

important role in reconnection processes in the instability in the presence of anisotropy is the
magnetosphere. It is important to note that no more relevant perturbation to investigate and
classical or anomalous resistivity is used in our that the above modifications should be considered
calculation. Further increase in oi yields even for the anisotropic case. Moreover, since the
greater enhancement in the growth rate. However, enhancement of the growth rate is primarily due
the approximations used in the anaLysis begin to to the large ion orbits, we expect qualitatively
break down for much larger ai so that we are not similar effects to persist even if the above
able to make quantitative statements for large refinements are included.
degrees of anisotropy.
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We have developed a dynamic numerical model of the plasma along an auroral held line in order to
provide a vehicle for studying ionosphere-magnetosphere coupling processes. The model is a
multimoment, multifluid approximauon of a gyrotropic plasma consisting of three species (electrons.
hydrogen ions. oxygen ions) along a segment of auroral magnetic field line extending from an altitude
of 800 km to 10 earth radii. We have performed simulations for the case of a current-free polar wind
equilibrium of the field line plasma and the case in which a large upward field-aligned current is applied
to the field line. In the former case, the agreement between our model and previous static results is
reasonable given the differing boundary conditions inijerent in the two cases. In the case of a field-
aligned current. we note that the flux tube plasma responds to the current .on several time scales. After
an initial rapid heating of the electrons due to precipitation in a converging magnetic field. electnc held
coupling of the electrons to the ions causes thermal oscillations of the flux tube plasma it, persist on
time scales of the order of I hour. illustrating the complicated nature of the response of a collisionles,
plasma when heat flow transport is treated in a dynamic manner.

INTRODUCTION theory of plasma instabilities and turbulence in the auroral

It is a well-established fact that currents flow along the plasma can be found in the work of Papadopoulos [1977) and
magnetic field lines which link the auroral ionosphere with Moze? [19761. while specific mechanisms are set forth in
the earth's magnetosphere, and it is becoming increasingly works of Papadopoulos and Coffey [19741, Hudson et al.
clear that these currents play an important role in the 119781, and Rowland et al. [1982]. Another view is that the
coupling of the magnetosphere and ionosphere (see. for parallel potential drop* may be confined to a small parallel
example. Potem-a (197911. Early theories of the plasma scale and supported by charge imbalances due to density
along the field lines above the aurora assumed that the gradients in particle populations reflected or accelerated b%
collisionless nature of this plasma would imply an effectively the large electric field present in the region. Such a structure
infinite conductivity along the magnetic field so that no is called either a double layer [Shass'an et at.. 2978. Quon
significant parallel electric fields could by supported by the and Wong, 1976] or an electrostatic shock (Swift. 1975: Kan.
plasma. This conclusion has since been disputed by observa- 1975; Hudson and Mozer, 1978] depending on the configura-
tional exidence of field-aligned acceleration, first in the tion of the plasma, and there is evidence to suggest that such
*inverted V" events [Frank and Ackerson, 1971. 1972- Burch regions of large dc electric field and large gradients in plasma
et al., 1976] and more directly in the S3-3 satellite observa- parameters exist on auroral field lines [Mozer et al.. 1977:
tions [Shelley et al.. 1976; Mizera and Fennel. 19771. It is Torbert and Mozer. 1978]. It has also been proposed [AIfven
now fairly well established that at certain times a large (1-10 and Falthamrnar, 1963: Block and Falthammar. 1976: Len-
keV) and relatively stable electric potential difference exists nartson. 1976] that the divergence of the aurora magnetic
between the topside ionosphere and an altitude of several field is sufficient by itself to support a large parallel potential.
earth radii along aurora] field lines, although the specific In this model, hot magnetospheric electrons are prevented
process by which large parallel electric fields are maintained from free streaming down the magnetic field line by the
in the auroral plasma in the absence of appreciable collision- magnetic mirror force due to the converging field.
al resistivity has not been determined. It is difficult to say in many cases whether a specific

A number of mechanisms have been proposed to account process for maintaining the auroral electric field agrees or
for these parallel electrc fields. One avenue of research has disagrees with observation. Processes dependent on micro-
been devoted to the plasma instabilities which might disrupt scopic interactions tend to be developed for simplified
the flow of the Birkeland currents along the magnetic field by configurations such as a homogeneous plasma or a constant
scattering the current-carrying particles in wave-turbulent magnetic field and so do not yield clear predictions for the

fields. The existence of instability in this region is supported auroral plasma. Further. the details of the energy balance are

by the observations of terrestrial kilometric radiation emis- not well understood along the auroral field line even in the
sion from the auroral field line plasma (Gurnett. 1974] and by absence of current, and these strongly affect the behavior of

the 53-3 observations of electrostatic hydrogen cyclotron the particle distributions involved in any' resistive mecha-
waves in this region [Kintner ei al.: 1978]. Reviews of the nism. Clearly. a more global approach to the problem of field

line acceleration for the auroral plasma would be useful. The
This paper is not subiect to U.S. copyright. Published in 1983 b. plasma configuration along high latitude field lines has been

the Amencan Geophysical Lnion investigated in the hydrodynamic models of Bank.% and

Paper number 3A0001. Holzer [1968] and Schun, and Watkins 11981. 1982] and in
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the kinetic models of Lemaire and Scherer [19731. Chiu and number density, temperatures parallel and perpendicular to
Schulz 11978). and Chli and Cornwall 119801. among others. the field line. and species' velocith and heat flos along the
These models tend to be static models of steady-state auroral field. Including the heat flou as a dynamic quantit. rather
plasma configurations. There has been a significant amount than calculating it by means of a thermal conduction approx-
of research done on the form and behavior of auroral particle imation allows a reasonable treatment of thermal wave
distribution functions in the presence of parallel electric effects in the collisionless region of the model.
fields [Evans. 1974: Whipple, 1977; Lyons er al.. 1979: The moments of the distribution function are treated
Fridman and Lemaire. 19801. and static kinetic models do a dynamically using a sel of transport equations derived from
good job of reproducing these results. Such models can say the 13-moment equations of Schunk [ 1977]. For a gyrotropic
little concerning the stability and temporal evolution of the plasma, these equations are
field line plasma or the relative importance of the parallel
field mechanisms, e.g.. the question of whether the parallel an, l, n - nI', &A 6n,
electric field has a double layer or magnetic mirror configu- a-t or - r A r &
ration, or the question of the importance of anomalous
restivity in inhibiting a cold magnetospheric electron cur- au, avo, k aT, kT an, k(T, - T,) cA
rent. - v rr eA

We will describe in this paper a dynamic model we have l ar m, br m^ ar mA ar

been developing for the purpose of understanding the behav-
ior of the auroral field line plasma in the presence of field- E - (2)
aligned current and auroral acceleration mechanisms. This mE r2 )

model is a numerical model of a segment of auroral field line
beginning in the topside ionosphere and extending well out aT,, aT,, - v, 6 q,
into the magnetosphere. encompassing the transition of the k - = -u,k - - 2kT,-
auroral plasma from collisional to collisionless behavior and 6r &r 5n, &r

employing a multimoment multifluid approximation of the
type developed by Schunk [1977]. Tft details of this model 2 q, 8A k ST, (3)
will be given here along with the results of our early 5 nA ir 6&
simulations of the auroral plasma both with and without
field-aligned current. We intend in the future to invt igate aT, OT,- 2 6q,
particular mechanisms of auroral field line acceleration with k - v - -

this model by adjusting the anomalous transport terms in the ai 5n, ar

model's plasma transport equations to simulate the effects of
plasma turbulence and by introducing modifications de- -I A (, 4
signed to model other proposed acceleration processes. In (5 nr &
this way we hope to gain a better understanding of the
behavior of these mechanisms in the context of the global &q, ciq, 16 6iv, Il 8 \ nS 9: aT,
behavior of the auroral plasma. t v , q,-- - T - T, x --

al ar 5 ar 18 9 n, dr
THE FIELD LINE MODEL

The field line model is designed to dynamically simulate -- rt 8 -A aT- 4k)
- T5,,, - T_. (T,,, - Tthe behavior of the plasma in a flux tube encompassing an 9 m, ar 9m, 0r

auroral field line. The field line is assumed to be radial with
no curvature and to extend from an altitude of about 800 km nA (T,, T 1 -

in the topside ionosphere out to a distance of 10 RE. The + (T, - T, - 3 r-)
cross-sectional area of the flux tube diverges as r3. where r is
the geocentric distance, and the model is essentially one-
dimensional. with all quantities functions of r. The actual Uq
region of interest in this model is the lower four earth radii or A au r -_

so. including the region in which the plasma changes from
collisional to collisionless behavior (about 800-3000 km where n, is the number density. t, is the veloctt%. T, is the
altitude) and the region in which the plasma is significantly parallel temperature. T, is the perpendicular temperature.
affected by the flux tube divergence. q, is the heat flow. m, is the mass. and e, is the charge of

The flux tube plasma consists of three particle species: species s. A is the cross-sectional area of the flux tube. E is
electrons, hydrogen ions. and oxygen ions. In the present the electric field parallel to the field line. k is Boltzmann's
version of the model, the oxygen ions are a static back- constant. G is the gravitational constant, and M is the mass
ground population at a constant temperature. They are of the earth. For a given moment F of the distibution
present in the model in order to approximate the behavior of function, &F/& is the change in F due to resistive and plasma
the plasma in the topside ionosphere by providing a thermal turbulence effects. The present version of the field line
reservoir and the correct electron scale height at the lower model includes only resistivity due to Coulomb collisions
end of the flux tube. The electrons and hydrogen ions are the among the three particle species in the model. Once the
dynamic species in the model. The distribution functions for behavior of this simulation is understood for this case. the
these two species are assumed to be gyrotropic about the turbulence terms will be altered Io reflect the behavior of the
field line direction and are characterized by five moments: particle distribution functions in the presence ol plasma
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microprocesses. The specific resistive terms used in the tion will be made that the total flu\ tube currenl remain-
present simulation are Burger" * I%91 collision terms for the constant at some fixed value I during a simulation n.e.. the
case of Coulomb collisions with corrections for finite spe- auroral current generator is not strongl affected bv inc
cie,," velocit% differences, given b% behavior of the flux tube plasma,. which implie, tinat the

electron velocity transport equation (21 is replaced b.

n, ,
__- = 0 (6i I/
8z u, - rpe-) ,,3

' =" v,,(u, - v,i (I - € (% The assumption of charge neutralit% and constant curren:

.5, along the field line allows the parallel electric field E to be

calculated from a generalized Ohm's lau constructed from

3T2, I , 1'$:5  6 4 F2 n, 1 the electron and ion velocity transport equations (1.
- = N n, -kT 2TA - -kT,_

- , E= -(-- Itn,-A - nv,.A) - -_
enA or o [ or n, or

4m, m

2kT, - 4  6 kT, , ( ) iA nm,GA m, 'u, .5
5('I, - T- I t

,-A ,r er e .5 n, bi

A-r) [3kT, - 3kT, (14)
where terms on the order of nizm, have been neglected. B\
using Poissons equation, the divergence of this electmr field

k .2, provides a value for the charge densit% along the field line
--~ ~ ~ ~ ~~T (tu-v)( 'A - 9)"& which can be used to verify the assumption of charge

neutrality. In the future, we inteno to treat the field line

6_, n, sm,, 2 , /3 8 13 m current in a more general manner b\ including the flux tube
= " ~ I-r, - ~3n, -in ~---~ in an auroradl current circuit. in which case the flux tube8& 1M, in,1 1 n t , "n") would become a nonlinear circuit element in that circuit. and

the magnitude of the field line current would be determined

3 M, kT, self-consistently by the behavior of the circuit.
. 3m, m ,i UT, (v, - v,) 0 6,) (101 The field line model, therefore. uses equations I -51 for
n., 2 m, hydrogen ions and equations (3l-45i for electrons to step the

where each sum includes all charged particles species in the values of these distribution moments forward in time. while
simulation. k,. is a velocity-corrected Coulomb collision calculating the electric field and electron density and veloci-
frequenc., ty self-consistentl. at each time %,ith equation' (12.-il4t.

The simulation calculates transport using the simple partial
n,(327r) '-e c,:trm, - m,( In A exp I-',,) (I donor cell method [Hai. 1978] on an unequal. spaced grid.

=m, i.,; The segment of the field line being modelled is divided into
about 100 cells. The cell size at the lower end of the segment

(In'A is the Coulomb logarithm). and is small, around 50 km. in order to properly deal with the
transport in the presence ofthe large densitN gradients due to

T 2 the small oxygen scale height. The cell size increases with
T, = - 3 2'. + . altitude until it reaches roughly 1500 km at an altitude of 10

earth radii (RE), the upper boundary of the model. The time

2kT, 2kT, step for this simulation is determined primaril. by the transit
a,, time of a thermal electron in a cell at the lower end of the

m, m, field line and is set at about .06 seconds

By using equations (I -(5) to model the behavior of the
= IL', - vauroral plasma. we are assuming a particular form for the

AM , m auroral particle distribution functions. specificall. that the\

are roughly displaced Maxwellian distributions. This would
2 4 4 + 8 not be a good approximation in the case in which a distribu-

lost = 5- X,, 35 t 5 tion is composed of particles of widely differing character. as
315 ,in a distribution containing both cold ionospheric electrons

The scale of this model is large compared to the electron and hot magnetospheric electrons. In such a case. It V,

Debye length. so the transport equation (I 1 for electron appropriate to separate the electrons into two species. each

number density may be replaced by an expression for charge modeled by a set of transport equations. We intend to do this

neutrality: in the future, but. for the simulations presented here. we are

Fir. = nr ,, (12) assuming that the magnetospheric electrons are cold and are
treating the electrons as a single species. There are several

(The subscript% e. p. and o represent electrons, hydrogen reasons for this. First. the dnamic behavior of the flux tube
ions. and oxygen ions. respectively.) Further. the assump- plasma can be quite complex. and we believe it necessar> I(t
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understand the dynamics in the absence of hot magneto- addition, the electron temperatures develop a small anisotro-
spheric particles in order to proceed to the more realistic py at 3000-4000 km altitude due to unequal rates of cooling
case. More importantly, certain theories of the field line in the perpendicular and parallel directions. This may also be
plasma rely on the absence of a cold magnetospheric eiec- viewed as the fluid model manifestation of the mirror effect.
tron current [Lennartsson. 1976. etc.J. It is not clear that with perpendicular energy being transferred into parallel
there is no significant cold particle population in the magne- energy as the electrons are accelerated upwards in the
tosphere [Olsen. 19821. and simulations such as these may diverging magnetic field.
illustrate the behavior of a current carried by such particles. The hydrogen ion temperatures. on the other hand. in-

crease with increasing altitude at the lower end of the flux

THE POLAR WIND SIMULATION tube. before beginning to exhibit adiabatic cooling at higher
altitudes. The temperature increase is caused by the Joule

The first simulations with the field line model were per- heating of the hydrogen from collisions with the oxygen ions.
formed to construct a steady state configuration of the field The strength of this effect decreases rapidly with altitude due
line plasma in the current-free case. We began by initializing to the small scale height of the oxygen. allowing the adiabat-
the flux tube in a polar wind configuration similar to that of ic cooling to become dominant at about 4000 km altitude.
Banks and Holzer [19681. In the polar wind, hydrogen ions The anisotropy of the cooling is much more evident in the
are accelerated upwards in the flux tube to supersonic hydrogen ions than in the electrons because of the superson-
velocities due to the flux tube divergence and the small ic hydrogen velocities and the fact that. in the collisionless
partial pressure of H- at the upper end of the field line, The region, heat transport along the field line is less efficient for
outward H flux depletes the hydrogen ion population at the hydrogen than for the electrons. As a result. the hydro-
lower altitu. ts. and, as a result, oxygen ions are the domi- gen temperature profiles maintain significant gradients at
nant ion species up to an altitude of around 4000 km. The higher altitudes than the electron profiles and exhibit large
0--e charge separation electric field in this region provides temperature anisotropies at the upper end of the flux tube.
the initial H- acceleration up the field line. In the model of It is instructive to compare these results with those of
Banks and Holzer. the population of H- is maintained Schunk and Watkins [1981. 19821. These works model cur-
against depletion by 0+-H charge exchange at the altitudes rent-free steady state configurations of the auroral field line
below 1000 km. and the hydrogen ion escape flux is limited plasma by integrating up the field line the steady state form
to about I x 101cm-2 s- at 1000 km. In the field line model, of a set of transport equations for a three-species (e. H .0-
there are no neutral species at this point, so the hydrogen ion plasma similar to the ones in equations I )-45). The steady
flux is maintained by a fixed density and upward velocity for state configurations which result are a function of the lower
H at 800 km, the lower boundary of the model. As a result. boundary (1500 km altitude) conditions, specifically. the
the hydrogen ion number density tends to be somewhat values of the species density, velocity, temperature. and
greater in the lowest few cells of the field line model than temperature gradient. Comparing the results of our simula-
would be expected in the presence of O*-H charge ex- tions with those of Schunk and Watkins [1982] for the
change. hydrogen ion profiles in the case of supersonic polar wind, a

The model of Banks and Holzer assumed that the charged number of similarities can be seen. For low electron tern-
particle species in the flux tube had uniform temperatures peratures, both exhibit an anisotropic hydrogen ion cooling
and. therefore, heat flow was neglected. We assumed the resulting in a larger parallel than perpendicular temperature
same. initializing the three flux tube particle species at a at the upper end of the field line. Also. both have a region in
constant temperature of 2000 K with no heat flow. To begin which the parallel temperature increases with altitude before
our simulations, the transport of thermal energy density and adiabatic cooling dominates. The rate of cooling for the
heat flow were suppressed in the field line model in an hydrogen ions is less in our simulation, most likely because
attempt to duplicate the results of Banks and Holzer. The both the oxygen ions and the electrons are hotter at the
model achieved a steady state polar wind under these lower end of the field line (2000 K in our simulation versus
conditions, with the number density and velocity profiles 1000 K in that of Schunk and Watkinsi. The highly anisotro-
shown in Figures Ia. lb. Once this equilibrium had been pic cooling of the hydrogen ions is also a feature of another
reached, the thermal energy density and heat flow transport steady state polar wind model, that of Holzer et al. 1 19711.
were 'turned on.' and the simulation was run until a new which also attempted to realistically deal with the ion heat
steady-state was achieved. The lower boundary temperature flow in the collisionless region. The heat flow for hydrogen
was held fixed at 2000 K during the simulation. The upper ions is upward and monotonically decreasing in these mod-
boundary temperature was determined by an outflow condi- els. implying that the polar wind requires an outward flow% of
tion in that thermal gradients propagating up the field line heat from the ionosphere. The magnitude of the heat flow is
were allowed to propagate out of the simulation. roughly the same in our simulation as in that of Schunk and

The temperature profiles from the new steady-state are Watkins.
shown in Figures 2a, 2b. The primary effect displayed by the The electron profiles of Schunk and Watkins ( 19811 cannot
electron temperatures in this equilibrium is adiabatic cooling be directly compared to our simulation results. By assuming
due to the expansion of the cross-sectional flux tube area a positive electron temperature gradient at an altitude of
with height. At the lower end of the field line. the high rate of 1500 km, they achieve an equilibrium in which the electron
expansion causes rapid cooling, and the resulting tempera- temperatures are monotonically increasing with altitude and
ture gradient is maintained by low thermal conductivity due the electron heat flow is down the field line. Further. the
to high particle density. The electron temperature profiles temperature anisotropy is reversed in the upper region (it the
tend to flatten out in the upper regions of the tube as both the field line, with the perpendicular temperature being the
rate of expansion and the particle densities decrease. In larger. Thus the positive temperature gradient houndar
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condition for the electrons forces the upper boundar. of the we would like to briefy describe one of these simuiations. In
held line to act as a heat source for the flux tube. The this case. a constant upward current of 1.0, 10- A.tm at an
outflow condition in our model. on the other hand. treats the altitude of 800 km was assumed for the duration of the
upper boundar. as an electron heat sink. resulting in a simulation. This value was chosen to be phsicall. reason-
monotonicali. decreasing electron temperature with alti- able and to illustrate the effect of a large downward electron
tufc. As long as the electron species velocity is less than the energy flux on the flux tube plasma. The initial state of the
electron thermal velocit., the assumed electron temperature flux tube is assumed to be the stead. state polar wind
of the upper boundary plasma has a strong effect on the described in the previous section.
electron temperature profiles in the flux tube. The superson- The electron temperature profiles are shown in Figures 3a.
ic outflow of hydrogen ions in the polar wind implies that the 3b. and 3c for times of 2. 8. and 20 min after current onset.
energy flux must be outward for the hydrogen ions. with the Initially. the now-precipitating electron distribution sees a
result that only the ionosphere can provide a heat source for converging magnetic field, and the temperature rises in the
H regardless of the assumed temperature of the upper lower regions of the flux tube. Below about 2 RE altitude, the
boundary protons. .Schunk and Watkins [19821 note that the strong mirror force causes the perpendicular temperature to
upper boundary plasma can provide a proton heat source in increase at the expense of the parallel temperature, creating
the case of a subsonic H- outflow, a strong temperature anisotropy around 4000 km. Belo.

4000 km. the electron number density increases sharply. andthe effect of the precipitating electrons is mitigated. As theSimulations have been performed with the field line model electrons are heated in the lower end of the flux tube. the
in the presence of current parallel to the magnetic field and temperature gradient results in a large upward electron heat

q
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Fig. I. la Number densities for the steady state polar wind with no field-aligned current: n, isolid curvel. n,
(dashed curve). n,, (dotted curve). (b) Velocities for the steady state polar wind with no field-aligned current: t, Isoid
curve). v,, idashed curve). The oxyten ion velocity is uniformly zero.
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Fig. 2. (a) Electron temperatures for the steady state polar wind with no field-aligned current: T. (solid curve). T,.
(dashed curve). T,_ (dotted curveI. (b) Hydrogen ion temperatures for the steady state polar wind with no field-aligned
current: T. (solid curve). T., (dashed curve). T., (dotted curve). The oxygen ion temperature is uniformlv 2000 K.

flow and electron thermal wave propagating up the field line. resulting velocity gradient creates an upward-propagating
This wave can be seen at about 4 RE in Figure 3a. The rate of pulse of hydrogen ions with higher temperature and density.
electron heating is greater than the rate of heat loss due to as illustrated in a plot of the hydrogen ion temperature
the upward heat flux until about 8 min after current onset profiles at 20 min after current onset (Figure 4). The pulse is
(Figure 3b). At this time. there exists a large. anisotropic at about 2 RE altitude in this figure. The electron density and
electron temperature maximum between 4000 and 6000 km velocity are tied to the hydrogen ion density and velocity at
altitude. The large upward heat flow in the upper altitudes high altitudes by charge neutrality and current conservation.
has cooled the electrons in the perpendicular direction so such a density pulse is also visible in the electron profiles.
resulting in a strong anisotropy at high altitudes also. After Since the electric field eventually settles down to approxi-
eight minutes. the temperature maximum at 4000 km col- mately its original value, the hydrogen ion profiles return to
lapses as the thermal energy is transported out of this region the polar wind values as the electrons reach equilibrium
by the strong upward heat flux. By 20 min after current We have performed simulations with larger field-aligned
onset, the electron temperature has achieved a rough equi- currents than the one described here. In such cases, the
librium between downward convecting electron energy and transient electron thermal effects in the flux tube are larger
upward heat flux (Figure 3c). and persist for longer times. In addition. the electric field

During the existence of the electron temperature peak at coupling of the electrons to the ions iniuces ion density and
5000 km. the ambipolar electric field in this region has thermal waves, which achieve equilibrium slower than the
increased by about an order of magnitude from the polar electrons. The point tha we wish to stress here is that the
wind value, accelerating the hydrogen ions upwards. The flux tube plasma seems to have a rapid initial response to the
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Fig. 4. Hydrogen ion temperatures at 20 nun after the onset of a current of 1.0 bA/m at 800 km: T, (solid curve). T,
(dashed curvel. T, (dotted curve).
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ELECTROSTATIC ION.CYCLOTRON WAVES LN NIAGIYETOSPHERIC PLSMiAS:
NON-LOCAL ASPECTS

-. Jh --KDUZTION

The current driven ion-cyclotron instab..itv (CDI2I) has been of

considerable interest to space plasma physicists. Recent observations by

Kintner (1980) and Kintner et al. (1978) have made it ver- topical.

Drumond and Rosenbluth (1962) were first to examine this instability

analytically while Kindel and Kennel (1971) studied it ir. the context of

space plasmas in the earth's magnetosphere. The results from Kindel and

Kennel have frequently been applied to observations involving the

electrostatic CDICI in space. It should be noted, however, that the

analysis of both Dru-mond and Rosenbluth and Kindel and Kennel is a local

analysis. They consider a uniform zeroth order magnetic field (i.e., B -

Bo!), thereby neglecting the self-consistent magnetic field generated by

the field ali-ned currents. This magnetic field (usually small) will give

rise to a shear in the zero order magnetic field (see Figure 1) and

consequently make the zero order field space dependent (i.e., B(x)

B(x)y + Bz , where shear is in the x-direction).
z

In general, magnetic shear is a damping agent and car. significantly

alter the local mode structure (e.g., it was shown by Ross and Hahajac,

(1978) that an infinitesimal shear can completely damp the universal drif:

instability). Recently Waltz and Dominguez (1981), motivated by the TF_

(1978) tokamak experiment, have provided numerical results for the behavior

of CDICI in a sheared magnetic field pertinent to the TFR (1978)

parameters. Ganguli and Bakshi (19S2) have given a detailed analytical

treatment of the CDIC7 in a sheared magnetic field and have concluded that

even a small shear can give a significant reduction in the growth rates.

I: also greatly reduces the region of unstable perpendicular wavelengths.

The above mentioned treatments of shear implicitly assume that a

uniform shear prevails over a large enough region of space. A finite

current channel size, of width Lc, may introduce important modifications

when LC becomes comparable to or smaller than the shear length Ls .

Recently Bakshi, Ganguli and Palmadesso (1983) have developed the theory

for the effects of shear on CDICI, taking into consideration the role

played by a finite width current channel. The main result of that

Manuscript approvd August 9, 983.
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investigation shows that the growth rate is given by the pure shear theory

when " and reverts to the local growth rate if 1 << 1 .7ith a

smooth transition as a runction of (L./L. 7 here is another non-local

effect, due to the variation of the current profile across the slab, which

leads to quenching of the instability if the slab width is reduced to only

a few ion gyro radii.

In this paper we illustrate the importance of these non-local

treatments of the CDICI for the space plasmas. We show that the non-local

theory can, under certain circumstances, lead to enhanced coherence ir. the

electrostatic CDICI.

I1. THEORY

a. Assumptions

We consider a slab geometry where both the electrons and the ions

have a Gaussiar. distribution function. The plasma has a negligible
SvnkT

S(£ B--- << 1), and the electrons drift with respect to the ions along

the magnetic field with a velocity Vd. Both species have a finite non-zero

temperature T= m v a2 /2 kBP a denoting the species, ma is the mass, v is

the thermal velocity and kB is the Boltzmann's constant. We neglect the

ter- (k)i << 1 where k is the wavevector in arbi:rary direction
a

while X is the l~ebye length. Since for most space plasmas of interest,

the ion and electron temperatures are of the same order, we shall restrict

the analysis here for the temperature ratio T = Ti/T e n 0(1). The ambient

magnetic field is in the ?-2 plane and contains a shear in the R-

direction. Let us first consider a simple model for a sheared magnetic

field, given by

B - B za - (x'L )yt, 'I)
01

with x,'Ls << I and Ls  (ae/ax) where e tan (B/B ). Thus is the

scale length characterizing the magnetic shear. In the absence of shear

the field configuration is B - Bo 2.
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in a shear free field the plasma ts uns:able to :he CDX-I wnen

- kLV. < C for u and h consis tent with the d-spers'on reLaior. The

waves at maximum growth (for e are characterzed by
e i

i eB imc, the ior. Larmour frequencv; - << L and kt. - 0('' where0

2 -i/r-i' !.,is is the ion Larmour radius. lectror. Landau and ion-

cyclotron damping reduce the growth rate depending on the magnitude

of k (see Ganguli and Bakshi (1982)).

The above description of the plasma gets significantly modified by the

introdu:ion of a shear in the magnetic field as given ir. expressio 2).

The magnetic field rotates in the P-2 plane (see Figure 1) as a function of

x. If at x - 0 we have k 0 then at x - xlwe see that k 0 since at x,

the magnetic field has rotated by an angle e; , x1/Ls . Thus the

dispersive properties of the plasma are also a function of x. It is this

effect which changes the boundary condition from plane waves to outgoing

energy flux condition and which the local theory fails to account for,

thereby giving incomplete results.

We introduce shear (i) locally, by replacing k by k0 + skvx, where

s - 1/LS and (ii) globally by replacing ikx by L . Since the magnitude

of the magnetic shear of interest to us is quite small, we neglect the

orbital effects of shear [Bakshi, Bellew, Ganguli and Satyanarayana (1977),

Bellew (1978), Ganguli (1980) and Linsker (1981)] arising mainly out of the

shear kinematic drift of the particles in the sheared magnetic field.

b. Dispersion Relation

The general dispersion relation for CDICI in the absence of shear

is given by

(b -k V -k V

k2 (b) r d a r do,.- ,~c7- "v Ik iva I' a r' a

2/2, -bwhere b. = k2 /2, n (b) in (b)e and in(b) are modified Bessel's

function.

As previously described we study the effects of the magnetic shear by
replacing : by kyu, where u - sx( = k (x)/k ) and ikx by - in equation

(2) (we have assumea k° P 0). Transforming to the ion frame (i.e., setting
Vdi - 0), retaining the n - 0 term for the electrons and n- 0, + 1, + 2
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terms for the ions (since we wish :_o study the first harmoniz on.- and

exDandin Z(,')' x 2 ) t.o ( .x 2 " (here b = we ob-ain a

second order differential equation for the electrostatic norent.ial-.x,

-A (, ) - Q(:),C(x) ,.

The eauation can be reduced to (see Ganguli and Bakshi (19B2)),

.(. s)Z u t(u) - 0,

where, Q .(u)

Q(u) ,"
A(u)

Q.(u),- I 7 - Z(,4 z (-;.'AP(c-p)c.- Z .(1+p)i •

Zr(1+2p) r

k l:Vd k( r V

, e'l 1' -
r

A(u) + !z,(I-Z(() + +z( ),

zl.,. I-2D)-, .4- Z'(1+2P);i '

and

.n ab

We have assumed k2 << k^ in neglecting higher order derivatives in
X V

the expansion of .

As shown iz Ganguli and Bakshi (198Z) we e7pand the "octenial"', Q(u

of :he differential ecuatior. (4) around (u-u 0 to 0(. ). Here u,
0C

is the angle of propagation for the maximum growth rate in the absence of

shear. We thus obtain,

2 0"

where,

-1-



and

QL Q(.;) .O,, d2
Q Q. , '=.- )@. C' " =-- OM)q e Q ( U o ) o a ~ o : -

0d 01 0 1 t-0 uC C

The dispersion relation under the outgoing energy flux boundary

condition similar to Pearlstein and Berk (1969), is

Q(W'U) = (2 £+1)(Pis)(-Qo'2) + Qo 2"2qo" (6

0 0 0 0

Note Q(c,u o ) - 0 yields the local dispersion relation maximized over k
0

while the right hand side of the equation (6) arises from of the non-local

treatment. The first term in the right hand side is proportional to the

magnetic shear and vanishes in the zero shear limit. The second :erm, is

nct explici:ly shear dependent. This term can contribute significantly

even for infinitesimal shear thereby making the non-local dispersion

relation solutions much different from those of the local dispersion

relation.

c. Finite Slab Effects.

We have given elsewhere (Bakshi, Ganguli and Palmadesso, 19E3) the

details of the modifications brought about by the finite slab size c* A

finite width current is introduced by taking the electron distribution

function to be a shifted Maxwellian with a drift velocity parallel to the

magnetic field given by

Vd V g(Xg/L)'

-=2

If we ignore the very small effects of order p2!L2 where De is the" e c e

electron gyro-radius, the current profile is found to be
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Ti

o 0 g), x(8

Such a current profile generates a self-consistent shear in the magnetic

field, given by

z S 0

where :he shear .engh is defined by

cB
i = - Z (10)

B Ls s 0 oV

The corresponding variation in the parallel wavenumber,

k,(x) = k r k B (x)/Bz, L)

leads to the variation in the angle of propagation

k(s) L
u(x) = u - g(r)d.

ky o L s

Thus the relation between the angle u and the physical distance x, or the

scaled physical distance is no longer linear. The no=-local effects are

again described by the differential equatioz obtained by letting

k (i!i)d/dx, and k * k (x) as given by eq. (11) and Vd - vd(X) as

implied by eq. (8),

.2 d 2 -- Q'u( t), V (x ) ,~ -li 0 (13a ',
L d

or

, ,i 2 d2r' Q(u, V),-0 1b

c d 0

with Q defined as in (4) apart from the x-dependence as stated above.

Expanding Q around i where

, I - , (1.4)
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-r-n-des =ore accurate results as co=Darec -c expansion around or '1 as

-n ec. 1.), and the dispersion relation which generalizes ec. ( is Live.

by

0" 1) = (2k 4 l)(.P4/L * Q( , -

The eigenfrequency obtained fron (5) depends on 1: which is as ye:

unde:e--ined. The dominant node, for a giver. k, is obtaine b"
00.

maxi:ingziv mw (j) over k

:.. RESULTS

We now discuss the implications of the non-local treatments the

preceding section. The results of the unifor= shear model are conta4 i

eq. (6), while the finite slab effects are giver by eq. (15). Botl iese

are generalizations of the local dispersion relation Q(w,uo) -.
0

The non-local dispersion relation (6) is solved numerically by an

iterative technique. 've simplify the "potential" by expanding al! the ion

Z-functions except n-I for large arguments, retain terms to 0(1/Z) and

:reat A(u) as a constant evaluated a- u.. [For details see Ganguli and

Bakshi (1982)).

Figure 2 shows a plot of / i against b for various values of the

shear and r 0.5, u - 1837, Vd/Ve - 0.25. Note the difference between the

local solution and the zero shear limit of the non-local solution. This

large reduction in the growth rate is due to the second tern in equation

(6) arising from the non-local treatment. Figure 2 also shows that the

value of b for which maximum growth occurs remains essentially unaltered

from the local theor-, even when shear is increased. In addition to the

expected reduction of the maximum growth rate, the primary effect of

increased shear is to narrow the band of unstable perpendicular

wavelengths. The uneven spacing of the ;is - 0 , 0.005 and 0.01 curves

shows that non-linearity in the shear parameter (through the implicit

dependence of w on (ois))already sets in at pis - 0.01.
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i Fiures and - we pride addi tIona. versus b plots :or

rypica: space plasma parameters. In Figure 3 we consider a hydrocen

iasma: 1!37, r 0.75, d -.3 and . Note once again

tne bt drov in the local growth rate as well as the sizn:.ccant reduction

of :he unstable perpendicular wavevector band. Figure 4 ilustrates the

same features :or -= , IV'e = C.35 and the other parameters unchanmed.

-he consetuence of the non-local treatment is even more drastic in this

case. The non-local :reatment leads to a completely danced instability.

The drastic changes due to non-local effects stem from the implicit

assumption that -,he driving current prevails over a sufficienic" wide

region in the x-direction so that k,/k can become arbitrarily large. 7his

condition will not be met in many space plasma situations, and we need the

results of the finite slab theory (Bakshi, Ganguli, and Palmadesso, 1983"),

which led to eq. (15).

Oorsideration of a finite width current sheet leads to twc scale

lengths, -I and LCI which govern the growth rate. Figure 5 shows the

variation in (yi) vs. (L G.) for - 0.5, Vv S., u 16 377 and b =
C d e r"

0.6, for three different shear parameters (c,/L s) 1C - , 10- 5 and i

:n each case the growth rate has the significantly reduced value,

characteristic of the uniform shear model, . is taken to be

sufficiently large. As the slab width is decreased, the growth rate

increases and climbs up to tne local value whern L is sufficiently small.

Thus, there is a smooth transition from the pure shear reduced Y to the

usual local y.

The three curves in Figure 5 appear very similar, except for a

relative displacement, and the essential universality of the transition

curve (for small shears) car, be brought out by plotting - vs. (LcLs) as in

Figure 6. The shear reduced - prevails for " c , and the three curves

con'inue to overlap for - > '" Ls/20). The curve describing the weakest

shear $i'-s 10- 6 almost attains the local value when 1 - 10 - Is. .The

physical reason for this transition to the local value is easily seen: the

detuning or misalignment of the magnetic field lines across the length of

the slab of order L_ here happens to be too small to have any impact on the

instabilli:. On the other hand, when 1 , > enough misalignment occurs

to produce local regions where the angle between the fixed wave direction
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Znc the varvinc :.: s suf:::iet:.:- d:feren- tro= :nE ovt =a u

- CK tc rroduce a mucr. ..ower average growth. rate.

A. adiicnal non-oca. effect, dlrezty due tc tne variable current

7rofile 'and not tne shear) is a'sc eviden: in Figures 5 anc 6. A:-ter

azzaining the local growth rate, the s-at size is :urther reduced, :he

zrowtl. rate again becomes smaller than the local value for , C, < I C".

:t is clear fro= Figure 5 that this effect is not sensitive :c the value of

-he shear (a: least in the range considered). The phvsical exlanatior. for

this reduction is also easily seen. The spazial variation of the curren:

has a direct effect on the wave packet o,. The reduction of the current away

from the center of the slab results in a reduced drive and a correspondinz

reduced ).If lc/ i is further reduced to 10 or lower, a significan:

reduction occurs, with eventual quenching.

A :-ical po:en:ial function : iS displayed in Figure V, with v =

C.26, C.5, = 1837, b 0.6, /sl.i  102 and c i . The
C.6 10 n C 1h

independent variable u is the physica: angle u - x/Ls , the origin of x is

at the position where the field line is perpendicular to the given E. As

shown, lc is significant between 0.06 and 0.'.2 with a peak around umo

0.09. This indicates that the wave propagates in the direction given

by k0 - (0.09)k

Besiies the changes in growth rate, the non-loca: theory also predicts

a transition -n the angular position of the peat of ,a , or in the

effective angle umo between the direction normalto the local field line

and the direction of the propagating wave. This is displayed in Figure 6,

for the same parameters as in Figure 6, over a wide range of (Lc 'sN. Note

the transition from umo - 0.13 characteristic of local theory to the

reduced umo = 0.09 of the pure shear dominated limit. The non-local

e::ects thus reduce the effective angle k°,k.

Figure 9 shows the variation of v as a function of wavenumber. The

local theory result prevails for weak shear and 1c,"s 1 -, the pure

shear dominated reduction occurs for 'c z 'S with a smooth transition in

between. T1he Lc a L. curves, except for a slight change of parameters,

correspond to the pis * 0 and pis - 0.01 curves of Figure 2.

We have also examined the CDICI in an orygen plasma and note that the

current thresholds are generally much lower compared with those of a

D- 1T
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hy rogen plasma. The effect of :he non-local treatmen: for a multispecies

plasna is an interesting ques:ion which is now being investigated and will

be reported elsewhere.

%7. D:SCUSSiON

There are several implications of the non-local effects discussed

above. If the shear is small, we have shovn that there are three different

regimes depending on the scale size of the current channel, Lc:

( ) For '- > (L 5s1O) there occurs, as compared to the results of the

local theory, (a) a reduction in the growth rate, (b) a reduction in

the bandwidth of k over which the instability prevails and (c) a

reduction in the angle of propagation uo r - This is the shear

dominant regime.

(2) For oi << I << "s' one recovers the results of the local theorv
c S

'except for one important aspect, which we discuss later in t:his

section).

(3) For Lc I ri, again (a) there is a reduction in the growth rate,

and (b) a reduction in the bandwidth of V over which the instability

prevails, but (c) there is no reduction in Umo, as compared to the

results of the local theory. The instability is quenched for

Thus we have shown that local theory cannot be applied without

reservations; one must first scrutinize the scale lengths for the given

laboratory experiment, or the space plasma of interest, to ascertain which

regime is relevant. in some situations, (e.g., the case L. M 103p i of

Figure 6), the conditions for regime (2) cannot be strictly satisfied for

any value of Ic, and the results of the local theory are not applicable.

This aspect is accentuated as the shear increases.

_n space plasmas, typical shear lengths are 's L few hundred 'Km, and

Oi/is - 13- . Thus the smaller sized (- I km) aurora- arcs would not

qualify for regime (I). The quiet time, broader Birkeland current

Region I/Region 2 systems may be more appropriate for these effects. .aso,

since the current sheet width increses with altitude, the effects of regime

(I) have a better chance of being significant at higher altitudes.
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The r.ansi:ior. from the shear-affected regime '1) t h loca theory

results of recime () was shov. (Figure 6' to depend on essentially

deszribed bv a universal curve independent of shear. The net change in he

grow:" rate and the range of ('Lc s ) over which the transition takes place

will be governed bp the physica narameters W, 7 and Vd'Ve, an, the

perpendicular wavenumber k,. Under what conditions can we expect the

effects of shear to be significant?

One can assess these trends by plotting the local growth rate as a

function of the angle k I'kI. As an illustration, we note that Figure : of

Ganguli and Bakshi (1982) displays the effect of varying T. it shows that

the angular band over which the instability can occur becomes narrower as

- increases. The transition from regime (1) to regime (2) can be expected

to occur when L^/L, which represents the tilt produced by shear, becomes

comparable to this angular bandwidth. Thus one can infer that for a given

-c' inzreasing 7 will favor regime (1), making the shear more effective.

We can test this quantitatively by evaluating the growth rate as a

function of L0 /L s for two different values of :. Figure 1 of Ganguli and

Bakshi (1982) was for a fixed b - 0.5. Since the perpendicular wavenumber

(or equivalently b) is a free parameter, one must maximize the growth rate

over b as well. We have carried out these calculations for Vd/Ve - 0.4,

1837, - - 0.5 and ', and the results are displayed in Figures 10 and

!I. The imaginary part of Q1 (= 
, eq. (4), is plotted against u =

k E /k i in Figure 10, with b = 0.6, wo = 1.3037 for 7 - 0.5 and b - 0.9,

wo 1.2027 for i - 1. The angular width of the domain where QI, is

negative, indicative of instability, is clearly much smaller for 7 - 1.

The corresponding results for the growth rate as a function of (Lc!Ls)

are displayed in Figure 11. The growth rate for each : is normalized to

the corresponding local growth rate ). Noticeable departure from the

local value begins at (Lc/Ls) - C.01 for - 1 and at 0.C2 for 7= 0.5, and

proceeds much faster for the larger - as Lc/L S is increased. Thus the

effects of shear are more significant for the larger T, given a fixed

current channel width.
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Fi g're I of Ganguli and Bakshi ( 1982 also shows that the angular Dand

width of the domain of instability increases with increasing Vd v7. But an

increase in V4 also strengthens the shear, thereby increasing Il s. Near

:he :hreshold dri: velocity, ',.here the system is marginally stable), the

increase in angular band w-'dth proceeds faster than the increase in ,-

:-hs an increase in V. favors a move towards the local regime (2). On the

otier hand, if V is significantly larger than the threshold for marginal

-stabil-zy, the situation is reversed and an increase in Vd favors a move

:owarcs :-e shear dominated regime (1).

So far, we have only discussed the mode near the cyclotron frequency,

( > " What can we expect for the higher harmonic modes? The definition

of Q, in eq. (4) must first be modified to include higher n terms from the

full dispersion relation, ea. (2). 1e have evaluated Qj including terms up

o n - + 4 and maximized over b to obtain optimal local growth rates. The

results for QI 'vs. u are displayed in Eigure -2 for the first tnree

cyczotron harmonics, with real frequencies 1.1897, b - 0.9;

2.2237, b - 2.4; wo . 3.2499, b - 4.8; and physical parameters

- = 1, = 1837, Vd,'ve a 0.65. The angular band width of the unstable zone

,Qlj < 0) becomes significantly smaller for higher harmonics. Thus :he

transition to the shear dominated regime (1) can be expected to occur for

the higher harmonics for progressively smaller values of , '7

These considerations show that the results of the local theory, regime

(2), cannot be used without reservations, and a transition towards regime

(1) is helped by increasing r, considering higher harmonics, and increasing

the drift velocities. : is 'also accentuated by increasing the current

channel width, directly by considering wider channels or for the same

current sheet, by scaling with altitude. A detailed numerical study of all

of these effects over a wide range of parameters is beyond the score of

this work and will be given elsewhere. We anticipate that some of the

situations of practical interest in space plasmas will fall in regime (2)

while others will favor a move towards regime (1).

There is-a subtler effect, implicit in the non-local treatment, which

ma, be more widely reevant. Once any inhomogeneitv is introduced in the

x-direction, :he symetry in the x-y plane is broken, and one has to

disting-uish between the propagation along and the propagation Iif any
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alonc x. _ne same inho eneit" precludes the.:se o: o er :ransc nI

the x-d're:ion and the nlane wave solutions e a-e ne:essat:>." re-:acec

b- a wave vackec, <x), which is localized (e.g., see Fig. :-n the x-

erection. Since the current systems have the structure -f a sheet, :he

short: dbre:cir. bomes the slat direction and the waves propagate along y

anz: wi: wave vector components (k, k) k >> k.

NoW le: us consider the implications of this phenomenon concer.ing

sa:ellite measurements of ion cvclotron waves. A moving observer Will see

a Doppler shi2fec frequency

where is the velocity vector of the observer (satellite) and k is the

wave vector. Since I has no component along x (the wave packet -E

localized), it follows that a satellite moving perpendicuar to the current

sheet (i.e., along our ; direction) will not see any" Doppler-shift,

irrespective of the size of k,.  Such a statement could no: be made in the

purely local theory, since there would be no essential difference between

the two transverse directions x and y, and waves are as likely to be moving

in any direction in the x-y plane. In a local theory, a wide range of

Doppler shifts would be produced, from -k v to +k vs, since the caximur

value of is k1. Some of the observations on S3-3 indicate no or little

Doppler shift. While other explanations may be available, this inference

from our non-local treatment must also be considered, since an

inhomogeneous plasma mandates a non-local treatment. Thus, the extremely

high degree of coherence of many of the observations can be understood in a

very simple way. This idea can be further tested by analyzing satellite

data from an orbit which crosses the current sheet at a significantly

different angle.

Various phenomena described above would lead to ar. enhanced coherence

for the observed ion cyclotron waves as seen by a moving observer. 'When

conditions for regime (1) prevail, there is a significant reduction in the

band of perpendicular wave numbers for which the instability can occur.

This reduces the magnitude of the Doppler shift k.vS as compared to the

local theory for any direction of the satellite motion. On the other hand,
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:ne directional preference for k , required by the inhomogeneity for all

regimes, shows that satellites moving perpendicular to the current sheet

would see very coherent ion cyclotron waves, with nc Doppler shift,

irresnective of the size of t . A study of all available observational

icrmation for various transit angles of the satellite motion could oe

very instructive.

In this paper, we have analyzed the implications of a non-local

treatment of the CDIC:, which is necessitated by the introduction of an

innomogeneous current profile. One cannot yet provide a detailed

z3opar'son between theory and observations; that would require additional

work on the theoretical side and more detailed data from %he observational

side. New data from the Dynamic Explorer would be very helpful in this

context.

But even without carrying out the additional theoretical studies, or

awaiting the new observational data, a number of interesting questions have

been raised in this paper, and it would be very helpful to look at all

available data from a different angle, in terms of the framework of this

paper.

The model of inhomogeneitv of the current employed here was one-

dimensional. .urther generalizations of theory are needed if the current

sheets are of limited extent in both transverse directions. Even within a

one-dimensional model, there could be a sub-structure on a shorter distance

scale, or even a random or stochastic current structure superposed on the

underlying smooth current profile. These aspects also would require

further generalizations. Thus i would be very valuable to learn from the

oresent and future observations the detailed rature of the current

distributions.

:t is equally important to classify all the available observations on

the ion cyclotron waves according to the satellite transit direction and

stud., its correlations, if any, to the peak frequency and tne width of the

observed power spectrum.
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nuren r :izroveme-ts in uncers:andin3zhe ZDC za7 come ir a nunoer

of o:ner ways as well. Additional generalizations of theory shou-Z: inz.uoe

vaia:ior i.e., nhnomogeneities., aong the field lines. 1n, terms of

aicazions of :he theory of the Dresent level one should certai4y

...sider multi-species plasmas, wider ranges of the ion to electro.

tenerature ratio -, wider ranges of the driving current V v and effectsvey

o r. ,-' ner ha--mor.ics. I, terms or interpretation .the resu.ts can be recast

terms of the convective growth rate approazh (Ashour-Abdalla and Tnorne,

7ST , wh:ch takes into account the small group velocity of the -or

cyclotron waves. These and other related topics are under further

investigation.

We also note that Hwang, Fontheiz and Ong (1983) have recently

considered the effects on electrostatic waves of a cold electron current

sheet of finite thickness, and concluded that the current sheet partially

stabilizes the syste= and contributes to the coherence of the excited

waves. Since they did not consider the effects of magnetic shear, the

correspondence is with our regime (3), where the non-local effects stem

directly from the finite width of the current channel. Even i. this regime

their approach is restricted to r << L " Alsc their assumption of a sharp
SC

change in the current at the boundaries is not pertinent to the space

;.asmas. We also note that they have concentrated more on the ion-acoustic

wave, and have nc :herma spreads, but some o: their conclusions are

simi.ar to ours.

We would like to thank Dr. Joel Fedder of the Naval Research

Laboratory for numerous useful coments. We also wish to thank Dr. '.

iemerin and Dr. D. Winningham for very helpful discussions regarding space

plasma observational data and procedures, past and present. "his work was

supported by the Office of the Naval Research and the National Aeronautics

and Space Administration.
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Figure I A sketch of a sheared magnetic field. A: x - t :he magnet4:a

field Bo is in :he I-direction. At x = x, zhe maznetic fiel'

rotates by an angle 1 - sx1 , where s = WL. A wave

perpendicular to the magnetic field B a: x - 0 is no longer so

at x = x,.
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Figure . _o of th: : e growth r-ame ('' against b for. vari ous shear

I

values. Here 0.5, 1E27, and vd'* e ' 0. 25. 7-nE:

difference between the local solution and the = C i,.i

of the nor-local solution is due to a shear independent zerm

arising from the non-local treatment. The curves alsc indicate

that the effect of the shear is more pronounced for larger b.
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-' gure 3. A plot similiar to Figure 2. Here 7 0.73, 1 =837 and

V /V 0.3. We provide only the local and the non-localde=
soeCtr.Um. The -ion-local. curve has a veryN small shear,

= c6 . Not t Igniffica-rt reductior. in the uns:a-_.E

perpendicular wavevector band.
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Fi~gure 101. Aplot of Q-vs. u for C.5 and 1, maxim~ized over b to
attair. mp-ximal growth rates.
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Figure ii. A plot of y/Y vs. Lc/L s for T - 0.5 and 1, for the parameters

of Figure 10.
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2nd HARMONIC, w, 2.2237, b 2.4

0.4 Ist HARMONIC, w. = 1.1897, b = .9

0.2 3rd HARMONIC, . = 3.2499, b - 4.8
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Figure 12.. A plot of Q11 vs. u for the first three cyclotron harmonics for

1, Vd"'e - 0.65, maximized over b to attain maximal growth

rates. The solid line is the third harmonic, the dashed line

with small dashes is the second harmonic and the dashed line

with the large dashes is the first harmonic.
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ABSTRACT

A nonlocal theory of the current convective instability in t:he

presence of a transverse velocity shear is developed. It is found that the

velocity shear stabilizes the short wavelength modes and preferentially

excites a long wavelength mode. Application to east-west structure in the

high latitude auroral F layer plasma enhancements is discussed.
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'I. INTRODUCTION

Large scale structure in plasma density enhancements In the auroral F

layer ionosphere has been a topic of continued research over the past

several years (Vickrey et al., 1980; Keskinen and Ossakow, 1982; 1983ab;

Tsunoda and Vickrey, 1983). Theoretically these so called F region plasma

"blobs" have been shown to be susceptible to the E x 1; gradient. drift

instability (EBI) (Linson and Workman, 1970) and in an E x B stable

geometry to the current convective instability (CCI) (Ossakow and

Chaturvedi, 1979), or a combination of the two (Vickrey et al., 1980;

Keskinen and Ossakow, 1982). The current convective instability was

originally dicussed in the context of the positive column of a laboratory

gas discharge by Lehnert (1958), and Kadomtsev and Nedospasov, (1960).

Ossakow and Chaturvedi (1979) suggested that the diffuse auroral

precipitation, constituting a weak magnetic field aligned current (z),

could destabilize an inhomogeneous plasma having the density gradient

pointing in the direction perpendicular (northward, x) to the magnetic

field . The unstable waves have wavevectors pointing in the direction

perpendicular (eastward, y) to both the ambient geomagnetic field and the

density gradient. DNA Wideband satellite observations (Rino et al., 1978)

indicated that a regularly occurring scintillation enhancement due to F

region ionospheric irregularities can be identified in the nighttime

auroral zone data. These data are characterized by dif-use auroral

particle precipitation and total electron content (TEC) gradient pointing

northward. Furthermore, the dominant modes appear to be in the north-south

direction' parallel to the density gradient in contrast to the predictions

of the linear theory. Indeed, Chaturvedi and Ossakow (1979) have shown

that waves parallel to the density gradient are generated by a nonlinear

mode coupling mechanism.

There is increasing evidence that a strong velocity shear exists in

the high latitude auroral region (Kelley et al., 1976; Fejer et al., 1983;

S. Basu, private communication, 1983). The east-west plasma velocity is

sheared as one moves in the north-south direction. Recent calculations

have shown that velocity shear has a strong stabilizing influence on

interchange instabilities, such as the Rayleigh-Taylor Instability

(Hamieri, 1979; Guzdar et al., 1982; 1983) and the E x B instability
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(Perkins and Doles, 1975; Huba et al., 1983) leading one to anticipate

similar effects in the case of the CCI also.

In this paper we investigate the effects of velocity shear on the CCI

and its role in producing large scale east-west structure in ionospheric F

layer plasma blobs (Tsunoda and Vickrey, 1983). We find that velocity

shear stabilizes the short wavelength modes (k L > 1, where 1; is the east-
y Iy

west mode number, L is the density gradient scale length) and thus excJtes

a long wavelength mode.

The organization of this paper is as follows. In the next: section we

present the general nonlocal theory and present: It:s results in the thirdi

section. We discuss the results and apply them to the high latitude

auroral ionosphere in the fourth section, and the fifth section contains

the conclusions.
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II. THEORY

The geometry we use is as follows. The background magnetic field and
1.1

the field aligned currents are along the z-direction (B = B z; Nd = VozZ).

The density gradient and the inhomogeneous electric field [Eox(x) ] are

along the x-direction (northward). The inhonogeneous electric field gives

rise to an E x B sheared flow along the negative y direction (eastward).

The basic assumptions used in the analysis are as follows: (i) the

perturbed quantities vary as 6f - 6f (x) exp[i(k y + k z - wt)], where k
y z y

and kz are the wavenumbers along the y nd z directions and w -(s r + Jy ,

implying growth for y > 0; (ii) the ordering in the frequencies is

such that , Vin (Vei ) << ni ( e), where vin and vei are the ion-neutral

and electron-ion collision frequencies and Se and S2i are the electron and

ion cyclotron frequencies, respectively; (iii) we retain the ion inertia

effects, thereby including the ion polarization drift, but ignore the

electron inertia; and (iv) we ignore finite-Larmor radius effects by

limiting the wavelength domain to kpi << 1, where p, is the mean ion Larmor

radius.

A key feature of our analysis is that a nonlocal theory is

developed. That is, the mode structure of the potential in the x

direction, the direction in which the density and flow velocity are assumed

to vary, is determined by a differential equation rather than an algebraic

equation obtained by Fourier analysis. This technique allows one to study

modes which have wavelengths comparable to the scale sizes of the

inhomogeneities (i.e., k L < 1, where L represents the scale lengths of the
y

boundary layer). In fact, nonlocal theory is essential to describe the

Kelvin-Helmholtz instability driven by a transverse velocity shear

(Mikhailovskii, 1974). We also note that since we are interested in the

effects of transverse gradients in velocity and density and since the

vertical gradient in the density is weaker than the northward density

gradient we Fourier analyze in the z direction.

Based on the assumptions described above, the fundamental fluid

equations used in the analysis are of continuity and momentum transfer in

the neutral frame of reference
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0= -eCE + (l/c)V x B) - mvA. (1)-- el,--e

dV
M -f= e(E + (lc)V. x B) - 1tv V (2)dt - in- i

an- + V-(n.V.) = 0 
(3)at

where m(M) is the electron (ion) mass, subscript j denotes species (e foi

electrons and i for ions), V is velocity and E is electric field, n is

density, c is speed of light, and e is the absolute value of the electron

charge. In this paper, we ignore the temperature effects and also neglect

the electron-aeutral-collision-frequencyy( v en in comparison with the
en

electron-ion Coulomb collision frequency ( v ei ). From eqs. (1) and (2) we

obtain the zeroth order perpendicular electron and ion velocities as

V = (c/B)E x z + O(v ei/e) (4)

V (c/B [E x Z + (vin/i)E1 + (1/ ,) (V.-V) E] - (5)

where Qi h eB/Mc is the ion cyclotron frequency.

Taking the dot product of eqs. (1) and (2) with z , we obtain the

zeroth order parallel velocities as

Vez -e Eoz /mVei (6)

Viz =eE oz/MV in. (7)
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We perturb equations (1)-(3) and linearize them in the electrostatic

limit. We substitute E = -V = - V(4o(X) + 6 ), V + 6V and
n = no(x) + 6n into eqs. (1)-(3). Since the equilibrium quantities vary

in the x direction we do not Fourier analyze in the x direction. We

Fourier analyze in the y and z directions. Here we assume the northward

density gradient to be sharper than the vertical density gradient. Using

eqs. (4) and (5) along with eqs. (1) and (2) we obtain the perturbed

velocities in the perpendicular direction as

6V e (c/B) 6E x z + O(Vei/ee) (8)

6V (c/B) ik (i . - y OY in) a
ix (1 + oy/ /2 a ]

(9)

(- k V + ivna y oy i
6Vi (c/B) [5- 64 - k n)61

where Voy = -(c/B) Eox. Here we have neglected the electron Pedersen drift

compared with the ion Pederesen drift. From eqs. (1,2) and (6,7) the

perturbed parallel velocities are given as

6V = -e 6E z/mvei, (10)

6Viz e EZ/Mv in. (11)

Since we study the effects of transverse velocity shear we can ignore the

parallel ion inertia terms.

We substitute eqs. (4) thru (II) in eq. (3) and assvtme quasi-
neutrality, 6ne n 6ni 0 6n , to obtain the mode structure equation for the
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perturbed electrostatic potential as (where we have dropped 6 from 6 arid

indicate the perturbed potential by )

+ p$" + q =0 (02)

where

P = + (ivin/ 2 ) -- V/iw (3)

q = -k 2  i k2 (S /v )(P /) - k2(k V /w )(S2lW)
y z e ei i zOz 1 2

+ k (V-o + V y)/W 2  (14)
yy oy O

+ (iv 1i 2 ) { -k2 V w/ w (kyVo) [(n/no)/WI
in2oy 1 y oy oo0l

+ ik2 ( V /1) (P /Vei)]},
z oy 1 e ei

where we. assumed V' /S1 << I and ignored terms of O(v.e/z ) andfly i ei

V z (V -Viz), c £ /
0oz on 0 ,

z e ei y

I" - k Vy- k Voz ,and w 2 - W + iv
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The primes indicate derivatives with respect to x. Equation (12) is

similar to the equations that have been derived in the context: of the

Rayleigh-Taylor (Guzdar et al., 1982; 1983) and E x B instabilities

(Huba et al., 1983). In the absence of the velocity shear

- V - 0) the first three terms in q(x) (eq. 14) yield the nonlocal
oy oy

current convective instability. Equation (12) is solved numerically in

various parameter domains and the results are presented in the next

section.

i 1
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III. ANALYSIS

Before solving eq. (12) we consider some known limiting cases. First,

in the absence of field aligned currents (Voz = 0), for a homogeneous

(Vn = 0) collisionless (vin = 0) plasma eq. (12) yields the well known

transverse (kz = 0) Kelvin-Helmholtz instability (Mikhailovskii, 1974)

k V

+O) Q)+ y y (16)y (w - kV )y oy

The Kelvin-Helmholtz instability is shown in Fig. (1) curve A (Michalke,

1964). The velocity profile used is Voy = V tanh(x/L). We see from the
OY

figure that the collisionless Kelvin-Helmholtz mode is unstable in the

domain 0 < kL < 1 with the growth rate maximizing at kyL - 1.5 with a

maximum value of 0.18 V/L.
oy

In the absence of the velocity shear we obtain

Ai k V n i

+ '+ [- k2 + ik2 e + zOz ik ---- kE)]4 0 (17)

Equation (17) describes the nonlocal current convective instability. In

the local limit, 3/3x << ky, we obtain the local dispersion equation

(Chaturvedi and Ossakow, 1981)

W2 + &[ ivn+ i(k/k0)(p Vi/.)) _ (kz/k) S2VzC = 0. (18)

The solution of eq. (18) yields the growth rate (Chaturvedi and Ossakow,

1981) with w w r + iy as

(k ZIk y) (v1 ei Ae)Vo (19)

(k 2 /k2) + (Vl/V S1Z y 'ei iin e

E-13
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2- 22
for v > 4 (k/k) V C Sli where in= i+ (kz/k2) (eIv ) Note

fr y oz i y ei ei
that for instability kz/ky ,  Vei, V oz, and e have to be nonzero. In

fact, the optimum value of kz/ky can be calculated by maximizing eq. (19)

with respect to kz/ky.

The growth rate maximizes at

kz - ky (Veiin/ge~i )1/2 ,  (20)

with a maximum value

Ia - vC(V e~/V n 1e1 1/2 (21)

For v fle 10- 4, Vi/ i = 10
- 4

,

(y/V C) 05(22)
C oz )max .0.5

Now we solve eq. (17) numerically for various k -s using the densityY

profile,

n (x) = (1 + 6 tanh(x/L))/(l-6) (23)

shown in figure 2 for 6 0.8.

Figure (1) curve B shows the growth rate normalized to Voz/L as a

function of kyL for 6 = 0.8 and k Z given by eq. (20). We note that the

growth rate increases monotonically with k L and asymptotes to the local

growth rate (eq. 22).
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We now introduce the velocity shear and solve eq. (12) numerically.

We use the density profile given in eq. (23). The velocity profile Is

determined self-consistently from the zeroth order continuity equation

(n (X) ) = 0 (24)

which becomes for constant ion-neutral collision frequency

no(x) V Y(x) = constant.

Using these self-consistent, profiles the eigenvalues are determined for
various values of the parameter s( Vo/ , which serves as a measure of

oy oz
the velocity shear. In Fig. (3) we plot the growth rates normalized to the

shear-free current convective growth rate, y/(V /L), as a function of the
oz 4 4

normalized wavenumbers, kyL. We choose v ei /P 10 , v i  = 10 -
,

and 6 - 0.8. Curve A gives the case s = 0 (same as curve B, Fig. (1)).

Curves B, C and D are for s = 0.5, 1, and 2, respectively. We can draw

several conclusions from this figure. First, velocity shear stabilizes the

short wavelength modes (Perkins and Doles, 1975; Guzdar et al., 1982; 1983;

Huba et al., 1983). Second, the growth rate maximizes at k yL - 1.5 for s =Ay

0.5; and as ; is increased the peak growth rate decreases and the growth

rate mfximizes at longer wavelengths. For s = 2, the growth rate maximizes

at kyL- 0.55 with Imax O.083(V oz/L). Third, when s = 1, i.e., when the

horizontal flow velocity is of the order of the vertical plasma drift

velocity, modes with X - (2x/0.9)L are the fastest growing modes

(Ymax - 0.142 VozL - 0.142 VoyIL).
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IV. DISCUSSION

Recent experiments conducted at Chatanika (Tsunoda and Vickrey, 1983.)

indicate that high latitude F-region plasma blobs have an east-west plasma

density structure with scale sizes of 150 km and greater. Even though

these experiments did not measure the velocity shear in this region, other

evidence (Kelley and Carlson, 1977) indicates the presence of a strong

east-west flow velocity shear of the order I - 20 s:e -1 in the high

latitude auroral region. Assuming that the east-west flow is - 250 m/s and

the shear scale length (of the order of the density gradient scale length;

LN - LV) is 25 kin, Fig. (3) shows that the generalized current. convec. ive

instability has perpendicular scale sizes of order 150 km (s ,; Voy

Voz; kyL = 0.9). The corresponding growth rate is given as

y - 0.142 (V oz/L) - 0.142 10-2s-1 (around 10 minutes e-folding time). For

larger shears, for example, with the east-west flow velocity, \oy, twice

that of the field aligned flow, Voz, the instability generates

irregularities of scale sizes around 300 km, but wih a smaller growth

rate, 0.08 (Voz/L) (20 min e-folding time scale for Ayz/L 
around 10

- 2 S- 1).

Since velocity shear has similar effects on the E x B gradient drift

instability (Perkins and Doles, 1975; Huba et'al., 1983) it is important to

compare our present results with the results of Hluba et al. (1983).

Referring to Fig. (5) of the paper by Huba et al., we see that cast-west

flow comparable to the equilibrium north-south flow (due to the horizontal

electric fields generating the E x B instability) excites modes with

wavelengths - 60 km (kyL = 2.6, L = 25 km). The growth rate of these modes

is - 0.5 ,(Vox/L) with e-folding times of the order 3 minutes (for \'ox/1,

10-2). From this we can see that in the high latitude auroral region, the

generalized CCI and EBI (CCI and EBI with velocity shear) can excite long

wavelength modes with east-west scale sizes of 100 km or greater. 11owever,

we point out that in the absence of the E x B instability (zero westward

electric field in the presence of say a poleward density gradient on a

blob) the soft particle precipitation causing in turn currents of moderate

strength - 250 m/s (4 ijA/m 2 , n = I011 m- 3 ) can still excite the Ion,,

wavelength modes.
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V. CONCLUSIONS

We have studied the effects of velocity shear on the current

convective instability. We have shown that velocity shear suppresses the

short wavelength modes and preferentially excites a long wavelength mode

with k yL < 1. This suggests that a generalized current convective

instability (CCI with east-west flow velocity shear) with currents

- 4pA/m2 (- 250 m/s parallel flow) can possibly excite modes with

wavelengths of 150 km or more. Since the E x B instability can also excite

long wavelength modes(X - 60 km with a westward electric field - ]OmV/m,

and north-south flow - east-west flow), we conjecture that the E;oft

particle precipitation alone can destabilize a stable E x B high latitude

auroral F region geometry by the CCI (Ossakow and Chaturvedi, 1979). In

turn, The CCI in the presence of velocity shear can generate irregularities

in the long wavelength domain.

We note that a unified treatment of current convective and E x B

instabilities, with velocity shear and magnetic shear and nonlinear effects

included, is needed in order to come to a better understanding of the

morphology of the irregularities evident in auroral F region plasma

enhancements. This subject is presently under investigation and will be

presented in a future paper.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Figure 1. Normalized growth rate versus k L curves for Kelvin-Helmholtz

(curve A) and current convective (curve B) instabilities. C(urve
A refers to velocity profile Voy - Toy tanh x/L. Curve B refers

to the density profile of eq. (23), with 6 - 0.8, and

Vin/Al, 10- 4 VeiAle = 10- 4

Figure 2. Density profile given in eq. (23) for 6 = 0.8.

Figure 3. Generalized cuirent convective instability as a function of
) for 0.8, v 2 0-4 -4

SL V /v )o~ ., vf 10 , and v /R) 10..
oy OZ ei e in i

Curve A refers to s - 0. Curves B, C, and D refer to s - 0.5,

1, and 2, respectively.
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ABSTRACT

The effects of magnetic shear on the collisional current driven ion

cyclotron instability are discussed by incorporating the self-consistent

magnetic shear produced by the currents driving the instability itself. It

is found that moderately large magnetic shear is required to significantly

modify the properties of the local instability, and that the wave packet

localizes around k z/ky << 1 , thereby indicating that the mode is

propagating almost perpendicular to the magnetic field and that the mode is

confined to a region of a few hundred meters along the direction of the

magnetic field under auroral conditions.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Intense field aligned currents observed in the auroral E and F regions

(Park and Cloutier, 1971, Cahill et al., 1974, Kelley et al., 1975) were

conjectured to be responsible for the generation of electrostatic ion

cyclotron waves. Since the ionosphere is collisional in the E and F regions

the field aligned currents give rise to negative energy waves which grow due

to the dissipation associated with electron-neutral collisions (Chaturvedi,

1976). These are electrostatic waves and lead to density irregularities in

the medium. In fact, radar measurements in the E region detect

irregularities collocated with auroral electrojets (Greenwald et al., 1975)

and a.c. field measurements (Kelley et al., 1975) have been identified as

being due to unstable ion cyclotron waves (Drummond and Rosenbluth, 1962 -

collisionless domain; Kindel and Kennel, 1971 - weakly collisional

domain). Sounding rockets launched from Syowa station, indeed, detected

transversely propagating electrostatic plasma instabilities of scale sizes

around 200 km in association with strong field aligned currents (Ogawa et

al., 1981). Chaturvedi (1976), using a local fluid analysis, showed that,

in a partially ionized plasma, field aligned currents can support almost

transversely propagating ion cyclotron waves owing to resistivity

experienced by electron parallel motion (electron-neutral collisions), while

the ion-neutral collisions were found to have a mild stabilizing effect.

The field aligned currents observed are around 1-10 V A/m2 (Kelley et al.,

1975), and these currents along the magnetic field usually generate some

magnetic shear which in turn changes the mode structure. This is especially

so in the case of collisionless current driven ion cyclotron waves (Ganguli

and Bakshi, 1982). Recently Burke et al. (1983) also reported observations
2of large currents - 135 VA/m

In this brief report we investigate the effects of a self-consistent

magnetic shear on the collisional current driven ion cyclotron instability

(CIC). Since the self-consistent magnetic shear is small and the nonlocal

effects are absent in this fluid example (as opposed to the kinetic

collisionless case, where nonlocal effects strongly modify the mode

structure even for small shears, Ganguli and Bakshi (1982)), we find that

the magnetic shear has mild stabilizing effects on the current driven ion
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cyclotron instability in the domains of interest pertaining to auroral

conditions (drift velocities, Vd - 0.5 - 5 km/s electron-neutral

collisions, en 104 s-I). However, we find that magnetic shear localizes

the wave packet around k z/ky << I , indicating that the mode is almost

perpendicularly propagating. Also, we studied this problem for strong

shears in various domains and found that strong magnetic shear stabilizes

the instability. The paper is organized as follows: in the next section we

give the theory and derive the nonlocal mode structure equation. In the

third section we present the results,and in the last section we apply the

results to the auroral ionosphere and discuss future work.
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II. THEORY

Consider a partially ionized plasma such as the one encountered in the

auroral E region. The relevent geometry for high latitude E region is as

follows: The magnetic field is aligned with the z-direction along which

also flow the currents that drive the CIC. Due to the self-consistent shear

produced by the field aligned currents, as we go along the x-direction, the

magnetic field picks up a component along the y-direction

B(x) = B (E + x/Ls  ) •()

This implies that the parallel wave vector becomes a function of x,

k = k0 + k x/L, (2)
z z ys

where Ls is the shear length. The self-consistent shear is calculated from

the Maxwell's equation

V x B j j_
41 (3)= c__ (ne y)

c

where Vj is the drift velocity parallel to the z-direction, and is given by

ps/Ls = a (Vd/cS) , (4)

where cs  is the sound speed, (Te/mi)i/ s = c/ai' being the ion

cyclotron frequency and

a = (Cs/c)2 (2/m) ( W 2 P2 (5)
s pe e

where wipe and e are the electron plasma and gyro frequencies respectively,
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c is the speed of light, M and m are the ion (NO+ ) and electron masses,

respectively.

The basic equations describing the problem are, the electron and ion

continuity equations

an
at'+ V.(n V ) =0 (6)

where a indicates the species • The equation of motion for the ions is,

Sd V. x B
Mn -L V i= -Pi + en(-V + -- - Mnvn V., (7)

dtcin -1 7

while the equation of motion for electrons is,

0 = - e P - en(-VO + V x B) - mnve V , (8)

where ve and Vin are electron-neutral and ion-neutral collision frequencies.

From Eq. (8) for electrons, we obtain the perpendicular and parallel

(to B z) components of electron velocities

.Pe e
e (l+v2 /p.2 )

e e (9)
e e Ve

mn m Q
e

v I i . (10)
ez v mn m

e

From Eq. (10) we define

0

Vd V - (c 7 °) (11)
e

From Eq. (7) we obtain for the ions

ViW/SIi [(E VO +  l VPi

Vil + 1 n x z] (12)
i[ 1+(iW+V )2 /p2] B *~~~) z

and
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I VPe e
V. 7fl (13)Viz -iW Mn I

where we have assumed Te - Ti , o + 6 and that the perturbed

potential € varies as

-i(t -ky - kzZ)
O(x)e Z

We do not Fourier analyse in the x-direction since the magnetic field is

assumed to vary in that directon. Substituting Eqs. (9) thru (13) in Eq.

(6) we obtain, after subtr-zting the electron continuity equation from the

ion continuity equation, the nonlocal mode structure equation

-2 ¢ + kZ 1 2 kc)+~/~ e y ye k~)i~ik

-k2 (W2-p-k 2c2 )+i(m/M)k2 v (W-k - = 0 (14)

ax2  k2c2  -i(m/M)v (wkZVd)
ZS

where k = k + k x/L and where quasi-neutrality has been assumed. The
z z y s

local limit of Eq. (14) (L + - and a/ax << k ) yields Q(x) = 0, where
5 y

Q(x) is the second term in the above equation. This gives the results

obtained previously by Chaturvedi (1976). The linear local growth Tate is

k2  
k • V V.

m y ( -- )n (15)
2M k 2  

Wr e 2
where z

2 + k2 c 2

1 y s

W *-,W r+ i'Y
r

Eq. (15) leads to the threshold condition

k2 v.k - v m~ M z ij (16)
-- d im k 2 ve

y

Note that the nonlocal treatment allows for the formation of a wave packet

in the x-direction compared with the plane wave (exp(ikxx)] solutions of

Chaturvedi (1976).

We solve Eq. (14) analytically and numerically to determine the

enginvalues and eigenfunctions. We follow the techniques developed by

Ganguli and Bakshi (1982) to solve Eq. (14) as
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+ Q(x)^ = 0, (17)

;x 2

where

[(w2-Q2-k2c2) + iLvL] k2x 2 /L 2 + i E y (wk Vdx/L) k 2

Q(x) = ysy s Y-k2 .(18)

k2c2x2 /L
2  () (-kyVdx/L) Y

y s s M e y d s

2
We expand Q(x) around E - x-x 0 0 to 0(E2) where x is the value of x for

0

which the local growth rate is a maximum,

- 2 w
(19)Ps k yV d

Now, we have

+ (a + .--- n2) 0 (r) = 0 (20)I 2

0 0
where Y +! and a = Q -'

o 2Q"-
QOA 0

The primes indicate the derivatives evaluated at x = x.. Equation (20),

which is a Weber equation type, has the solution (for the X = 0 mode)

14(x) , expl- -T (x - xo)2/x 2] expliq(x)] (21)

where X is the order of the mode and q(x) is a real function. The

wavepacket peaks at (Ganguli and Bakshi, 1982)

Re 1Qo /Qo'(-Qo" /2)1/2] (x =o x 0- - 2(22)

Re (-Qo/2) /

The dispersion relation is given by

Qi 1/2 +Qo 2  Qw~

(2g + 1) - P o/L + 2Qo- Q(wx o ) " (23)
00

Since Qo(xo) - 0 , Eq. (23) reduces, for the £ - 0 mode, to
0-
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Q(w,k ,x ) = Q' /2 11 /L s  (24)
0 0 s

We note that the term involving Q, introduces the nonlocal effects and in

the collisionless kinetic case significantly modifies the properties of the

mode; whereas, in our case this term vanishes and thus does not yield any

nonlocal effects. Eq. (24) is solved to obtain the eigenfrequencies and are

compared with those obtained by solving Eq. (14) numerically. We find good

agreement between the analytical and numerical results. The results are

presented in the next section.
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III. RESULTS

In Fig. (1) we plot the growth rate normalized to the ion cyclotron

frequency (Y/Si ) versus the normalized wavenumber ( kyPs ) for

Vd/c s = 50, v e/pe = 0.01, and vin/4 i - 0.01. In plotting these results we

treated p s/Ls as an external parameter. The solid line represents the

shear-free case and the dotted line represents the case where p s/L = 0.01.

We see from the figure that for any significant reduction in the growth rate

large magnetic shear, ps /Ls of order 10- 2 , is needed.

In order to throw some light on the magnetic shear required to

significantly reduce the growth rate, we plot, in Fig.(2), the normalized

growth rate against the normalized shear length( ps/L ), treating ps/Ls as

an external parameter. We choose kyPs = 0.3, and 0.5 and plot the growth

rate for the parameters of Fig.(1). This figure shows that moderate to

strong magnetic magnetic shears, ps/Ls > 0.01 , are required to reduce the

growth rate significantly. For Ps/Ls > .04, the growth rate drops

significantly and the instability is stabilized; however, the theory begins

to break down for large shear value ps/Ls > 0.1 . We find that for large

shears, the growth rate drops linearly as a function of inverse shear

length. For very small shears, psILs 4 10 - 4 the growth rate remains

essentially constant and begins to decrease significantly for p s/Ls- 0.01.

In Fig. (3) we present the wave eigenfunctions for the following

parameters: Vd = 50 cs , Vei/0e = 10 , V in Pi  10 -2 and for

kyps = 0.3 , y/2i = 0.24. The solid line represents the real part of the

wave function ( ) and the dotted line I@I . Two important features are to

be noted in this figure. One feature is that the wavepacket localizes

around x /Ps << 1 , i.e., for small shear lengths k z/ky is << I ,

indicating that the mode is almost perpendicularly propagating. This can

also be seen from Eq. (19) which yields

-7
kZ/ky " 2 (w/ky Vd) (ps/Ls) <<l for ps/L " 10

The second feature is that the width of the wave packet is of the order

200 ps suggesting a localization region of 500 meters for
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ps 2.5 meters (corresponding to NO+ ions in the ionosphere).

The effect of self-consistent magnetic shear is understood by plotting

the normalized growth rate versus the normalized drift velocity. For this

purpose, we use Eq. (4), to express the shear length in terms of the drift

velocity. In figure 4, we plot the growth rate for a - 10 , 10 , and-4 2 2 2 3 4

and 10- (pe /ce = 102,103 ,and 104 respectively; cs = 500 m/s) and for

Ve/s2e 0.01, in/Qi = 0.01, and kyPs= 0.3. We also give the shear-free

local growth rate (curve A) to compare with the growth rate with shear.

Three points are to be noted in this figure: (1) a = 106 corresponds to

ionospheric parameters. We find that the growth rate is not too different

from the shear-free case. In fact, the growth rate curve overlaps curve A

and eventually turns around for Vd/cS > 500. (2) Curve B, which gives the

growth rate for a - 10- 5 , shows that the growth rate drops significantly

beyond drift velocities > 150 cs ; (3) curve C, which represents the growth

rate for a - 10 -
, shows that the optimum drift velocity (the drift

velocity for which the growth rate is a maximum), 80 cs, is much smaller for

this case. This leads to the conclusion that the optimum drift velocity

decreases as the parameter a is increased. At large drift velocities, the

self-consistent magnetic shear produced is large enough that the mode is

stabilized and the growth rate tends to zero.
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IV. DISCUSSION

We now apply the results to the high latitude ionospheric conditions.
/i 1-2' -2

We choose vin /e./ =10 V e 10 and Vd  20 c . For Vd = 20 cs the

corresponding shear length is about 1000 km (NO+ ions, n - 105 cm 3 ) We

find that the growth rate is 0.9 s - , for modes with wavelengths of 50

meters ( kyps = 0.3, and ps= 2.5 meters ), which is comparable with the

local growth rate. From the plots of the wave functions we see that the

mode is localized in the north-south direction in a region of

Ax - 200 ps= 500 m Moreover, we find that ky >> kx ( kx i/Ax )

which indicates the strong two dimensional structure of the mode in the

plane perpendicular to the magnetic field during the linear phase of the

instability.

We conclude that the magnetic shear corresponding to normal auroral

conditions with field aligned currents of the order of VA/m2 is small and

thus does not apprecibly alter the current driven collisional ion cyclotron

mode discussed by Chaturvedi (1976). Even strong currents under some
2

disturbed conditions, - 135 VA/m , reported by Burke et al. (1983) do not

produce significant shear in the magnetic field to have any effect on the

CIC. Currents of the order mA/m2 or more possibly produce significant

effects.

Finally, we discuss the limitations of the present theory. The theory

is valid in the domain k /ky < 1, and ps/Ls< 0. 1. For higher shear values

and for kyps- I the theory breaks down, furthermore, the real frequency

becomes large and the mode branches off into an ion-acoustic wave. A more

complete treatment should also treat this domain to understand the effects

of magneic shear on the ion-acoustic waves. We have done an MHD analysis

and arrived at the mode structure equation with a potential term, Q(x) IEq.

(18)], whose real part is independent of the parallel wavenumber, kz; where-

as, in the collisional case the real part of Q(x) depends on k. and

drastically affects the collisionless kinetic ion cyclotron instability

(Ganguli and Bakshi, 1982). We will present the kinetic analysis of the

collisonal ion cyclotron waves in the presense of magnetic shear in a future

paper. For higher drift velocities (comparable to the E x B drift

velocities) where the self-consistent magnetic shear plays a significant
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role in determining the mode structure, a complete treatment is needed which

includes an electric field along the y-direction and the related velocity

shear.

In conclusion, we have examined the influence of magnetic shear on the

collisional current driven ion cyclotron instability. Self consistent

magnetic shear corresponding to moderate drift velocities near the threshold

velocity for the instability does not have significant effects on the

instability. We find that the mode is almost perpendicularly propagating

and is localized in a region extending upto a few hundred kilometers in the

direction of the magnetic field under auroral conditions. However, in2 2

domains where the plama density is high such that the parameter w p/ 2 is
pe ce

large, we find that the growth rate of a particular mode maximizes at an

optimum drift velocity much larger than the sound speed. Finally, we find

that strong shears (ps/L s  0.05) significantly reduce the growth rate and

stabilize the collisional current driven ion cyclotron instability. This

strong shear corresponds to large parallel drift velocities (Vd >> cs), as

seen in fig. 4.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Figure I. Plot of normalized growth rate (y/Pi) versus the normalizo

wave number (ky p s) . The parameters used are ve/0e ' 0.0

V in/i = 0.01, Vd/Cs= 50. The solid line represents the shear fr(

case, and the dotted line represents the case where ps/Ls - 0.01.

Figure 2. Normalized growth rate (Y/ i) versus ps/Ls treating ps /L s

an external parameter for Vd/cs = 50, kyP =0.3, and 0.5 , and fc

Ve/2e = 0.01, vin/ni = 0.01

Figure 3. Plot of wave eigenfunctions for the same parameters as Fig. (I

and for kyPs = 0.3, y/Qi = 0.25, and ps/Ls= 0.001.

Figure 4. Growth rate versus the drift velocity curves with and withot

self-consistent magnetic shear for the following parameters:

kyps - 0.3 Ve/0 e = 0.01, and v in hi = 0.01. Curve A reprents tf

shear-free case and a = 10-6  Curve B, and C are fc

= 10- 5 and 10 - and these correspond to pe e2  = 10 and 10
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APPENDIX G

RAYLEIGH-TAYLOR INSTABILITY IN THE PRESENCE OF

A STRATIFIED SHEAR LAYER

P. Satyanarayana and P.N. Guzdar
Science Applications, Inc.

and

J.D. Huba and S.L. Ossakow
Naval Research Laboratory
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Rayleigh-Taylor Instabilitiy in the Presence of

a Stratified Shear Layer

P. Satyanarayana and P.N. Guzdar*
Science Applications, Inc.
McLean, Virginia 22102

and

J.D. Huba and S.L. Ossakow
Plasma Physics Division
Naval Research Laboratory
Washington, D.C. 20375

September 1983

Abstract

A nonlocal theory of the Rayleigh-Taylor instability which includes the

effect of a transverse velocity shear is presented. A two fluid model is used

to describe an inhomogeneous plasma under the influence of gravity and sheared

equilibrium flow velocity, and to derive a differential equation describing

the generalized Rayleigh-Taylor instability. Am extensive parametric study is

made in the collisionless and collisional regimes, and the corresponding

dispersion curves are presented. The results are applied to the equatorial F

region and to barium releases in the ionosphere.

* Present address: University of Maryland, College Park, Md 20742
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I. Introduction

The Rayleigh-Taylor instability (Rayleigh, 1894; Taylor, 1950) arises in

a wide range of physical phenomena. This instability is primarily driven by a

gravitational force acting on an inverted density gradient (e.g., a heavy

fluid supported by a light fluid). In a magnetized plasma these modes can

exist in both the collisionless and collisional domains. For example,

theoretical models (Hudson and Kennel, 1975; Ossakow, 1979) and numerical

simulations (Scannapieco and Ossakow, 1976; Ossakow et al., 1979; Zalesak and

Ossakow, 1980; Zalesak et al., 1982) of the collisional Rayleigh-Taylor

instability in the earth's ionosphere show that the mode evolves into plasma

bubbles that extend upward from the bottomside to the topside of the F-

layer. The collisionless interchange type instability (ballooning mode) can

exist in the earth's plasmasphere (Vinas, 1980) as well as in laboratory

plasmas (Coppi and Rosenbluth, 1966; Coppi et al., 1979). These collisionlesn

modes arise due to an unfavorable curvature in the magnetic field (simulating

an effective gravity) in the presence of a pressure gradient. This

instability may also arise in the acceleration of a heavy fluid by one of

lower density as in targets accelerated by laser ablation (Emery et al., 1982

and references therein) or the deceleration of barium clouds injected in the

ionosphere (Pillip, 1971; Rosenberg, 1971; Davis et al., 1974; Fedder, 1980).

In some of the above situations, the equilibrium flow velocity is

observed to be inhomogeneous. For example, in the ionosphere, the horizontal

plasma velocity during equatorial spread F (ESF) reverses its direction as a

function of altitude (Kudeki et al., 1981; Tsunoda, 1981a; Tsunoda and White,

1981; Kelley et al., 1981). In the plasmasphere, steep shear in the flow

vel.ocity can exist due to the dominating corotating electric field inside the

plasmasphere and a convective magnetospheric electric field penetrating across
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the plasmapause. This can lead to a Kelvin-Helmholtz type erosion of the

outer edge of the plasmasphere (Vinas, 1980; Vinas and Madden, 1983). In

targets accelerated by laser ablation, the Rayleigh-Taylor instability

(Bodner, 1974) nonlinearly evolves into a bubble and spike structure (as

during ESF) and developes a strong shear in the flow velocity (Harlow and

Welsh, 1966; Daly, 1967; Emery et al., 1982). In the absence of any other

driving mechanism, the velocity shear gives rise to a transverse Kelvin-

Helmholtz instability in fluids (Kelvin, 1910; Chandrasekhar, 1961) and in

magnetized plasmas (Mikhailovskii, 1974). All of the above examples suggest a

need for a detailed study of configurations in which the two driving

mechanisms co-exist, namely, inhomogeneous velocity flows and gravity (or

similar forces).

The influence of velocity shear on interchange instabilities has been

studied by Drazin (1958) and Chandrasekhar (1961) in the context of fluid

models; by Hamieri (1979) in the context of laboratory plasmas; by Vinas

(1980) in the context of the plasmasphere; and by Guzdar et al. (1982; 1983)

in the context of equatorial spread F. In this paper we report on our

detailed study of the influence of velocity shear on the collisionless and

collisional Rayleigh-Taylor instability and apply the results to a variety of

geophysical phenomena. We find that the velocity shear can have a dramatic

effect on the Rayleigh-Taylor instability (Guzdar et al., 1982; 1983). A

sufficiently strong velocity shear can stabilize the most undtable modes

(i.e., those for which kL > 1 where L is the scale length of the inhomogeneity

and k is the perpendicular wave number), which leads to maximum growth in the.

long wavelength regime (for which kL < 1). Thus velocity shear, in some

domains, preferentially excites a long wavelength mode, in sharp contrast to

the behavior of the mode in the absence of velocity shear.
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This paper is divided into five sections. In the next section, we derive

the general mode structure equation describing an inhomogeneous collisional

plasma which contains a sheared velocity flow and which is under the action of

gravity. In the third section we discuss the stability of this plasma in two

limits, namely, the Rayleigh-Taylor limit (no velocity shear), and the Kelvin-

Helmholtz limit (no gravity). In the fourth section we present the results of

the analysis of the generalized Rayleigh-Taylor instability, i.e., when both

velocity shear and gravity are present. In the final section, we discuss the

results and apply them to geophysical phenomena.
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II. Theory

We consider an infinite slab of magnetized plasma. The coordinate system

is shown in Fig. 1. The magnetic field is uniform and is in

the z direction (Q B z), the acceleration due to gravity is in the x

direction (& -g K), the ambient electric field is inhomogeneous and is in

the x direction (E0 - E0(x) x), and the density is inhomogeneous in the x

direction (no  n0(x)). The inhomogeneity in the background electric field

leads to a sheared equilibrium flow, V0(x) = -c E0 (x)/B y.

The basic assumptions used in the analysis are as follows: (1) the

perturbed quantities vary as 6p - 6p(x) exp [i(k yy -wt)], where ]y is the

wave number along y direction and w = wr + iy, implying growth for y > 0;

(2) the ordering in the frequencies is such that Ai:, vin << ri where vin is

the ion-neutral collision frequency and n. is the ion-gyro-frequency; (3) we1

ignore finite-gyroradius effects by limiting the wavelength domain to

kp.<< 1, where p. is the mean ion-Larmor radius; (4) we neglect perturbations

along the magnetic field (k, = 0) so that only two dimensional mode structure

in the x-y plane is obtained; (5) we retain ion inertia effects, thereby

including the ion polarization drift, but ignore electron inertia; and (6) we

neglect ion and electron pressure.

A key feature of our analysis is that a nonlocal theory is developed.

That is, the mode structure of the potential in the x direction, the direction

in which density and the flow velocity are assumed to vary, is determined by a

differential equation rather than an algebraic equation obtained by Fourier

analysis. This technique allows one to study modes which have wavelengths

comparable to the scale size of the inhomogeneities (i.e., kyL < 1, where L

represents scale lengths of the boundary layer). In fact, nonlocal theory is
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crucial to describe the Kelvin-Helmholtz instability driven by transverse

velocity shear (Mikhailovskii, 1974).

Based upon the assumptions discussed above, the fundamental fluid

equations used in the analysis are continuity and momentum transfer in the

neutral frame of reference:

an
at- + V .(n V) = 0, (I)

0 = E+- V x B, (2)
-c -e

+ V.- v) V. =eE + - (V. x - V + m g. (3)

where a denotes species (e for electrons; i for ions).

The equilibrium velocities are, for electrons

Veo(X) = o(x) (c/B) EO( W x z , (4)

and for ions (to order v in/R )

Vio)= (c/B) { [Eo +(mi/e)gj x z + (CV oi) [-+(Mi/e)p, (5)
+ (1/r7il (S.V ) o

+ /Qi -io V) -EO

where P. = eB/m.c . The electrons simply E r B drift, while the ions drift1 1

with V1 0, which incorporates the E x B drift, and the effects of gravity and

the polarization electric field.

We substitue E = - VW - V (4o(X) + 6) , V V(x) + 6V
40 --a0

n = n0(x) + 6n into Eqs. (1) - (3). To obtain the perturbed velocities we do

not Fourier analyze the perturbed quantities in the x direction since the
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equilibrium quantities vary in that direction; we Fourier analyze only in the

y direction. Linearizing Eqs. (2) and (3) and making use of Eqs. (4) and (5),

we find the perturbed velocities to be

6V= (c/B) [ik 64 x+ 4 YI(6
-e y ax()

6V (c/B) -ik 6 +ina-6j-4 (1+%/V- SI y §aX

ti + iv i
+ (c/B) 6u - ik &; )Y (7

where w w - k yV 0(x) and V0 = V y= -(c/B) EC~.

We substitute Eqs. (6) and (7) into Eq. (1), to obtaink

- 6n + k V 6n - i k n n6 )~t e yO0 e B y

and

a n c n ,w i +ky 2 2-

+n -- k w V- + V (- - kY 0n[( in ax a

-ik (1 - V-/S2.J

i 0 y i in i i 0 ax I

+ dnij(g/. - ') V,~ + vV~ ) 0
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where we have ignored terms of order O(w/o i) but have retained terms

proportional to w/v. and the derivatives of the equilibrium quantities within

respect to x (indicated by the primes). We now subtract the electron

continuity equation, Eq. (9), from the ion continuity equation, Eq. (10), and

impose quasineutrality (6ne = 6n). We use Eq. (8) to eliminate 6nA and

obtain the mode structure equation

2
40 +p 6 +q 6 - 0, (10)

where

n + iVin _Vin -(/n 0 )kyV 0
P n -  -V.7- - L 1) (1n)

0 + iv in) in LO

ky(V; (no/no) + V;') k 2 g (n'/n
q + + Y I-Y ( +iV in) (W + IV Jn)

iv k V
in )y 0 - (n'/no)(V-/V ) + (n + (vin/'n)(n;/no) ]  (12)
(W + iv)in

Note that the solution of Eq. (10) allows for wavepacket formation

instead of plane waves. The properties of the wavepacket are governed by the

coefficients p and q. From the expression for q we see that the second term

involves the free energy associated with the inhomogeneous plasma flow giving

rise to Kelvin-Helmholtz instability. The third term has the gravity and the

inverted density gradient leading to Rayleigh-Taylor instability. The last

term becomes important in the moderately collisional domain.
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Now we define the following dimensionless parameters in order to cast Eq.

(10) into a dimensionless form

t = /(g/L) = Vn/(g/L) I, V 0  (gL) and k k L (13)

where L is the characteristic inhomogeneity scale length. We also normalize x

with L and define a new independent variable X x/L. With these definitions,

Eqs. (10)-(12) become

62 + p 0, + q 6 = (14)

DX
2

-.

w2  v e (

A2 A rv 0 (n/ln) + V ] k2 (n;/no )
q- 2+k{ 0 + A. _k

W2 w1 w2

iv k AA + +AS.(16)
i k VO[(;/Vo)(n;/no)(w/w + (n;'/no) + (n/no)(v-/v)]

(01 w2

where wl= w - k V0 (X) and w2 = wl + i v.

We use the transformation

x

6(X)= P(X) e-f p(n) dni (17)
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to write the Eq. (14) as

V" + Q(X) 0 0, (18)

where

Q(X) = q(x) - p'(X)/ 2 - p(X) 2 / 4 -  (19)

In solving the eigenvalue problem, we use WKB boundary conditions on W:

1IQ/4) X
4+ (/Q ) exp(-f Q(n) dn ) as X (20)

0

We refer to Q(X) as the potential function and we give the plots of Q(X)

and * when we solve Eq. (18) numerically in the next section,

Equations similar to Eq. (18) have been obtained by several authors

studying the stability of stratified shear layers in neutral fluids (Drazin,

1958). However, usually a Rayleigh-Taylor stable density profile was chosen,

mainly to examine the influence of inertia on the velocity shear induced

mixing phenomenon. This situation differs slightly from the one considered in

this paper, since we study a situation where inverted density gradients and

velocity shear both are sources of free energy. The collisionless case can be

compared with the neutral fluid case, and when we set v - 0, in Eqs. (14)-(16)

we regain the mode structure equation obtained by Drazin (1958). Drazin

(1958) considers a weakly inhomogeneous plasma, i.e., by setting n;/n0 to zero

everywhere except in the driving term containing the gravity, and obtains a

simple equation
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+ + 2 + 0(21)

(-V 0 ) (L - V0 )

where

R (g/L) (22)
(vo/L)

2

and a = ca/k For this weakly inhomogeneous case, the analysis shows that a

neutral stability boundary (where the real and the imaginary parts of c are

zero) can be obtained as

R k 2(1 -k 2). (23)

This implies that for R < 1/4 the system is stable. Bamieri (1979) considered

a more general case applicable to a Tormac machine and arrived at a less

stringent condition. A theoretical analysis in the collisionless and

collisional cases will be presented in a future paper.
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III. Analysis and Results

The generalized mode structure equation [Eq. (14)] can be better

understood by first considering two limiting cases: (A) the collisionless and

collisional Rayleigh-Taylor instability without velocity shear, and (B) the

Kelvin-Helmholtz instability with no collisions or gravity.

A. Rayleigh-Taylor Instability

Setting V0 = 0 in Eq. (14) we obtain

n Ino. +(n1n>  j 2 0z 0 +
-+ ](n=/n0 (24)

W) (W + iv)

Eq. (24) can be solved in the local approximation,

v(x) - exp(ikxx); k2L2 >> k2L2 >> 1 (25)y x

and we obtain the well knou-n dispersion relation (Haerendel, 1974; Hudson and

Kennel, 1975)

W2 + iv. w + g/Ln = 0 (26)
in

which has the solution

= ---- 2-- + ( 1 - 4g./Lvn)]1 /2  (27)

whr - I 1 n

where L -1 1 an Instability can occur when g/L < 0. The collisionle s
n n0  x n

and collisional solutions are, respectively,
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+ (g/L )/2 v << 12(g/L 1/21, (28)
n n in n

w= -i (g/L n)/v in v in >> 12(-/L n)1/2 1- (29)

We now solve Eq. (24) numerically for a density profile

2

no= n exp(- X ) + An. (30)

The results are shown in Fig. 2, which is a plot of normalized growth

1/2
rate, ' = y/(g/L) I

, vs normalized wave numbers, k = k L. Curve A is for

the collisionless Rayleigh-Taylor instability and curve B is for the

collisional Rayleigh-Taylor instability with v = 0.5. We use An/n0 - 0.01 for

both cases. As expected, the growth rate maximizes in the regime k >> I An

the maximum growth rate agrees well with the growth rate predicted by local

theory [Eq. (27)] with the growth rate evaluated at the maximum density

gradient. The potential function (Q(x) given by Eq. (19)) and the wave

function (*(X)) , corresponding to k = 1.0 are shown in Figs. 3 and 4,
respectively. We note that for A = 0.01, n/nhas a maximum at X -2.4

and a potential well [-Q(x) is a minimum] is formed around this point as can

be seen from Fig. 3. We see from Fig. 4 that the wave function also localizes

at X = -2.4. The negative sign implies that the Rayleigh-Taylor instability

is active where the density gradient opposes the gravity. We note that the

wave function spreads out into the positive region of the x-axis, where the

Rayleigh-Taylor instability is locally stable (gravity acts in the same

direction as the density gradient).
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B. Kelvin-Helmholtz Instability

We retain the flow velocity V0 = V0 (x) but consider a collisionless,

uniform fluid with no gravity. Eq. (14) becomes

2 k yVW+_[ w kyVo0)] 0, (31)

which is well known (Mikhailoviskii, 1974). Rayleigh-s theorem

(Mikhailovskii, 1974) predicts an instability if the velocity profile has a

vanishing second derivative between the boundaries, i.e., pa2 V /ax 2 ) = 0,
0 0

where xI < X0 < X2 and xI and x2 are the boundaries.

Equation (31) is solved for an equilibrium velocity profile

VO tanh(x/L) y (32)

and the results are shown in Fig. 5 (curve A) in which we plot

/(Vo /L ) versus kyL. The instability is purely growing and is bounded

between k L = 0 and 1 with a maximum growth rLte of y 0.18 (V /L) at

kyL = 0.45 (Michalke, 1964).

When a density gradient is included, we arrive at the following equation

k+ (n /n0) " + k 2 + V n0) 0. (33)

y ( W0 - kyV 0 )

Using the same pocedure as outlined following Eq. (31), we can show that

for instabilty the density and velocity profiles should be such that

[ no-(noVO)] 0 where x0 is any point within the boundaries. It iF

interesting to note from Eq. (33) that no instability exists if the density

and velocity profiles are such that V011/V' -n/n 0 . Equation (33) is
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solved numerically for the velocity profile given in Eq. (32) (in this example

we have set the density and shear scale lengths to be equal). The properties

of this mode are shown in curve B of Fig. 5 for an exponentially decreasing

density profile. Two features are to be noted here: (1) that the density

gradient has a stabilizing influence which reduces the maximum growth rate

from y = 0.18 (V0 /L) to y = 0.074 (Vo/L), and (2) that the instability exists

in the region 0.1 < kYL < 0.9 shifting the wave number at which the growth

rate maximizes from k.L 0.45 to k.L = 0.55.
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IV. Generalized Rayleigh-Taylor Instability

In the previous section we considered the limiting cases where an

inverted density gradient in the presence of gravity and a velocity shear

individually give rise to different instabilities. We now consider the

general problem where both free energy sources jointly give rise to a

generalized Rayleigh-Taylor instability (Hamieri, 1979; Vinas, 1980).

We consider two different cases: (A) a self-consistent equilibrium, and

(B) a general equilibrium based on the experizental observations.

A. Self-consistent Equilibrium

We choose the following density profile

n0 (x) = no (1 + e tanh(x/L))/(1-,), (34)

and the following velocity profile

V() = V0(n0 /n0 (x)) (35)

such that

V 0 n 0  n__0

(gL) nO(x) no(X)

where we have defin2d a dimensionless parameter s V0 (gL)I1 2 . Note that

the zeroth order continuity equation is satisfied by these profiles for

Vin constant, i.e.,

-- [(no(x) ViOx(x) = 0. (36)
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which implies

n 0 (x) E0 (x) = constant

or using the definition of V0 from Eq. (4),

n0(x) V0 (x) = constant.

We solve Eq. (14) numerically using these profiles and present the results

below.

In Fig. 6 we plot the normalized growth rate Y versus k for the

collisionless and collisional cases. The solid lines represent the

collisionless case (v = 0) and the dashed lines represent the collisional case

(v = 0.5). We set c 0.8 in the density profile. Several points are to be

noted in this figure. First, we note that in a shear-free, collisionless

Rayleigh-Taylor plasma the growth rate asyzptotes to the local growth rate

evaluated at the peak density gradient, (solid line), i.e.,

Y(k >>I) = [g(n; /no)] I1 2 _  (37)

X =X

For the density profile given in Eq. (36) n0/n O maximizes at X obtained from

tanhX = [-1 i - 2)1/2)/r. (38)
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For e = 0.8 Eq. (38) yields X = -0.55 and using this in Eq. (37) we find the

local growth rate to be y = 1.0. This agrees with the growth rate for large

i (see Fig. 6, solid line). Second, we find that ion-neutral collisions have

a stabilizing influence as seen from the dashed line, which represents the

growth rate curve for V = 0.5 and s = 0. Third, in a collisionless Rayleigh-

Taylor unstable plasma, for s = 1.0 (shear frequency, V0 /L , equal

to '/97) velocity shear stabilizes the short wavelength modes (solid

line; s - 1.0); the cut-off mode number, where the growth rate becomes zero,

is k - 11.0. As a result the growth rate maximizes at k - 1.5 and has a
C

maximum value ;m = 0.675. Fourth, in a collisional plasma also,

with V - 0.5 the short wavelength modes are completely stabilized (dashed

line; s 1.0). The cut-off mode number in this case is, k 30.0, which JrC

less than that of the collisionless case. The peak growth rate is also

smaller with ;, = 0.45 occurring at k = 1.5o We see that the ion-neutra3

collisions not only. reduce the growth rate but also reduce the cut-off mode

number.

In Fig. 7 we give the plots of the wavefunction for s = 0, k = 0.5,

v = 0.5 , and c = 0.8. We note that the wavefunction localizes at

0 = -0.55 which is the point where the density gradient (nf/no) has an

extremum. The wavefunction localizes at this point because Q(X) has a local

minimum. We refer to this point (for s 0) as the Rayleigh-Taylor

localization point. The negative sign indicates that the density gradient has

to oppose the gravity for instability.

In Fig. 8 we give the wavefunction for the case s - I with the

same vin and c as in Fig. 7. The solid and the dotted lines represent thb

real and imaginary parts of the wavefunction, respectively. We note that when
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the velocity shear is introduced into the problem, the wavefunction picks up

an imaginary part. Furthermore, we find that for k > 1, the wavefunction

localizes at a point closer to the origin in the velocity shear layer.

In comparing our results with Drazin (1958) we note that since we use a

density profile whose density gradient is not a constant, and since we have a

Raleigh-Taylor unstable plasma, our threshold condition on R is quite

different. This aspect will be dealt with in a future paper.

B. General Equilibrium

Recent experimental observations, made during equatorial spread F (ESF)

(Kudeki et al., 1981) and in the high latitude ionospheric F region (Kelley et

al., 1978), indicate that ionospheric plasmas usually support inhomogeneous

equilibrium plasma flows. In the case of ESF it was found that the flow

velocity reverses its direction as a function of altitude (x, the direction of

the density gradient). Furthermore, the velocity reversal point moves up as

the spread F develops. This equilibrium situation, where the flow velocity

profile is not related to the density profile in a simple manner, is generated

by the coupling of the plasma to the neutral atmosphere, for example, by the

neutral winds and the inherent shear in the neutral wind velocity or in the

case of ESF due to an incomplete coupling caused by background ionospheric

Pedersen conductivity away from the equatorial plane* (Zalesak et al., 1982).

Our earlier numerical results indicate that the inhomogeneity

in w - kyV0(x), and not necessarily the V and V', is primarily responsible

for stabilizin the shorL wavelength interchanger modes (Huba et al., 1983).

Therfore, based on the experimental observations (Kudeki et al., 1981; Tsunoda

et al., 1981) and our numerical results (Huba et al., 1983), we choose the

following density and velocity profiles for a general equilibrium study:
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n no (1 + r tanh X)!(I - E) (39)

V0 ( ) = V0 tanh (X - X 0) (40)

where X0 is the velocity reversal point (in the ionospheric case, X0 is the

point where the westward flow becomes eastward). Using these profiles we

solve Eq. (14) numerically. Also, for simplicity, we choose the density

gradient scale length and velocity shear scale length to be equal. The

numerical results are given below.

First we study the role of X. on stability and determine the optimum

X3 to be used in later calculations. We set v = 0.5 and c = 0.8. In Fig. 9

we plot the normalized growth rate y versus k. Curve A shows the nonlocal

collisionless Rayleigh-Taylor instability (s = 0). Curves B, C, and D

correspond to s = 1 for different values of X0 . Curve B gives the growth

rates for s - I and X0 - -2.0 which shows a significant reduction in the

growth rate. The growth rate maximizes with y = 0.52 at k - 3.0. However,

when X0 is set to -0.55 (the Rayleigh-Taylor localization point) the growth

rate is sharply reduced, maximizing at k ' 0.5 with - 0.256 (curve C). For

X0 = 0 (curve D) there is a significant reduction in the growth rate and a

severe reduction of the k domain for instability. The instability is bounded

between k = 0.5 and 3.6. Here, the growth rate peaks around k 1.7,

For X0 = 2.0 (not shown) the growth rate curve is similar to that of

X0 - -2.0 (curve C). From this we conclude that the effects of velocity

shear are strongest when the velocity reversal point falls in the Rayleigh-

Taylor localization region.
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In order to throw some light on the variation of the dispersion curves as

a function of the velocity shear we plot Y versus k for various values of

s keeping v, c, and X0 fixed at 0.5, 0.8, and -0.55, respectively, in Fig.

10. This figure shows that the general (non self-consistent) profiles yield

results similar to those of the self-consistent profiles (sec. IV.A; see fig.

6). As s is increased, k the mode number at which the growth rate maximizes,m

moves towards smaller k and the growth rate is substantially reduced. For

very large shear, s >> 1, the mode becomes purely Kelvin-Helmholtz like,

preferentially exciting a long wavelength mode (k - 0.45 ) with the cut-off

k less than 1.0 (to be compared with Fig. 5). This aspect is further

illustrated in Fig. 11 where we plot y versus s for several values of

k. The figure shows that for v = 0.5 , modes with k < 0.8 are always

unstable. No amount of shear (measured in units of s ) stabilizes these

modes due to the onset of the Kelvin-Helmholtz instability for these large s

and small k. Furthermore, for the parameters used in the figure, moderate to

strong velocity shear stabilizes modes with k > 0.8. An empirical estimate of

the shear that stabilizes the smallest k mode can be obtained from the k=

0.8 curve in Fig. 11, i.e., s = 2.5 or Vo/L - 2.5 Ig-L ; the figure also shows

that the critical shear depends on the wavenumber.

From Fig. 10 we see that for v - 0.5, the mode with k = 0.45 is the

fastest growing mode for large s. It is interesting to study the behavior of

this mode as a function of s. In Fig. 12 we plot y (for = 0.45) versus s.

Curves A and B represent the collisionless (V = 0) and collisional

(v = 0.5) cases respectively. Note that for s = 0, y is purely Rayleigh-

Taylor-like; but as s increases, ; initially decreases, which shows that-

velocity shear is reducing the growth rate of the Rayleigh-Taylor

instability. Beyond s > I the velocity shear dominates and the Kelvin-
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Helmholtz mode sets in. We note that Y increases linearly with s for large s

since it is normalized to Vg/L and not V0 /L . For the collisional case we see

that the velocity shear has a stronger influence over a broader domain in

s and the Kelvin-helmoholtz type instability sets in for larger (s > 2.5).

We see from Fig. 10 that the cut-off mode numbers and the mode numbers

where the growth rate maximizes vary significantly as a function of velocity

shear. In order to show the values they asymptote to for large velocity

shear, we plot the cut off mode numbers k (curves A), and the mode numbers ofC

the fastest growing modes, k (curves B) as a function of s in Fig. 13. We
m

use X0 = -0.55 , e = 0.8, and v = 0 and 0.5. Solid lines represent the

collisionless case (v = 0) and dashed lines represent the collisional case

(v - 0.5). From the figure, we see that k , and k fall sharply as s ism c

increased and asymptote to smaller k values. For v = 0, (solid lines)

k asymptotes to 0.5 and k asymptotes to 1.0. Because for large s the mode
m c

is Kelvin-Helmholtz-like, k and k ,as expected, attain the values shown inm c
.t

Fig. 5. For v = 0.5 (dashed lines) both and kc are initially smaller than

those for the collisionless case. However, as s is increased these maximum

and cut-off wavenumbers achieve a minimum value, then rise and again asymptote

to similar values as those corresponding to the collisionless case, namely 0.5

and 1.0, respectively.

Finally, in Fig. 14 we show the effects of introducing a spatially

dependent collision frequency. In the ionosphere the iori-neutral collision

frequency decreases exponentially as a function of the altitude. We use the

profile v = 0.5exp(-x/L), choosing the scale length to be the same as the

density gradient scale length for simplicity. Curve A shows the growth rate

curve for constant collision frequency, v = 0.5, and for s 1.0, and

= 0.8. The growth rate maximizes at y' - 0.256 around k = 0.55. Curve B,
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with v v(x), shows a drastic reduction in the growth rate. The maximum

growth rate (ym = 0.09) occurs at k - 0.7. Interestingly, in this case the

lowerbound of the instability is shifted. The domain of unstable wave numbers

is 0.15 < k < 1.2; whereas, for the constant collision frequency case the

domain was 0 < k < 1.2 (the lower bound for curve A is not shown in the

figure). Curve C for a weaker shear, namely s = 0.5, shows that the maximum

growth rate is comparable to that of curve A. However, in this case modes

with wave numbers k > 3.0 are completely stabilized.
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V. Discussion and Conclusions

We have investigated the influence of velocity shear on the Rayleigh-

Taylor instability. The Rayleigh-Taylor instability is driven by gravity and

an inverted density gradient. In general this instability is most unstable in

the short wavelength domain, k yL > 1, where L is the density inhomogeneity

scale length and ky is perpendicular to the density gradient and the magnetic

field. We obtain the well known results that the maximum growth rate is given

by /g/L (g/vinL) in the collisionless (collisional) domain. On the other

hand, a sheared transverse velocity drives the Kelvin-Helmholtz instability in

the long wavelength domain, kyL < 1. In the presense of transverse velocity

shear, the short wavelength spectrum (kyL > 1) of the Rayleigh-Taylor

instability is strongly suppressed or stabilized and the growth rate maximizes

in the long wavelength domain (kyL < I). Thus, velocity shear causes a long

wavelength mode to be preferentially excited; whereas in the absense of

velocity shear the dominant wave mode usually has a shorter wavelength

determined by initial conditions or non-linear processes. This prominant

conclusion had been stated in an earlier paper (Guzdar et. al., 1982, 1983).

We note that the wavepacket generally localizes in the region where the

density gradient opposes the gravity, which in our case also happens to be the

shear layer. The wave function falls off rapidly away from the localization

region of the Raleigh-Taylor instability, but still has some finite amplitude

in the stable region (where I.Vn is positive). This is due to the global

sampling of the entire density profile.

Another interesting feature of the generalized (including velocity shear)

Rayleigh-Taylor instability is its crucial dependence on the velocity reversal-

point. In the absense of velocity shear, the wave function localizes at a

point, say Xw, determined primarily by the background density profile. In the
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case of the hyperbolic tangent density profile (Eq. 34), the wave function

localizes in the region where the density gradient opposes the gravity. If

the velocity reversal point, X0 (where the y-component of the equilibrium

velocity changes sign), is in the region where the density gradient is

parallel to the gravity, the velocity shear has a generally stabilizing

influence without the characteristic peak in the growth rate vs wave number

curve in the long wavelength domain (Fig. 9). However, when Xw = X0 , velocity

shear reduces the growth rate significantly and moves the peak toward longer

wavelengths, preferentially exciting longer wavelength modes.

Two possible applications of this theory to ionospheric phenomena have

been discussed in a previous paper (Guzdar et al., 1982, 1983). Briefly, the

major feature of this theory, viz., preferential excitation of a long

wavelength mode, may explain (1) the structuring (1-3 km) of barium releases

which are injected across the magnetic field (Linson et al., 1980; Wescott et

al., 1980), and (2) the long wavelength (few hundred kms) oscillations of the

bottomside F layer during equatorial spread F (Tsunoda and White, 1981; Kelley

et al., 1981).

The shaped barium release experiment (Wescott et al., 1980) was conducted

at high latitudes in the presence of a pulsating aurora at an altitude of 571

km. Numerical simulations showed that a charge separation induced radial

polarization electric field results in an E x B velocity shear. This shear

layer seems to be locate' in the region where the density gradient is steepest

(Wescott et al., 1980). Our analysis does not strictly apply in the auroral

environment. However, the basic instability leading to structuring of the

barium cloud is possibly a Rayleigh-Taylor type instability (Pillip, 1971;.

Fedder, 1980) due to the deceleration of the cloud (Scholer, 1970). So our

results in the collisionless domain could be applied to this case. For
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example, gradient scale sizes of 500 m - i km can lead to irregularity scale

sizes of 1.5 - 3 kms with growth rates - 102 sec - .

Kudeki et al. (1981) have shown, from the observations at Jicamarca using

a Radar interferometer technique, that the velocity reversal point moves

upward as the spread-F structures evolve. The position of the F-peak was not

available at the time of these measurements. However, we conjecture that

since the velocity reversal point is at a different location with respect to

the F-peak at different times, the velocity shear induced long wavelength

modulations of the bottom side F-layer may not be apparent at all times, but

may be seen when the velocity reversal point is in the Rayleigh-Taylor

localization region (namely, in the bottom side of the F region).

Tsunoda (1983) recently has shown that the background density gradient

has a scale length of 25 km when long wavelength fluctuations were observed in

the bottom side of the F-layer. No velocity shear measurements, such as the

strength of the shear or velocity reversal point, were available. ie point

out that the measured absense of the velocity shear prior to or immediately

after the onset of the wave-like structure is expected because ALTAIR needs

the formation of the bubble and spike structures to measure the plasma

velocities. Despite the lack of shear data in his paper there is resonable

agreement between the data and the theoretical results. fowever, data on

velocity shear, for example by alternate techniques, are crucial to confirm or

disprove the theory. The question of short circuiting effects by the E-layer,

raised by Tsunoda (1983), needs a closer examinatibn and is not addressed

here.

Similar results were obtained by Vinas (1980) in connection with the-

investigations of the erosion of the plasmapause. He conjectured that strong

velocity shear could exist in the plasmapause region and lead to long
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wavelength irregularities in competition with the ballooning mode type

interchange phenomenon. however, an important difference exists in comparing

Vinas' theory with ours, namely, that g/L is positive in his case, meaning

that the heavy fluid supports the lighter fluid. We also find similar results

in the topside of the equatorial ionosphere, where gravity acts in the same

direction as that of the density gradient (a situation similar to Vinas' case)

and the collision frequency is very small. These results indicate that in a

Rayleigh-Taylor stable plasma the velocity shear could excite Kelvin-Helmholtz

type modes. Thus we can conclude that in the absence of equatorial spread F

if the flow velocity in the topside ionosphere is sufficiently strongly

inhomogeneous, it can induce some large scale irregularities. Figure 5 (curve

B) shows that if sufficient velocity shear exists, irregularities of scale

sizes of - 300 km with weak growth rates (10 - 3 s - 1 ) could possibly exist in

the weakly collisional topside of the ionosphere.

In conclusion, we have shown that:

(i) Sheared plasma velocity flows can have pronounced effects on the

collisional and collisionless Rayleigh-Taylor instabilities.

Sufficiently strong velocity shear preferentially excites a long

wavelength mode. This result may explain the long wavelength

oscillations of the bottomside F layer during equatorial spread F

and the prom.t structuring of injected barium clouds (Guzdar et

al., 1982; 1983).

(ii) Since the wavefunction localizes in the Rayleigh-Taylor unstable

region we expect these long wavelength fluctuations to be seen at

the bottcnside of the F-layer.
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(iii) This phenomenon is most likely to occur when the velocity reversal

point is within the Rayleigh-Taylor localization region (where

gravity opposes the density gradient).

(iv) The generalized Rayleigh-Taylor instability is qualitatively

similar but has quantitatively different properties in the

collisional and collisionless domains (see fig. 12). The cut-off

mode numbers and maximally growing mode numbers are different in

these two cases (see fig. 13).

(v) The properties of the Rayleigh-Taylor instability are similar for

self-consistent as well as for general equilibrium density and

velocity profiles.

(vi) As the velocity shear is increased, the cut-off mode numbers and

the maximally growing mode numbers asymptote to values similar to

those of the collisionless Kelvin-Helmholtz instability (see fig.

12).

(vii) A spatially dependent collision frequency alters the results

drastically by reducing the growth rate, and by restricting the

band of unstable wave numbers to a smaller region (see fig. 14).
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Figure i. Plasma configuration and slab geometry, used in the analysis.

Figure 2. Normalized growth rate Y F //g7- vs k k L for the Rayleigh-
Y

Taylor instability. Curve A represents the collisionless

mode (v - 0); curve B represents the collisional mode

(v - 0.5), where v = v//gL. The density profile used is a

Gaussian-like profile n0e-X2/2L2 + An, with An/no = 0.01.

Figure 3. Plot of potential term, Q(X), as a function of X for the

collisional case and density profile used in Fig. 2.

Figure 4. Plot of the wavefunction for w r 0, y = .693, k 1.0, and for

the collisional case and density profile used in Fig. 2.

Figure 5. Growth rate y/(V0 /L) vs k = kyL for the Kelvin-Helnholtz mode.

Curve A represents the case v = 0, Vn =0; Curve B represents

the case v = 0, and n0 = n0 exp(-x/L).

Figure 6. Growth rate Y vs k for the generalized Rayleigh-Taylor

instability. Solid lines represent the collisionless case

(v - 0.0, s - 0.0, and 1.0); dashed lines represent the

collisional case (v = 0.5, s = 0.0, and 1.0). The profiles used

are the self-consistent profiles, Eqs. (34) and (35).
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Figure 7. The wave function corresponding to Fig. 6 (solid line; s, 0 )

and k = 0.5.

Figure 8. Real and imaginary parts of the wavefunction, corresponding to

Fig. 6 (dotted line, s = 1.0 ) and k 0.5.

Figure 9. Variation of the dispersion curve, y vs k, for different

transition points (XO), of the flow velocity profile given by

V - V0 tanh(X - XO) for XO= -0.5, -2.0, and 0.0. Parameters used

are s = 1, v 0.5, e = 0.8, and for the profiles given in Eqs.

(39) and (40). Curve A corresponds to shear-free case (s = 0)

where as curves B, C, and D correspond to s 1.0 and

X= -2.0, -0.55, and 0.0 respectively.

Figure 10. Study of the growth rate as a function of the mode number in the

collisional domain y vs Z and fbr s 0, 0.25, 1.0, 2.0, and

4.0. We have used XO -0.55 , = 0.5, and c = 0.8

Figure 11. Study of growth rate - as a function of s for k 0.4 thru

2.0. The parameters used are c = 0.8, x = 0.5, and X - -0.55.

Figure 12. Study of y versus s, for k = 0.45 where the Kelvin-Helmholtz

instability has maximum growth rate. Curves A and B refer to

v= 0.0 and 0.5 respectively.
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Figure 13. Plots of Zkc (cut-off mode numbers) and km (mode numbers where

the growth rate maximizes) as a function of s The solid and

dashed lines correspond to the collisionless and collisional

(v = 0.5) cases respectively. Curves A and B refer to

kc and k m , respectively.

Figure 14. Normalized growth rate versus the normalized wavenumbers for the

case of a spatially dependent collision frequency. The density

and velocity profiles are given in Eqs. (39) and (40). The

parameters used are c - 0.8, X0 = -0.55, and v 0.5. Curve A

refers to constant collision frequency, v = 0.5, and s - 1.0.

Curves B and C refer to v 0.5 exp(-X) and for s = 1.0 and 0.5

respectively.
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Abstract

It is shown that a consideration both of the finite ion temperature of

the plasma comprising ionospheric barium clouds and of the shorting effects

of the presence of a background conducting ionosphere will give rise to 1)

effective perpendicular (to the magnetic field) diffusion rates for barium

which are much higher than those given by electron ambipolar rates; and 2)

a shear in ion motion at the edge of the barium cloud. Here we shall focus

our attention primarily on the first effect. Both of these effects are at

first glance stabilizing. It has been noted, however, that electrons may

only diffuse perpendicularly at the much lower ambipolar rate and hence the

"electron cloud", as defined by regions of elevated magnetic-field-line

electron density Ne, is not affected by the apparently high diffusion rates

for barium. Here we show that the question of whether this enhanced

diffusion can affect the tendency of the barium cloud to bifurcate depends

upon neither the barium diffusion rates, nor upon Ne per se, but rather

upon the effect the barium diffusion has on the profile of magnetLc-field-

line-integrated Pedersen conductivity, 1p. We find that the determining

factor is the. relative ion compressibility of the barium and background

plasma. Our findings are in agreement with the linear analysis of Francis

and Perkins [1975]: relatively incompressible backgrounds (e.g., F

regions) are stabilizing while relatively compressible backgrounds (e.g. E

regions) are destabilizing. Of course in the latter case of an E region,

important recombination chemistry effects and the aforementioned shear

effects may alter this conclusion.
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/
1. Introduction

The nonlinear evolution of an artificial plasma cloud (e.g., a barium

ion cloud) released in the earth's ionosphere is characterized by an

overall bulk E x B motion, a one-sided steepening of plasma gradients, an6

by bifurcation, a process which we define here to mean the splitting of the

cloud into two or more pieces. These pieces are sometimes referred to as

.striations". All of the above motion and the resultant plasma structures

are observed to be magnetic-field-aligned. That is, the plasma motion

parallel to magnetic field lines consists primarily of diffusion and

falling, while the perpendicular plasma motion is virtually identical for

all plasma along a given field line. Hence one's best view of the

structuring of the cloud is from a vantage point looking parallel to the

magnetic field B. This simplified description of barium cloud dynamics,

seen along a line of sight parallel to B, is depicted in Fig. 1. The

sequence of drifting, steepening and bifurcating is, for sufficiently large

striations, recursive: each striation becomes a new cloud which in turn

forms its own striations. In the absence of some dissipative mechanism, It

is believed that this process would continue indefinitely. In reality, the

striation size becomes small enough to be comparable to the characteristic

scale lengths of physical dissipation mechanisms, and further bifurcation

ceases. A previous study by McDonald et al. [1981] attempted to quantify

this concept within the context of a "one-level mode]", a mathematical

model in which all conducting plasma was constrained to lie in a single

two-dimensional plane perpendicular to the magnetic field. Implicit in

this model is the assignment of a single Pedersen mobility and hence

compressibility to both the barium and background ionospheric plasma. In

this model, the leading candidate for a dissipative mechanism is the
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ambipolar diffusion of electrons caused by electron-ion collisions. Using

this mechanism, McDonald et al. 1981] calculated final unbifurcating

striation sizes for barium clouds of - 20 m (perpendicular to B). However,

there is experimental evidence for the existence of long-lived "blobs" of

plasma several hundred meters in diameter. The apparent stability of such

large plasma structures has yet to find a satisfactory explanation within

the one-level model. Here we postulate that the existence of a conducting

background plasma with ion Pedersen mobility different from that of the

barium plasma, combined with the finite temperature of the barium plasma,

may allow the existence of stable striations with scale sizes of hundreds

of meters. The essence of the mechanism is a phenomenon commonly referred

to as "end shorting" first investigated in the context of barium clouds by

Shiau and Simon [1974], who considered a completely incompressible

background ionosphere, and showed that the normal electron ambipolar

diffusion rates would be replaced by some fraction of the much higher ion

diffusion rates caused by collisions of ions with neutrals. Francis and

Perkins (1975] ge'heralized the work of Shiau and Simon (1974] by

considering the cases of both incompressible and compressible background

ionospheres. They concurred with Shiau and Simon [1974] that

incompressible backgrounds exert a stabilizing influence, but noted that

compressible backgrounds are destabilizing. In contrast, Vickrey and

Kelley [1982] concluded that a background (compressible) E region should

exert a stabilizing influence on high latitude irregularities. We shall

address the question of the correctness of the above two analyses in a

later paper. For the moment we note that: 1) Francis and Perkins (1975]

performed a rigorous stability analysis of the problem; Vickrey and Kelley

[1982] did not; 2) Francis and Perkins [1975] self-consistently included
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image formation (compressibility) in both the cloud and the background;

Vickrev and Kelley [1982] did not; 3) Vickrey and Kelley [1982) included

recombination chemistry; Francis and Perkins [1975] did not.

Our own conclusions are based on our viev of bariur. cloud dvnamic5 a[.

consisting of a two-stage feed-back loop:

1) At any given time, the distribution of plasma density will,

through the effect of these distributions on magnetic-field-line integrated

Pedersen and Hall conductivities, bring about the creation of polarization

electric fields whose purpose it is to maintain quasi-neutrality;

2) these electric fields, through Hall and Pedersen mobilities,

affect the velocity of the plasma, which in turn affects the distribution

of plasma density at the next instant of time.

We emphasize that it is only through its influence on magnetic-field-

line integrated Pedersen and Ball conductivities that a change in plasma

distribution [e.g., diffusion] will affect the polarization fields, which

are the engine of plasma structure.
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2. The Motion of Ionospheric Plasma

We shall be concerned here with the motion of plasma consisting of

ions and electrons in the presence of a neutral gas and magnetic field B,

subject to an external force. We shall also be interested in the electric

current J arising from the differential motion of the various species

comprising the plasma. In the course of deriving the equations we make the

following assumptions:

I) We assume the plasma can be adequately described by the fluid

approximation. This assumes that the effective collision rate of each

plasma species with itself is sufficiently high to maintain near Maxwellian

distribution functions on time scales short compared to the times of

interest, and is well satisfied for the plasmas we treat here.

2) We assume that the electric fields E are electrostatic (i.e.,

V x E - 0) and hence can be described using a scalar potential 0 such that

E - - V0. Note that this implies 3B/at - 0. The validity of this

assumption can be related to the fact that the Alfven velocity is much

larger than any other propagation speed of interest for the plasmas we

treat here. The assumption is also checked a posteriori by verifying that

the calculated currents and displacement currents produce negligible time

variations in B which in turn produce negligible V x E.

3) We assume plasma quasi-neutrality; that is,

,nqi - nee (2.1)

where n is the number density, q is ion species charge, e is the electron

charge, the subscripts i and e refer to ions and electrons respectively,

and the sum is taken over all ion species. This assumption is a statement
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that the Debye length is small compared to all length scales of interest,

and again can be verified a posteriori by evaluating V - E. Note that this

assumption implies that V - J - 0, where J is the electric current.

In addition to the above there are some other assumptions which, while

they are not essential to the basic model, are nonetheless valid for many

of the physical situations which we shall treat and impart a simplicity

which we shall find convenient here:

4) We assume the electrostatic potential * to be constant along

magnetic field lines. As we shall see later, the electrjca3 conductivity

along magnetic field lines is much greater than that perpendicular to

magnetic field lines, meaning that appreciable differences in potential

along a field line will quickly be reduced by the resultant current. This

assumption will break down for sufficiently small scale 3enpths

perpendicular to the magnetic field, and for sufficiently large distances

along the magnetic field.

5) We assume that the inertial terms in the plasma species momentum

equations, i.e., &he left hand side of Equation (2.3), are negligible with

respect to the other terms in the equation. This assumption is justified

whenever the time scales of interest are longer than the mean time between

collisions for ions.

6) We neglect collisions between ions and electrons and between ions

of different species. Later we shall also neglect collisions of electrons

with neutrals. There are two reasons for this. First, the ion-neutral

collision term vin can be shown to be the dominant term in the diffusion

physics we consider here. (One must be careful, however, since these same

assumptions will yield zero diffusion when the background conductivity is

set to zero. To obtain the correct electron ambipolar rate in this limit,
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the electron-ion and electron-neutral collision terms must be retained. We

are not interested in this limit in this paper). Second, although exact

closed form expressions for the ion and electron velocities in terms of the

applied forces is possible when ion-electron collisions are retained

[Fedder, 1980], the expressions are considerably more complex than those

given below.

The continuity and momentum equations describing a single ion species

and its associated electrons are:

at V (n v ) 0 (2.2)

qh v x Bata

(~+ v V~v - (E + -V (v-

VP
-' + g(2.3)

n ma a

where the subscript a takes on values i and e (denoting ions and electrons,

respectively), u is the number density, v is the fluid velocity, P is

pressure, E is the electric field, j_ is the gravitational acceleration, q

is the charge, v is the collision frequency with the neutral gas, 2_ is

the neutral wind velocity, c is the speed of light, ane m is the particle

mass. We can rewrite this equation as

qa
F /Ma +- (vx -B) -v anv a 0 (2.4)

where
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F qa E+= + an - VP /"- 0- Of cn - n a a

- (-4 V • V) v a-- -- a (2.5)

If we place ourselves in a Cartesian coordinate system in which B is

aligned along the z axis, and if we treat F as a given quantity then a

componentwise evaluation of Equation (2.4) yields a set of three equations

in three unknowns, the three components of v a The formal solution Is
--a

v k1 k F al + k2 F xz (2.6)

v1  k (2.7)

where

k an C ana )2 ( s)
la 11 iqB L 1 -+-(v /~ fY

a a an a

(v /C2 )2
k --- [ )an a (2.9)

O ct (z Cn/ankoa = (/aan)- (2.90)

k - VIBI (2.10)

gc, q (2.12)
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The vector subscripts I and I refer to the components of the vector which

are perpendicular and parallel respectively to z. The

quantities k1 , k2, and ko above are referred to as the Pedersen, Ball, and

direct mobilities respectively. It should be pointed out that Equations

(2.6) and (2.7) are only truly closed form expressions when the inertial

terms (the last term on the right hand side of Equation (7)) are neglected,

an assumption we have made previously. Typical ranges for collision

frequencies are: Vin - 30 see - 1, Ven - 800 sec-1 at 150 km altitude;

and vin - 10-1 sec- 1 , ven - 1 sec-1 at 500 km altitude.

As we will see later, we will use the concept of "layers" to

distinguish the various ion species, so for the moment we can consider only

a single ion species, denoted by subscript i, and the associated electrons,

denoted by subscript e. We will also consider only singly charged ions so

that qi - e and qe " - e. Noting that ven/1 e 0 we obtain

k __in R c (2.13)h i

kle- 0 (2.14)

k21 i -5 (2.15)

k2e - - (2.16)

where

Ri (1 + vi /n 2 -  (2.17)
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We now define the perpendicular current

-- n q i 218

Substituting Equations (2.13) through (2.16) and (2.6) into Equation

(2.18), and using the quasi-neutrality approximation

Ui  ne = n (.9

we obtain

Viin ne

ncM

+- (R i +F ')x (2.20)

For the barium cloud problem we shall treat here, we shall only consider

neutral winds, electric fields, gravity, and pressure gradients as external

forces. Rence

F e E + m / 1e n (2.21)

F± e E + a -VP/ (2.22)
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Note that we have neglected the small term ven m e in Equation (2.22).

We obtain

i - ' Rnc(eE /n)fl

+ R (1-R-1+ + V nmU

- VPi/n - VPeRi/n] x z (2.23)

Since 0.01 4 Ri 4 1.0 we may neglect me/Ri with respect to mi .

Defining the Pedersen conductivity

up -R lance (2.24)

and noting that I - R 1 = Vin i we obtain

M mi  VPi
-1 p [E I--LI + Vn e - n

Vflml 3

+B~ in ,imi Mi
T7 i in +

(VP + R VPe X i zi (2.25)
Vinne

Our need for an expression for stems from our need for its divergence to

evaluate V * ( - 0 by quasi-neutrality), as we shall see in the next

section.
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3. Mathematical Model

We shall model our physical syster using a simplified model as

depicted in Figure 2. The magnetic field lines are assumed to be straight,

to be aligned along the z axis of our cartesian coordinate system, and to

terminate in insulators at z - + . The plasma of interest is threaded by

these magnetic field lines, and is divided into thin planes or "layers" of

plasma perpendicular to the magnetic field. Since we have neglected

collisions between different plasma species, we may use the device of

layers to treat multiple ion species at a single point in space simply by

allowing multiple layers to occupy the same plane in space, one for each

ion species. In this way a "layer" consists only of a single ion species

and its associated electrons.

Our quasi-neutrality assumption demands that

V "-J -J + - Jy+- J  0 (3.1)
ax x By y az z

Integrating Equation (3.1) along z and noting from Figure 2 that J

vanishes at z + - we obtain

f + V.3 i Idz -0 (3.2)

where

V.L + "(3.3)
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From our model as depicted in Figure 2 we may approximate the integral in

Equation (3.2) by a discrete sum

K

I V .3j Az 0-(.4k- v1 -1k zk = o(3.4)
Sk-I I

where the subscript k refers to the layer number, K is the total number of

layers in the system, and Azk is the thickness of layer k measured along

the magnetic field line. Within a layer, both the ion density n and the

ion-neutral collision frequency v in are assumed to be constant along a

magnetic field line. This enables us to introduce the three magnetic-

field-line integrated quantities:

Nk  ( kZ 3.5)

in~ i c (3.7)

pk -  kAzk

E hk =f-pk~k (3.6)

By our assumption of equipotential magnetic field lines and

electrostatic electric fields

E k(x,y) E - V 1$(x,y) for all k (3.8)

where E3 E ox + Eoyy is a constant, externally imposed electric field.

Then Equation (3.4) becomes
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~YZ +I k V *(3.9)

p k I Ik L k

k.1 k-I k=I

where

Ek (1h 2 t)+ L (1h

S a, "hk y By Bhk

_ + ht (3.10)
ay ax ax Dy

ext m VP.

-pk - -ne -

+... ~ ~QkAm i (VrP + rJ. Vr)
in en

V.
- 0) x Zk (3.11)

and the subscript k denoting layer number on terms within parenthesis

operates on all terms within those parentheses.

The system of equations we must solve consists of (3.9)-(3.11) and an

equation of continuity for each layer:

aNk
SV • V -0 k=, ... , K (3.12)

Nk-lik)

where v. is given by Eq. (2.6)-(2.12).
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4. Simplified Two-Level Model

We make the following further simplifications in our model:

a) We find that for ionospheric barium clouds the currents parallel

to B are carried pri.arily by electrons, and the motion of ions parallel to

B consists primarily of a slow diffusion plus a bulk falling of the cloud

to lower altitudes (since . * B * 0). It is therefore sufficient to

represent the ions as an array of two-dimensional planes or layers of

plasma perpendicular to B, each moving with the bulk "falling" velocity

along B, and hence to treat numerically only the transport of ions

perpendicular to B within each layer.

b) We limit our discussion to a model consisting of only two layers

or species of ions.

c) We assume that the ion neutral collision frequency v in is

constant within a layer.

d) We assume that the only forces acting on the plasma are an

external electric field Eo and pressure gradients.

With the above assumptions we have

VP
(E

-k pk o n e k

+T tB [Vin (VP+R VP k; (4.1)

I B i-a 0 n in i+Ri e

If we assume B is along the positive z axis then B/IBI = 1 and we get

.ext E V PEi)k)J1k V I 'pk o -n

+ V vin E (4.2)
I- E x11 z)k + k
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where

Hpk nei (VPi + R1I VP) x )k (4.3)

Now

v1k fR V inTce

n e v]k Li Y.-W -7- A ne Iki

Az[Rk (4.4)

which is a constant within a layer if v. is constant within a leyer (one
in

of our assumptions). Then

Hpk - - V1 " (constant v(P, + R iPe) x Z) = 0 (4.5)

(since V1 - (VC x z) f 0 for any scalar field C).

Our final equations to be solved are then

BNk

y V. • (Kk.l) - 0 k-l,2 (4.6)

V1 " [(zpl + Ip2)VPL] + H = E0 V. 1(zp + zp2)

- 1: V pl + 1 Vp2 - (4.7)
n ee
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where

+ )( (4.8)

- [h + Zh) ]
ay [(hl +  h2) (la- - ox)] 48

Looking at Eq. (4.7) we notice that 0 may be separated into two parts:

= E + * P (4.9)

V., " r [pl + Z pa]VIOE] I H -Eo " Vi('pl + Zp2) _(4.10)

VP i VP2

V1 " [(z +p2)ViP] l + p2 n (4.11)

For reasons which shall become clear as we progress, we shall regard *E as

that part of the potential field which tends to drive the cloud toward

bifurcation. In fact, Eq. (4.10) coupled with (4.6) just form the basic

inviscid two-level equations [Scannapieco et al., 1976]. We shall regard

p as that part of the potential field which tends to diffuse or anti-

diffuse the edges of the cloud. First let us look at solutions to

(4.11). If VP i and VP12 vanish at our boundaries, the unique solution

consistent with zero Neumann boundary conditions (vanishing of the normal

derivative of p at the boundary) is:

VPI VP2
+p Zp i Zpl + Z -i2 (4.12)

(P1 p21i.P p1 n Ie p2 2e

In general, the motion resulting from the forces proportional to

V p, VPi and VPi2 will be quite complex, not describable as the simple
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superposition of a shear and a diffusion; but in the special case of one of

the layers being uniform, e.g., E2 and Ti 2 (Ti . ion temperature) hence

I and P,. uniform, then

-El VPil (4.13)

P - + r 2 n1e

We shall now treat this special case. One may conveniently think of level

1 as representing the barium cloud and level 2 the uniform background

ionosphere.

We now use the equation of state

P,=n T .Pi 1n~

where T i is in energy units (Ti is the product of Boltzmann's constant and

the temperature in degrees Kelvin), and assume thermal conductivities high

enough such that Ti is constant and hence

VP, - T Vn (4.14)

Then

-71P T iiVn1pl Ti]I

P 1 p2 rIne
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The velocity in level 1 resulting from the combined action of VP and Jp is

]il " - i [V'n i c eV e - Ti 'In

+ [Ri  - eVb - Ti V2)]1 x z (4.15)

Now

(-eV* - Ti VV n1

T n, r 1p, 1)
" il nT 1 pl + E p2

Vn1  E2

Til- ( P (4.16)

pl p2  i2

(4.17)

Note we have used Vu - VN
n N

It is convenient to divide v.lP into two parts:

Vil -V1 +Vxs
-4uP ' -D1 -I1

with the subscripts i and P suppressed but understood.

rp2 ("in RN c T (4.18)

!01r 1 +E z~ I? iT B i F 1 (.8
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p2S Zl I2(Ri eSB Ti X-J z (4.19)

That vq, represents shear flow at plasma gradients can be seen by noting

that the velocity is always perpendicular to Vh, and is largest where
1p2 VNp2 is a maximum, decaying in magnitude away from the region.Ep1 +p2

.Ys is of interest because it is a shear flow and hence may be stabilizing

in certain cases (see Perkins and Doles [1975], Huba et al. [1982]). We do

not consider the effects of !s further in this paper except to note that

for the special case of a uniform layer 2 being considered

here, V -* I , 0 and VN I ZS1 -0 which together imply V • (N 1v.) - 0,

which is to say that XSj has no effect on the time evolution of N1 . Since

this breaks the feedback loop, it is difficult to see how a shear

stabilization mechanism could be active in this case.

A consideration of MD is really the heart of this paper. jD is the

source for ion diffusion in level 1. More importantly, it is the source

for the diffusion of the total integrated Pedersen and Rall conductivities

if level 2 is sufficiently incompressible (i.e., if %, in/f iin level 2 is

sufficiently small), as we will show. Let us look at the effect of .T) on

the ion continuity equation for level 1:

3N1
V .

+ [ p2 in . c T VN ]  (4.20)
+ r p2 S i e7B i

This is just a diffusion equation for N1 with diffusion coefficient
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D p2 Vin R c T) (4.21)
o p +Ip2

For a barium cloud (level 1) at 180 km altitude we take T; - '0000 K,
i. 0.06, B - 0.5 g, and get

D M p2. (100 m2/sec) (4.22)
o 1pl +  p2

In the less dense regions of the barium cloud where Zpl is small compared

to Ep2 , the ion diffusion coefficient is quite large indeed. By contrast

ambipolar diffusion rates induced by electron-ion and electron-neutral

collisions yield diffusion coefficients on the order of 1 m2 /sec. Thus our

neglect of these collision terms seems justified. Unfortunately, N1 is not

the relevant quantity if one is interested in the effect of YZ on barium

cloud dynamics. A look at Eq. (4.10) will convince the reader that if one

wants to affect the time evolution of *E" the quantity which determines the

bifurcation process, it is necessary to change the quantities

z.E + rp2 and Z E + r the total field line integrated Pedersen

and Hall conductivities. Again we assume an initially uniform distribution

of Zp2 and N2. We can only show the effects of -Z in the first instant of

time here. Once images form in level 2, the problem yields only to

numerical techniques. We need the velocity Y-D2 in level 2.

v E VN1

2 j2 RI ( 1 (4.23)

As a check, let us see the effect on (N1 + N2 )
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82N

ze- 2 1p (.4.2(T
SI ( 2e + ZP2

2K I

N1

- (4.25)

so we see that

0 (4.26)

which when combined with quasi-neutrality, is simply a statement that

electrons can-t diffuse. This is consistent with our neglect of electron-

ion and electron-neutral collisions.

Now let us look at the effect of oD On 1 p - pl + Ip2. A. similar

analysis can be performed for Zh with similar results. However the

bifurcation effects of Ih are small compared to those of Ip and we shall

not consider them here.

9t_>P1 (Vin R ceON1(.7

at i Ri) l  T T -t- - v • (2DIE) (4.28)

_ . in R e ON2(4.28)
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but

BaN 3 N 2V -1 a___
1N t 2 IBI __ - _ _ (4.29)

at tta~ ~~c i21 at )VER ( i ,

312 (- i (4.31)
a t a t~) atS

Now

P1  *(Y-Dt 1P) (4.32)

We note that in Eq. (4.18) we may set VNI/N l 
= VIp /E so that

aEPI = V • P 2  (vn Ri c Ti)iVEp (4.33)

a Ip + Ep2 P i e T

Now since

V 2 - 0 (4.34)p2

we have

V(Z P1 + zP 2) " vzpt (4.35)
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and

I + I 1p 2P1 P - [(1 - ,R i +S1)] p2

R L- Ti), V(' p + (4.36)
1

so we see that for r we again have a diffusion equation, but this time OUTp

nominal 100 m2/sec diffusion coefficient is not only multiplied by

p2/j p + I p2), reducing its effectiveness in the dense portions of the

cloud, but it is further multiplied by the factor F where

(- vini i1 2 (4.37)

Note that if V inRi/ i is the same for both layers, the diffusion is reduced

to zero. Furthermore, if (v in Ri1) 2 > (,inRi i)i (a compressible

background plasma, e.g., an E region) the diffusion coefficient is

negative. That is, gradients in I will actually be steepened, rather than

smoothed. For this reason we conclude that unless some rather fast

recombination chemistry is taking place in the E region, the presence of a

background E region is destabilizing, in accord with the findings of

Francis and Perkins 11975].

The opposite extreme of (vinR/,i)2 << R /S2 ) (background T region

ionosphere) is more interesting since it closely approximates the

conditions of most barium releases. It also yields the full nominal 100

m2/sec diffusion coefficient, since F - 1.0, giving us some hope of

stopping the bifurcation process at space scales of hundreds of meters.
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Note that in this case the diffusion rate for Z is the same as that for

NI .  Also note that the case of (Vin Ri/ i)2 small is the case where the

Pedersen mobility and hence compressibility of the background is extremely

low, meaning that only minimal images will be formed. It is a good

approximation to take I to be uniform for all time. One might well ask

how this is possible given that the electrons can't diffuse, and that the

barium ions are being allowed to diffuse in level 1. The answer is that

there are (small) images: the electrons lost to a f ield line in level 1

are "soaked up" on the same field line in level 2. But the number of

electrons N2 in level 2 is extremely large. (N2 must be large in order to

contribute a significant Pedersen conductivity and yet have

small vinRi/D i (see Eq. 2.24)). Thus the electrons that are soaked up in

level 2 induce only an extremely small percentage change in Zp2'
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5. Diffusion Characteristics for a Simplified Two-level Model with a

Nearly Incompressible Background Layer

In the last section we demonstrated that when the background

ionosphere (layer 2) is nearly incompressible ((vin R i/f )2 is small) then

the primary effect of a finite barium ion temperature is to introduce into

the continuity equation for both N1 and for Zp a diffusion term with

diffusion coefficient Do given by Eq. (4.21). For parameters appropriate

to a barium cloud at 180 km altitude we get Eq. (4.22):

D 1 P2  (100 m2/sec) (4.22)0 pl + Z p2

Since level 2 is nearly incompressible, we may regard 2 as a constant.
p2

Since it is proportional to N1 , the integrated barium cloud density, YPI

is larger in the center of the cloud and decays toward zero at the cloud

edges. This means that the diffusion coefficient approaches 100 m2/sec

near the cloud edges, but may be considerably less than that value near the

cloud center if Z >> Z

Previous attempts to explain the persistence of scale sizes of

hundreds of meters for long periods of time after barium releases have

inevitably encountered the following problems: I) The diffusion

coefficients required to stop the bifurcation of plasma clouds several

hundred meters in diameter were higher than one could explain

theoretically; 2) assuming the existence of such large (ordinary) diffusion

coefficients, their effect would not only be to stop the bifurcation of the

cloud, but also to diffuse the cloud away entirely in several minutes. The

form of the diffusion coefficient given by Eq. (4.22) would seem to offer

us some hope of overcoming both of these problems. Its success depends on
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I,

the accuracy of the following qualitative picture of barium cloud

bifurcation: We postulate a barium cloud such that I > 5 Z so that the
p I' p2

diffusion well inside the cloud is considerably reduced over that at its

edges. We further postulate that bifurcation is a process which, in the

absence of diffusion, starts at the edges of barium clouds and works its

way inward. Our diffusion then satisfies the needed criteria perfectly:

i) It is very effective at the edges of the cloud, stopping bifurcation

before it starts; 2) it is very ineffective at the central core of the

cloud, giving it a long lifetime. Note that if this picture is correct

then the barium clouds commonly known as large M clouds where

M p p2  (5.1)
Ep2

will have extremely long lifetimes. In fact for M > 100, the decay of the

core is probably determined by ambipolar diffusion rates. The accuracy of

this picture is best determined by numerical simulation techniques, to

which we turn in the next section.
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6. Preliminary Numerical Simulations Using a Simplified Two-level Model

with a Nearly Incompressible Background Layer

In this section we attempt to answer numerically the question posed in

the last section: if we consider a barium cloud whose background

conductivity is due primarily to high F region plasma (nearly

incompressible plasma), is the diffusion coefficient given by Eq. (4.22)

sufficient to stop the bifurcation of that cloud at a diameter of several

hundred meters? In order to isolate the effects of this diffusion

coefficient, we will make some further simplifications in our two-level

model: 1) We assume that N2 and hence I remain uniform during all times

of interest. This is completely consistent with our assumption of a nearly

incompressible background plasma, as discussed at the end of Section 4; 2)

We neglect the shear component y of the pressure-iuduced ion velocity as

defined in Eq. (4.19). Again this is consistent with our assumption of a

nearly incompressible background plasma which in turn implies a

uniform 1 p2, as shown in the discussion following Eq. (4.19); 3) We

neglect the 'Hall term- H in Eq. (4.4) and hence in Lq. (4.10). This is a

good approximation as long as v in/i < 0.1; 4) We neglect Pedersen

convection. That is, for all terms except those causing ion diffusion, we

approximate the ion velocity with the electron velocity (see Eq. (6.4)

below). We know from our previous [Zalesak et. al,, 1983] that the

Pedersen mobility of the ions in response to (E - V E) can have an effect

on the "freezing" phenomenom, and it is our desire to isolate the effects

of the pressure-induced diffusion. Hence we neglect ion Pedersen mobility

except in the diffusion term.
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The final equations to be solved numerically are then

aN1I
- + V.(v) - V.,.(DVN 1 ) (6.1)

!i N2
a- 0 (6.2)

V ((Epl + p2) V I E ) E o-V (Z + p2) (6.3)

- C ( -vE)x (6.4)

D p2 D  (6.5)
;I+ E p2 10

in/Ai ce
r pk z- N k(+(inAli)Z)k TB (6.6)

The initial conditions for the simulations were as follows

Zp2 - 1.0 (6.7)

zpI - 4.0 exp (r4/r4) (6.8)

r2 - (x - x )2 + (y - y 0)2 (6.9)

r- (250 m) (1 + 0.001 sin 80) (6.10)

e - arctan ((y-yo)/(x - xo)) (6.11)
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B - 0.5 gauss (6. i2)
/

cE /B - 100 m/sec (6.3)

where x. and yo are the coordinates of the cloud center.

The above equations are solved numerically on a finite difference grid

in an x-y cartesian geometry perpendicular to the magnetic field, which is

assumed to be aligned along the z-axis. The 83 x 60 grid is stretched in

all four directions, with the central 56 x 32 portion of the grid, which is

centered on the steepening backside of the cloud, having a grid spacing of

10 v in both directions. The grid stretching allows the boundaries to be

placed 4 km away from the edges of the central uniform mesh in all

directions. The potential equation (6.3) is solved using a vectorized

incomplete Cholesky conjugate gradient algorithm due to Rain (1980), which

is an extension of the algorithm of Kershaw (1978). The continuity

equation (6.1) is integrated forward in time using the fully

multidimensional flux-corrected transport algorithms of Zalesak r1979].

In Figure 3 we show isodensity contours of I for the initia]
p1

conditions for all of the calculations we shall show. We have performed

three calculations, varying the value of Dio from zero up to the physically

realistic value of 100 m 2/sec. The purpose of this sequence is to show

first that the diffusion does have an effect on the evolution of the cloud,

and second to show that this effect is much larger than that due to any

numerical diffusion which may be present in the calculations. In Figure 4

we show the results for Dio - 0 . Note that even at the very early time of

14 seconds, bifurcation has already started. By 24 seconds, the main

portion of the cloud has completely sheared in two. In Figure 5, we show

the results for Dio - 25 m 2/sec , one fourth of the physically realistic
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value. The development of the cloud has slowed considerably, showing that

even at one fourth its physically realistic value, the physical diffusion

is dominating the effects of whatever numerical diffusion may be present.

At 14 seconds the cloud has not clearly begun to bifurcate. At 25 seconds,

bifurcation has occurred, but is qualitatively and quantitatively different

from that which took place when Dio -0. In Figure 6 we show the evolution

of the cloud with the full, physically realistic value for Dio of 100

m 2 /sec. Bifurcation has now been halted. Rather, the cloud evolves into a

streamlined "bullet" or "tadpole" shape in time, and then undergoes a slow

diffusive decay. Even at the latest time calculated, 75 sec, there is no

hint whatsoever of imminent bifurcation. Noting that for this cloud

M - (Zpl + Ep2)/Zp2 is 5 in the center of the cloud, which yields an

effective diffusion coefficient of 20 m2 /sec there. This is still enough

to result in substantial decay of the central core on time scales of

minutes. Clouds with larger values of M in their centers would of course

be longer-lived.
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7. Conclusions and Future Work

The primary conclusion of this paper can be stated simply: Under

realistic ionospheric conditions, barium striations hundreds of meters in

dianeter can be long-lived, qiiasi-stable, non-bifurcating structures.

These structures may resemble "tadpoles", with a dense head, steep density

gradients at the front, and a long, less dense tail. If what one means by

the term "freezing" is the above phenomenon, then we have shown that

freezing does indeed exist.

The next obvious step is to test some of the approximations we have

made in our preliminary numerical simulation model. Pedersen convection

should be put back into the model, as well as the -Hall terms" in the

potential equation. Finite images should be accounted for. Also we would

like to test the combined effect of the presence of both a relatively

incompressible F region background and a compressible E region on the

dynamics of the cloud. Recombination chemistry must be included in this E

region if it is to be modeled accurately (see Vickery and Kelley, 1982].

It is also clear that we must address the validity oJ the perfect

mapping of the eletrostatic potential along BI. Given that we are now

dealing with structures only a few hundred 'eters in diameter, with

gradient scale lengths of a few tens of meters, it seems likely that we

will have to deal with the question of how far the polarization field

produced by the bazium cloud maps along the magnetic field (Goldman et. al,

1976, Glassman and Sperling, 1983). One possible effect might be that the

effective value of M would be increased, since the barium cloud could no

longer "see" background plasma that was far from the cloud position along

B.
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Figure Captions

Figure I. Sketch of the time evolution of a typical barium cloud in a

plane perpendicular to the magnetic field, subject to an upward

directed neutral wind or equivalently to a rightward directed

external electric field. Lines demarking the cloud denote

plasma density contours, with the highest plasma density in the

center of cloud.

Figure 2. Model of plasma and magnetic field geometry used in this

paper. Field lines terminate on insulators at z = + -. Plasma

is divided into "layers" along z for mathematical and numerical

treatment. Each layer consists of a single ion species and its

associated electrons. Multiple collocated ion species are

treated by having multiple collocated -layers".

Figure 3. Isodensity contours, with areas between alternate contours shown

cross-hatched, for the barium cloud used for the three numerical

simulations shown in this paper. The center of the cloud is

located at the point (0,0). The boundaries in x are located

at + 4.9 km. The boundaries in y are located at -4.0 km and

+5.3 km respectively. The cross-hatching is done at every other

grid line, so that one rectangle of cross hatching represents a

2 x 2 array of computational cells. Contours for this and all

other plots in this paper are drawn at values for Z of 0.31,

0.71, 1.24, 1.92, and 2.82 (loga-rithmic spacing for total

Pedersen conductivity).
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Figure 4. Time evolution of the cloud depicted in Figure 3 for the

case D. - 0 . Shown are isodensity contours at a) 14 sec, b)10

24 sec. Contour values are as given in Figure 3.

Figure 5. Time evolution of the cloud depicted in Figure 3 for the

case Dio = 25 m 2/sec Shown are isodensity contours at a) 34

sec, b) 24 see. Contour values are as given in Figure 3.

Figure 6. Time evolution of the cloud depicted in Figure 3 for the

case D = 100 m 2/sec (the physically realistic case). Shown

are isodensity contours at a) 14 sec, b) 25 sec, c) 39 sec, d)

50 sec, e) 64 sec, f) 75 sec.
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Saturation of the lower-hybrid-drift instability by mode coupling
J. F. Drake
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A nonlinear mode-coupling theory of the lower-hybrid-drift instability is presented. It is found
that the instability saturates by transferring energy from the growing, long wavelength modes to
the damped. short wavelength modes. The saturation energy. mean square of the potential
fluctuations, and diffusion coefficient are calculated self-consistently.

A first principles theory of the nonlinear saturation of rate the instability.
thr lower-hybrid-drift instability and associated particle We consider a slab equilibrium of cold electrons and
transport is presented. A nonlinear equation describing 2-D warm ions with a density profile no( xi supported by a mag-
lower-hybrid-drift turbulence is derived which includes the netic field B,o x). The equilibrium ion velocity distribution
nonlinear EXB and polarization drifts of the electrons, is taken to be a Maxwellian with an average drift velocity
adiabatic ions, and realistic sources and sinks of energy. The V, = Vd, ,. Because of the flute nature of the instability
equation is solved numerically to obtain the evolution and lk-B = 01. we self-consistently limit the spatial variations to
saturation of the wave spectrum. as well as the self-consis- the xy plane (as contrasted with universal drift-wave turbu-
tent particle flux which yields the diffusion coefficient. lence which is inherently 3-D. In the weak drift regime the

The lower-hybrid-drift instability is a flute mode ionsrespondtotheperturbedpotential xy.t adiabatically
ik-B = 0' which is driven unstable in a plasma with strong to lowest order since wtkr,. Thus,

innomogeneities.p/L, > rn/m,'"4, wherep, and L, are [ ( y) -
the ion Larmor radius and density scale length, respectively. n, = n, I + v- rv,- +  exp.
The linear behavior of the instalility is well understood. ! In 8 I T

the weak drift regime V , < v, .where Vd, = tv/2i2,L, is the
ion diamagnetic drift velocity and ', is the ion thermal veloc- where the term proportional to .'. in (I I is a small correction
ity) the mode is driven unstable by the resonant interaction describing the resonant ion interaction. The perturbed elec-
of the wave with the drifting ions when aok, 4, Vd,. The tron motion is simply given by the E X B and polarization
growth rate maximizes at k, 'P 'P- im,/m, i . In a drifts,

finite 6 plasma. the mode is stable for k, p,, > 1. and ap- %, = c X cd V. f2
proaches marginal stability as k, p,,- 0 tsee Ref. 31. The B B2, dt
wave frequenc. is such that 12, &<.O, so that the electrons where d Idt = a/at + V, .. Using (21. the electron contin-
are strongly magnetized while the ions can be treated as un- uity equation can be written as
magnetized. In a finiteI plasma the resonant interaction of d ln d (e\ 3
VB drifting electrons with the wave is stabilizing. Inn, = p; - .3-

The nonlinear behavior of the instability is much less di I

well understood. Ion trapping has been observed to quench Finally, invoking charge neutrality in, = n, I and combining

the growth of the instability in particle simulations.' The (I I and (31, we obtain the nonlinear equation

onset of stochastic electron heating has also been proposed n1 - V-. +- ,o - J 'I( ,- +,, I -- T.
to explain saturation in these simulations.' On the other + (V X ,-VV:V + ov

hand, ion trapping is not a viable saturation mechanism
when a broad 2-D spectrum of waves is excited, and it has X .'V '[ . + 6 . = (4
not been observed in recent simulations using realistic mass where V = p., V,7r (p,, IL. 12. t, 6 = fe6 IT, )(L. /p, I and
ratios where such spectra develop.' In this letter we focus on the subscripts on 6 denote a derivative with respect to that
the nonlinear coupling of stable and unstable waves to satu- variable. The quantity ;,, represents the wave damping due
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k - pk p = 1.Z.... For simpiicit we coflsikr oi% tric

: oupfing of -.k: Aich its neairest neign I or,,..- .k :"
w w--wandk. = k, ic.p .Te ispr.Sin

relation for this k.k c oupied sst-,rn is

V 1k_.k M. k.

where cik.wiw.[ I - kh -iI-ib:3, -n .
-/k and Afik.k~,k, i

k I - - ib, ] 1. When i,,and are neglected in it) and
we take the limit t2>w_ . he decay modes are purely gro~ina
w ith a growth rate which peaks around k-k,=z6 with
k, .k, . A necessary requirement for instabilit, is that one

-2 ~ ~ ~of the decay waves kk - has a longer waveleng'th than the
-4 0 4 8pump. For this situation, in which '41 reduces to the Ha-

n, segawa-Mima equation. the wave energy inevitably cas-
0.24 - cades to longer and longer wavelength so that no stationar%

b wave spectrum can result."' When y', is included, this :on*-
clusion no longer remains valid. Taking the limit k, <

09
and again assuming EJ k the dispersion relation is given

p by

I1-k- k i

'~ ".Equation .7, yelds a dissipative instability which is driven
unstable by the E X B nonlinearity. This instability produces
a flow of energy from long to short wavelengths and, as w ill
be demonstrated, enables the wave spectrum io reach a
steady state.

4W We solve 14) numerically by decomposing it into two
-i2 - -4 0coupled. first-order (in timei differential equations which are

FIG1. nsantneus -D av spcta o loerhybiddrit wveturu. advanced in time. These equations are solved by a spectral

ielice (ai Linear stage The dominant linear modes arein, .n, ;10. = 51 lh, ehddvlpdb veera."bsdo h oko
Nonincarstagi: The dominant modes are inn, 0 . = 31. Note the shift Orzag.'2 The potential 6 is Founer-decomposed. i.e.. e
it ionfer wavelength in the nonlinear saturated state. -expikoxi. where k =n/). and n - nJ - with ni,

and n, integers, and A= 5 iwhich fixes the n for which
k = 1) The numerical results presented in this letter are

to VB resonant electrons in a finite /3 plasma. Equation W4 is nominally computed on a 32,32 mesh.
only valid for y, = -' 2 I'd, /t-, < I since the adiabatic ion re- The electron damping 1% controls the region of instabil-
sponse can only be justified in this limit. Linearizing this ity in k space by stabilizing short wavelength modes. WVe
equation, we obtain the complex cigenvalue iin our normal- have chosen
ized unisi,

=4 -1 = ko k - _

I k I f.-Y I~ -,
In rhe limit y' r- 4O. W4 reduces to the Hasegawa-

Mima equation in which the nonlinearity arises from the
nonlinear polanzation drift.' This equation has two invar- ~
iants. energy and enstrophy. neither of which is preserved in
the more general 141. When yo is finite, the E X B nonilinearity
also appears in 14). This nonlinearity has been considered, by
Horton" and more recently by Waltz," in studying universal
mode turbulence. However, our equation differs from their
work in that we do not assume that &ti - iti, is replaced by its
linear counterpart - 4,~ - k, li. Thus, our equation is'sec-
ond order in time rather than first order.

The direction of energy flow described by 41 can be 8 2. 43 -C

understood by calculating the stability of a single large-am- FG2 ieeouino tewv nryMma maeo h oena
plitude wave 6,, with kn and C~n satisfying (5)1. A perturbation fluctuations iP . and diffusion coefficientsL)D --quasiinecar. D,,-nonlin-
of wave vector It is coupled through the pump to modes with eart for 0 =5

;tYS. ;:Iu~dS. Vol 26. No 3. Marcr, 1983 ..eters
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k - i. - bilit\. albei: with some initial overshoo! - 24. The iesei'

with ,. of the total wave energ. and other parameters of Fig 2 artwit A' l.t). which yields an unstable wave spectrum
Shih b reahisti for the iower-hvbnd-drift mtah n- quite stationar% in time after saturation. Aiso. the stationar.

r a a - values of all four quantities are relativel\ insensitive t, th-
it-F piasmas The rowt rate peaks at lk, .k., C. - initialization of
all i, stable for ; .t) and k, .1. We note tha: in Fig. . the quasihnear diffusion coeff-

The o spectrum is initialized with random noise with nn
1: - 10 . and the system is allowed to evolve until cient ID,, tracts the actual. nonlinear diffusion coefficient

t-fl wac energ., given b% D, i quite well during the entire time evolution of the insta-
bilit.. An important point which must be emphasized with

" (- - 1 .v , b regardto D is that both species. electrons and ions. contin-nT = , -1 l- ,- - f9i e adt

n T pue to exchange both energ and momentum even after a
reaches a steady-state value. The mean square of the poten- steady state is reached; the electrons through the VB reso-
ti.a fluctuations. nance and the ions by direct resonant interaction. If the in-

stability had saturated by ion trapping and the electrons had
p ~- ~ (101 no resonant interaction with the wave, there would be no

% T rrm jdiffusion in the steady state since the electrons could not
as well as the nonlinear and quasilinear diffusion coefficients exchange momentum with the ions. Both species must have

a dissipative interaction with the waves to have diffusion.
A number of runs have been made for different values of

i. p,, 7,,,. the drift parameter. The saturation level of c5 is found to

2m y.. (k\ (k - be nearly independent of;-",. Thus, from Eqs. Ill and 12,. it

, . ' , V k - " isfoundthat (D,, )l cx " (

D Next. we compare our stationary values of P and D,
D vwith these obtained from "wave energ) bound" calcula-

tions." The "energy bound" results from equating the wave,'2n:r \

- --j ) 7 :k.k 021 2(1 - I- energy with the kinetic energy associated with the relative
drift of the electrons and ions, m, nl i - , '2. This free

respectively, are also computed. The nonlinear diffusion co- energy bound is actually an extreme underestimate of the
efficient DW is derivedby averaging the particle flux in the x free energy in a finitefi plasma, since the instability can also
direction overj', i.e.. D,,j a n J" ),.. The quasilinear expres- feed off the magnetic free energy, which typically greatly
sion is then obtained by approximating a A9-- iW, and exceeds the drift energy. 4 Nevertheless, this bound has been
using (51 in (Ill. widely invoked and seems to yield reasonable transport rates

In Fig. I we show instantaneous 2-D wave spectra in n when compared with experimental observations. The "drift
space for , = 0.5. Figure liai shows the spectrum during energy bound" yields a potential P,. -m./rrm,'
the linear phase of the instability, and Fig. I(bi shows the where we have assumed , <T,. The scaling of P, is identi-
spectrum after saturation. In the linear regime. the wave cal with that given in f10) since d is independent of y,. For the
spectrum is strongly peaked around the most unstable case 7-,, = 0.5. P/P,, :3 Ifrom Fig. 21so that the actual fluc-
modes, i,.n. = 10. -_ 51. The spectrum begins to saturate tuation level obtained from our code is slightly larger than
as these modes couple through an n, = 0 mode Itypically calculated from the "energy bound." Finally we compare
with n, - 4 to damped modes with n, > n,.. A peak in the D,, with that obtained from the simple formula D = ( 7'
wave spectrum appears around (4.01 at this time. This tran- k 21_ /J',,.p,, where 7' and k are evaluated where 7, peaks.
sient phase is completed as the total wave energy saturates We find D-m /rrm, 01:, which again has the same scal-
and spreads through most of the unstable, weakly damped ing asD but is a factor of2.4 smaller for ' = 0.5 1from Fig.
volume of n space as shown in Fig. Il(bi. The spectrum typi- 21.
cally remains peaked around n, -0 with n, typically some- Measurements of lower-hybrid-drift turbulence in a 1
what smaller than that of the linearly most unstable mode pinch by CO, laser scattering have been reported recently. "
[see Fig. lIb for which the dominant modes are The observed wave spectra, were flute-like (k.Ba--.Oi with
In .n, - = 10. = 3)]. The 2-D wave spectrum exhibits sub- clear peaks around k, =0.7 (a factor of two smaller than the
stantial variability in time, even after saturation, as the un- most unstable linear model. and k, i. k,. Data were taken for
stable and stable modes continue to exchange energy in a three different filling pressures. corresponding to three val-
dynamic manner. ues of V,, Iv,. Electron-ion collisions were apparently signif-

The time evolution of the total wave energy (', mean icant [v, -~(,12, )l '2] for the two highest filling pressures so
square of the potential fluctuations (P 1. and the nonlinear we can only compare our results with the data from the lo%% -
(D,, and quasilinear diffusion ID,, )coefficients are shown in est filling pressure, which corresponds to V,,/ A, = 0.52
Fig. 2. All of these quantities exhibit a similar temporal be- y':--0.9) . The measured density fluctuation. h/nv-0.0l4,
havior. The initial decay 1r,<41 is associated with the rapid is quite close ismaller by a factor of 21 to our theoretical
dissipation of energy initialized in the damped modes, and is predictionofh/n,-0.25. In addition. the shift to long wave-
followed by a linear growth phase (4r<20i. Subsequently, length is consistent with our calculated spectra [compare
mode coupling occurs which leads to saturation of the insta- Figs. I al and l(bl].
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Computer simulations of the lower-hvbnd-drift insta- Dave Montgomery for several heipfui discussions.
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recently using a fluid-kiietic numerical scheme.' Unfortun- One of us J. F. D.) was partially supported by DOE.
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theory Nevertheless a broad spectrum of modes is observed

in k space in the simulations which is consistent with our
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NONLINEAR MODE COUPLING THEORY OF THE
LOWER-HYBRID-DRIFT INSTABILITY

introduction

The lower-hvbrid-drift instability has been of considerable interest

to plasma physicists for more than a decade as a driving mechanism for the

anomalous transport of particles, momentum and energy in both laboratory

and space plasmas. In laboratory applications, this instability was

initially studied to explain anomalous sheath broadening in theta pinch

implosions, but has recently been applied to other laboratory confinement

devices such as toroidal reversed field pinches and compact torii. 3  In

space plasma, it has been proposed as a mechanism to provide anomalous

resistivity for reconnection events in the magnetosphere.4 Experimentally,

the lower-hybrid-drift instability has been observed in a recent theta
5pinch experiment, and satellite data indicate that it exists in the

earth's magnetotail and magnetopause.
6

The linear theory of the lower-hybrid-drift instability is well

understood.7- 9  The mode can be excited in inhomogeneous plasmas

when p /L > (me/Z 1/! where p. is the mean ion Larmor radius and L is
i n 'ei a n

the scale length of the density gradient. At maximum growth it is

characterized by w < wlh y < r% k.B - 0, and kp 1 where

W W r +  , lh is the lower hybrid frequency and Pes Pi(me !2m.i,

Since the instability is high frequency (w >> ;) and short wavelength

(kpi >> 1) the ions are treated as unmagnetized while the electrons are

treated as strongly magnetized. In the weak drift regime V /v < 1 (where
di i

Vdi is the ion diamagnetic drift velocity and vi is the ion thermal

velocity), w < kVdi and the mode is driven unstable by the resonant
interaction of the drift wave with the ions. In finite e plasmas,

electrons also resonate with the wave via their VB drift. The resultant

electron damping is stabilizing for kpe s > 1. In the high drift

regime (Vdi/vi > 1), the mode is driven unstable via the interaction of a

positive energy lower hybrid wave and a negative energy drift wave. In

this paper we focus on the weak drift regime.

The nonlinear development of the lower-hybrid-drift instability is

complex and not as well understood as the linear theory. A variety of

nonlinear saturation mechanisms have been proposed to date. Ion trapping1 0

and stochastic electron heatingI I have been proposed to quench the growth

of the instability in particle simulations. However, ion trapping is not a

Manuscipt approed September 7, 1983.
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viable saturation mechanism when a broad 2D spectrum of waves is excited,

and it has not been observed in recent simulations using realistic mass

ratios where such spectra develop. 13  Stochastic electron heating does not

onset until a rather large threshold, /n > 0.25, is exceeded where n Is

the density fluctuation of the wave. A wave energy bound based or. the

available free-energy in the relative electron-ion flow (current) has also

been invoked to calculate a maximum wave amplitude. 1 4 In a finite 6

plasma, however, the current and self-consistent magnetic field are coupled

and the magnetic field energy can also be tapped. 1 5  The free energy then

becomes extremely large and does not realistically act as a bound.

Finally, electron resonance broadening has been proposed as a saturation

mechanism.1 6  It has been recently shown in more refined calculations that

resonance broadening" does not cause a net dissipation of energy but

merely leads to an exchange of energy between modes in k space unless wave-

particle resonances are included.1 ' 8  This mechanism can therefore only

stabilize the wave spectrum in finite plasmas.1 9

In this paper we present a nonlinear mode coupling theory of the

lower-hybrid-drift instability. Our preliminary calculations have been

presented previously.2 0  The basic result is that the instability can

saturate by transferring energy from growing, long-wavelength modes to

damped, short-wavelength modes. This saturation mechanism is consistent

with recent computer simulations1 3 and with experimental observations.5 In

this paper, we extend, the earlier theory to self-consistently incorporate

finite 8 effects, and to include electron collisions in order to compare

our results with experimental observations.

The organization of the paper is as follows. In the next section we

derive the nonlinear wave equation and the wave energy transfer with the

two basic nonlinearities: the nonlinear electron E x B and polarization

drifts. In Section III we discuss the numerical methods used to study the

mode coupling process. In Section IV we present results based upon VE

electron damping of the short wavelength modes, while in Section V we

present results based upon collisional damping of the modes. In Section V'

we summarize our theory, compare our theoretical results with experimental

observations, and discuss some applications of our results to space

plasmas.
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!i. Derivation of the Mode Coupling Equation

We consider a slab equilibrium of cold electron and war= ions wit. a

density profile n0(x) supported by a magnetic field E - EC)e as shown in

Fig. Equilibriun pressure balance requires

P 3 (x)/8F) 0. ()

The ratio of thermal to magnetic pressure, e - BinTi/B-, is assumed to be

of order unity so that electromagnetic corrections to the lower-hybrid-

drift instability must be retained. The equilibrium ion velocity distri-

bution is taken to be a Maxwellian with an average drift velocity V

V e where Vdi (v 2 /2.1 £tn n/ax, v; - 2T./m. and P- - eB0/m c.
di y di i 2I- I 2.2 2.1 0

Because of the flute nature of the instability (k-B - 0), we self-

consistently limit the spatial variations to the xy plane. In this limit

the electric and magnetic fields can be represented by the scalar potential

4 and the vector potentials A. and A as8

B B e (aA /Rx - BA /a e (2)
- zz y Xy vz

7-V - c 1 A/Bt (3)

with V.A 0 0. Even when 1 - 1, the induction component of E is small so

that it can generally be discarded except when the Vt component of E does

not contribute.

We are interested in time scales of order a/at >> i so that the ion

response to both the equilibrium and perturbed magnetic fields can be

neglected. Furthermore, in the weak drift regime the ions respond to the

perturbed potential 0 adiabatically to lowest order since ;/t 
<< v1. 8

Thus,

ni no[1 + V vi l + +i - 2 p( e,/TiJ) ,

where the term proportional to Vv in (4) is a small correction describing

the resonant ion interaction.
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n0(

Vn0

kxx

z
Fig. 1: The basic equilibrium configuration is shown. The unstable wave

spectrum i~s taken to be two-dimensi.onal with k.%O 0.
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In contrast to the ions, the electrons are strongly magnetize6 since

< (< :.. The electron motion is simply given by the 7 Y ande

polarization drifts,

C c d -v -- EyXe,
-e B X z Z dt Ee z

where didt - /t + V-..V and V - cE x e /B z . The electron density can be

calculated from the continuity equation,

d xn n /dt + V.Y - 0. (6)e -e

The electron compression V.V is obtained from Eq. (5). To lowest order,-,e

...V - c V.s L.B (7
-e B d d- d z

z e

The first term in Eq. (7) arises from the polarization drift and the second

from the compression of the flux tube in a finite 6 plasma. The continuity

equation can now be written as

Bd2 e dt 0

z e

so that the rate of change of the number of electrons in a flux tube (n e/BZ

is given by the polarization drift. The time variation of Bz in Eq. (8)

is calculated from Ampere's Lab'

V2A - (47/c)Jx =- (4rn e/Bz );6ay, (9)

where J is dominated by the E x B drift of the electrons. Using 7.A =,
x - -

we find that V2A BB /ay so that

B2
z z - n e41 , (10)

which can be integrated to evaluate

in i
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in Eq. (7). The convective derivative of B, can similarly be evaluated

using Eq. (10) in conjunction with the equilibrium pressure balance

relation,

V- nB -V in B a (1

- 2 B ;x ayz

Finally, invoking charge neutrality (ne  ni) and combining (8), (11) and

(12), we obtain the nonlinear equation

I ;2); + ; oi Ic,,  °y e
T1 0v) + -m TO 4;r+0TY Y
2- ~(13)

+ r=o x e V ; + -y 0  X z. 71- 1(0 + y -
Z 0 y

where

-es

/ )1/2(1+5/2) i/

Pes ( )1/2t

n

L + 1/2 edS-- (1+ 6/2) T
Pes T.

S- ~1/2 /V( + S/2)

and the subscripts on 0 denote a derivative with respect to that

variable. The quantity -e represents the wave damping due to electrons,

which can result either from 7 resonant particles in a finite 5 plasmaB or

collisional viscosity. 2 1  Equation (13) is only valid for -0 < 1 since the

adiabatic ion response can only be justified in this limit. Linearizing

this equation, we obtain the complex eigenvalue (in our normalized units),

k " --  Ik y - i  - -e ( 1 4 )

1+k (14k k

Since Eq. (13) is second order in time, there is an additional root,
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ilk, k...

which is spurious since it violates the assumption that -LL << kv. This

root is growing and therefore must be eliminated before carrying out our

numerical computations (see Sec. III).

In the flute limit considered here, the magnetic perturbations and

equilibrium VBz do not structurally alter the equation for 0. They enter

the eauations through the factors (I + 5/2) which appear in the normalized

variables defined in Eq. (13). We ignore this trivial finite E modifica-

tion to the equations in the remainder of this paper.

In the limit -e' 0 ." 0, Eq. (13) reduces to the Hasegawa-Mima

equation in which the nonlinearity arises from the nonlinear polarization

drift. 2 2  This equation has two invariants, energy and enstrophy, neither

of which is preserved in the more general Eq. (13). When is finite, the

Z x B nonlinearity also appears in Eq. (13). This nonlinearity has beer.

considered previously in studies of universal mode turbulence.2 3'24

Our calculation differs from previous work in that we do not make the

quasi-linear hypothesis that

in the terms proportional to y. in Eq. (13). Thus, our equation is second

order in time rather than first order. In Sec. III it is shown that the

spectrum always saturates when 4 - 1 so that the linear and nonlinear terms

in Eq. (13) are comparable. The quasi-linear hypothesis can therefore not

be justified in drift-wave turbulence. A similar second order equation has

been derived for dissipative drift waves.
2 6

It is recognized that both universal and dissipative drift wave

turbulence are inherently three-dimensional since k - k.B/B is required

for the mode to exist and the spatial variationr in the two directions

perpendicular to B are required to calculate the mode coupling. In 2-D

models of this turbulence the coupling of modes with differing k 's is

ignored. 2 3- 26 There is no theoretical justification for this procedure so

that care must be taken in applying the results of model calculations to

experimental observations. By contrast, the lower-hybrid-drift instability
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is a flute mode so that the neglect of the coupling along B can be

justified and the results of the 2-D model can be directly compared with

experimental observations.

A qualitative understanding of the direction of the flow of energy

described by Eq. (13) can be obtained by calculating the stability of a

single, large-amplitude wave 0 with k0 and w0 satisfying the linear

dispersion relation in Eq. (14). A perturbation of wavevector k is coupled

through the pump to modes with k + p k (p - 1,2,...). For simplicity, we

consider only the coupling of (w, k) with its nearest neighbors (w+, k+)

where w+ w + " 0 and k. - k + k , i.e., p - 1. The dispersion relation

for this (k, k) coupled system is (see Appendix)

M(-k k- )M(k,k0E: w, k) + 1012r z .+ 0) 0  0 117)

where

c(wk) w[I + k2(1-i6k)i - k+ i-Y

Mkl,k ) k x 2.eFk2r(l- i6kl -k
2 ,'-

-92' -1 Z2. z- 1' k1- 2, 61 k2)'

When y. and Ye are neglected in Eq. (17) and we take the limit W >> "k'

the dispersion relation simplifies to

-2 -2 "2 2 2_2
-2 k 0o-k k -k)ca. i;l o e -n I °  k j- (18)

14-k 1-k+ 1-

The decay modes are purely growing with a growth rate which peaks around

k.-k - 0 with k/k0 = 0.6 - 0.8, depending on the magnitude of k0. A

necessary requirement for instability is that one of the three decay modes
27

(k, k+) has a longer wavelength than the pump. This decay process with

k.k - 0 and k/k 0 < I is clearly seen in our numerical simulation during

the initial phase of saturation (Sec. III) of the instability. For this

situation, in which Eq. (13) reduces to the Hasegawa-Mima equation, the

wave energy inevitably cascades to longer and longer wavelengths so that no

stationary wave spectrum can result.
28
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When i s inzluded, this conclusion no longer remains valid. 7aking

the limit k0 << k and again assuming >> Wk) the dispersion relation is

given by

..-0 -Ik x k ei h

1+ k k1

Equation (19) yields a dissipative instability when my is finite. The

destabilizing term can be traced back to the E x B nonlinearity. This

dissipative instability produces a flow of energy from long to short

wavelength and, as will be demonstrated, prevents the condensation of wave

energy at long wavelengths, enabling the wave spectrum to reach a steady

state.

The dispersion relation in Eq. (19) contains no amplitude threshold

for instability as long as k is in. the proper direction. In the more

general dispersion relation in Eq. (17), where the linear frequencies are

retained, 0 must exceed a threshold before the instability onsets unless

the frequency matching condition

AW s U -k+ t WO 0 (20)

is satisfied. For k k0e and k0, k << 1, this matching condition becomes

k2 - 3rk2 +kk0 (21)
x ' yV

The locus of modes which satisfies Eq. (20), those with k < 0 and Ik <
y V

ko, are shown in Fig. 2. There is no threshold for instability of these

modes (neglecting dissipation). Nevertheless, for the lower hybrid drift

instability both of the decay modes k and k + , shown in Fig. 2 are

individually unstable so that the mode coupling process can not saturate

the instability.

Interacting modes with w e 0 can be driven 'instable when 00 exceeds a

threshold. For the case k - k0 e , this threshold can be easily calcula-

ted. The dispersion relation in Eq. (17) simplifies to

It, 12k~k2(kZ k2l
W, (22) +)

rl + -)r1l + k2+
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where the dissipative sources and sinks have been neglected. ir this .imi:

I - kv - O and _-- so that -&L is the frequenv

mismatch. To have instability,

' = + k2 + k' + k2 k - k
0)' 0.' 0

For cases of interest - and I c  .25. At this amplitude the

nonlinearity overcomes the linear frequency mismatch of the modes and a

broad range of modes is driven unstable. As a consequence, we would expect

the wave spectrum to saturate at around this level even when X. << 1, i.e.,

the driving rate is small. This conclusion is verified in our numerical

computations.

The particle flux can be calculated self-consistently with the wave
spectrum. The rate of change of the density n(x) =_ <r(X,V)>y, where < >,

e -

is a spatial average over y, is obtained by averaging the electron

continuity equation,

- +L -<n V > - .(24)
't +x e ex y

To lowest order, V = - (c/B)a/?y, the polarization drift being small.
ex

The electron density can not be calculated directly since Eq. (24) for ne

can not be inverted analytically. However, since ne ni, we can use the

expression for n in Eq. (4) to obtain an explicit expression for the

diffusion coefficient D - <neVe >y/ (an/x),

21/2 k - kD D/ Y2i 2 Z k(ky~ (25)

k IkI (5
2

0 ' es'lh

Note that the normalization factor Do  of the diffusion coefficient
-l

corresponds to a step size p with a correlation time wlh" In the
- es 

lh
quasilinear limit D/at - - iw and D is given by

XqI 2 Z k^ k^ I k 2 (1 + j2) (26)

The time evolution of both D and D will be computed along with the wave

spectrum in Sec. 11I.
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Ill. Numerical Computations

The nonlinear equation for 0 in Eq. (13) is too complex to solve

analytically and we have therefore adopted a computational approach. It is

convenient to separate the second order Eq. (13) into two complex first

order equations by defining a new function

+ + 1VI + (27)

Equation (13) for can then be written as

- + + -f + VO x ez.v* - 0. (28)

Since << ' we find from Eq. (27) that to lowest order

€= V p. (29)

The second term on the right side of Eq. (27) is already small since it is

proportional to m0 so that * in this term can be approximated to lowest

order. Equation (27) then becomes an evolution equation for i,

- +y IVlV 2G( - V2 s)i 0 . (30)

Finally, eliminating . in Eq. (28) using Eq. (30), we obtain a similar

evolution equation for 0,

- y + -e - 1y + IVIVZ( - 7 2 t)/yo- Vi x ez.Vu. (31)

Note that the iteration procedure which was carried out on Eq. (27)

eliminated the spurious unstable root. The dispersion relation which

results from linearizing Eqs. (30) and (31) yields the correct eigenvalue

of the lower hybrid drift instability given in Eq. (14) plus a spurious

damped root,

J--20



- iL,, + k-)/3 2

which does not cause any numerical difficulties. All of our numerical

computations are based on the two coupled equations for c and L in '30) and

,31).

The inclusion of the electron damping -y in Eq. (31) is essential in

order to obtain a saturated spectrum since in the absence of this term all

modes in h space are unstable [see the growth rate in Eq. (14)'. We have

used two forms of electron dissipation in our calculations. The first

arises from the VB resonant electrons in a finite E plasma. Explicit

expressions for this damping rate have been derived in Ref. 9. In the long

wavelength limit

'Ye k Yre 0 , ( 3

with

(I + 26i) 2

e exp(- 2/ae (34)e B 5(.2 + ei

where e and ai are the individual electron and ion values of beta. In the
e s

short wavelength limit, -Y scales as k k2 so we take as a model
e y

e 1eOkyk/(l + k2). (35)

An important feature of the 7 resonant damping is that it scales as k5 as

k 0. Since the growth term in Eq. (14) scales as k3 in the long wave-

length limit, modes with k 0 remain unstable even as k 0 0. For large

k all modes are stable. The boundary between stable and unstable regions

of k space is shown in Fig. -3a for -y0 / 0 - 0.1 and 1.0. The area below

the bounding curves is unstable. As ye0/y0 increases the unstable spectrum

collapses toward long wavelength but unstable modes always remain.

Electron collisional viscosity is important in laboratory experiments

where measurements of lower-hybrid-drift wave turbulence have been made.

The electron damping rate for this case is given by
21
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I v0k
2  (36)

where

0 e ne n es' r37'

ve is the electron-ion collision frequency

e  2.9 x 10-6 (Xn/T3/) -1,

X is the Coulomb logarithm, ne is the electron density in. cm 3 and Te is

the electron temperature in ev. In this case the collisional damping

dominates the growth at both large and small k so that the unstable region

of k space is localized around k - 1 as shown in Fig. 3b for several values
of " 00 . There is no instability when v0/y0 > J3/16.

The coupled equations for 0 and t in (30) and (31) are solved using a

pseudo-spectral method code developed by Fyfe et al.,29 based on the work

of Orszag.30 The dependent variables * and ib are Fourier-decomposed,

k

where k - n/X and n - n e + n e with n and n integers. The parameterx x y y v

fixes the value of Inl for which 1k! - I. The nonlinear term in Eq. (31)

is computed by fast Fourier transforming Vo and V* from k to configuration

space, calculating the product Vs x e .Vib in configuration space and then

fast Fourier transforming the result back to k space. The equations are

then stepped forward in time in k space and the cycle is repeated.

The numerical results presented in this paper are nominally computed

on a 32 x 32 mesh. However, to prevent aliasing of the wave energy during

the fast Fourier transformation, it is necessary to zero all modes with n >

32/3 so that the useful volume of k space is actually much less than one

would expect.

A number of tests have been made to ensure that the code is correctly

advancing the equations in time. The growth rates of the modes as obtained

from the code during the linear growth phase have been checked with the
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Fig. 3: The region of instability in k space (below bounding curves) is

shown for (a) collisionless plasma and (b) collisional plasma,

where 'Y0, 'YeO and v0are the normalized ion growth rate,

electron VB damping rate and electron collisional damping rate.

Collisional damping stabilizes the spectrum for -ye -o> V3/16.
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solution of the linear dispersion relation. We have zeroed all but three

irteracting modes in the full code and cross-checked their nonlinear

behavior with an independent code written to specifically study the

interaction of only three waves. The sensitivity of our results to the

step size of the time integration, as well as to the number of modes (some

runs have been carried out on a 64 x 64 mesh), have also been checked.

:v. Numerical Results: Collisionless Damping

In collisionless, finite-B plasmas the VB resonant electron damping

limits the range of unstable modes as shown in Fig. 3a. In this section we

present the results of our numerical computations for this case. Pre-

liminary results were previously presented for this collisionless case

although the structure of our electron damping is now more realistic than

that which was used in past computations.
20

In Figs. 4-6 we present in some detail the results of our computations

for the case -0 - 0.5, Ye0 = 0.01 and X 5 - 1 for ny 5). The o
y Z -3 y

spectrum is initialized with random noise with 0 - 10 and Eqs. (30) and

(31) are evolved until the wave energy (in our normalized units),

1 + 12 (39)
2 k O

approaches a steady state value. The time history of W, the root-mean-

square potential,

P - ( >/2 CII1k12)1/2

k

and the diffusion coefficients D and Dql [Eqs. (25) and (26), respectively'

are shown in Fig. 4. All of these quantities exhibit a similar temporal

behavior. The initial decay (r < 4) is associated with the rapid

dissipation of energy initialized in the damped modes, and is followed by a

linear growth phase (4 < r < 30). Subsequently, mode coupling occurs which

leads to saturation of the instability, albeit with some initial

overshoot (-r - 30). The levels of the total wave energy and other

parameters of Fig. 4 are quite stationary in time after saturation. Also,

the stationary values of all four quantities are relatively insensitive to

the initialization of .
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Fig. 4: The time history of the normalized wave energy W, root-mean-

square potential P, diffusion coefficient D and quasilinear

diffusion coefficient D q1are shown-for yo.- 0.5,

.YO 0.01land v 0O.
eO e
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in Fig. 4 the potential P asymptotes to 2.0 after saturation sc that

S, which is consistent with the discussion in Sec. I1. The quasilinear

diffusion coefficient (Dq1 ) tracks the actual diffusion coefficient (D)

quite well during the entire time evolution of the instability. An

important point which must be emphasized with regard to D is that both

species, electrons and ions, continue to exchange both energy and momentum

even after a steady state is reached; the electrons through the VB reso-

nance and the ions by direct resonant interaction. If the instability had

saturated by ion trapping and the electrons had no resonant interaction

with the wave, there would be no diffusion in the steady state since the

electrons could not exchange momentum with the ions. Both species must

have a dissipative interaction with the waves to have diffusion.

In Fig. 5 we show a sequence of snapshots of the 2-D wave spectrum in

n space as the instability grows and saturates. The times at which the

snapshots are taken are indicated by the arrows in Fig. 4a. Only nx > 0 is

shown since the spectrum for nx < 0 can be obtained from nx > 0 by the

reality condition 4(- n) - o(n). Figure 5a shows the spectrum during the

linear phase of the instability. The spectrum is strongly peaked around

the most unstable modes, ( ny) - (0, + 5). Figure 5b shows the spectrum

just prior to saturation. Note the development of the prominent peak at

(4, 0), which is a marginally stable mode since ny W 0, and the broadening

of the main peaks of the spectrum in the n. direction. These results are

entirely consistent with the discussion of the parametric excitation of

daughter waves by a pump in Sec. I. The pump wave (0, + 5) couples and

destabilizes the (4, 0) and (4, + 5) modes. These secondary peaks quickly

grow to large amplitude and excite other modes in turn. This mode coupling

process culminates as the total wave energy saturates and spreads through

most of the unstable or weakly damped volume of n space as shown in Fig.

5c. Two significant features of Fig. 5c are: the shift in the peaks of

the wave spectrum toward long wavelength (0, + 2); and the nearly isotropic

spectrum of waves surrounding these peaks. The detailed wave spectrum

exhibits substantial variability in time, even after saturation when the

total wave energy is nearly constant. This can be clearly seen by

comparing the spectrum in Fig. 5c with that at a later time in Fig. 5d.

The unstable and stable modes clearly continue to exchange energy in a

dynamic manner even after saturation. Nevertheless, the wave spectra at
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Fig. 5: Snapshots of the two-dimensional wave spectra are shown (a)

during the linear phase, (b) during saturation, (c) just after

saturation and (d) veil after saturation for the run shown in

Fig. 4, where n - 5 k. The times of the snapshots are marked

with arrows in Fig. 4a.
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late time are always characterized by peaks which are shifted towards long

wavelength from the most unstable mode and by a broad spectrum of noise.

Finally, in Fig. 6a we show the wave spectrum averaged over the time

interval 21.. < 7 < 192. Much of the irregularity which was evident in the

instantaneous spectra has now disappeared. The averaged spectrum is

strongly peaked around (0, + 3) with much smaller secondary peaks

at (- 2, 0). A contour plot of this average spectrum is shown in Fig.

6b. Note the cleft in the spectrum along kv W 0.

A number of runs have been made with different values of the drift

parameter y0 and the coefficient of the electron damping eO" In Fig. 7 we

show the diffusion coefficient D and potential P at saturation as functions

of the drift parameter y0. The electron damping Ye0 was varied with -y sc

that the spectrum of unstable waves in k space did not change, i.e., -eC

0.1 y0" The potential P is quite insensitive to yo while the diffusion

coefficient scales approximately as yb (the reference curve D s0.76 i

shown for comparison). The insensitivity of P, and consequently

t, to -0 is consistent with the idea, expressed previously in Sec. II, that

the non-linear polarization drift in Eq. (13) must exceed the linear

frequency mismatch of the interacting waves in order for effective energy

exchange (and therefore saturation of the instability) to take place.

In Fig. 8 we show P and D as a function of 7y with 'Ye0 .

this case the linearly unstable spectrum collapses towards longer wave-

lengths as 70 decreases as previously shown in Fig. 3a. The dependence of

P and D on y0 in this case is basically similar to that in Fig. 7. The

normalized potential P has a weak dependence on y0, increasing slightly as

Y. decreases. The diffusion coefficient again scales as Y2 (the reference

curve D - 0.76 is shown).

The somewhat surprising conclusion which can be drawn from Figs. 7 and

8 is that the diffusion coefficient D is very insensitive to the dissi-

pation rate ye0; much less sensitive, for example, than P. For Yo - 0.25,

the diffusion coefficient D - 0.06 in both Figs. 7 and 8 even though =e -

0.03 and 0.11, respectively. By contrast, P is 50% higher in Fig. 8 than

in Fig. 7 for yo - .25. As 7e0 is increased for a fixed value of y0a

increases while the spectrum shifts towards longer wavelength so that D

does not change [see Eq. (26) for D ]. The shift towards long wavelength
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Fig. 7: The dependence of the diffusion coefficient D and the root-mean-

square potential P on the ion driving term m0 = V, V di'V is

shown for a fixed linearly unstable spectrum of waves

(YeQ/Y 0 = 0.1 and v0 - 0). The reference curve is given

by D - 0.76 y 0 .
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Fig. 8: The dependence of D and P on - is shown for a fixed electron 7E

damping rate 7 0  0.1 with v0  0. The reference curve is

again given by D = 0.76 7y2.
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as e increases can be clearly seen in plots of the 2-D wave spectrum. Bv

comparing the quasilinear diffusion coefficient in Eq. (26) with the

portion of the linear growth rate in Eq. (14) which comes from the resonant

ion interaction and the expression for the wave energy in Eq. (39), we find

that roughly

D - i / t,

where aW i./3t is the rate at which energy is extracted from the ions. Thus,

our numerical results indicate that the rate at which the instability is

taking energy from the ions. is nearly independent of the electron

damping. Of course, damped modes must always be included in the simulation

or the wave energy does not saturate. The damping rate yeO must therefore

remain finite.

V. Numerical Results: Collisional Damping

In laboratory and ionospheric plasmas classical damping can dominate

the collisionless ?B electron damping. As noted previously in Fig. 3b,

collisional damping stabilizes both long and short wavelength modes and,

unlike the VB resonant electron damping, can stabilize the entire

spectrum. The results of our numerical computations for this case are

sumarized in Fig. 9 where we show the dependence of the saturated values

of D and P on the collisional damping coefficient v. for -0 - 1.0. The

diffusion coefficient D and potential P are virtually independent of 0"

This result is rather surprising because as v0 increases the range of

unstable modes in k space decreases dramatically (Fig. 3b) and, as a

consequence, the characteristic wave spectra after saturation in the three

cases presented in Fig. 9 are rather different. The spectra in the

cases v. a 0.05 and 0.10 are similar to those presented in Sec. IV, the

spectrum being somewhat broader for v0 = 0.05 because the range of linearly

unstable modes extends to larger values of Iki. For v0 = 0.15 the linearly

unstable region of k space has become rather localized and, as shown in

Fig. 10, the saturated wave spectrum is much more peaked. The two dominant

peaks at n - (0, + 4) correspond to the most unstable modes while the

secondary peak at n - (2,0) is the parametrically generated daughter

wave. In this case the damping of the modes with finite n., is so large
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Fig. 9: The dependence of D and P on the electron collisional damping

rate is shown with m-y 1.0 and - -0.
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(except for n. = 0) that the energy which is Dumped intc them is rapidly

dissipated and the wave spectruz remains quite narrow. N ever:heless, the

saturated values of both P and D are virtually the same as those computed

for smaller values of '0" This result is a consequence of the structure of

the nonlinearity in Eq. (13) which only couples modes V', k with

k' x k = 0. For the case of a narrow wave spectrum such as tha shown in

Fig. 10 the coupling of the modes is quite weak. Therefore, even though

the growth rates of the unstable waves are small, the coupling of wave

energ to the stable modes is correspondingly very weak and the saturation

amplitude remains large.

From our numerical results we conclude that the saturation of the

lower-hybrid-drift instability remains large even as collisions force the

mode towards marginal stability. At marginal stability, of course, a * 0.

This rather discontinuous behavior as collisionality increases seems rather

unphysical and compels us to re-evaluate our assumptions. In the

Introduction we argued that ion trapping was not a viable saturation

mechanism when a broad, two-dimensional wave spectrum is excited. As we

approach marginal stability by increasing the collisionality, the spectrum

becomes quite narrow so that ion trapping should, at some point, become

effective and saturate the instability at a lower amplitude than that which

we have calculated from our mode coupling theory. Ion trapping occurs when
-l

the bounce time Wb1 of an ion in the wave potential becomes comparable to

the growth time y-1 of the instability or

2. = k2eo/m. W Y2 .  (41)

In our normalized units,

y2(mi/M e/V di/vi (42)

for k 1 so that q * 0 as the mode approaches marginal stability.

Saturation by ion trapping occurs at a lower amplitude than that resulting

from mode coupling when

1/4 1/2y < (me/mi) (vi/Vdi) (43)
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VI. Surmary and Applications

A nonlinear wave equation rsee Eq. (13)] has been derived which

describes two-dimensional (k.B - 0) lower-hybrid-drift wave turbulence in a

finite E plasma. As in the linear theory of this instability in the weak

drift regime, the ions are treated as unmagnetized and to lowest order

respond adiabatically to the potential fluctuations. The resonant ion

contribution is included as a correction to provide the driving energy for

the instability. The nonlinear portion of the wave- equation arises from

the electrons through their E x B and polarization drifts. In addition,

electron dissipation is included either through the collisionless 7B reso-

nance or through collisional viscosity.

The nonlinear wave equation has been solved numerically using a

pseudo-spectral method code to obtain the evolution and saturation of the

wave spectrum as well as the self-consistent particle flux. The wave

energy typically saturates as the peaked unstable spectrum spreads

throughout the unstable and weakly damped regions of k space. The

saturated wave spectrum is characterized by two main components: a broad,
1 -1

nearly isotropic spectrum with lk! > e and a jagged spectrum consisting
-s

of narrow peaks in the range Iki 0.5 pe' These peaks are typically

displaced towards long wavelength from the linearly most unstable waves by

almost a factor of two. The peaks move around in k space as the waves

exchange energy in a dynamic fashion.

Our numerical computations demonstrate that the wave energy saturates

when the nonlinearity becomes comparable to the linear frequency of the

modes,

a - V.-k
t _ewk -V -7- kV(44)

where V is the E x B velocity of the electrons and wk - k Vi ! (I +

k 2p2 s'. For the most unstable modes, kes - , - Vdiloes - tlhVdi/vi

and (44) can be written as
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where the numerical factor comes from the detailed computations. We have

also found that the saturation level is relatively insensitive to both the

magnitude of the electron dissipation, as long as the damping is sufficient

to stabilize the shortest wavelengths in the computational grid, and the

damping (growth) rate of the long wavelength modes.

Our interpretation of the saturation amplitude in Eq. (45) is that

effective energy exchange between the linearly growing and damped modes can

only take place when the nonlinearity becomes sufficiently large to

overcome the linear frequency mismatch

= Wkl + wk.2 + "0 (6

between interacting waves, k, k2 and k Below the threshold given in Eq.

(45), only a few modes which satisfy Aw - 0 can exchange energy. Above

this threshold all modes can exchange energy. The saturation amplitude in

Eq. (45) also corresponds to the threshold for electron E x B trapping so

that strong mode coupling is really a consequence of the strong nonlinear

behavior of the electrons during this trapping process.

The particle flux has been computed self-consistently in parallel with

the nonlinear evolution of the wave spectrum. Both the exact and

quasilinear expressions for the particle diffusion coefficient D are then

calculated from the flux. The quasilinear expression (D q) tracks the

exact expression (D) within a factor of two. To lowest order

D - x2 /At - C(4)es~yi

where the step size is given by Ax - p and correlation time by At - 1
es

where - wlh(Vdi/vi) 2 is the growth rate of the most unstable mode in the

absence of electron dissipation. The diffusion coefficient then becomes

D - 2.4 Pes(Vdi/vi)'wlh, (48)
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where the numerical factor comes from the detailed computations. The

diffusion coefficient in (48) is very insensitive to the electron

dissipation, less sensitive than the saturation amplitude eO/7 given in

Eq. (45). At first glance Eq. (47) seems to imply that the usual estimate

, - k2D or D - yc-, where y is the maximum growth rate of the ins:abilit:,

is quite accurate. However, the insensitivity of D to the electron

dissipation implies that this estimate is not valid. The growth rate

decreases rather sharply as the electron dissipation is increased so that

D -p -y should also decrease. It does not so that this estimate fails to

reproduce the computational results.

We now compare the results of our mode coupling calculation with

laboratory observations of lower-hybrid-drift wave turbulence and with the

results of recent computer simulations of this instability. A CO laser

scattering experiment was recently carried out on the Carching, 10m
5

e-pinch. The measured density fluctuations were f-lute-like (k.B = 0)-1
with clear peaks around k - 0.5 p 1. The lower-hybrid-drift instability

was therefore identified as the source of these fluctuations. Our computa-

tional results are in good agreement with several prominent features of the

observed wave spectra. They measure a broad angular spectrum with kx < kv .

They also observe that the peak in the wave spectrum is shifted towards

long wavelength by about a factor of two from the linearly most unstable

mode. In the experiment data were taken for three different filling

pressures, corresponding to three values of Vdi/vi. We have found that

classical electron-ion collisions have a significant influence on the

growth rate of the lower-hybrid-drift instability in this experiment

especially for the two highest filling pressures. In Table I we summarize

some of the parameters of their experiment including the ratio of the

electron-ion collision frequency vei to the critical collision frequency,

V - .814(Vdi/v lhc di " lh

required to completely stabilize the lower-hybrid-drift wave. In calculat-

ing vel we have ignored impurities by taking Zeff - 1. The highest

pressure case (Bm Torr) is very close to marginal stability and, given the

uncertainty in experimental parameters, could even be stable. We have

completed numerical computations for the three cases given in Table I. For
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Table :

Parameters of Garching Experiment

Po(m Torr) ne(10 4 /em 3 ) /e(ev) B(T) Vdi/Vi %le(106 /sec) ve/ c

3 1 115 .79 .52 3.3 .0067

5 2.3 74 .77 .25 13.7 .12

8 5.2 77 .73 .17 28.5 .56
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the two lowest filling pressures, 3 and 5 m Torr, the instability saturates

with n/n - 3.- x 10-2 and 1.4 x 10-2, respectively, compared with the

measured values of 1.4 x 10-2 and 2.3 x 10- 3  Our calculated saturation

levels are 2-3 times larger than measured experimentally. In the case of 8

m Torr the spectrum is close to marginal stability and as a consequence the

saturated wave spectrum is strongly peaked around the narrow band of

unstable modes at k 0 - 0.5& Because the spectrum is quite narrow, ion

trapping cannot be neglected so that the supposition made in Ref. 5 that

ion trapping saturates the instability is probably valid for this case.

A number of computer simulations of the lower-hybrid-drift instability

have been carried out over the past several years. 10 ,1 3 '3 2- 34  Before

comparing our results with these simulations, we would like to point out

several difficulties which must be overcome in simulating this instability

which are not widely recognized. The large disparity between the electron

gyro time scale, Q 1, and the growth time of the instability, (

(mi/me)-/2 -e,- have forced the theorists to use artificially small mass
11"ratios, (mi/me)I / , and high drift velocities, Vdi/vi, in their codes. As

a consequence, the parameter

Ses L - (me/mi 1 /2(V i)
esn e i

which should be a small number, is of order unity. Cases with larger mass
ratios had to be run with larger drift velocities so D es /Ln has not been

varied significantly. The parameter es/Ln is significant for our

computations for two reasons. First, the ratio of the rate of change of

the magnetic free energy to particle drift energy in a finite B plasma

scales as L2/ 2 .15 For realistic parameters the magnetic free energy
n es

therefore greatly exceeds the drift free energy and the lower-hybrid-drift

instability has no free energy bound. In the simulations this has not been

the case. Second, in calculations of the nonlocal structure of the lower

hybrid drift instability, it has been shown that the number of unstable

harmonics in the x direction scales as Ln/pes so that for realistic

parameters a broad spectrum of unstable modes should be excited. This is

again not the case in many simulations. Recently, fluid-particle hybrid

codes have been developed and simulations of the lower hybrid drift

instability have been carried out with pes/Ln << 1. In these simulations
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a broad sDectrur of modes in k space is excf:ed with k Kk. The zlef: in
the wave spectrun along k. = 0., as shown in Fig. 6, is aisc seer in :ne

wave spectra fro= these simulations. Finally, the a=plitude of the

potential fluctuations at saturation as obtained fro= these simulations is

giver by

eo-=24 22e/mi I2V,
e i. di / i ,

which is in excellent agreement with our results [see Eq. (45)]. ne

caveat to this comparison is that most of their simulations were carried

out for Vdi/v i > 1 while our theory strictly applies only for Vdi!Vi < I.

Finally, we now consider two physical systems, the earth's

magnetosphere and ionosphere, where lower-hybrid-drift turbulence is

expected tc be important. The plasma in the neutral sheet of magnetotail

is essentially collisionless. The lower-hybrid-drift instability has

previously been proposed as a mechanism for dissipating magnetic energy in

this reversed field configuration.4  In the most simple 1-D model of

magnetic field annihilation the flux merging velocity VB is simply given

by
1 5

where v is the collision frequency (anomalous or classical) and is the

scale length of the magnetic field. The anomalous collision frequency due

to lower-hybrid-drift turbulence is given by v - D/p2 so that from Eq.
es

(48), we find

V /V = 2. 4,m /m.)/V /V ) 3
B A 'ei 'di' i'

where V' - B2/4Am n is the Alfven velocity. The rate of dissipation of
A i

magnetic flux is quite small during typical quiet conditions when Vdi/

Vi - 0.1 while during substorm activity when substantial thinning of the

sheet has been reported (Ydi/vi ( 1), the dissipation rate can be quite

large.
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The lower-hybrid-drift instability has also been suggested as a

mechanism to generate small-scale irregularities (. < 1 m) in :he

ionosphere during equatorial spread F (ESF),2 !'3 6  and observational

evidence supports this mechanism.37 ,3 8  An important quantity to exneri-

mentalists is the power spectrum of density fluctuations during ESF. 3 8 ,3 9

Recently, Singh and Szuszczewicz 3 8 have presented a composite of ESF wave

spectra from medium to short wavelengths. They find that (I) the spectra

in the medium and intermediate wavelength domain (X - 50 km - 200 m) scale

as k- 1 *5 t 0.4 and k 2 4 0  , respectively; (2) the transitional wave-

lengths (X - 200 m + 20 m) have a k- 4 8  dependence, presumably due to

drift waves; (3) the power spectrum breaks at ko i > I (X < 20 m) to a

shallower k dependence; and (4) the shortest wavelength observations

(I m < x < 20 m) are consistent with a wave-particle interaction such as

the lower-hybrid-drift instability. In order to apply the results of our

nonlinear theory to the ionosphere we show in Fig. 11 a plot of 1k2

(eo!/T)(v. /V .)2(n/2me) versus n 9k2 "'9k202 after saturation fori idi i ees
Vdi/vi - 0.56 and v e1wh = 0.04. Since we assume quasi-neutrality and the

ions are basically adiabatic 6ni/n - e0/Ti) , Fig. 11 can be interpreted as

an instantaneous power spectrum of density fluctuations associated with the

lower-hybrid-drift instability. The arrow at n2 - 9 denotes the fastest

growing linear mode (for typical ionospheric parameters B - 0.3 G, and

i - 0. .ev this corresponds to A - 1.5 cm). Two important aspects of this

figure bear comment. First, there is substantial power in the long wave-

length regime (n2 < 9) and the spectrum is relatively flat, consistent with

observational results. And second, the short wavelength spectrum (n" ) 9)

corresponds to a k- 6 dependence, somewhat steeper than the transitional
k-4.8

regime which has a k dependence. Thus, we predict that the very short

wavelength power spectrum (X < 15 cm) has a k- 6 behavior. Experimentalists

are unable to resolve the power spectrum of these very short wavelength

modes so that our results cannot be verified at this time but await further

improvements in experimental techniques.
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Appendi.

One caveat needs to be added to the discussion of the mode coupling in

lower-hybrid-drift turbulence presented in Sec. Ii. The dispersion

relation in Ea. (!7) was derived by keeping only the interaction of ( , k)

with its nearest neighbors (w+, k ). Unfortunately, the coupling to higher

order modes k + pk0 with p > 1 cannot be neglected in general. This can be

most easily understood in the limit w >> w , w+ [see Eq. (18)]. Since we

have made no a priori assumption on k, the dispersion relation should

remain invariant under the operation k - k + plO" The dispersion relation

in Eq. (17) does not have this property and therefore cannot be correct.

In this limit there is no small parameter which allows the coupling to

higher order modes to be neglected. The coupling can be cut off, however,

by adding dissipation to the system. When the modes k + pk (with p > 1)

are heavily damped, the coupling to these modes can be neglected and the

dispersion relation in Eq. (17) is correct. For the parameters considered

in this paper, these modes are indeed heavily damped so that the dispersion

relation in (17) can be justified.
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PARAMETER SURVEY FOR COLLISIONLESS COUPLING IN A

LASER SIMULATION OF HANE

INTRODUCTION

It is well known that a high altitude nuclear explosion (HANE) car.

significantly disturb the natural ionosphere by producing large-scale,

long-lasting ionization irregularities. These irregularities can have ar.

adverse effect on radar and communication systems (e.g., scintillations).

Thus, in order to understand and aid the operation of such systems in a

nuclear environment, it is crucial to determine the behavior of the

ionosphere following a HANE. To this end, DNA has supported an extensive

research effort, both experimental and theoretical, to investigate the

dynamics of the debris-air interaction and the subsequent evolution of the

plasmas. The experimental research has involved laboratory experiments in

the early 1970's (NRL, AVCO) and plasma cloud releases in the ionosphere;

the theoretical research has been directed at developing advanced computer

codes to model a HANE, and using naturally occurring and man-made

ionospheric phenomena as a test bed for the HANE theories and codes.

Recently renewed interest in the laboratory simulation of a HANE has

been stimulated in the DNA community (Vesecky et al., 1980; Cornwall et

al., 1981). Longmire et al. (1981) have examined the scaling of a HANE to

a laboratory experiment in which a target is "exploded" using a laser. One

of the purposes of such an experiment would be to simulate the early-time

phase of a HANE, and to deterr-ne whether or not collisionless coupling

between the debris and air, via plasma microturbulence, is an important

process. Longmire et al. (1981) concluded that such an experiment is

feasible although non-trivial. Tsai et al. (1982) have re-examined the

scaling laws involved between a HANE and a laser simulation. They have

found that a "faithful" simulation of early-time phenomena is not possible

in the laboratory as it would require extremely large magnetic fields

(B - few x 106 G) and densities (n - solid state). However, they derive a

set of "approximate" scaling laws which are amenable to laboratory

conditions, and which should allow insight into the physics of the debris-

air interaction. They conclude that the experimental facilities at NRL are

adequate to perform such a simulation.

The purpose of this report is to examine the plasma conditions

necessary (and hopefully achievable) for collisionless debris-air coupling

to occur in the NRL experiment. The primary use of this work will be for

Manuscript approved March 28, 1983.
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che experimentalists to use as a rough guide in choosing the appropriate

parameters for the experiment (e.g., density, magnetic field, laser energy,

targets and background gas). Thus, we present a series of graphs which

indicate expected coupling regimes, based upon the magnetized ion-ion

instability, as a function of laser energy, background gas density and

atomic mass, and magnetic field strength. The important coupling physics

issues used in this analysis are the following.

1. Magnetized ion-ion instability: We believe that the dominant

instability that will lead to debris-air coupling is the magnetized ion-ion

instability. The requirement for instability that may pose a problem in

the simulation is Vda < aVAa where a is a parameter of order unity and is a

function of the plasma conditions, Vda is the relative debris-air velocity

in the radial direction and VAa is the Alfven velocity.

2. System size: We require that the size of the experiment be

greater than a mass radius, i.e., Ls > Rw where Ls is the size of the
3

experiment and Rw is the mass radius defined by (4r/3 )a R = Md. Here,

pa is the background gas density and Md is the debris mass.

3. Coupling time: We require that the instability occurs on a

sufficiently fast time scale so that coupling can occur, i.e., \) t > I
c tr

where v is the effective collision frequency, A/V is the transit
c tr da

time of an air ion in the debris, and A is the width of the coupling shell.

4. Magnetic field compression: We incorporate magnetic field

compression in the criteria which depend upon the field. The relationship

used is Bc/B 0 = R/2A where Bc is the compressed field, Bo is the ambient

field, R is the expansion radius of the debris shell, and A is the width of

the debris shell (Wright, 1972).

The organization of the paper is as follows. In the next section, we

discuss in greater detail the important physics issues upon which we base

our analysis and which we believe are relevant to the NRL laser

simulation. In Section III we discuss our results as they apply to the

simulation and present figures indicating "coupling regimes." In the final

section we discuss the implications of this work, as well as the

limitations of the theory. Throughout the paper we use the expressions

target and debris interchangeably, as well as background gas and air. We
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con:ude that there exist parameter regimes, wnich will ne accessinle :c

the NRL laser facility, in which collisionless counling should occur.

i! Cn~o t PL INSTABILITIES

In the mid-1970s, the NRL theory group studied a variety o. oiasma

microinstabilities within the context of HANE (Lampe et al., 1 7he

purpose of this research was to describe physical processes which could

couple the debris-air plasmas, and provide a mechanism to heat the

plasmas. The basic physical process involved is the "scattering" of

particles from collective, fluctuating fields, associated with the

instabilities, which can provide .'anomalous transport coefficients"

substantially larger than classical transport coefficients. We now give a

brief overview of the instabilities considered by Lampe et al. (1975) which

car. lead to debris-air coupling and discuss their potential importance in.

regard to the laser simulation.

Prior to discussing the various instabilities, we first present Figs.

1 and 2 in ,rder to indicate the geometry and the sources of free energy

necessary to drive the plasma instabilities. In Fig. la we show the

debris-air shell in the electron frame of reference. The debris is

streaming in the radial (or x) direction; relative to the debris, the air

plasma is streaming opposite to the debris (the -r or -x direction). Thus,

in the radial (or x) direction there are three relative streaming

velocities which can provide energy for an instability. They are (1) the

relative debris-air velocity (Vda ' Vd - Va); (2) the relative debris-

electron velocity (Vde Vd); and (3) the relative air-electron velocity =

(Vae - Va). There are also azimuthal currents (in the 6 or y direction)

which are set up to support the magnetic field gradients shown in Fig.

lb. These currents are driven by electron flow so that only a relative

electron-ion drift exists in this direction J - -n V e

The slab geometry and plasma configuration appropriate to early-time

is shown in Fig. 2. The ambient magnetic field and plasma parameters

(density (n) and temperature (T)) are functions of r or x. The flows for

the ions and electrons are, respectively,

-i (Vd - Va)e (1)
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and

V V e, (2)
-e =e ,

Strictly speaking, both V. and V are also functions of x in the coupling
I -e

shell; these inhomogeneities were ignored in Lampe et al. (1975) and will

also be neglected in the present analysis. However, we note that such

velocity inhomogeneities may affect the plasma instabilities under

consideration. We defer such an analysis to a future report.

It is clear that two generic types of instabilities may exist in the

early-time debris-air interaction: ion-ion streaming instabilities and

electron-ion streaming instabilities. The ion-ion instabilities (i.e.,

magnetized ion-ion and unmagnetized ion-ion) occur only in the radial (or

x direction and can provide momentum transfer between the debris and air

(i.e., coupling) and can heat the ions (Papadopoulos et al., 1971.). The

electron-ion %stabilities (i.e., modified two stream, beam cyclotron, ion

acoustic) can occur in both the radial (or x) and azimuthal (or Y)

directions. These instabilities primarily heat electrons, although the

radial modified two stream instability can provide debris-air coupling

(McBride et al., 1972). The azimuthal electron-ion instabilities limit the

size of the magnetic field gradients and can cause radial diffusion of the

magnetic field, density and temperature. Since the main emphasis of the

laser simulation is on debris-air coupling, we restrict our attention to

those instabilities which occur in the radial (or x) direction and can

provide debris-air coupling: the unmagnetized and magnetized ion-ion

instabilities, and the modified two stream instability.

A. Unmagnetized ion-ion instability

The turn-on conditions for the unmagnetized ion-ion instability

(UIT) is given by (Lampe et al., 1975)

Vj>4a- 1/3 (3)
vj ji

and

V
-L> 2 (4)
vi
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where

a n m < 1, (5)
aii

~i I - V - V.1 is the relative streaming velocity between the ion

species (i.e., debris and air), v is the thermal velocity, n is the

density, Z is the charge, and m is the mass of each species accordingly.

In the laser simulations to date, it appears that that these conditions are

easily satisfied since Vda/vd - 8 and Vda/Va 1 10 (B. Ripin, private

communication).

However, in order to prevent the instability from being stabilized by

electron shielding it is necessary that

1/i 3 .3/ (6)
V < 1.5 c I + a 1

where

2

c- n i e I/2 .  (7)e mi '

Assuming a - i, d , a/ne - 1/2, Oda 1/2, and V'da 6 x 1Ccm/sec, we

find that

A
T > 5 (7)
e Zaa

where Aa and Za are the atomic mass and charge state of the background

gas. It is believed that the electron temperature in the laser simulation

is Te - 100 eV in the debris shell shortly after the laser pulse has been

terminated (B. Ripin, private communication), so that it is unlikely that

the unagnetized ion-ion instability will occur (this is especially true

for an air background).
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B. Magnetized ion-ion instablity

The turn-on conditions for the magnetized ion-ion instability

(MII) are the same as in the case of the unmagnetized ion-ion instability

(Eqs. (3) and (4)) and these criteria should be satisfied in the laser

experiment. On the other hand, in order to avoid electromagnetic

stabilization of the instability, it is required that

V j< V (9)

where a0  0(I) and is

n

-iz= 1/3)3/2, 1 + e1/2 (10)

e
1/2

iere, = 8 Bn-T /B and V = B/(4wn.m.)e eie Ai 1 1

Another criterion for instability discussed in Lampe et al. (1975) is

V
L > di

s  1
p

where Ls is the system size and al - 0(1) and is

2
n A.A. + Cl/3,3/2

alI44 n.n.Z.Z. " ji '
1. + 1 3

Also, 2p - e B/mpc and mp is the proton mass. Equation (II) is a statement

that the parallel wavelength associated with the instability is small

enough to fit into the system. As a rough estimate of Ls for the

simulation, we assume Vda - 6 x 10' cm/sec and B - 2 x 103  so that L. > 3

cm is required. We note that this system size will be achievable in the

NRL experiment. We also comment that Eq. (11) may not be required since

the magnetized ion-ion instability is insensitive to the particle dynamics

parallel to the field. A careful treatment of the influence of parallel

wave effects on the instability in a magnetic field profile appropriate to

a HANE and the experiment is needed. Thus, we do not consider tnis

criterion as a major obstacle to the experiment.
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C. Modiffied two stream instability

The turn-on condition for the modified two stream is

Vie > 2v. (13)

where V ie = Vd or Vat depending upon which ion species is being considered
and vi is the corresponding thermal velocity of the ions. This condition

is likely to be met in the NRL simulation. In order to avoid

electromagnetic stabilization of this instability, it is required that

ie 2VAi (14)

where a, - 0(l) and is

i = Z.(I + 1/2 (15
n 1 e

e

where g is a function of order unity (Lampe et al., 1975 - see p. 10 and

11).

Finally, there is also a condition on the size of the system given

roughly by
. mi

ie 1/2mii
L > 2 -

s 3Hi me

where 3 /0(1 + 0), 0 - 0(1) and wHi = p/(l + 12 e/2)1/2. We note
CL - 1/ (1+ )'pi pe' --e

that Eq. (16) is an important consideration for the modified two stream

instability since the instability relies upon the electron dynamics

parallel to the magnetic field. Assuming Vie - 3 x 10 7 cm/sec and

B - 2 x 103 G, we find L. > 6 cm which is somewhat more restrictive than

the magnetized ion-ion condition.

Based upon the criteria outlined for the various ion-ion coupling

instabilities, and the expected operating conditions of the NRL laser

experiment, we believe the most likely and the most important coupling

instability to be excited is the magnetized ion-ion instability. The

unmagnetized ion-ion instability will only be excited if the electrons can

be heated to high temperatures (Te > 1 keV)-which is not expected to occur
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in the experiment after the laser beam is terminated. The modified two

stream instability is more restricted by the system size is than the

magnetized ion-ion instability. The modified two stream instability may be

excited in the experiment, but the coupling criteria are similar to those

of the magnetized ion-ion instability. Thus, in estimating the appropriate

parameters to be used in laser experiment, we base our analysis on the

criteria associated with the magnetized ion-ion instability. Aside from

the turn-on conditions associated with the MII instability, the remaining

crucial parameter to be stated is the effective collision frequency (or

anomalous collsion frequency) produced by the this instability. This

collision frequency is (Lampe et al., 1975)

vi . 0.15 f(a (17)

2 2 1/2
where u, p/(I + /') , z is the mass density, and

+(3 2/21/3) (a1 3 _ a2/3

fji) = i/3 +( 9l- 3 (18)

III. COUPLING CRITERIA

The theory of the various instabilities of interest, even in the

simplified local form presented by Lampe et al. (1975), involves many

parameters that vary in a complicated manner, both in time and space,

during the early-time expansion. Thus, detailed theoretical predictions of

the coupling are difficult, and so our approach is to attempt to relate the

local description of the instability condition of Lampe et al. (1975),

through some simplifying heuristic criteria, to initial conditions and

parameters which are controllable in the experiment. Examples of such

parameters are the ambient magnetic field strength B0 , the expansion

velocity Vd, the ambient background density n a) the kinetic yield of the

target W, and so forth. We may then hope to provide, as initial guidance

for the experiment design, parameter envelopes within which short-scale-

length coupling might be expected to occur.
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We stress that such estimaLeF are approximate. Moreover, we nave no:

yet attempted to relate the resul:ing parameter spaces to the scaling

criteria developed by other authors, e.g., Longmire et al. (.98.) or 'sa!

et al. (1982), for several reasons. First, we expect that the experimental

phenomenology will still be of interest to IANE so long as qualitative

scaling is preserved, i.e., most dimensionless ratios which are small, of

order unity, or large in HANE are, respectively, small, of order unity, or

large in the experiment, without necessarily translating the exact scaling

'Tsai et al., 1982). Second, it may be desirable or even necessary to

suppress certain effects in the experiment in order to provide an

unambiguous test of short-scale-length coupling theory by isolating the

parameter regime in which it is expected to dominate. For example,

collisions and charge exchange can only provide complicating effects which

may mask the conclusions regarding short-scale-length coupling, especially
insofar as some of the chemical reactions which may enter at higher density

(such as ternary reactions) do not scale correctly.

A. Defi-.ition of the coupling criteria

The basic criteria we adopt are the following:

1. Transit-time criterion

We require that a parcel of air (or background gas) spend at least

one momentum-transfer time constant in traversing the coupling shell. The

coupling shell thickness is denoted by L(R) at some expansion radius R and

has a nominal expansion velocity Vd(R) through a stationary background gas

(i.e., Va - 0). Denoting the anomalous collision frequency for momentum

transfer from the debris to the ambient gas by v ad' we then have

V adL
ad1tr. (19)

We adopt (19) as a physically reasonable estimate since the wave turbulence

to produce coupling primarily occurs in the coupling shell. Also, we

evaluate Eq. (19) at R - Rw since collisionless coupling is strongest at

roughly Rw (R. Clark, private communication).
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2. Non-stabilization by electromagnetic effects

The magnetized ion-ion instability is stabilized by

electromagnetic effects unless Eq. (9) is satisfied.

3. System-size criterion

Assuming that coupling occurs near the radius at a target mass

Rw, we require

R << L, (20)w

where L is the characteristic system dimension, i.e., the size of the laser

target chamber.

4. High-beta expansion criterion

In order that the debris not expend a major fraction of its

energy in field compression (which may then be mistaken for short-scale-

length cou.ling) we require

R << RB (21)

where RB is the radius of a volume containing magnetic energy equal to the

kinetic yield:

6W
RB 2- / (22)

B0

Note that because of the R3 dependence of a spherical expansion, inequality

(22) is already strong for Rw < N/2.

.B. Quantitative evaluation of the criteria

The intial parameters that may be easily controlled

experimentally, i.e., those which may be varied over the widest range, are

the ambient background gas density na and the kinetic yield W. We shall

cast the coupling criteria outlined above into inequalities relating these

two quantities. Eventually, the experimentalists will have control over

the ambient magnetic field and we will also present results with this

quantity as a control variable.
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In order tc evaluate the coupling criteria, several quantities need to

be calculated: () L(R ) - the coupling shell width at a mass radius; (2)
W

nd/na - the ratio of the debris density to the background gas density; and

(3) Bc/Bo - the ratio of the compressed magnetic field to the ambient

magnetic field. We now discuss each of these quantities.

We approximate the shell thickness t by

A(R) =Vdri +-dR (22)
Vd

where Tr is the length of the laser pulse, 0Vd is the thermal spread in the

velocity of the debris, Vd is the expansion velocity, and R is the position

of the coupling shell. Taking typical values for the NRL experiment, we

assume T£ 4 x 10- 9 sec, nd AVd /Vd - .25, Vd - 4 x 107 cm/sec (B. Ripin,

private communication), and R Rw so that

t,(R ) .16 + .25 Rw cm. (23)

Again, for ty, ical experimental conditions we note that

R >> V /, (24)w dz d' 24

so Eq. (23) becomes

A(Rw ) R w - Rw/4. (25)

The ratio of the debris density to the background gas density is a

function of position in the coupling shell. Rather than consider a variety

of values, we use the average debris density in the coupling shell. This

is a simplifying assumption and our results are not overly sensitive to

this parameter. The average debris density in the coupling shell is given

by

M d  M d
n d - d (26)

47rR m d 47ry

where Md is the target mass and md is the mass of a debris ion. Making use
3.

of the defintion of Rw (i.e., (47/3 )paRv Md) we find that
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nd Aa7 - =_ 3n (27)

a d d

Based on Eq. (27), we note that

d a I.
'-da Z 2 2 3nd

a d

where ma,d = Aa,d MP and mp is the proton mass. Similarly, aad is defined

2 2ZaAd
ad =3 d Z2Ad

ad ~ Zda

Finally, we also need an estimate of the magnetic field compression in

the coupling shell. A simple estimate based on the conservation of flux,

as in the Longmire coupling shell model, gives the compressed field Bc kin

the equatorial plane of the expansion) in terms of the ambient field B0 as

B R
(29)

B0 2 d 2nd

We note that for nd < 1/4 the field compression in the NRL experiment is

expected to be modest, i.e., B c/BO - 2, which is consistent with

experimental results thus far (S. Kacenjar, private communication).

Based on the coupling criteria outlined in Section III.A and the

quantities defined above, we now present a set of quantitative conditions

required for collisionless coupling via the magnetized ion-ion instability

in the NIRL DNA laser experiment. We first define the following quantities

to be used in our results:

f( a) 2/3 + (3 1/2/21/3) (a j - (30)

-1n.A. /2 i ji
K = fA(ai [ (At/Z) +
ji ii nA ii + n.Z.ii 1

AaZ A2Z

l Aa d -2 a d 1/3 3 (32)
da 2 3 dAdZa [1d Ad a

A22da A ZA d a,/33

Had 3 [ + 3n d --Zda] [I + (3n d A )a 1/3 3 (33)

ad nA a d Z -A + d A 2 2(3
da~ A~d
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Vd7 V d/1' cm/sec 34)

B0 3 ' Bo!IO 3 G (35)

nal4 = na/101 4 cm (36)

Equations (34) - (36) are the debris velocity, ambient magnetic field, and

background gas density, respectively, normalized to numerical values

relevant to the experiment.

The coupling criteria are as follows.

1. Transit time criterion ( tr)

I K3 < 1
W > 1.17 x 10-4 A V5 ha14 da ; da (- a d7 3'- 1 K3(7

03B a ; a < 1
03 1 ad ad

where W is the kinetic yield of the debris measured in joules.

2. Non-stabilization by electromagnetic effects (em)

B0 3  
1 da ada < 1

n 1.50 <1
~a14 - 2 H<1(8

d7 ad ; ad

3. System size criterion (L)

2 3
W<0.90 AaV n a14L (39)

Note that Eqs. (37) and (39) combine to give a minimum system length

L > 0.71 Kji 1 a..(l (40)
(Aana1 4 )

4. High beta expansion (B)

B2BO3
4.80 - (41)

a d
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C. Graphical presentation of coupling criteria

We now present a series of figures for various experimental

parameters, such as target materials, background gases, debris velocities,

and system sizes, as a function of kinetic yield, background gas density,

and ambient magnetic field. These figures should serve as a guide to the

experimentalists and be useful in designing experiments to test

collisionless coupling of the debris-air plasmas via the magnetized ion-ion

instability.

Schematically, the figures presented will correspond to those shown in

Fig. 3 and are obtained as follows. First, the quantities Aa, Ad, Za' and

Zd are fixed at some specified values. Aa and Ad are the atomic masses (in

proton units) of the background gas and the target material, respectively,

and are known for each run. Za and Zd are the charge states of the

background and target plasmas, respectively, and are not well-known. We

aqcicipate that many charge states will coexist and vary in time within the

coupling shell. For the purpose of obtaining approximate coupling regimes

we make the si.plifying assumption of an average charge state for each ion

species. The values chosen are based upon previous theoretical work (R.

Clark, private communication) and experimental work (J. Grun, private

communication). Second, the parameters B0 and Vd (Fig. 3a) or na and V.

(Fig. 3b) are fixed at some relevant values, and conditions (37) - (41) are

plotted as functions of kinetic yield W (in joules) versus the density na

(Fig. 3a) or the ambient magnetic field B0 (Fig. 3b). The boundary lines

for each condition are denoted by -r [Eq. (37)], em [Eq. (38)1, L [Eq.. r

(40)], and 3 [Eq. (41)], and are based upon solving these conditions as

equalities. The shading indicates the side of the line for which the

inequalities hold and indicate the parameters (W and na or ' and BO) needed

for coupling. In both Figs. 3a and 3b, it is found that there is a

coupling regime defined by a "box" or "window" in the parameter space (14,

na) or (W, BO). Figures 4 - 7 show some examples for parameters accessible

(or eventually accessible) to the NRL laser facility.

Figures 4 and 5 are for an aluminum target (Ad = 29) with an average

charge state of 10 (Zd - 10), and a nitrogen background gas (Aa - 14) with

an average charge state of 3 (Z a 3). Figure 4 displays kinetic yield W

versus background density na for two sets of debris velocity and ambient
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magnetic field values: (a) Vd 2 x 10' :m'sec and 5r, = 80C G and (b) Vd -

- x 107 cm/sec and B0 - 4000 G. The first set of parameters is achievable

with the present NRL laser facility. For this set, very low densities are

required for coupling, 6 x 1012 c -3 < na < 4 x 10 cm , and a larger

system size (L > 5 cm) than is presently available (L - 3 cm). The second

set of parameters uses a significantly larger ambient magnetic field B C

4000 G (which should be obtainable in the experiment in the near future).

It is found that coupling can occur for higher density plasmas 5 x 1013

cm- 3 < na < 4 xlO 14 cm- 3 and smaller system sizes (L > 2 cm) than the

previous case. Figure 5 is a plot a kinetic yield W versus the ambient

magnetic field BO . The species and charge states are the same as in Fig. 4

but a higher debris velocity is used (Vd - 6 x 107 cm/sec) and the system

size is taken, for illustration, to be 10 cm. The coupling regimes are

shown for three sets of densities: na M 14, 1015, and 1016 cm 3 . We note

that as the density increases, the range of W and the magnitude of the

ambient magnetic field required for coupling both increase. Since the

ambient magnetic field in the NRL experiment will be such that B0 < 10 kG,

the experiment will require low density background plasmas (na < 1015 cm
- 3

to obtain coupling for an Al-N system. Thus, from Figs. 4 and 5 we find

that the NRL DNA laser experiment should be able to achieve collisionless

coupling via the M11 instability using an aluminum target and a nitrogen

background gas in future experiments using an upgraded magnetic field and

target chamber. The present facility (B0 = 800 G and L < 3 cm) is

inadequate to obtain coupling based upon our criteria.

In Figs. 6 and 7 we present the coupling regimes analogous to Figs. 4

and 5 but using a carbon target (Ad - 12) with an average charge statL of 4

(Zd - 4) and a hydrogen background (Aa = I) with a charge state of 1 (Za -

1 ). In Fig. 6 we plot W versus na for Vd 3 x 107 cm/sec, and B0 - 800 G

and 4000 G. It should be noted that for B0  800 G, the required densities

3.5 x 1013 cm- 3 < na < 2.8 x 1014 cm- 3 are somewhat higher than those of

the Al-N system (Fig. 4). However, larger kinetic yields are also required

so that the coupling regime is somewhat smaller the Al-N system. Also, a

large system size (L > 5.5 cm) is needed, greater than what is presently

available. On the other hand, for B0 - 4000 G, the densities required are

in the range 8 x 1014 cm- 3 < na < 6 x 1015 cm-3 , and the system size is L >

1.1 cm In Fig. 7 we show W versus B0 for Vd - 6 x 107 cm/sec and L - 10
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cm for three values of density: na 1014, , and 1016 cm- . The

qualitative behavior of these curves are similar to Fig. 5. However, the

quantitative behavior is more favorable to coupling in the upgraded NRL

laser facility in that a larger range of densities is accessible for

coupling in the regime BO < 10 kG, i.e., na K 1016 cm- 3 rather than na <

i015 cM- 3 for the Al-N system (Fig. 5).

IV. DISCUSSION

We have presented a set of criteria for collsionless coupling of

debris-air plasmas via the magnetized ion-ion instability (Lampe et al.,

1975) for conditions relevant to the NRL DNA laser experiment. The

criteria are defined by Eqs. (37) - (41) and are based upon (1) a transit

time of ions across the coupling shell sufficiently long to allow

significant momentum exchange between the debris and air ions; (2) non-

stabilization of the MII because of electromagnetic effects; (3) a system

size (i.e., targ. t chamber) sufficiently large to contain at least a target

mass of background gas; and (4) allowance for a high F expansion, i.e.,

super-Alfvinic expansion. A series of figures (Figs. 4 -7) are presented

which display these criteria graphically and which indicate coupling

regimes for parameters pertinent to the . NRL experiment. W e have

specifically considered experiments using both an aluminum target with a

nitrogen background, and a carbon target with a hydrogen background. I

gerneral, lighter target and background gases provide a broader (more

easily accessible) range of experimental parameters for which collisionless

coupling can occur. We conclude that the present NRL laser facility (B0 -

800 G and L < 4 cm) is inadequate to allow collisionless coupling to occur,

but that the proposed, upgraded facility (BO < 10 kG and 1. < 10 cm) is

adequate to test the collisionless coupling criteria set forth in this

analysis (Lampe et al., 1975).

Finally, we emphasize that this report has considered an idealized

situation: several simplifying assumptions have been made in the

analysis. First, we consider constant, average charge states of each ion

species although it is clear that multiple charge states may exist that

vary in time in the experiment (J. Grun, private communication). Second,
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we consider fully ionized plasmas and ignore any collisiona! effects.

Again, this assumption is an over-simplification and collisional effects

need to be carefully addressed for interpretation of experimental

results. For example, the pre-ionization of the background gas due to the

initial radiation "flash" appears to be small (< a few percent at a mass

radius) (Hyman et al., 1983), so that the expanding debris shell may

collisionally ionize the background gas. And finally, we note that the

chemistry and radiation physics associated with the experiment is

critically dependent upon the types of targets and background gases used.

It may be worthwhile in running experiments to use materials which have

relatively simple chemistry and radiation physics (e.g., use a helium

background gas instead of hydrogen). Nonetheless, we believe our results

are a useful guide to the experimentalists as a first step in designing

experiments to study collisionless coupling.
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Figure I

Schematic of relative drift velocities and magnetic field strength in

the coupling shell following a HAN4E.
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Figure 2

Slab geometry of the coupling shell region.
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Figure 3

Schematic of coupling regime figures. The interior of

(shaded side) indicate the parameters necessary for

coupling. Here, Ttr' em, L, and 6 denote the criteria de.

(37) - (40), respectively. (a) Schematic of kinetic vs

background density na; B0 and Vd must be specified. (b) F

kinetic yield W fersus ambient magnetic field BO; na ana

specified. In both (a) and (b), Aa, Ad, Za , and Zd must
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Figure 4

Plot of kinetic yield W (joules) versus background den6ity na (cm-3

for an aluminum target (Ad = 29) with an average charge state of 10

(Zd - 10), and a nitrogen background gas (Aa = 14) with an average

charge state of 3 (Za - 3). Two cases are considered: (1) Vd - 2 x

107 cm/sec and B0 - 800 C with L - 6 and 10 cm, and (2) Vd - 4 x 107

cm/sec and B0 - 4000 C with L - 2 and 4 cm.
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Figure 5

Plot of kinetic yield W (joules) versus ambient magnetic field B0 (G)

for the same target/gas as Fig. 4. We take Vd -6 x 10 cm/sec, L

10 cm, and na =i104, 1015, and 10l cm3
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Figure 6

Plot of kinetic yield W (joules) versus background density n a (cm- 3 )

for a carbon target (Ad - 12) with an average charge state of 4 (Zd =

4), and a hydrogen background gas (Aa W 1) with a charge state of I

(Za = I). Two cases are considered: (1) Vd - 3 x 107 cm/sec and B0 a

800 G with L - 6 and 10 cm, and (2) Vd - 3 x 107 cm/sec and B0  4000

G with L - 2 and 4 cm.
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Figure 7

Plot of kinetic yield W (joules) versus ambient magnetic field B0 (G)

for the same target/gas as Fig. 6. We take Vd =6 x 107 cm/sec, L-10

cm, and na = 10l4, 1015, and 10l cm3
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PRELLIINARY REPORT ON LUDEP AND PRODEP

RESULTS FOR THE NRL LASER/HANE EXPERIMENT

i. Introduction

Recently, there has been renewed interest in the laboratory simulation

of HANE phenomena (Vesecky et al., 1980; Cornwall et al., 1981). DNA is

presently sponsoring a major experiment at NRL in which a laser beam is

used to "explode" a target. The subsequent interaction between the target

plasma and the ambient gas in the target chamber is believed to be similar

to the interaction between a weapon's debris and the atmosphere in certain

parameter domains (Longmire et al., 1981; Tsai et al., 1982; Smith and

Huba, 1983; Sperling, 1983). Thus, an understanding of the phenomena

occurring in the laser experiment may provide insight into the physical

processes and consequences of HANE.

One of the purposes of the experiment is to study the collisionless

coupling of the debris and air plasma via plasma turbulence (Lampe et al.,

1975). This coupling mechanism relies upon the excitation of one or more

plasma instabilities in the debris shell. The fluctuating electric and

magnetic fields that are generated provide a means by which momentum and

energy can be exchanged between the debris and air plasmas. However, in

order to study this process it is important to first determine (1) the

initial state of the target plasma and background gas (e.g., the state of

ionization after the laser beam has been terminated) and (2) Lhe influence

of collisional processes on the interaction between the target and

background species (e.g., charge exchange, ionization processes, electron

stripping). The purpose of this report i$ to address several of these

problems using existing NRL codes (i.e., UVDEP and PRODEP). Specifically,

we study (1) the preionization of the background gas due to the initial

radiation flash (UVDEP); (2) the energy degradation of the ions due to

several collisional processes (e.g., elastic scattering, ionization, charge

exchange) (PRODEP). (3) the ionization of the background gas due to the

target ions (PRODEP); (4) and the ionization produced by uv from the

interaction of debris ions with the background (UVDEP).

For all studies we use an aluminum target and a background N2 gas.

The laser energy is taken to be 100 joules, with 25 joules in prompt x-rays

and a kinetic yield of the debris ions of 60 joules. We assume that there

are 6.8 x 1010 aluminum ions released with average velocity of 6.7 x 107

Manuscnpt approved May 24, 1983.
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zm/sec. The mass distribution of deoris Is assuaed t oDe.' a :'m a

around the forward direccton j5run et al., 1983). All radiatim3 i . s ime:

to come from a point source.

The organization of the paper is as follows. in Section :1 we discuss

the influence of prompt x-ray emission and deposition into the background

nitrogen gas using the code UVDEP. In Section III we make use of the code

PRODEP to study the energy degradation of the target ions due to several

collisional processes, and the amount of background ionization produced b,:

these ions. In Section IV we present a liscussion of uv emission effects

and in the final section offer some concluding remarks.

!i. Prompt X-Ray Emission and Deposition

A. Discussion

In a HANE event x-rays are emitted during the disassembly process.

The energy released from nuclear processes heats the materials of the

structure to kilovolt temperatures. This results in the emission of

blackbody thermal radiation from the core of the device which diffuses

outward through the outer layers of the device and the surrounding rocket,

reentry vehicle, etc., and radiates into the atmosphere. These prompt x-

rays have long mean free paths in the upper atmosphere and deposit their

energy out to distances of thousands of kilometers, or down to an altitude

of - 70 km. They ionize the atmosphere, altering it from its ambient

state. It is this altered medium through which the bomb debris, the blast

wave, the uv radiation, etc. subsequently must pass.

At NL, a code has been developed, UVDEP, (Hyman, et al., 1971; iyman,

et al., 1977) which models the deposition both of prompt x-ray emission and

the later uv emission, out to large distances from the burst. It tracks

the resulting atmospheric chemistry in a time dependent way to times - I

sec, which in the HANE case is the time scale up to which hydrodynamic

processes are not too important, the uv emission is essentially complete,

and the 'fast' chemistry is completed. The chemistry includes a modeling

of both molecular and atomic atoms and ions.
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In the laser experiment it is necessary first to calculate the x-ra:

emission spectrum. The spectrum is not black body. The laser pulse causes

ablation of the aluminum target forming an aluminum plasma. The pulse h.s

a duration of several nanoseconds and the x-ray emission occurs over a time

scale not much longer than this. Thus, as in the HANE case, the x-

radiation is prompt compared to time scales for other phenomenology of

interest. A detailed radiation-hydrodynamic model to simulate the x-ray

emission induced by a laser pulse on an aluminum target has been

constructed at NRL (Duston et al., 1983). Figure 1 illustrates

schematically the various regions modeled in this simulation. The model

determines the electron plasma temperature and the distribution

of AL charge states in each of the regions as a function of time. The x-

ray emission is a result of bound-bound, bound-free, and free-free electron

transitions of the various aluminum charge states present in the plasma at

a given time. Thus, the spectrum calculated not only is not black body,

but is also time dependent.

Different segments of the x-ray energy spectrum originate from

different spatial regions. For example, more than three quarters of the

energy for x-ray energies above - 1.5 key is due to bound-bound transitions

resulting from excitation of K-shell electrons of AL XII and AL XIII.

These species occur in the hot blowoff region (Figure 1) where the electron

plasma temperature is - I key. Between - 0.5 key and - 1.5 key the x-ray

spectrum is almost totally due to bound-free transitions, since this energy

range corresponds to energies too small for K-shell transitions but too

large for L-shell transitions. Below - 0.5 key L-shell transitions from

ions less ionized than Al XII contribute substantially. These ions occur

in the cooler transition region (Figure 1). In this energy region bound-

free transitions represent the major contributor down to - 0.04 key, with

bound-bound still important down to - 0.1 key. Below 40 ev free-free

transitions predominate. Figure 2 shows the spectrum of the total x-ray

energy emitted per square centimeter indicating separately the bound-free

and free-free contributions as well as the bound-bound lines as predicted

by the model. Figure 3 gives the energy spectrum of the intensity at a

particular time, near the time of peak emission. The two are, not

surprisingly, similar in overall shape but exhibit differences of detail.

At other times, away from the time of peak emission, the differences may be
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more pronounced. To approximate the x-ray spectrum fir use in UVD2E we

divided it into segments each of which is fit by a power law (straight line

on a log-log plot). In performing this fit we were careful to maintain the

model predictions of the fraction of photon energy in various photon bns

(Table III, Duston et al., 1983).

We have considered the following cases: (1) N, density = 10 cm

scaled to a STARFISH density (400 km), (2) N, density = 101 6 cm- 3 , scaled

to a standard SPARTAN density (200 km), and (3) N, density = 1017 cm- 3 ,

.caled to CHECKMATE density (150 km). The scaling assumes that binary

'ollisions in the HANE event and in the experiment play an equivalent

role. However, when referring to these scaled HANE events one needs to

keep in mind differences: the existence of an exponential atmosphere in

the real event but not in the laser experiment; the fact that N, is not the
only species in the real event, and not even an important one in the

STARFISH case; and the fact that magnetic fields are not scaled properly in

the experiment. Still, for the early time phenomenology, which is a

primary goal for the experiment to simulate, these differences are either

not crucial or can be accounted for, hopefully, by theory. Finally, in

calculating the deposition of x-ray energy we have not accounted for the

possible dependence of emission with angle in the forward direction. This

is probably not a serious error, since the dependence should be weak except

at very large angles.

B. Results

We first consider the case N2 density - 1014 cm 3 , which corresponds

to a scaled STARFISH altitude. Figure 4 is a plot of electron density as a

function of distance from the target at three times subsequent to the

passage of the x-rays. The first time, (1) t = 0 is the time just after

the x-rays have been deposited but before any chemistry has occurred. The

other two times are (2) t - 1 x 10- 7 sec and (3) t - 5 x 10- 6 sec after

time t - 0. The upper scale gives an expanded picture of the first 10 cm

and the lower shows the electron density dependence out to 70 cm.

Before continuing with a discussion of these results one important

caveat needs to be stated. The following results concern only the effect

of the x-rays. As the debris moves out, this is the environment it moves
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into. Once the debris reaches a particular distance fro: :h tar zer,

nowever, it will significantly change the electron density. Assumin- tht

debris moves with a velocity of 6.7 x 10' cm/sec it will nave reached oa:

to 6.7 cm by 10- 7 sec and, therefore, have altered the electron densities

on this curve in Figure 4 closer in than 6.7 cm. Bv 5 x 1&_C sec, debris

moving with 6.7 x 107 cm/sec will more than cover the entire region plotted

in Figure 4. Generally speaking, where the debris has reached it will have

caused much more ionization than the x-rays (see Section III). 3ecause the

debris mass tends to be peaked in the forward direction with a dependence

- cos 6, 6 the angle away from forward, off-angle its effect is likely to

be less dominant over the x-ray effect than is the case in the forward

direction.

More important is the question of whether the debris will continue

moving out with this velocity indefinitely or will couple with the

background and lose its kinetic energy. If it couples, its directed energy

will likely be significantly altered once it interacts with a weapon mass

of background. If the background were fully ionized, this corresponds t. a

weapon radius of a few centimeters for this density (see section III).

However, the average ionization in this region due to x-rays is

only - 10%, so that a true weapon mass corresponds to a much larger

dimension, unless there is a mechanism for coupling with the neutral

atmosphere or via an anomalous ionization process. If coupling does occur

the beam will be slowed or stopped and the results in Figure 4 will be

valid beyond that radius. When the debris interacts with the N, it will

generate hot electrons with a temperature and for a duration that aepends

on the nature of the coupling, collisional or non-collisional. The hot

electrons will excite electronic levels in the debris-air mixture resulting

in uv emission. The uv will be deposited mostly outside the debris-

coupling region, but on the average at closer distances than the x-ravs and

will, in general, greatly alter the electron densities outside the coupling

region. In the example being discussed here, N2 density = 1014 cm 3 , we do

not expect uv emission to be important, whether coupling occurs or not,

just as it was not important in STARFISH. Uv effects will be described in

Section IV.
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We next consider the case N, density - 10O0 cm which scales to a

standard altitude" SPARTAN. Here uv emission is likely to be important,

but we will postpone the analysis of uv effects to Section 1V and conside-

only the effects of x-rays. For the laser experiment at this density, _.

the background is totally ionized, a weapon radius is < ' cm. Figure 7

shows electron densities as a function of distance from the target, due to

x-ray deposition, for several times after deposition. These curves suggest

that the debris probably does intercept a weapon mass within a few

centimeters of the target. The times plotted are (1) t = 0.0, (2) 1 x

10- , (3) 1 x 10- , and (4) 5 x 10- sec after deposition. If coupling

does not occur, only the nearest 0.67 cm would be altered for the t = 10- 8

sec curve. At 10- 7 sec, 6.7 cm would be changed by the debris, and at 5 x

10- 7 sec the entire plotted curve would be altered. If coupling does

occur, the beam would probably be stopped in the first few centimeters, b:it

uv emission and deposition would then alter the x-ray results. Neglecting

these effects, for the moment, we now consider the x-ray only results in

more detail.

In contrast to the N, density - 1014 cm- 3 case, processes with the N,

density - 1016 cm- 3 occur much faster. At 1.0 cm the electron density

appears in Figure 7 to drop monotonically from the time zero value to its

value at t - 5 x 10- 7 sec. What, in fact, has happened is the electron

density has peaked by t - 3 x 10-9 sec. The major ion at this time

is N2, which from then on decreases at a faster rate than new ions are

produced, since the electron temperature is dropping very rapidly. By t =1 0-7 +
1 x 10 sec, at 1.0 cm, the N2 has been substantially depleted (Figure 8),

N+ is the major ion and the major neutral constituents are N and N(2D). At
later times the N2 continues to deplete, building up N and N(2D) somewhat

more, but N+ remains virtually unchanged because of the long time constant

for radiative recombination of N+ and the low electron temperature, which

excludes substantial ionization.

At larger distances, the time scales are, of course, somewhat slower.

At 10 cm, at time t - 10- 7 eec, N+ is still the major constituent a

- 2.5 x 1013 cm 3 . The temperature is very low, cutting off ionization.

The N will continue to drop until by several times 10-6 sec it will be
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below the N+ value. From then on the electron density will remain

essentially constant at a value ne - 1.5 x 1012 cm- 3 for a long time.

Finally, we plot the N2 density - 1017 cm- 3 case, scaled to a

CRECKMATE altitude. A weapon mass of ionized background N 2 will be

intercepted within about 0.5 cm of the target. Assuming coupling occurs,

uv emission and deposition will be very important in altering the electron

densities derived from x-ray deposition. Figure 9 is a plot of the x-ray

induced electron densities at times (1) t - 0.0, (2) 5 x 10- 9 , (3) 1 x

10- 8, and (4) 2 x 10- 7 sec. The general characteristics are similar to the

N2 density - 1016 cm- 3 case. Very close in (less than 0.4 cm) the

temperature is high enough, and the N+ has been recombined, so that
2

electron densities are increasing. Slightly further out, (say, 0.4-0.7 cm)

the temperature is too low for ionization to increase the electron density,+
but the N, density is small compared to N+ so that the electron density is

not changing, and the different curves in Figure 9 are merged. Beyond this

region, N is important, and its recombination governs the decrease in

electron density and increase in N and N(2 D). Ionization is not important

because of the low electron temperature. Figure 10 shows the individual

species and the electron temperature at t - I x 10-8 sec.

III. Ion Energy Degradation and Background Ionization

A. Discussion

We study the energy degradation of the ion beam due to several

collisional processes, and the amount of background ionization produced by

the beam using the code PRODEP. PRODEP is a code which was developed at

NRL to study proton deposition in the atmosphere (Rogerson and Davis, 1974;

Rogerson and Davis, 1975). The code is one-dimensional and is based upon

the continuous slowing down approximation (CSDA). The collisional effects

included in PRODEP are collisional ionization, electron stripping, charge

exchange, and elastic collisions. PRODEP does not account for any

interactions between the debris and background ions. We have modified

PRODEP to study the case of a beam of aluminum ions (A + ) propagating

through a nitrogen gas (N2). We consider a set of parameters relevant to
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the NRL laser experiment and present results pertaining to (i) the energy

degradation of the aluminum ion beam due to collisional effects, and (2/

the ionization of the nitrogen gas due to the ion beam.

The fundamental equation used in the CSDA is

dE - - F(x) L(E) dx (1)

where dE is the incremental energy change in the ion beam in key as it

traverses a distance dx through a background gas of F(x) atoms per cm2 . In

Eq. (1), L(E) is the ion energy loss function in key cm2 /atom and is

comprised of four parts in our model. Specifically,

L(E) - ionization + electron stripping + charge exchange (2)

+ elastic collisions

The reactions considered are

1. Ionization

A£ + N2  A + N2  e
2 2

AL4 + N2  At+ + N4 + e

2 2

2. Electron stripping

At + N -At + + N + e
2 2

3. Charge exchange

At + + N2  Af + N
2 2

The cross sections for these reactions were provided by Rogerson (private

comunication). Further details of the code can be found in Rogerson and

Davis (1974) and Rogerson and Davis (1975).
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Prior to discussing the results from PRODEP for the NRL laser

experiment it is important to note the assumptions used in the code.

First, it is assumed that the fractional energy loss per process is

small. Second, the code is one-dimensional so that the scattering process

is assumed to be symmetric. Third, only singly ionized states are

considered. And fourth, it is assumed that the ions interact only with a

neutral background gas. We point out that not all of these assumptions are

well-justified in the NRL experiment. In particular, (1) the debris ions

do not come off the target in a spherically symmetric manner; (2) there are

indications that the debris ions are in multiple charge states that vary in

time (J. Grun, private communication); and (3) close to the target the

assumption of a predominately neutral gas clearly breaks down. Thus, the

results from PRODEP must be interpreted with care in attempting to relate

them to the NRL experiment. Nonetheless, several of the results are

pertinent to the experiment and provide a good, first-order understanding

of some of the collisional processes occurring in the experiment.

B. Results

We now present PRODEP results for conditions relevant to the NRL

experiment. It is implicitly assumed that coupling has not occurred. An

important quantity used in the analysis is F which is the number of

molecules encountered per cm2. In order to make contact with experimental

results, the following relationship is used

F - n. (2)

where n is the density of the background gas (cm- 3 ) and Z is the distance

the ions have travelled in the background gas (cm). Thus, for a given F

used in the code, different values of n and Z can be appiLed to the

experiment through Eq. (2).

The initial energy distribution for the ion beam (At+ ) is given by

r(E) - NE2  (3)
(E-E )z + AE

where E0 f 60 key, AE - 0. 23Eo . The total energy in the ion beam is 60

joules. The average initial ion velocity of the beam I. Vo  6.7 x 107

cm/sec with an energy flux of 4.8 x 1015 kev/cm 2 . This value of the !lux
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corresponds to an average flux at 3.5 cm from the target, or to the flux at

4.2 cm in the forward direction in the laser experiment.

We first present "time of flight" curves (Figure 11) and the energy

distribu:ion (Figure 12) corresponding to each curve. The "time of flight"

curves are shown since they correspond to the type of measurements made in

the NRL experiment (J. Grun, private communication). To facilitate

comparison with the experiment, and to make the results depend only on F,

the time is normalized so that an ion of average energy Eo in vacuum will

impact the detector at t norm m 70 on a scale 0 to 256 (i.e., t norm ' 70

V ot real ). In Figure 11 we show "time of flight" curves for the initial

conditions described above and taking F - 101, 1016, 1017 , 5 x 1017 and

1018 cm- 2 . The plot is number of particles on an arbitrary scale versus

normalized time. The curves for F 1015 and 1016 cm"2  are

indistinguishable and are effectively the same as would arise if F = 0

(i.e., an ion beam propagating through a vacuum). The ions to the left of

the peak (at t - 70) are the "fast" particles (E > 60 key) while those to

the right of the peak are the "slow" particles (E < 60 kev). Note that the

"time of flight" curves are not symmetrical about the peak, while the

energy distributions (Figure 12) are symmetrical. Thus, for F < 1016 cm-2

we see that there is no energy degradation of the ion beam because of

collisional interactions with the background gas. For F - 1017 cm 2 (or

n - 1016 cm-3 for L -10 cm) the "time of flight" curve is slightly

displaced from the F - 1016 cm-2 curve (Figure 11), while there is a more

noticeable changq in the energy distribution (Figure 12). As F increases.

further, F - 5 x 1017 and 1018 cm-2 (or n - 5 x 1016 or 1017 cm 3 for £ -

10 cm), a significant change in the "time of flight" curves (Figure 11)

occurs, along with a marked change in the energy distribution. The peak of

the "time *of flight" curves shift to the right, indicating a slowing down

of the "average" velocity of the beam, and the curves become broader.

However, the broadening of the "time of flight" curves does not correspond

to a broadening of the energy distribution. Note that the energy

distributions for F - 5 x 1017 and 1018 cm- 2 (Figure 12) maintain

approximately the same width AE but the peak energy Eo  decreases

significantly. We expect that in the experiment the ion beam (i.e., debris

ions) will broaden its energy distribution if energy degradation occurs.
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PRODEP does not entirely account for this effect because in each energy

channel all ions are slowed by the same amount, with rio allowance for

statistical variations.

The results shown in Figs. 11 and 12 are consistent with measurements

made to date in the NRL laser experiment, although a detailed comparison

cannot be made at this time. The reason for this is that the existing

PRODEP code can only treat an aluminum target and nitrogen background,

while the relevant existing data from the experiment is for a carbon target

with nitrogen and hydrogen backgrounds. Nonetheless the experimental

results presented by J. Grun at the DNA NRL meeting in January, 1983

indicated that for F r 4 x 1016 cm72 the debris "time of flight" curves

were essentially unchanged from the vacuum case. This agrees with our

results shown in Fig. 11 which indicate that for F < 1017 cm- 2 the "time of

flight" curves are virtually the same. Clearly, a more detailed comparison

is needed to assess the predictions made by PRODEP in regard to the NRL

laser experiment.

In Figure 13 we show a plot of percent of background primary ionized

gas (N+/N2) as a function of distance for the average flux. Three curves

are.shown, n - 1014, 1016 and 1017 cm-3 . For the most part N2IN 2 - 1/r2 in

each case but, as expected, there is more absorption of the beam at the

higher n values. These curves are only correct for x > 3.5 cm at

which N2/N 2 = 9%. If we extrapolate these curves to the regime x < 3.5 cm

as denoted by the dotted line, they will intersect 100% ionization near 1.

cm. The dashed curves show the percent of primary ionization produced by

x-rays for these same densities, For both the x-rays and the beam the F -

1014 curves fall off as 1/r2 but at the larger densities absorption causes

the curves to fall off faster. For all densities the ionization produced

by the ions is about an order of magnitude greater than that produced by

the, x-rays. Directly in front of the target the 9% ionization distance

occurs at 4.2 cm so the difference is even greater. The results presented

here are primary ionization with no effects of chemistry. The electron

density and ion composition will change in time due to chemistry effects in

a manner similar to that described in Section II.
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2_.. Uv Emission Effects

Until we have completed development of our early time codes which

specify when coupling occurs, the nature of the coupling, and the resulting

uv emission, we cannot predict with certainty whether the debris will be

slowed, and if so, how far from the target, and what portion of the bean

kinetic yield will be converted to uv. Consider, first, the N, density

1016 cm - 3 case. In the laser experiment approximately 60% of the yield is

kinetic so that uv effects are potentially more important than would be the

case in a typical HANg event. To bracket the likely effects of uv we have

considered two possible cases: (1) uv yield 30% of kinetic and (2) uV yield

60% of kinetic. In discussing these results one must understand that they

are based upon debris-background coupling. The debris loses its energy so

that it does not continue moving out from the target much past a few cm,

and has a substantial portion of its directed energy converted to uv

radiation. The code UVDEP assumes the uv originates from a point source at

the target, an assumption that is not terribly good near the target. We

have used a uv spectrum obtained from CHECKMATE calculations, which is a

relatively low energy uv spectrum. The hardness of the spectrum, which can

only be determined from full early time calculations may also affect the

results given here.

Figure 14 shows the electron density as a function of distance from

the target at t - 5 x 10- 7sec with no uv and at t - 5.5 x 10 - 7 sec for the

two cases, 30% and 60% of the kinetic yield in uv. Clearly, the uv very

significantly alters the ionization. The time dependence of the electron

density for two points distant 2 cm and 10 cm, respectively, from the

target is exhibited in Figure 15. The uv is emitted in time with 57%

emitted by t - 2 x 10- 7 sec and 98% by t - 5.5 x 10 - 7 sec. Consequently,

at each point the electron density for the different cases initially begins

falling in the same way. As the uv deposition builds up, the curves

diverge with the electron density increasing. Only after the bulk of the

uv has been emitted does the electron density begin to fall again. The

effect of uv is clearly significant under the assumptions we have made.

Consider, now the N2 density - 1017 cm - 3 case. At this higher density

we expect a higher uv yield than in the previous example. We consider two

cases here: (1) 62% of the kinetic yield is converted to uv radiation and
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(Z) 90' of the kinetic yield is converted to uv radiation. If coupling

occurs the debris should be stopped within - I cm. fLgure 16 shows the

electron density profile for no uv at t - 1 x 10' sec and f3r 62% and 90%

of the kinetic yield converted to uv at t - 1.1 x 10- 7 sec. The

tnceresting point here is that at a density of 1017 cm- 3 the uiv is

!ssentially totally absorbed within a distance of - 5 cm. from the

target. At closer in distances the uv is clearly important. At 2 cm from

the target the uv has increased the electron density by more than an order

of magnitude at i0- 7 sec.

V. .oncluding Remarks

We have made a preliminary investigation of the role of radiaticn and

collisional effects in the NRL laser/HANE experiment. The issues we have

addressed are (1) the preionization of the background gas due to the

initial radiation flash; (2) the energy degradation of the ,ns due to the

several collisional processes (see Eq. (2)); (3) the ionization of the

background gas due to the target ions; and (4) the ionization produced by

uv radiation from the interaction of debris ions with the background gas.

Our study has been based upon existing NRL codes (UVDEP and PRODEP) and

considers an aluminum target and a background nitrogen gas. We have also

considered parameter regimes accessible to the NRL experiment which scale

(via binary collisions) to STARFISH, SPARTAN and ChECKMATE events. Ne

emphasize that certain assumptions made in the codes are uncertain and/or

violated to some extent within the context of the experiment since they

were developed for actual HANE phenomena. Hence, the results must be

considered preliminary and first order. More viable results depend upon

further developments in early-time modeling currently underway at NRL.
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Figure 2 X-ray spectrum of total energy emitted by laser irradiated

aluminum target per square centimeter of target.
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Figure 3 X-ray spectral intensity near time of peak emission of laser

irradiated aluminum target.
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Figure 4 Electron density as a function of distance from target: (a)

Upper scale f first 10 cm, (b) Lower scale - to 70 cm. Ambient

N2  0 10 14 cm-3 Curve labels give time after x-ray

deposition: (1) =0.0 sec, '2) 1 x 10- sec, (3) -5 x 10-6

sec.
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Figure 5 Electron density and temperature as a function of time after x-

ray deposition at three distances from target: (1) 0.5 cm, (2)

5.0 en, and (3) 50. cm. Ambient N2 - 10~ cm.
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Figure 6 Specie densities and electron temperature at I x 10- sec after

x-ray deposition as a function of distance from the target.
14 -3

Ambient N 2 - 10l. cm
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Figure 7 Electron density as a function of distance from target.

Ambient 10160 cm~ Curve labels give time af ter x-a
deposition: (1) -0.0 sec, (2) 1 x 10- sec, (3) -1 x 10-
sec, (4) -5 x 10 sec.
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Figure 8 Specie densities and electron temperature at 1 x 10 - 7 sec after

x-ray deposition as a function of distance from the target.

Ambient N2 - 1016 cm - 3 .
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Figure 9 Electron density as a function of distance from target.

Ambient N2 - 1017 cm 3 . Curve labels give time after x-ray

deposition: (i) - 0.0 sec, (2) - 5 x 10-9 sec, (3) 1 x 10- 8

see, (4) 5 x 10-8 sec, (5) - 2 x 10- 7 sec.
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Figure 10 Specie densities and electron temperature at I x 10- sec after

x-ray deposition as a function of distance from the target.

Ambient V, 10 17 cm73.
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Figure 11 Distribution function of debris ions as a function of

normalized time of flight (see text) for different values ofF

-number of molecules/cm 2 encountered by beam.
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beam.
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Figure 14 Electron density as a function of distance from target at

approximately 5 x 10- 7 sec after x-ray deposition. Ambient N2

- 1016 cm- 3. Curve labels give percent of kinetic yield of

debris ions converted to uv.
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Figure 15 Electron densitil as a function of time after x-ray deposition-

at distances of 2.0 cm and 10.0 cm from target. Ambient N,-~ .

1016 cm-3 . Curve labels give percent of kinetic yield of

debris ions converted to uv. Dashed lines are extrapolations

beyond calculation.
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Figure 16 Electron density as a function of distance from target at

approximately I x 10- sec after x-ray deposition. Ambient N2
- 1017 cm- 3 . Curve labels give percent of kinetic yield of

debris ions converted to uv.
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ELECTRON ACCELERATION VS BULK HEATING BY THE

MODIFIED WO STREAM INSTABILITY

Science Applications, Inc.
K. Papadopoulos 1710 Goodridge Drive

McLean, Virginia 22102
(703) 734-5804

The modified two stream instability (MTSI) is an
important anomalous transport process in the early time
development of HANE. A summary of the conditions for its
development and the appropriate energy transport coefficients
can be found in Lampe et. al. I  The coefficients derived in
this memorandum- were used in multifluid codes such as KLYSMA
which determined the early time coupling phenomenology.
Since in KLYSMA the electrons are treated as a single one
temperature fluid, the energy transfer to electrons was in
the form of bulk heating. As first discussed in Lampe and
Papadopoulos 2 the energy transfer to electrons from the MTSI
is often dominated by energetic tail formation rather than
bulk electron heating. Recent simulations by Tanaka and
Papadopolos3 have confirmed these results and clarified the
physics underlying the electron energization process.
Whether it is necessary to incorporate the energy transfer to
suprathermal tails rather than blk electron heating in the
HANE codes depends critically on the phenomenology aspect
under consideration. If ionization processes play an import-
ant role the presence of non Maxwellian tails is usually
important. The same is true if one is interested in line
radiation signatures for diagnostic purposes. Both of the
above considerations are relevant to the NRL exoeriment. 7rn
nuclear test cases such as STARFISH or SPARTAN in the 15C-3cK
kin, tcne location and properties of the energetic electror.
patches depends quite critically in the partition of the
energy transfer to electrons during coupling between bulk
heating and tail formation. The purpose of this note is to
present some simple prescriptions in the spirit of Lampe et.
al., 1 which allow incorporation of the effects of tail forma-
tion in multifluid codes, such as KLYSMA, and examine some cf
tne HANE aspects affected by such considerations.

Before discussing the modifications of the Lampe et.
al., I prescriptions to include energetic electron tail forma-
tion, we present a. simplified physical picture of the non
linear physics involved in the energy transfer. The standard
sitiation for the occurrence of MTSI is shown in Figure 1
(for details see Ref. 1). Assuming for simplicity a single
ion species with Z=1 and mass M, MTSI can occur between the
ion beam 1 and the electrons if U1 4 VA 11+Pe and between the
ion beam 2 and the electrons if U 2 4 VA / + The free
energy source in each case is -n, MU1 2 and n n 2 MU2 2, with.2 2.
the exception of the single ion species case in which the
instability is driven by a diamagnetic current associated
with VxB, in which case the free energy is small (i.e.,
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where m is the electror. mass). Let us first acs-,e

n2 << n1 and consider the interaction between bea. 1 and
electrons. The role of beam 2, is simply to maintain U,
constant. In this case n, - n and we have the caS c"
studied by McBride et. al Thee h 6 "o'vrr. c
Interest here saturates by ion trapping. If electron trap-
ping in the direction parallel to the magnetic field occurs
before ion trapping the energy transfer to electrons is in
the form of bulk heating. In this case the results given in
Lampe et. al.,' can be safely used. The ratio of the ion
trapping potential Ci to the electron trapping potential '
is given by

= M (uI-vph) 2= . e2  1
M Vph 2 (K)2

where K, K z are the instability wave n.umber and its pro'ec-
I, I = e (M)I' 2 w t; be n

tion along the magnetic field and 6 - . ben
the angle to the magnetic field of the linear,-; most unstable

wave. For - > 4, where Vi is the ion thermal speed,
V i

and the electrons are trapped before the ion-, resulting in

bulk electron heating. The electron to ion heating ratio is

as given in Ref. I Equations (A. i. 7) as

e V r = 0(i) t2'T i

U,
i.e., the usual ecual electron and ion heatinc. For -< < 4,

tl V.
in which case 62 < 1, however, t > ^i and the instability
saturates by ion trapping while there is sbstantial free
energy in the direction parallel to the fieed. This, as
graphically shown in Ref. 2 and theoreticall: exp.lained in
Ref. 5 in terms of adiabatic mode conversion, is absorbed bv
a small fraction of electrons leading to the formation of
suprathermal electron tails. The tail te,.zerature can be
approximated by

TT a 16(2 MVph2) (3)
2 p 2

while the electron tail density n can be found by noting
that Equation (A.1.7) are valid for 1he total energy transfer
i.e.,
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d (nTi' V
dt_ ph\
d (nTTT) V,
dt

The interaction between the beam 2 and the electrons car be
n2

analyzed in a similar fashion. However, since - << 1, the¢i ne

ratio < I in all circumstances6 . We therefore have in
4 e

this case always suprathermal tail formation. As discussed
in Ref. 6, in this case

TT 4 1 MU2
2  (5)

2

n T2 1 /3

nT - 1 (6)

n2 4 2 ne

The importance of suprathermal electrons to various
situations of interest to HANE can be seen from Eas. (3-6).
%Name'y while the present' version will give electron tempera-
ures Te. T i when MTSI operates, for conditions where

V 1 1, in reality we will h5ve TT 16 Ti but with supra-
thermal tail density nT n Ci.e. , the total enercy16
transfer to electrons *does not change but is differently
apoortioned). These could be important to the data interpre-
tation and physics involved in

(i) Starfish with respect to the energetic electron
patch. Namelyv, the present prescription will
give T= E T ft 1-4 keV. If, however, the energy
is deposited in tails their temperature will be
TT 16-40 keV.

(ii) For Checkmate and HANE in the 150-250 km rance,
since the presence of non Maxwellian tails coL:26
dominate the chemistry and atomic physics
calculations.

(iii) For the NRL laser experiment, where since the
ablation mode at low laser irradiance (I < 10"*

W ) yields an ion velocity distribution with A

cm
2

- - we expect to be at all times in the
4 5
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region of MTSI where production of suoratrer-.ai
tails prevails. For expansion velocities U

5x10 7 cm and assuming that at early times the
sec

ratio of the laser tarcet expanding density to
ambient plasma density is of the order of I.

(n L -  5), the electron and ion temperatures due
no

to the MTSI will be in the range of Te T 3-
4 eV. A proper calculation including supra-
thermal tails will give Te << T i - 3-4 eV and TT

nT
50-70 eV with density - f .07. For suchn o

energetic tails ionization processes can be quite
important in the physics of the coupling region.

These are of course rather simplified considerations,
and should be taken in this spirit. They are, however, indi-
cative of the size of the effect under various conditions and
shoid be used as guidelines as to when a more detailed
invesigation is justified.

The effects of supratherma2 tails can be incorporated in
multifluid codes by carrying an additional electron fluid
with desnity nT and temperature TT. It is sufficient to
modify the prescription for elec~ron energy transfer due to
L:TSI so that for.. 0F < , (with 0 defined in Lampe et. a'
the energy is transferred to the suprathermal electrons
ratner than bulk heatinc. The tail number densitv nT Will
then be determined by using EcS. (A. 1.7) of Lamne et. a.,wh -  ncdicate '. at t he +-rano o

. t rao of energy transfer bewc'-e-
eventrois and ions depends only on the phase velocity of the
wave.
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SIMULATION OF A URANIUN VAPOR RELEASE
IN THE HIGH ALTITUDE ATMOSPHERE

intruduc:ion:

'ilig altitude nuclear explosions can lead tc Qra:> encancec n~rar

radliation in the earth's atmosphere and can thereby have a deleterious effect

on defensive iafrared systems. This enhanced infrared radiation has a number

of sources: direct plasma radiation from the nuclear burs- created r'scm:

ureation of increased densities and/or increased temperatures of natorai

atmospheric infrared radiators such as hydroxyl, nitrogen oxides and carbon

oxides; and also infrared radiation of weapon and vehicle debris species whict.

are vaporized in the explosion. Recently it has been recognized that uranium

and its oxides are likely to be the dominant infrared active species a- 1

minutes and later following a high altitude nuclear detonation (Arr5ron.,

The Defense Nuclear Agency has an interest in developiT methoos to

predict the infrared radiation after a high altitude nuclear eve Armstrong

points out those areas where there is a severe lack of knowlee required to

make accurate predictions. In order to measure the spectral .s and the

strength of long wavelength infrared emission it is expected that fairly large

releases of uranium vapor will be necessary in the earth's high. atmosphere.

Only after such measurements are made will accurate predictions become

possible. With this requirement in mind, we have considered the scenario

originally described by Reidy (1980) involving the prompt deposition of 1 Kv

of uranium vapor at an altitude of 200 km. Current experimental release

techniques are short of being capable of this rapid a deposition by orders of

magnitude.

In this memorandum, we present results for the temporal evolution cf a

uranium vapor release at approximately 200 kilometer altitude in the earth's

atmosphere. The results are obtained by numerical simulations using a simple

model and can be used to plan such an experimental release. The results

describe both the chemical and hydrodynamic evolution for one experimental

scenario for time periods of a few tens of seconds. We predict a uranium ion

cloud extended along the field but narrow perpendicular to the earth's

magnetic field. The ion densities are high for minutes after release with the

Manuscript approved August 18, 1983.
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ions, UOU and U C , iormed in shel around L:ie release poin:. 7hE tMe

sal.- for zomplete oxidation of U to U0, is demonstrated to be a few -en,i

Seconds.

-mulation MIodel:

.4e consider a simple one-dimensional model of the uranium release. The

temnoral evolution of each species, denoted a, is described by equation I.

3n C n n an
= hydro a diff + - chem

7t t 3t

The first term on the right is the change in the concentration from

hydrodynamic transport. The second term describes diffusion of ions through

ions and neutrals through neutrals. The third term treats chemical

transformation of the individual species.

The hydrodynamic transport of ions and neutrals is done separately. The

transport equations are:

continuity

^ s =- V.(pv .), (2)

momentum

av
=- (V -7)v 7 I(p + qs ) - ap (; - v ) (3)
t 5 S5 t -- t

and energy

- _ - 7.(psv) - ( - 1) (p + q) 7.v
at s- s -s

(T Q_ T ) + "t (sPt
sT t (P s + Pt s( - )2 (4)

ere s denotes either the ions or the neutrals and t denotes the other. The

symbols o ,v, p, T, and q are density, flow velocity, pressure, temperature,
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-s:: ::i i lna o(e f enr. o :f ction.

in -:.i.2i eone e cf trdnpr. -. n mode- 'D

Z"-S :,ransor: erne :ciz:.Iar anc tra nsr: nr . - .

e e 1 , ierDend -ula tI a zte neutr~Xs srta

s:: jri.: and the ions are frozen tn the unmoving field. PamalJ 7c a, In,

neu:rals art transported soherizalv and tte ions are trans--r-ed ala.:

c.:re~Iar. axis parallel to the field. The t z, cases of thi: i ;e :ne-

dimensional model should give reasonable estimates for the size o: a release

cioud in t h e atmosphere. Since the transnor- model allows for diffusio.

between ions and neutrals our diffusion model only needs to consiaer neutrals

and ions diffusing through themselves.

-h: iffusion ecuatin irn47 a --Ul -,07'.F , " ent a - D .:r -

"-.;p, , (av - v^) = T(7 - .-. 5

where is the total density. An exact solution for diffusion can be obtained

by inversion of (5) and substitution of the species velocities into a set .-

coupled continuity equations for each specie. For our model her- -owev-r we

approximate (5) and obtain a decoupled set of continuity equations. *1.e assume

a , a constant, which allows us to express the effects of diffusion as

ta 7- ,-t a

where ,- is a diffusion coefficient depending on o • We have tested this

simplified diffusion model and have obtained reasonable results. Tht

simplification of diffusion, while not totally accurate, vields results whict,

are within a factor of two.

The effects of chemistry on the species are computed in a series of rate

equations

an
a k n (7)

at st s t•
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The reactions of concern and their rate coefficients, stare shown i T-I=

1 wnich are taken from Armstrong (1981) and Archer (1982'.

The final part of the model is the specification of the neutr.

atmosphere. We have taken ocies concentrations and a : e-p a r

appropriate to moderate solar activity, daytime, 200 km altitude conditions;

they are 0] = .4 x 10 cm 3 , [N-] = 4.2 x 109 cm-3 , and [ =

r. x 1'8cn-3. The neutral atmospheric temperature is 0.1 ev.

I!!. Results:

We have solved the model equations 1,2,3,4,6, and 7 for a uranium vapor

release at 200 km altitude in the atmosphere. We have assumed a prompt

release of 2 kg of atomic uranium, approximately 5. x -  atoms. 7*1

temperature of the uranium vapor is taken as 0.27 -ev. Three sets o:

solutions were obtained with the diffusion coefficient, .. , as a parameter.

study the effects of diffusion on the release evolution. In the first, or

nominal, case K was taken as 0.1 km-/sec, a nominal diffusion coefficient at

200 km altitude. For an appropriate gradient scale length of 100 m tne

diffusion velocity is 100 m/sec. This value is about 17% of the sound speed

at that altitude. We have also obtained results for diffusion coefficien-,

1/3 and 3 times the nominal value. The slower diffusion rates lead to vet-

slow oxidation of the uranium vapor and are therefore uninteresting. in tiie

following sections we show results for nominal diffusion and faster diffusion.

Figures I through 14 show results for the simulation perpendicular to the

geomagnetic field with nominal diffusion. Figure 1 shows the initial

conditions of the release. The vertical axis plots the logarithm to the base

10 of the gas concentration while the horizontal axis measures radius of the

release in km. The uranium vapor has a radius of 200 m and has displaced the

ambient atmospheric species. We have tested a number of initializations and

find that the results after a few seconds are insensitive to details of the

initial conditions.

Figures 2, 3, and 4 show the neutral gas concentration at 2, 5, and I0

seconds respectively. Initially both atomic and molecular oxygen are burned

out of the release cloud in oxidizing the uranium gas. The atomic oxygen is

able to diffuse into the cloud by about 5 seconds but the molecular oxven

continues to be consumed as it diffuses in for times longer than V seconds.

N-12



Chemical Reaction Rate Coefficients

(2) ++02 - U5+e x 1 - 1 2 cm3'sec

(3) U+O~ -*UO+O3.8 x In c 3'e

(14) UO + 0 + UO+ + e 4 x 1 -l1 c 3"sec

U5) UO0 -+ 2 x c r. sec

5 O+ _"U -

U 0+-. UO, + 0 4 x VjZ nm sec
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The different behaviour of atomic and molecular oxygen is due r a n

their different concentrations in the ambient atmosphere; there Just not

enough molecular oxygen around to rapidly fully oxidize the cloud.

The resultingy ion cloud concentrations are presented in Figures : h.lg

11 for post release times of 2 to 50 seconds. The UO + component forms in a

shell like structure at a radius of about 200 meters from the release point.

The shell is formed at a burning front between outward diffusing uranium vanor

and inward diffusing atomic oxygen, and the ions are frozen in the geomagnetic

field at their point of oxidation. The initial oxidation of uranium gas to

UO+ is complete by 5 seconds. Further burning of UO" to UO2 by molecular

oxygen then takes place in an outer shell which slowly moves inward as

unconsumed molecular oxygen is able to diffuse inward. The complete oxidatir-

of uranium vapor to U01) takes between 40 and 50 seconds. The ':na' ir.

densities of 1011 cm-3  in the shell are higher than woul- occur in an act iia

release because this one-dimensional model does not allow fur dit'iu Lon

parallel to the magnetic field. From studying our one dimensional paraliel

release results we would expect the maximum ion cloud densities to be about

10 cm 3 for this release.

Figures 12, 13, and 14 show the results for U01, UO,, and (14

concentrations respectively in a different graphical format. We have plotted

contours of concentration versus radius and time after release. Here :

shell structure of the ion cloud is clearly seen. The UO forms a shell

200 meters radius immediately after release. The UO+ shell initially forms

at about 400 meters and gradually builds inward as oxidation taxes place. W e

are also able to see the cavity formed in the ambient 0, which is only slowl:

filled by diffusion from the outside.

A similar set of results for the evolution of the uranium relva,

parallel to the geomagnetic field is shown in Figures 15 through 72-. .-e

initial conditions, which are identical to the previous case are shown i:

Figure 15; note the change in scale on the horizontal axis. The neutral

concentrations for 2, 5, and 10 seconds after release are shown in Figures It.

17, and 18 respectively. The ion concentrations for the same time intervals

after release are shown in Figures 19, 20, and 21. The qualitative nature o:

the temporal and spatial evolution is like that discussed previously for the

perpendicular release. The primary difference in the results is that here thE
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cn cloud is able to readily diffuse outward. This parallel difus '4

tne UC- to become very extended along the geomagnetic field. Th -

however still confined tc the reiease region as i: is consumed b o:ica:oj: u

moleciIar oxygen as it attempts tc diffuse parallel to the magnetic fie.

_igures 22,23 and 24 show contours cf UO , and concenr : ?.

resoectivelv for the parallel simulation. Again the results are similar

those for the perpendicular simulation. The formation of an ion cloud s

anout the release point is again clearly seen. The shell is broader in t:.

case, and for UO diffusion outward is very noticeable. The molecular

oxygen is depleted in the release location, and for this case the burned out

region is very much larger as the ions diffuse outward.

The results for the uranium release simulations with 3 times fas-tr

diffusior are shown in Figures 25 through 28. The initial conditions are

same as used for normal diffusion. Figures 25 and 26 present results o: ::I

perpendicular simulation 10 seconds after release for the neutrals and ion&

respectively. Figures 27 and 28 show results for the parallel simulation.

The results in both instances are qualitatively similar to those represented

previously. The major quantitative differences are a more rapid oxidation of
+ +UO+ to UO allowed by faster diffusion of 0, into the ion cloud, and for tne

2 -+
parallel case, a more rapid diffusion of U1) along the geomagnetic fieic.

Nevertheless the time scale for the complete oxidation of U to UOG is st""

greater than 10 secs.

IV. Conclusions

The results of the numerical simulation of a uranium vapor release at

about 200 km altitude have demonstrated a very consistent and understandable

morphology. For the 2 kg prompt release considered here, it is clearly

demonstrated that the uranium vapor will completely burn out the molecular

oxygen of the ambient neutral atmosphere. Moreover diffusion of molecular

oxygen from outside into the release cloud is not sufficient to rapidly

oxidize the cloud to its final state, UO . We have shown that the time

scale for complete oxidation is a few tens of seconds.

It might be thought that increasing the altitude of release would

alleviate the slow oxidation of the cloud owing to faster diffusion rates.

Unfortunately this is probably not the case since the atmospheric molecular
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oxygen density decreases rapidly with altitude and the burn out 4ould be mor=

severe. It would appear that the only solution to the slow oxidation pronlem

4ould be to release the uranium vapor gradually. However, in this case one

dould not have a compact cloud for measurement but would have a long thi

:trall of oxidized uranium ions across the sky.

The morphology of the release simulated here has a clearly defined shell

structure. The ion cloud is also greatly extended along the geomagnetic
4-

field. At early times after release the ions form a double shell with UO,

ions forming outside the UO+ shell. At later times there is a single shell of

UO +  tons with a diameter of about 1 km perpendicular to the magnetic field

and a length along the field of more than 10 km. The simulation indicates

that the ton density in the shell can be expected to be 10 to 10 cm- .I hi

is a very high density when compared to the well studied barium vapor r,i~ses

where the ion densities are normally 2 orders of magnitude lower.

These very high ion densities can have important implication for gradient

drift structuring for the uranium release ion cloud. For barium releases, it

has been demonstrated that ton clouds which have a large conductivity ratin

compared to the background ionosphere form striations very slowly (Linson,

1975 ). Therefore, we would expect that a uranium vapor release would create

a slowly structuring ton cloud. This situation may be somewhat alleviated by

conducting the uranium release during daytime with higher ambient ionospheric

conductivities. However, on balance the uranium ion cloud should only slowly

form striations.

In summary, we conclude that a prompt uranium vapor release would result

in a UO+ ion cloud in a few tens of seconds. The ion cloud would have a

shell like structure and be compact perpendicular to the magnetic field and

very elongated along the field. The ion concentrations would range from !O

to 109 cm- 3 and would develop striated structure very slowly.
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H A ZiE ST7R UCTU RE & E.%iSZ10N MC D S

In this presentation T am going to discuss a moel for a HAE str

anc :he PSD that results when you make a 12 optical scan of tne stria:ion,

ing emission is optically thin. I am going to investicate how the PSD va

you change parameters of the model or as you chance the direction frcm whic

view the striation. I will also present some initial multi-striation effec

As A preliminary to that, ! will exhibit three idealized scan emission Drof

and indicate the corresponding spectral index. (Viewgraph 1). The firs: P

is the top hat. It is the emission profile that you might observe if you 1

directly down the magnetic field direction and scan alternately through a s

tion and through a place where tlere is no striation, or, more generally, if

scan through a striation in a direction that corresponds to an edge of the

tion.

An example of what you get is shown in Viewgraph 2. This PSD come

from embedding a box consisting of 464 mesh points in an overall grid of 40

mesh points. The ordinate gives the log of the square of the. Fourier comnpo

The abscis:7 gives the mode number which goes from 1 to 2048. The figure c

shows the k"2 dependence with mode number.

A second example is what you get when you scan across circular lu.

rods and this was done by Rick Hake and Jeff Casper of SRI ("Structure Mode

Definition and Comparison," SRI Technical Me'o Report #1, January 1982). V

graphs 3, 4, and 5 shows respectively, the distribution in position and in

of in array of these rods that Hake and Casper devised (Viewgraph 3), the

iance profile resultina from a scan across this array (Viewgraph d), and th,

resulting PSO which goes like k-3 (Viewgraph 5).

Finally, ir, Viewgraph 6 we look at a slightly more complex emissi

file. Here we have a trapezoid with 480 mesh points embedded in an overall

of 4096 points. Of the trapezoid's 480 mesh points, 448 are in the flat re

and 32 are in the linear falloff region. What you get is two distinct rgci(

one in which there is a k 2 falloff, and then, a- larger k a region ,izh a



*. . vo,' et t,,: st~nzZ re ,c -" = -'-=- -£== ~

--= = d .. ._ .. 2 i er, fa l r re ; is -u: ,. - ' . . :7.-r :s = a: S:lo --7-:1
:=er s a -.aratior of scales. If the f ar n ear we-e

zm-arabe in size, there would be nc disz4n c s- ... L Z o n a

re::on.

We now present a tentative analytic model of a HANI striation based

on parameters suggested by Lalesak and Fedder of NRL, Viewqraph 7. As shown b,

:-ne expression for F(e) there is an inner region where the density of electr rs

is assumed constant. Outside this region the density falls off radially with

a gaussian dependence that varies with angle but falls to zero at the outer

edge. The inner border is composed of two ellipses designed so that the minor

axis of one is the major axis of the other. Where they meet the slopes, there-

fore, match. The same is true at the outer border. The particular an

form we have chosen is based on an attempt to match parameters suggested uy.'

NRL theory, while keeping the analytic expressions simple. The oarameter A, use.

to insure that we go to zero on the outer ellipses, was chosen to be 3 for these

studies. There is no unique reason why this analytic form is necessarily correz-

and we will want to look at other possibilities in the future. By varyinc para.

meters of the ellipses we can change the sharpness of the edges and var' the rZ-:

of tne edge dimension in front to that on the sides. The vieworaoh indi4c:z .r:

is meant by a O°scan and a 900 scan. In general, we will scan through a variety

of angles from 0* to 90'.

Viewgraph 8 shows the symmetric radiance profile, with arbitrary units,

that we would measure scanning this striation from ." and assuming that the vo&

emission is proportional to the electron density everywhere. Viewcrao. s c

the skewed profile observed from 90'.

In Viewgraph 10 we show the PSD for a model in which the gaussian edge

at the front is 0.1 km and at the sides is 0.3 km. The view is from IC. The

line drawn on the plot has a slope of k"3 and shows that there is no well definec

k-3 region. This is because the gaussian edge of 0.3 km is so large comcared to

the radius of the "flat" region = 0.5 km that the gaussian behav.ior cominates

0-5
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anc :"e-e is not sufficient separation of scales to cive a k- C-- ,,

lo~ser Gcale on the abscissa where we indicate scale sizes in ".

Viewgraph 11 has the same parameters as in ,.ie...gra:n bu , her

v~ew frm 20* . The lack of synmetry from this direction dams out :he osc

:icns that are seen in the view near 0' and results in a nearly morczon4c

the ' ine indicates a k-3 slope, and, here, we see a gcod fit down to below
-3

for a k dependence. Here we have a much better separation of scales bec:

edge at the front -0.1 km is small compared to the 1.0 km extent of the f7

Viewgraph 12 gives a table showing variation in the 'apparent' s

index determined from a least squares fit as a function of the angle of scz

solumn on the right gives the approximate wavelength below whish devia:ion

is significant.

In Viewgraph 13 we see the result of assuming thinner edges. Her
have assumed 0.05 km both on the front and at the sides. This is a plot fr

scan at 0 but I have drawn in the results for 900. Note the excellent mat

the oscillating region of the 00 case to that for SO0 . That is, at small
C

sc3le sizes the slope and amplitude are determined just by the edge s:ze, L

which is the same for both views.

Viewgraph 14 shows the 0' view for the case where the edges are

0.1 km. Viewgraph 15 shows this same model and view where, now, we assume

the emission is proportional to the square of the electron density. By oVr

these various cases one can see how the PSD drops under various assumpticns

the - 0.1 km wavelength domain.
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-,uencv Analysi s of S:riF:ed Nuciear Phenomen =. :-- :-e :r:

Apr,,a*] Cloud' (197', SET, .c.. C.

scar in tnis viewgrD, is exnibited in iew~rt >, SC
intcnc naram..ters with a detailed measurement t', _hesnut of ar in i:ua -

azion we conclude that for that striation our mooe! cives a goo: ir view-

graph 7 we take the core size to be 1.4 km, the zail region 7 K7. anc assume :

we view the striation from an angle of 100. We have used :nE socare o" tne zen-

sity to get the emission profile under the assumpzion that tne emission is due

to the recombining plasma.

A plot of the power soectrum of a striation with the above ra'amr eers ptc

semiloc to match the scale in viewgrah 17). is sho;,r in ,iewcr.. ... ' . c.--

laying viewgraphs 17 and 18 we see that there is a goot - - exce:- for :ne irn-

ima exhibited in Viewgraph 18 (only the first of which is above the noise ir-

due to the photographic grain size).. Also tne very low k dependences of tne

viewgraphs do not match.

If we go to multiple, but identical, striations and place tnem random> .

subject to the two hump distribution resulting from the lare scale ho-sesh cE

structure of ChecKmate, we get the radiance profile snown in Viewara_)h 19 arc

the power spectrum of.Viewgraph 20. This again is a fairly close fit to the

data but has the same minima as in Viewgraph 18.

One way to get rid of the minima is to assume there is a size distribution

since then each different size striation will exhibit a minimum at a dif'erent

location and the minima will be smeared out. There is another cossib '

however, which does not require a range of striation sizes. While the inc -

vidual striation profile that Chesnut studied appeared to be viewed frcr 100

(in terms of our model) the entire scan spans a range of vi e.,ing angle of %30.

IF one averages power spectra from striations viewed at various angles from 00

to 300 the minima again get smeared out because of the noncylindrical s=metry

of our model. Thus, a substantial range of striation sizes does not appear to

be necessary to fit the data.
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VieWgra-n 21 is the Poyer soectrum of1 Viewgr,;:n 2^ ote on tne more

Standard log-loo scale.. The k- 4 line is pictted and shows a oo : f''

da ta to a k. spectral dependerce. This aeD;endencet nas been fjnC i n

mate Cata bef-ore, although because of limitations of film noise, the deperor

was seen over only a small range of k values. Our model Predicts that the c

pendence should be valid to much small~er scale sizes than the data can give.

What is the significance of the k-4 dependence? If, in viewgraph 7, the

striation consisted merely of the core region, with sharp edges, we would ex

pect a k-3 failoff. Because of the long tail that is postulazed in our mode

viewing the striation from 00 or near 00, the emissilon profile chances from

rounded elliptical arc to a triangular-like shape. But a tri1ancular e,'94sSi

profile results i1n a k' dependence. Thus, the observation in 'hle data ol a

k~spectral dependence is evidence for the 'long tail we have Postu';a:ec.

Finally, it is possible to get a good fit, at low k -values, to the data

viewgraph 17 if it is assumed that the striations are not randomly placed unc

the double gaussian of viewigraph 19, but -instead tend to clump in bunches wi-

,20 km. dimensions. There appears to us to be some justificati4on in :he dazQa
for this. Whether :his is just a chance grouping ofl the striazions -or this

particular data or represents something more fundamental must be the su.bject_-

of further study.
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Synopsis

The morphology of a finite array of plasma density enhancements

(multi-plasma clouds) in the ionosphere is studied in order to determine

the condition under which the system undergoes a quasi-steady state E x L;

drift. In such a system, the polarization induced self-electric field

inside all the plasma clouds must be essentially equal and uniform. The

method of image dipoles previously developed for multi-equatorial spread F

bubbles is used to calculate the instantaneous electric field exactly. It

is found that, even for small separation distances for which the inter-

cloud interaction is significant, the electric field inside the clouds can

remain uniform for typical ionospheric plasma cloud parameters so that the

multiple plasma clouds drift in unison without changing their geometrical

shapes. This constitutes a quasi-steady state configuration. The

implications on the behavior of late-time plasma cloud striations are

discussed.
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1. :NTRODUCTIO:

It has been observed that kilometer-scale size structures can persist

in both barium and nuclear cloud striation phenomena (J. Fedder, W. Chesnut

anc L. Wittwer 1980, private communication). Beyond 3 certain point (late

times) after the release of such plasma clouds, the bifurcation of clouds

appears to stop and there is a tendency for the striations to drift in

unison for as long as they can be seen. In addition, the survival for

hours of the kilometer scale structures has been evidenced by propagation

studies (Prettie et al., 1977). This observed behavior of ionospheric

plasma clouds is often referred to as the "freezing" phenomenon.

Recently, some studies have attempted to understand the apparent

observed cessation of the bifurcation process at a scale length of

kilometers. Modelling the plasma cloud and ionosphere as a single two-

dimensional layer perpendicular to the ambient geomagnetic field (BO)

including cross-field diffusion due to electron-ion collisions, McDonald et

al. (1981) carried out theoretical and numerical simulation studies. They

produced a "U" shaped curve representing the minimum striation scale size

(a structure's stability against further bifurcation) as a function of the

ratio of the integrated Pedersen conductivity of the plasma cloud to the

background ionosphere. However, classical electron diffusivity

(- 1 m2 /sec) produced minimum scale sizes of the order of 10 to 30 m.

Consequently, anomalous diffusion (- 100 m2 /sec) had to be invoked in order

to obtain "freeze-up" of kilometer scale sizes. The work of Ossakow et al.

(1981) proposed that including a second level for the background ionosphere

(see, for example, Scannapieco et al., 1976) would allow image striations

to build up and allow the conductivity in a striation to be amplified.

This in turn would allow for larger conductivity ratios than if one had
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iust one cloud level, which in turn, could result in kilometer minimum

scale sizes by extrapolating the U shaped curve of McDonald et al. (1981)

to higher conductivity ratios.

The above studies have sought the possible mechanisms that i.ay be

responsible for the apparent cessation of bifurcation associated with the E

x B gradient drift instability. However, there is another necessary

ingredient for the freezing phenomenon. After bifurcation has stopped, the

multiple striation fingers appear to undergo a quasi-steady state E x B

drift across the magnetic field B o . It is the latter issue of quasi-steady

state solutions that we will address in this paper.

Dungey (1958) and later Perkins et al. (1973) showed that the coupled

set of equations for density n and potential € describing the dynamics of

plasma clouds have no steady state solutions if the cloud, as described by

n, has a finite size (with the gradient of n) in the two dimensions

perpendicular to the magnetic field B.. An exception to this rule is a

"waterbag" plasma cloud with a piecewise constant density profile with

constant densities nI and n2  inside and outside the plasma cloud,

respectively (e.g., elliptic, circular cylindrical, slab plasma clouds).

Linson (1972) solved the potential (0) equation using methods such as those

found in Smythe (1950). In this approach, the continuity equation for n is

automatically satisfied. In this configuration, the induced electric field

is constant inside the single waterbag plasma cloud and is anti-parallel to

the external (zeroth order) electric field. Thus, the total field inside

is reduced. A method similar to that of Linson's was adopted by Ossakow

and Chaturvedi (1978) to study the morphology of rising equatorial spread F
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bubbles. In this case, the induced electric field is again constant inside

the single waterbag plasma bubble but is parallel to the ext:-rnal field so

that the total electric field inside is enhanced.

In a previous paper by Chen et al. (1983), hereafter referred to as

Paper I, a nontrivial extension of the single bubble model of Ossakow and

Chaturvedi (1978) was carried out to study a multi-bubble system. In Paper

I, the method of image dipoles was developed to solve the potential

equation analytically. In the presence of neighboring bubbles, it was

found that the induced electric field inside the multiple waterbag bubbles

is not constant and has components perpendicular as well as parallel to the

external (zeroth order) electric field. This implies that the bubble

contours would deform in the subsequent induced E x B drift motion and that

no steady-state solution exists.

In Paper I, it was noted that the analytical solution obtained for

bubbles (plasma density depletions) was also applicable to multiple clouds

(plasma density enhancements) such as one might encounter in plasma cloud

striation fingers. It was also shown that the interaction of the

neighboring bubbles and clouds is substantial for xo/a < 3 (where 2xo is

the center-to-center distance between two cylindrical bubbles and a is the

radius of. the cylinder). In particular, for the multi-bubble case, the

induced E x B drift velocity is reduced by more than 20% to 407 as xo/a is

decreased from 3 to 1.5. At the same time, a horizontal drift of as much

as 50% of the vertical drift (with equatorial F region geometry in mind) is

produced and the drift velocity within bubbles can vary by 20% to 40%.

This nonuni-formity in the field and in the induced E x B drift is reduced

as xo/a increases. However, even for xo/a > 5, the nonuniformity is still

in the range of a few percent.
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In the case of the multi-finger configuration, observations (see, for

ex:ample, Davis et al., 1974) indicate that the late-time striation fingers

typically have xo/a in the range of 1.5 to 2.5. Thus, one important

observational constraint on any possible quasi-steady state sjlutior, is

that the electric field inside each cloud must be uniform even for

separation distances xo/a of 1.5 to 2.5, i.e., even in the regime where the

inter-cloud electrical interaction is significant.. It was already observed

in Paper I that the nonuniformity in the multi-cloud configuration was less

pronounced than in the multi-bubble configuration for the same sepatation

distance. In this paper, we will show quantitatively that quasi-steady

state solutions do exist for multiple plasma cloud striations even at small

separation distances.

In section 2, we briefly review the theoretical formulation of two-

cloud and multi-cloud configurations. In section 3, we present the

detailed results of the above configurations. In Section 4 we give the

summary and discussion.
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2. THEORETICAL FORMULATION

In this paper, we consider the instantaneous electric fie-c: of a

system consisting of a finite number of electrically interacting plasma

density enhancements ("fingers") imbedded in a un:lorm background p. asma

and neutral gas. Neutral wind effects are not included. in Figure . twc

interacting clouds are shown schematically along with the coordinate system

and the external electric and geomagnetic fields. The clouds ("fingers")

are modeled by cylinders with circular cross-sections of radius a, and the

center-to-center separation distance is 2x,. The axes of the cylinders are

aligned with the earth's magnetic field (B 0z) which is assumed to be

uniform. The clouds are immersed in a uniform ambient electric field E. as

indicated in Figure 1. For the present paper, we adopt the basic

theoretical formulation of Paper I, utilizing the dielectric analogy to

obtain the polarization induced electric field of the multi-finger

system. We give below a brief summary of the relevant theoretical results

as applied to F-region ionospheric plasma clouds and refer the reader to

Paper I for a more comprehensive treatment and a list of references.

The basic equation describing the instantaneous polarization induced

electric field, say, at t = 0, is

V • (o E) = 0 (1)

where

nec(2

inBfZi  (2)
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is the Pedersen conductivity for an F region plasma cloud. Equation (I) is

equivalent to conservation of the cross-field plasma current arising from

ion and electron drifts. The electric field E which drives the current

consists cf the uniform external field E and the polarization induce(

self-field. The electric field E satisfies the conditions across the cloud

boundaries

(c E)1 = continuous

(E) = continuous (3)

and at infinity (x,y

E + E . (4)- -- o

The symbols P and i refer to the directions parallel and perpendicular to

the boundary surfaces, respectively. The above dielectric analogy was

noted by Longmire (1970) and Perkins et al. (1973).

In Paper I, we developed the method of image dipoles to solve equation

(1) exactly, subject to the conditions (3) and (4). In the interest of

keeping the paper self-contained, we repeat the salient results (equations

(17), (18), (22) and (23) of Paper I). For the two-cloud system, the total

electric field outside the cylindrical clouds has components

Ex =- E + E 2Pn[f(x + xny) + f(x - xny)], (5)

n=O

and
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E y 2Pn[h(x + xny) + h(x - $ 1(6

n=O

.
The total electric field E inside the cloud centered at x =x. has the

components

* 2 ro

E 1+- 2 E + Z 2P f(x + xn(7)
x n=0

and

* 2 g

E 2 1I 2Pnh(x + x y). (8)
y 1+Kn=C n n'

where the functions f and h are defined as

f(x,y) -
2

(x2 + y2)2

and

h(x,y) 2xy

(x2 + y2)2

For n * .0, we have

I-K a2n -+K- Pn-I ,
IKb2 -

n

bn +Xn-I
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and

a
2

o n-I

For n = 0, we have xn =X and Pn = Po where

p 2 1-K (9)

Here,

K = (10)
02

where oI and 02 are the Pedersen conductivities inside and outside the

clouds, respectively. In reality, the collision frequency v. and the

number density n vary along the magnetic field so that the conductivity

ratio K should be redefined in terms of flux-tube integrated quantities.

For the cylindrical cloud centered at x = - x0 , the inside field is

obtained by replacing xn with - xn in the functions f and h. For a

N > 3 system, a parallel calculation based on the same theoretical

formulation yields series expressions similar to equations (5) through

(8). Because they are extremely cumbersome and give no new insight, we

will show only the results of the two and three cloud systems in this

paper. Also, we will present detailed results only for N = 2 and N = 3

cases since Paper I has shown that N > 5 systems exhibit no significant

quantitative or qualitative differences from the N -case,

p-13



3. QUAS:-STEADY STATE MULTI-CLOUD CONFIGURATION' RESULTS

Equations (5) through (8) and 'the corresponding equations for a three-

loue. system describe the electric field in the frame moving with the

velocity cE x B /B2 relative to the earth. As ; result 0 1i
-- O -- o

polarization electric field, the plasma clouds undergo induced E x B drift

motion with respect to the undisturbed ionosphere. If we define

E E -E, (Il)

then the relative drift velocity is

ExB
- -o

V = c (12)
- B2

0

Here, . = - Eox. In particular, the E x B drift velocity VY of a single

isolated cloud is given by

IK cE

For plasma clouds, K > 1 and Z is downward toward the earth (in an

equatorial ionospheric configuration). This equation also shows that the

plasma elements inside an isolated cloud drift uniformly, maintaining its

geometrical shape. Thus, it is a steady-state configuration. Figure 2

shows the field lines corresponding to E given by equation (11). Inside

the cloud, the field and hence the E x B drift are uniform while Ltc field

outside the cloud is that of a dipole P., (equation (9)) located at the

center of the circle.

In Figures 3(a), (b) and (c), we show a two-cloud configuration with
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the separation distance xo/a = 1.25 for three values of the conductivity

ratio K. This separation distance.is smaller than the typical multi-finger

situation where xo/a is roughly 1.5 to 2.5 (see, for example, Davis et al.,

1974). Ln fatt, for xoia < 1.25, it may be observza*i,.,aji __itcul: to

identify the adjoining clouds as separate. This separation distance is

shown in order to maximize the effect of the inter-cloud interaction.

Moreover, the K = 3 case is shown primarily because this value corresponds

to the maximum inter-cloud influence for a given xo/a. This can be seen by

noting that each term in the series in equations (7) and (8 contains a

power of the factor (l-K)/(I+K) 2 . For K > I, the absolute value of this

quantity has a maximum at K = 3. Thus, Figure 3(a) represents the largest

nonuniformity in the inside electric field for xo/a = i.25. As I'

increases, the nonuniformity decreases as shown by Figures 3(b) and (c).

As a general remark, K is taken to be of the order of 10 for artificial

barium clouds and is taken to be of the order of 100 or greater fcr nuclear

clouds.

In Table I, we show the numerical values of the two-

could E x P drift velocity V (equation (12)) normalized to eE0 /Bo, along

with the values of V. E -(I-K)/(1+K), the normalized drift velocity (see

equation (13)) of an isolated cloud. For xo/a = 1.25, the K = 3 case

exhibits a variation in V of up to 30% inside the clouds.This variation

(i.e., nonuniformity) decreases as K increases. For K = 10, the variation

is roughly 10% and for K = 100, it is 1%. In addit ion, V approaches the

single-cloud value V. as K increases. Thus, we conclude that, even for a

small separation distance of Xo/a = 1.25, K = 100 is nearly

indistinguishable from the single-cloud case. It is of importance to note

from Figures 3(a), (b) and (c) that the outside field is significantly

.. . .. . . .. . -I - I ,, ,~ . . . . _.t 7 r . . -



distorted from the single-cloud dipolar field and that the distortion 3does

not change appreciably as K is increased. This implies that the intrinsic

inter-cloud interaction is not weakened as K is increased and that only the

inside field is affected.

Figures 4(a), (b) and (c) and Figures 5(a), (b) and (c) show two-cloud

systems with xo/a = 1.5 and xo/a = 2.0, respectively. Again, three values

K = 3, 10 and 100 are shown for each value of x0 /*a. As xo/a increases, the

inter-cloud interaction decreases. As a result, the inside field is nearly

uniform even for K = 3. In particular, for x0 ia = 2.0 which is a typical

separation distance between striations in late times, Table 1 shows that K

= 10 case has a field variation of roughly 1% and the K = 100 case has a

variation of 0.1% inside the clouds. In addition, the deviation of the

drift velocity from that of the single-cloud case is roughly 1% or less.

Such a system of multi-clouds would E x B drift in unison while each cloud

would maintain its geometrical shape.

Similar behavior is true for the three-cloud and larger N-cloud

systems. In particular, Figures 6, 7 and 8 show three-cloud systems with

x0 /a = 1.25, 1.-5 and 2.0, respectively. For each value of xo/a, three

values of K are shown, viz. K = 3, 10 and 100. In general, the field

inside the outer clouds tends to be slightly more nonuniform in magnitude

than that in the central cloud. On the other hand, the field in the

central cloud tends to be slightly weaker than that in the outer clouds so

that the outer clouds drift downward shomewhat faster than the central

clouds. However, the slight nonuniformity and inequality both decrease

with increasing K and vice versa.

Table 2 shows that, for x /a = 1.25, the variation in the outer cloud

decreases from 35% for K = 3 to i2% for K = 10 and to 1.3% for Y - 100
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while the variation in the central cloud ranges from 19% for K = 3 to 6%

for K = 10 and to 0.1% for K = 100. As xo/a increases, the nonuniformity

throughout all the clouds decreases. At xo/a = 2.0, the variation in the

field is typically less than 1% for K = 10 and K = 100. Figures /(a), (t)

and (c) and Figures 8(a), (b) and (c) show the above behavior. Again, as

K increases, the drift velocity V inside each cloud approaches that of an

isolated cloud, V.

We conclude that multi-finger quasi-steady solutions do exist even for

small separation distances if K is made sufficiently large. In particular,

for xo/a = 2.0, multi-fingers with K = 10 and K = 100 both constitute

quasi-steady state configurations for all practical purposes.

Observationally, these systems would be seen to drift across the magnetic

field in unison without changing their cross-sectional shapes.

The reason for the quasi-steady state behavior is easy to understand

by examining equations (7) and (8). The electric field which determines

the relative E x B drift motion of the clouds is given by equation (11).

Therefore,

1-K 2E+ L Z 2Pnf(X + XYJ
x 0 IKn=0 n n

From the expressions of Pn and Po (equation (9)), we see that Pn and P. are

not sensitive to K for large K since the factor (1-K)/(1+K) is nearly equal

to -I. However, the factor 2/(I+K) multiplying the series in the above

e~pression and in equation (8) is nearly equal to 2/K so that the

contributions from the neighboring clouds are reduced by a factor of K71

and, for K + c, E approaches the single-cloud value -Eo(l-K)/(I+K)

with E + 0. Physically, the cloud with a large K is analogous to a

y
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dielectric with a large dielectric constant (see Paper I). Note also that

the outside field (equations (5) and (6)) depends only on (I-K)/(]+K). As

a result, the outside field is not sensitive to K for large K as has been

demonstrated by Figures 3 through 8.
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4. SL'IARY AND DISCUSSION

In this paper, we have described the norphology of two-plasma cloud

and three-plasma cloud configurations, embedded in an F region ionosphere,

in aetail using the techniques developed in Paper i, e reSults arc

applicable to larger N-plasma cloud systems to a good approximation The

primary objective of this paper is to demonstrate the existence of quasi-

steady state multi-plasma cloud configurations in. which the electric field

inside all the clouds is essentially uniform and equal so that such systems

would be seen to drift in unison across the magnetic field while

maintaining the overall geometrical shapes.

We have shown that the influence of neighboring clouds on the electric

field inside the clouds decreases as K-1 for any xo/a so that the cloud

interior is effectively "shielded" from the inter-cloud interactions.

Thus, if there is an array of cylindrical clouds with circular cross-

sections, each one of which has uniform polarization induced electric field

in the absence of neighboring clouds, then the electric field inside each

cloud approaches the uniform field of an isolated cloud in the limit as

K for any xo/a >.

In particular, for K = 10, a typical value for barium clouds, the

nonuniformity in the magnitude of the drift velocity is approximately 107,

for xo/a = 1.25. The drift velocity is also reduced from V5  by

approximately 10%. As xo/a is increased to 2.0, the nouniformity is

reduced to approximately 0.1% and the magnitude of V is also reduced from

Vs by a small fraction of 1% (see Tables I and 2). Thus, for higri-b multi-

plasma clouds, deviations from complete uniformity (i.e. an exact ,..cady

state configuration) are practically imperceptible.
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I r has been conjectured (N. Zabusky and E. Overma r 9 F, 1) r te

communication) that one can obtain. steady-state solutions for multi-clouc

systems by adjusting the contour of each cloud. One cross-secotion

Iggested is an ellipse. However, che ui:dez±1'7g rc_-Or. I0 . l fcl ti

steady state solutions obtained in this paper is the K- 1 "shicedinF" effect

exhibited by high-K clouds. In fact, since isolated elliptic cross-

sections are known 1978) to correspond to steady state configurations

(Ossakow and Chaturvedi, 1978), we expect an array of clouds with the same

elliptic cross-sections to undergo quasi-steady state E : F drift motion if

the Pedersen conductivity ratio K is large.

It is not too far-fetched to use a cylindrical waterbag model for

evolving plasma clouds and their associated striations. Linsort (1972) rtias

shown that evolving (steepening) barium clouds tend to obey a cylindrical

rather than a sheet-like model. Also, the results from numerical

simulations of -steepening equatorial spread F bubbles (with distributed

density) show that, at late times, they are best modeled by cylindrical

waterbag models (see Ossakow and Chaturvedi, 1978; Ossakow et a!., 197()).

In the real plasma cloud and attendant striation phenomena, there are

continuous plasma density profiles, which subsequently steepen on their

backside. As they steepen, at late times, they look like waterbags, except

in a thir shell. Thus, the approximation of circular cross sections with

piecewise constant density profiles for plasma cloud striation fingers is

expected to be applicable in the nonlinear regimes (late times).
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Fig. I A schematic drawing of two plasma density enhancements ("clouds")

and the coordinate system. The clouds have circular cross-sections

of radius a and are infinite in extent along the z direction.

Fig. 2 The field line configuration of E (equatio (11)) for an isolated

cloud. E is uniform inside the cloud and dipolar outside. The

cloud drifts according to equation (12).

Fig. 3 The configuration of the electric field E_ (equation (11)) in a two-

cloud system with xo/a = 1.25 for (a) K = 3, (b) K = 10 and

(c) K = 100.

Fig. 4 The configuration of the electric field E (equation (11)) in a two-

cloud system with x0 /a = 1.5 for (a) K = 3, (b) K = 10 and

(c) K = 100.

Fig. 5 The configuration of the electric field E (equation (11)) in a two-

cloud system with xo/a = 2.0 for (a) K = 3, (b) K = 10 and

(c) K=100.

Fig. 6 The configuration of the electric field E (equation (11)) in a

three-cloud system with xo/a - 1.25 for (a) K = 3, (b) K = 10 and

(c) K=100.
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Fig. 7 The configuration of the electric field (equ-aion (11)) it na

three-cloud system with x /a =1.5 for (a) K = 3, (b) K=10 an'
0

(c) K = 100.

Fig. 8 The configuration of the electric field E (equation (11)) in a

three-cloud system with x.Ia =2.0 for (a) K =3, (b) K 10 and

(c) K =100.
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TABLE 1. NORMALIZED (E _ x B o)y DRIFT VELOCITIES FOP, A TWO-PLASMA CLOUD

SYSTEM. = - (I-K)/(I+K) IS THE INDUCED DRIFT VELOCITY FOR THE SINGLE

CLOUD CASE

X0 K A B C Vs

1.25 3 0.3699 0.4548 0.4772 0.5000

10 0.7316 0.7889 0.8035 0.8181

100 0.9682 0.9762 0.9782 0.9802

1.5 3 0.4321 0.4701 0.4833 0.5000

10 0.7755 0.7995 0.8077 0.8181

100 0.9744 0.9777 0.9788 0.9802

2.0 3 0.4722 0.4844 0.4900 0.5000

10 0.8016 0.8089 0.8122 0.8181

100 0.9780 0.9790 0.9794 0.9802
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TABLE 2. NORlIALIZED (E x B ) DRIFT VELOCITIES FOR A THREE PLASMlA CLOUL)
SYSTEM. = - (1-K)/(I+K) IS THE INDUCED DRIFT VELOCITY FOR THE SINGLE CLOUDL

CASE.

x 0  K A B C D E Vs

1.25 3 0.4069 0.3419 0.3450 0.4405 0.4678 0.5000

10 0.7560 0.7104 0.7116 0.7781 0.7905 0.8181

100 0.9715 0.9703 0.9651 0.9746 0.9772 0.9802

1.5 3 0.4391 0.4137 0.4183 0.4612 0.4769 0.5000

10 0.7395 0.7631 0.7655 0.7932 0.8034 0.8181

100 0.9750 0.9727 0.9730 0.9768 0.9782 0.9802

2.0 3 0.4673 0.4604 0.4650 0.4792 0.4861 0.5000

10 0.7981 0.7939 0.7965 0.8053 0.8096 0.8181

100 0.9775 0.9770 0.9773 0.9784 0.9790 0.9802
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APPENDIX Q

MODEL OF LINEAR RESPONSE TO

TROPICAL HEAT SOURCES

Keith Sashegyi

Science Applications, Inc.
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l of Linear R e Top l Heat

The model is a two dimensional linear model in

latitude and height which provides the linear response in

a stratified atmosphere to prescribed tropical heat

sources. The model variables are Fourier decomposed in

longitude. The model follows that of Geisler (1961) who

modelled the Walker circulation as the linear response of

a stratified atmosphere to a prescribed steady latent heat

source in a basic state of no motion. Here we use a basic

state with a mean zonal flow, which can depend on

latitude and height.

1. Model E

In the model, the primitive equations on a sphere in

log-pressure coordinates are linearized with respect to a

basic state with a mean zonal flow, which can be dependent

on latitude and height. We are interested in the motion

forced by prescribed latent heat sources of given

frequency . Damping is modelled by Rayleigh friction

(coefficient 2), Newtonian cooling (coefficient '), verti-

cal eddy viscosity (coefficient K) and by cumulus

friction.

The equations are

i +i s U 2 vV + w .-

a(l-y2)] a - :'z

(2.)

- + F.
a
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'2)

9F

i s -1 V z/H -z/H

S--- e (e W)= 0 (3'

2 a 2 f

a (l-y2) a-- >

i + i __ !+ N2W fV U
a (1-y2) z (1-y2) z

(4
-RQ

CE7H F0
P

~z T

Here the vertical coordinate z in this model is given by

z = -H log p/po

where p is the pressure, po a constant reference pressure

(taken at the surface) and H is a scale height defined by

RT
H _ 0

g

where R is the gas constant, To a reference temperature

and g is the acceleration due to gravity. For To = 300 K,
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H = 8.8 km. In the model N 2 is the Brunt Vaisala

frequency, which measures the stability of the stratified

model atmosphere,

.2 = _ - -a
T 0 d z0

where <T> is a horizontally averaged temperature over the

model horizontal domain and = g/cp is the adiabatic

lapse rate, with cp the specific heat at constant

pressure. y is the sine of latitude, a is the average

radius of the earth and -. is the earth's rotation rate.

U,V,W,, T are zonal Fourier amplitudes for the

perturbation motion field, geopotential and temperature,

respectively at zonal wavenumbers S (S = 0,1,2,...). U is

the zonal motion of the basic state about which the

variables are linearized. Here the components U, V of the

model horizontal motion are given by

U = U" cos I'

V = v" cos

where u', v'are the Fourier amplitudes of the horizontal

velocity components and is the latitude. W = dz/dt is

the Fourier amplitude of the vertical velocity field with

respect to the log-pressure coordinate Z. The components

of the vertical frictional forces in the model are repre-

sented by F, (in longitudinal direction) and Fy (in the
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latitudinal direction), while the dissipation of heat is
represented by FQ. Q represents the Fourier amplitude of

the heating rate which forces the model.

2. Model Forcing

2a. Cumulus nQc

The model is forced by prescribed heat sources Qc

which represent the latent heating caused by large-scale

cumulus convection. The vertical structure of the cumulus

heating follows that of Stevens et.al. (1977) who used a

cubic equation in pressure to represent the vertical

structure of the cumulus heating. The functional form is

Qc = Qoc (P-PT)(P-Pn)(P-PcB)B(y,s)

where PT = 140 mb is cloud top, PcB = 900mb is cloud base

and Pn is chosen to give a maximum heating rate at 400mb.

C is the normalizing constant chosen to give a vertically

integrated heating rate that matches a precipitation rate

of 1cm/day. Qo is the rainfall rate in cm/day. This

functional form of the vertical heating profile, which has

a maximum heating rate of 60 C/day at 400mb, is close to

the heating profiles deduced from budget studies of organ-

ized deep convection in the tropics (Yanai et.al., 1973).

B(y,s) represents the Fourier amplitude of the horizontal
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distribution of the heating rate. The horizontal distri-

bution is specified to match the observed distribution of

rainfall rates in the tropics.

Anomaiea..T 5Ts

A warm sea surface temperature anomaly (SST) is

prescribed and the resulting surface sensible heat flux

calculated by a drag coefficient formulation. The

sensible heating in the boundary layer is modelled by eddy

diffusion with a coefficient K given by that for the eddy

diffusion of momentum. Deep cumulus convection can form

over these SST anomalies in the western and central

Pacific. The amount of cumulus heating caused by an SST

anomaly is parameterized in terms of the total moisture

convergence in the atmospheric layer below the trade wind

inversion at 2km. The magnitude of the cumulus heating

that is compatible with the warm SST anomaly can be found

by an iterative process of many solutions. This method

was used by Schneider (1977) in his model of the Hadley

cell. The iterative method is now described. An initial

solution provides the mass convergence in this lower 2km

layer, caused by the sensible heating from the warm SST

anomaly.- The horizontal distribution of the moisture

field q in the tropical boundary layer is specified and
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the moisture convergence calculated with the initial

solution. The moisture convergence then gives the verti-

cally integrated cumulus heating rate.

1000
1 f CQdP= LwI wI>0

0 ,wi 0

where L is the latent heating of fusion, q the moisture

field and w, the vertical velocity at the level of the

trade wind inversion (z = 2km).

Assuming the vertical structure of the cumulus

heating given in 2a, the magnitude is found. The response

to the addition of this cumulus heating rate is then found

with the model, providing the second solution. A new

boundary layer convergence can then be calculated and a

corrected cumulus heating rate found and the process

repeated.

3. Frictional Forces

3a. £dy .lux.e

The vertical fluxes of momentum and heat we

parameterized in this case using an eddy diffusion

coefficient K which can be a function of height.

For momentum,

FIK = (K 1-)

F -- (K -L)
yK : z :4z
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For heat,

QK T 0-Zg Z

where the eddy diffusion coefficients of heat and momentum

are assumed equal. The eddy diffusion coefficient K is

made large (some K = 5 x 105 cm2 /sec) in the surface

boundary layer and smaller in the interior (some K = 5 x

104 cm2/sec).

3b. RyegFito n etna oln

In the model interior, damping can be modelled by a

linear drag (coefficient E ) and cooling (coefficient)

with

F 2 Ty

05 T
T0

Near the model upper boundary, the Rayleigh friction

coefficient can be increased in magnitude to suppress

spurious reflections of the solution. In the interior of

the model domain small values of the coefficients : are

used with damping times L-1 ,J-1 of' 15 days.
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3c. C

The vertical transport of horizontal momentum by deep

convection can have a damping effect on the large-scale

flow field. Schneider and Lindzen (1976) parameterized

this cumulus friction as

S In(v -VCB)

where h is the altitude, mc the mean cloud mass flux and V

the velocity of the large scale wind field at height h.

VcB is the velocity of the large-scale wind field at cloud

base. They showed that decomposing the variables (u,v)

into a zonal average u and a deviation u, v lead to the

following linearized form,

= -,h [M (u ' -u' B ) + Mc (u-u c ) ]
'C c cB c cB

1 -

F m- tin -
yC = c( v cB)]

We follow their formulation and in log-pressure

coordinates we have for the Fourier amplitudes u,v

F, = g (4 c (U-UcB) - g c). (U-cB)

2H c u + g_Hm

p c -z p C -Z

Fy c -- g (v B) P
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The zonally averaged cloud mass flux mc is a specified

function of latitude and height. In latitude its

variation is given by that of the observed zonally

averaged rainfall in the tropics. In height its variation

is taken from Schneider and Lindzen as

mc = mco [I - exp(-(p-pT)/P D)]

where PT = 140mb is the pressure at cloud top, PD = 100mb

is the detrainment scale and mco the zonally averaged mass

flux at cloud base given by gmco = 2.5mb/hr.

The cloud mass flux mc for the perturbation field can

be related to the perturbation field cumulus heating Qc-

Here we use the result of Yanai et al (1973) who showed in

their budget study of the large scale effect of convection

that the apparent heating due to cumulus convection can be

represented as

c mc '- Le

where S = cp T + gh is the large scale dry static energy, L

is the latent heating of fusion and e the evaporation of

cloud droplets. The apparent heating Qc is then

interpreted as consisting of an adiabatic warming due to a

component of downward motion which compensates the cloud

mass flux mc (1st term on right) and a cooling due to the

re-evaporation of cloud droplets (2
nd term on right). The
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second term -Le is much smaller than the first and we

neglect it. Then in the log pressure coordinates we have

Q + -T-/T°
z 0)

which relats the cumulus mass flux in the perturbation

field to the perturbation cumulus heating which is known.

is the basic state density field.

4. The Boundary Layer

In the tropical atmosphere a well mixed layer exists

in the lowest 500-600 meters. Above the mixed layer is a

trade cumulus layer with an inversion around 2km and the

free atmosphere above. Following Schneider and Lindzen

(1977) we use a large eddy viscosity of K = 5 x 105

cm 2 /sec and a reduced N2 of 10- 5 sec-l to represent the

large mixing and lower stability of the mixed layer. The

trade cumulus layer (to 2km) is modelled as a transition

layer in which the eddy viscosity decreases to its

interior value of 104 cm2/sec and the static stability has

a value which is 15% smaller than that of the free

atmosphere (N2  10 - 4 sec- 1 ). At and above z = 2 kin, the

static stability has its free atmosphere value,

representing the trade wind inversion.

5. Boundary Conditions

The boundary conditions at the surface are one of
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vanishing vertical motion W in log-pressure coordinates

with the surface drag parameterized in terms of a bulk

drag coefficient cp. The linearized form of the surface

stress is

K a UU z = 0
D 0

where cD = 1.5 x 10 - 3 is the drag coefficient and Uo = 8

m/s. The heat flux at the surface is similarly parameter-

ized in terms of a bulk drag coefficient cH, where

- K + - T/To) = CH: c pU (Ts-T) for T > 0

where T s is. the prescribed warm sea surface temperature

anomaly.

A rigid lid is placed at the upper boundary of the

model where W = 0 and

U V = VT =
~Z ~Z iZ

The model domain is global. For non-zero wavenumber,

the boundary conditions at the poles are given by zero

geopotential and vertical velocity W. For wavenumber

zero (the zonal mean solution), a flux boundary condition

is used at the poles. That is, the meridional mass flux

across the polar cap (at the first grid point of V off the
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pole) balances the vertical motion at the pole. The

geopotential at the pole then follows froo. the

thermodynamic Equation (4).

6. Finite Differencing

The equations (1) to (4) are finite differenced on a

global domain in a staggered grid with grid spacing y =

0.1 and 'z = 1.5km. The rigid lid is placed at 22.5 km.

The geopotential , and vertical motion W are placed at the

grid points in latitude and height, while the horizontal

velocity components U and V are placed at the half grid

points in latitude and height. The resulting block matrix

system is solved using the technique of Lindzen and Kuo

(1969).
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1. INWWCTION vertical structre sopersted from the equations
using the appropriate set of vertical modes,

It is thought that the East African Jet is which satisfy the boundary conditions of zero
a croes-equatorial flow forced by the sumer vertical velocity at the surface and at the
moson and concentrated into a western boundary rigid lid. The forcing, given by the vertical
jet by the nortb-south topographic barrier of derivative of the heating function, is then
the Last African highlands. Various models have projected onto the vertical modes, and the hori-
been proposed to explain this jet. The one- zontal structure equations solved numerically by
layer reduced gravity models (Anderson, 1976; the method of Lindzen and Kuo (1969) for each
Hart, 1977; Bannon 1979a, b, 1982) have shown mode. The resulting modal solutions are then
how much a jet can be formed and described much summed. The topographic barrier of the East
of its dynamice. However, they are unable to African highlands is modelled as a rigid western
describe its vertical structure or include baro- wall placed at a longitude of 38"E. The
clinic effects of such surface heating contrasts vertical modal technique precludes a more
as exist across the coastlines of Somalia and realistic representation of the barrier from
Saudi Arabia. These models have also had pro- being used.
blems correctly simulating the horizontal curva-
ture of the jet where it separates from the East The summer-averaged monsoon latent heating
African topography and. placing the wind speed over the region of India was represented by a
maximum off the coast of Somalia. The planetary steady prescribed heat source centered at a
boundary layer model of Krishnamurti et. al. latitude of 23.6"N (y-0.4) and lying 47" east of
(1982), which is forced by a prescribed verti- the western wall. The horizontal dependence of
cally varying pressure field obtained from the heating function was a Gaussian with half-
observations, modelled the jet's vertical struc- widths of 12" in latitude and 20" in longitude.
ture and more realistically simulated the curva- In the vertical, the heating profile had a maxi-
ture of the jet and the position of the wind mum heating rate of 6" C/day at 400 mb. The
speed maxi",, . vertically integrated heating rate was normal-

ized to a rainfall rate of 1 cm/day. To resolve
In this study we investigate the linearized the vertical structure of the heating, 16 verti-

response of the jet to prescribed monsoon heat cal modes were used. Oscillations in in the
sources in a stratified atmosphere in the pre- monsoon heating over India were represented by
senc of a topographic barrier. The pressure an oscillating heat source of period 14 days,
field is produced dynamically by the model and following the period of the active/break cycle
the topographic barrier simply modelled as a found by Krishnamurti and Ehalme (1976), and
rigid mwridional wall at a longitude of 38E. with an amplitude equal to that of the steady
The response to latent heating caused by the heating.
large scale monsoon convection over India and
Indochina is compared to that forced by the The sllr-veraged sensible heating over
differential heating contrast across the eastern the land areas of Somalia and the Saudi Arabian
coastline of Somalia and Saudi Arabia. peninsula is represented by a steady low-level

heat source, which was placed adjacent to the
western wall and centered at latitude 11.5°N

2. Ti MDDL (y-0.2). In longtitude, the heating function
was constant in longitude from the wall out to a

The primitive equations on a sphere in log position (defining an idealized north-south
pressure coordinates are linearized about an coastline), which lay 500 km from the wall, and
isothermal basic state at rest. we are inter- where the heating decreased sharply to zero over
ested in the motion forced by localized tropical a distance of 2' of longitude. In latitude the
beat sources of a given frequency. Damping is heating function was Gaussian in shape with
simply modelled as Rayleigh friction and differing halfvidths of 12" to the north and 6"
Newtonian cooling, with damping times of 5 days to the south of the heating center. The heating
each. A rigid lid is placed at 22.5 ba and the maximized near the surface with a value of 2"

R-3
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C/day and was nearly constant from the surface In Figure ,. a low lies in the interior to
to 2 ka. Above km the heating decreased vith the northwest of toe heating center, with a
height to zero at about 4 km. The maaximu heat- strong westerly flow to the sluth of the low
ing yas chosen so that the vertically integrated which reaches 1C a S. A>,ng the western
heating rate matched the daily averaged surface boundary, the flow is concentrated int, a
sensible heat flux of 70 watts/=' observed over northerlv boundary let at the 'at:ttd. )f tqe
Saudi Arabia (Blake er. al., 1981). For model low, and a soutneriv boundary let wrhih roses
runs with this heat source, the lid was lowered the eQuator. These two boundarv le:s separate

to l.25 km and 46 vertical modes used to abru t.v trou the western ooundarV s around
resolve :he vertical structure of the heating. -N v- .2, -c f.ow eastward int- the rep:or
A more reaItstic orientation of the "coastline", of the neat source. The narrow .ntense f.ow
wnlh lay at an angle to the western wall, was ,ose to the western we.! .s snowr in Figure :.
also used. The abrupt separation of the flow from the

boundary is typical of many one-laver models
The model horizontal domain stretched pole Anderson, 1976; Bannon, 19821 The observa-

tc pole and ie" in longitude from the western tions nowever show a more gradual turning of the
wall to a further rigid wall at the eastern jet from the topographic barrier (see Findlater,
boundary. In latitude, the sine of latitude y 1977; for example;. In the absence of the
was used as the coordinate with a grid point western wall, the steady response is similar to
separation of Ay - 0.1 (about 6" of latitude). the interior solution shown in Figure I with
A stretched longitudinal coordinate was used to weak diffuse cross-equatorial flow.
provide a grid separation of 0.45' (about 50 ka)
at the western edge and about 10" of longitude The horizontal structure of the low-level
at the eastern edge of the domain, boundary jet that crosses the equator is shown

3. RSUYLTS more clearly in Figure 2. Here the surface wind
field is shown in the region along the western
wall. The intense flow in the boundary jet is

3.1 Steady Monsoon Latent Heating maximum at the western wall, and decays expo-

The steady monsoon latent heat source nentially away from the wall, a result of the

described above was placed a distance of 47* in Rayleigh friction used in the model. The maxi-
mum speed in the boundary jet of 35 m/s occurs

longitude from the western wall (which was at
38"E) and centered at a latitude of 23.6'N at the equator, a consequence of the linearte(v*.4) Th rspose t he urfceis llu- nd the northern latitude of the heating. The
(v-0.4). The response at the surface is illus- mass flux crossing the equator in the boundary
trated in Figures 1 and 2. Figure I shows the jet is found to be 22.0 x 1012 gulaec. The weak
geopotential and wind field in the region from cross-equatorial flow in the interior centre-
the western wall out to a distance of 75" from buse onl a further 2.5 t 10i

2 
gm/sec to the

the wall. The heating center is indicated by
the letter Q and the magnitude of the wind
vectors by the labelled arrow.

0.7

- .. -L - - € .

-O.L

-0.1 -""LL '4 ' '. .... W ., ' , ' , , '

.. 7 .

Figure 1. The contours of geopoteetial (in unit of 105 o2/sec2) and the
Iwind field at the surface. Contours every 20 x 1 0% c12/sec

.
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Figure 2. The surface wind field in the western Figure 3. The surface wind field in the case of
boundary region, the sensible heat source.

total ms flux crossing the equator. Without the significant easterly drift of 4 m/s seen
the western wll, the total mass flux crossing along the equator. A local wind maximum of 15
the equator is 18.0 x 1012 gm/sec. For the m/s is found to the southeast of the low center
month of July, Findlater's (1969) observed mos around 14*N (y-0.

2 5
) at the position of the

flux in the low-level jet at the enuator was coastline. The observations of the jet (see
found to be a lot larger, some 89 x 10 

2 
go/sec. Findlater, 1977) however show the major wind

In our model, the addition of a similar heat maximum just off the coast of Somalia and a
source over Indochina (centered at 18"N and 67" secondary wind maximum at the equator.
east of the wall) only increases the meas flux

in the modelled jet by a further 50% for a total
of 33 x 1012 gm/sec. We next investigate the Our modelled low-level circulation is
effect of sensible heating contrasts across the shallow and lies below 1.5 km in elevation. The
coastline of Somalia and Saudi Arabia. low-level circulation decreases in intensity

with height above the surface. The average
3.2 Steady Low-Level Sensible Heating velocities in the layer from the surface to 1.5

km elevation are about half of those shown in
The low-level heat source was placed north Figure 3. A much weaker anti-cyclonic circula-

of the equator adjacent to the western wall and tion of similar structure is situated above with
centered at latitude 11.5'N. In this case the its maximum intensity at a height of 3 km. In
latitudinal resolution was increased with a grid contrast, the steady monsoon circulation model-
separation given by Ay - 0.05 (about 3

° 
near the led in Figure 2 is much deeper, extending from

equator). The response at the surface is shown the surface to 5 to 6 km in elevation without
in Figure 3, which shows the same region as much variation over the first 1.5 km in eleva-

Figure 2. The latitude of maximum heating is tion.

indicated by the letter Q. Here the surface
response is a low adjacent to the western wall For the case with the "coastline" lying
and centered at latitude 16"N. A boundary jet along a direction inclined to the wall a similar
is seen crossing the equator along the wall and response to that above is found. Although the
separating from the boundary around 9N to flow surface response is large for both orientations
northwards along the coastline and around the of the coastline, the low-level r , ations are
low center. At the surface, the jet is of a shallow and the contribution to the mass flux
similar magnitude at the equator to that forced crossin the equator in the jet is small, some
by the steady monsoon heat source (shown in 4a x 10 gm/sec. We now investigate the effect
Figure 2) but it separates from the wall further of oscillations in the monsoon heating, repre-

to the south. In this case the maximum velocity seanting the active/break phases of the monsoon.
in the jet of 40 m/s occurs just to the north of

the equator at 3*N (y-0.05), a consequence of
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3.3 Oscillations in the honsoon Latent elating In comparing Figures 4 and 5, it can be
seen that the westward propagating lows and

The monsoon latent heat source described highs produce wave like oscillations along the
above was oscillated at a period of 14 days with western wall. on nearing the aill, the trough
an amplitude equal to that of the steady case. in the Southern Hemisphere is seen to move
The response is shown at the surface in Figure 4 northwards along the wall, while weakening in
two days after the heating is maximum. A low is the process and increasing the wind speed on its

found northwest of the heating center (indicated left flank. Neither the wind speed maximum nor
bv the letter Q) with a westerly flow of 10 m/a the low itself appear to cross the eauator.
south of the luw center. The westerly flow is Anderson (1981) found that in a one-laver linear
at its maximum intensity at this time. A broad model, such trapped disturbances proDagating

southerly boundary jet separates from the along the western boundary cannot cross the

western wall south of the equator at 12oS (y- equator. Near the equator, our boundary
-0.2) and feeds the westerly flow south of the response is also similar to that found in
low. The curvature of the oscillatory boundary Bannon's (1979b) one-layer model of the jet in
jet in Figure 4 is also not as sharp as in the which he described the oscillatory boundary wave
steady case in Figure 3. In Figure 4, the low response as a mixed Rosaby gravity wave, whose
center west of the heating region, the southerly amplitude decreased in distance from the western
boundary jet and its associated trough propagate boundary. In our case, the boundary wave has a
westward with time. shorter longitudinal wavelength of about 10 (or

1,000 kin) for the same period of 14 days, due to
In Figure 5. we show the surface wind field the weaker dissipation used.

and geopotential 5 days after the heating maxi-
mum, by which time the southerly boundary jet The mass flux that crosses the equator in
has propagated towards the wesern wall and the above modelled oscillatory boundary jet was

separates north of the equator at 9°N (v-0.15). of a comparable amplitude to that for the steady
The velocities in the boundary jet have in- case. The southerly mass flux in the jet was
creased to 8 m/s near the wall south of the maximum 3 days after the heating maximum, that
equator. The easterly mass flux to the east of is nearly a quarter zvcle out of phase with the
the wall is a maximum at this time. Two days heating. During the positive half cycle of the
:ater, at the tine of maximum cooling, the velo- southerly ass flux for the oscillatory Jet, the
cities in the boundary jet at the equator reach average mass flux crossing the equator is l x

their maximum speed of 8 m/s at the wall. l0
1 2 

go/sec.

0 7

-. 5- 0, -28 6- as

-0.3

i, --
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Fi-ure 4. ontours of goopotential (in Figure S. As in Figure 4 except at day 5.
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and the wind field at the
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heat source. Contours every 10 r 10 
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'. S010AKY AND CONCLUSIONS_ , 1982: On the dynamics of the East

African Jet. III. Arabian Sea Branch.
The cross-equatorial flow forced by our Atmos. Sci., 39, 2267-2278.

steady monsoon latent heating "a concentrated
into a boundary jet by the western wall. The Blake, D., J. S. Fein, T. N. Krishnamurti and S.
flow we much deeper and separated mare abruptly Low-Mau, 1981: Heat low over Saudi Arabia.
from the western boundary than is indicated by Condensed* Papers and Meeting Report, Interna-
the observations, with the largest velocities tional Conference on Early Results of FGGE and
found at the western boundary and the surface. Large-Scale Aspects of its Monsoon Experi-
With the addition of the baroclinic effect of ments, Tallahassee, Jan 12-17, GARP, Session
low-level sensible heating over Somalia and 6, 8-15.
Saudi Arabia, the position at which the monsoon
flow separates from the "estern wall can be Findlater, J., 1969: Interhemispheric transport
shifted fur-ther to the south. A local wind of air in the lower troposphere over the
maxiwmi along the coastline of Somalia and a Western Indian Ocean. Quart. J. Roy. Meteor.
more gradual turning of the jet from the topo- Soc., 95, 400-403.
graphic barrier can be produced. The observa-
tions show the wind maximum further offshore , 1977: Observational aspects of the
than shown in our model. The upwelling of cold low-level cross-equatorial jet stream of the
water along the Somalia coast, which was not Western Indian Ocean. Pure Appl. Geophvs.,
included in our model, could enhance and 115, 1251-1262.
possibly move offshore the horizontal heating
gradient, shifting the wind maximum further Hart, J. E., 1977: On the theory of the East
offshore and intensifying it. African low-level jet stream. Pure Appl.

Geophys., 115, 1263-1282.
Oscillations in the heat source over India

at a period of 14 days, representing the Krishnamurti, T. N., and H. N. Bhalme, 1976:
active/break cycles of the monsoon, produced Oscillations of a monsoon system, Part 1.
westward propagating highs and lows west of the Observational aspect. J. Atmos. Sci., 23,
longitude of the heating in both hemispheres. 1937-1954.
Such fluctuations, incident on the topographic
barrier produced oscillations in the boundary , V. Wong, H. -L. Pan, R. Pasch, j.
jet along the western wall, which can act to Molinari, and P. Ardanuy, 1983: A three-
broaden the width of the jet and reduce the dimensional planetary boundary layer model for
sharpness of its curvature. The wavelength of the Somali Jet. J. Atmos. Sci., 40, 894-908.
the boundary wave response appears sensitive to
the magnitude of the dissipation used in these Lindzen, R. S., and H. L. Kuo, 1969: Reliable
linear models. method for numerical integration of a large

class of ordinary and partial differential
The contributions to the mass flux crossing equations. Mon. Wea. Rev., 97, 732-734.

the equator in the jet from the various heat
sources above were assessed. The largest con-
:ribution was from the steady monsoon latent
heat sources over India and Indochina, while the
contribution for the low-level sensible heat
source was small. Summing the above steady
contributions to the mass flux in the jet, we

obtain a total of 37 X 1012 gm/sec.
Oscillations of the monsoon heating over India
produced oscillations in the mass flux in the
jet with an amplitude of 20 x 1012 go/sec. The
observed ms flux in the jet (from 35'E to

75'E) is eome 89 x 1012 gm/sec (Findlater 1969).
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FLNITE GEOMETRY EFFECTS ON THE STABILITY OF A CHARGED BEAM
PROPAGATLNG THROUGH A RELATISTIC A-NN.LAR ELECTRON BEAM

-. introduction

7ne stability properties of systems of inzense rela-iv'isti: elec:ron

beams are of considerable interest for many applications. The Collec::ve

Particle Accelerator (CPA), currently under development at the Nava: Research

.aboratorv is one such application. The Collective Particle Accelerator is a

device in which an intense modulated hollow electron beam propagates along a

rippled magnetic field. The interaction of the modulated annular electron

beam with the rippled magnetic field produces an axial electric field which

consists of both backward and forward wavesI. A solid electron beam can be

introduced axially and entrapped by the backward wave potential. There is a

transfer of energy from the axial electric field to the axial beam particles

which in turn get accelerated to high energies, provided that both beams

propagate in a stable fashion. In this paper we examine some stability

properties of a solid charged beam propagating through an annular intense

relativistic electron beam in the parameter domain pertinent to the Colleczive

Particle Accelerator at the Naval Research Laboratory.

An earlier study2 of the coupled transverse oscillation for an intense

unmodulated charged particle beam in a straight guiding magnetic field

concluded that the transverse oscillation excited by the propagation of a

solid charged beam inside a hollow relativistic electron beam is unstable.

The growth rate of this instability is a significant fraction of the diocotron

frequency of the hollow beam for a solid electron beam and even greater if the

solid beam is made up of ions. In this paper we study this instability more

specifically in the context of the CPA. As in Ref. 2 we use a fluid model for

the hollow electron beam and a kinetic model for the solid beam. In order to

Manuscript approved July 29, 1983.
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make the analysis simple, here we i..nore the riples n he axial Mazne: z

f.el and the beam modulation. The radius of the solid beam is taken o e

less :aar. the inner radius R, of the hollow electron beam. in order to make

:his szuy more relevant to the experiments we have recognized the finite

extent of tne system in the axial direction. A rigorous study of a finite

system involves a two dimensional eigenvalve equation and its solution. This

is beyond the scope of this paper and will be addressed in a future paper.

iere we solve the wave kinetic equation and show that a success.ul

acceleration is always possible for the beam head. This is because the wave

energy of the instability travels at the group velocity V , which is much

smaller than the beam velocity v, which in turn is close to the speed of

ight. 1hus the transverse oscillation is not fatal for the CPA operation as

was implied in Ref. 2.

The composition of this paper is as follows: in Section :: we review the

equilibrium properties, the basic assumptions and the equations governing the

system. In section III we solve the dispersion relation in the parameter

domain pertinent to :he CPA at the Naval Research Laboratory, and discuss the

results for a solid electron beam. in Section 1" we solve the wave kinetic

equation and discuss its relevance to a finite device and finally in Section V

we give our conclusions.

._. Theor':

The equilibrium configuration is given in figure (. ;e f-;!ow the

treatment as given in Ref. 2. n intense relativistic charged electron near

propagates along the axial magnetic field o . T-he inner radius of this

annular beam is R, while the outer radius is R ,. A solid beam of radius R

propogates along the magnetic field. The solid beam radius Rs is smaller than

s-lO
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-B0

R1

Tue la - he eauilibrdum con-figxurazion of :he hollow and. -.he so

beams.

ns

0.0 RS R, R2  R

Figure lb - The density profile for zhe equiiriu as shown in figure la.
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-he inner radius R, of :he annular eectron beam. --he maznete zon:-nes

-he beams in the radial direction in equilibrium. CTlindrical cocr-.1.'naes

s used.

We assume that :he transverse velocities are much smaller than the a:ial

velocitv i.e., v- >> v - .V; The hollow beam is tenous > > nz r 9.

where .h - 4-e-a.i/ and w eBo /YhM. C h (-S,' and 3, = V C

Fur:her we assume :hat ,/ = N Ze/m cv << L , where s denotes :he solid
s s S S Is

beam particles, v is Budker's parameter, N. 2 -r 22 rdr rno(r) is the number
s do S

of :artidles per unit axial length, no(r) is the equilibrium particle density,
S

-e is the electron charge, Zs is the charge state of the solid beam partices,

is the characteristic oarticle energy for the solid beam and z is the

3oeed of light in vacuum. Since the axial velocity is much greater than the

azimuthal velocities (v >> v- + v;) the self- -agnetic field in the axia-
r

direction produced by the azimuthal current can be neglected. The equilibrium

is azimuthallv and axially symmetric i.e., 0 and 4-. 0.

39z

The annular beam electrons are described as macroscopic, cold fluid

imersed in an axial magnetic field B e . The equation of motion and theo z

continuity equation for the hollow beam electrons are

+ V .7 Y M. = -e F- + I X IL
c

and

7T V~ *n) =0,

s-12



where and 3 are the electriz and the magnetic fielis res.ec - n- n"

are :ne densi:: and the mean veloci:t., m, is the rest mass of -ne aDnar Dean

particles (in this case the electrons,.

7he distribution funct:oon for the solid beam particles is given

f0 (x,p) = (n /2 Tsy ( s m c-) 5(Pz-Ts m £ c)s Ss) Me s s V ss

(m 4 " o /'¢~
where ns is the particle density at r = 0, H = (mic + cp) ' e )11 is

" S )

the total energy, P. = r"p - (e s/c) (rB /r) is the canonical angular

momentum, P = D - (e /c) A0 (r) is the axial canonical momentum, A r> is the

axial component of the vector potential for the azimuthal self magnetic = ,

and w , and Y , are constants. Io(r) appearing in the definition of 4-S

the electrostatic potential for the equilibrium self electric field.

The density profile consistent with the solid beam distribution is given

by3,2
by

n 0 4 r 4 R
0

n°(r) = r s, s -

o, otherwise.

The fast (+) and the slow (-) laminar rotational frequencies are given .bv-

-- J -s1 )/2.
Ws"--f Wsl- '2 -' )

Ws  cs

where w eZ B0 /Y m5 c, W 2 
4 nn e Z/y 5  YS (1c) vc

wee s s0/s ps s /Ysms, -s 5s c

and s M Sgn (e . For a valid equilibrium for the solie beam w is
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res:rizted between .s i.e., 7 . The rens:"e r

annular beam electrons is ziven by,

n0(r)
o, otherwise.

The density profiles chosen here have sharp boundaries as shown .s fi gre

':. Consistent with the equilibrium conditions just described :he :.ca::ona

frequency of the annular beam wn(r) is given by,

R i 2 r- n Z 5
-Ir =w( h Ss s hr n r

where the diocotron frequency of the hollow beam is given by

2 9

-D ;h/'2 -rh.ch

For the stability analysis for the coupled tranverse oscillation 3f a

intense charged beam travelling through a relativistic annular electron beam

a normal mode approach is used. A dispersion relation is obtained b

linearizing fluid, Vlasov and Maxwell's equations. All perturbations ar

assumed to vary in time and space as,

50(x, t) = -(r)exp'i(e Ikz - )

where w is the complex eigen frequency. The azimuthal harmonic number is

Z and k is the axial wave vector. We further assume that the axiz

wavelength is long i.e.,

S-i4



an- :he frequencies are low i.e.,

;wR 1,2 !c' << (2 + 1),

II

where Rc is the radius of the conducting wall.

Under these conditions the dispersion relation obtained by t'h=2 is giver,

R
.h/ k rs( k -hs (1-=-s~h R,) 2y;

H(R R R H(R,) R

"27h R R 2R< c 2h-

R, 2z H(R) R I % I)2

c ':;h 7-z C

where the dielectric functions of the hollow and the solid beams are,

H(R) R I2z H( .RR') R zR, 2z

yh (R,k ) 22 t 22 h R c

2 2R 2

1(R2) R2 2z

2 -2- h R 2.t)
C
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c -r

SS
k a, c 2(" c Z i 2

.11. - ZRslr)
and

S S" S SS 5

in the folowng sections of this paper we shall use the dispersion

resatiRn as given in equation (8) to examine the stabiyit: of the transverse

osci21atrons for the NPL CPA. The details of the derivation of the dispersion

reacyon are given in Ref. 2.

:::. Results

Iin this setion we solve the dispersion relation given in equation (t i

I ~he oarameter range pertinent to the N CPA. Here R1 = 2.3625 cms, R = Z

cmsR s = 0.25cms and s 2.3438cms. Te injection energy of the hollow beam

I electrons is one MeV which corresponds to Bh= 0.941 while the injection

energy of the solid beam electron is 0.7 MieV which gives [Bs = 0.906 . The

space charge imiting current for the hollow beam is 20 kilo Amps and 2 kilo

Amps for the solid beam giving the ratio ts/Th - 0.1. Given the ratio of the

currents, the velocities and the areas of cross-section oi the solid and the

hollow beams, the ratio of the densities can be calculated. The expression

for the density ratio for the solid and the hollow beams is,

n n S
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wher . and Asare the areas of zross-seztion of tne h - ant n

neams respectively. In a!l :he calculations given in- :hs :aper w a sec

the ex-tression '13) for the densi:y ratio and used -

:n figure 2 we poot the real and the imazinarv Darts of ne on -

requency w against the axial wave vector k, for the azimuthal mode number

Z = I . The instability exists roughly for kc! D between -0.85 tc 0.25, and

achieves a maximum at kc/ D - -0.3 . The growth rate at its peak is about

0.5wD , which is a substantial fraction of the diocotron frequency of tne

hollow beam. The instability once again reappears in the range

C.55 < kc/ D < 1.1, but with much reduced temporal growth rate. This as

explained by Uhm, is a residual influen-e of :he famili ardioc' o

instability. Since the instability is a significant fraction of the diocotron

frequency, Uhm2 concluded that the propagation of the solid beam will be

severely limited. In the following section we shall apply the finite geometry

restriction in the axial direction and show that despite the substan:ia.

temporal growth rate it is possible to achieve successful acceleration.

In figure 3 we provide a plot of the maximized growth rate against the

ratio of space charge limited currents (Is/ h ) for the solid and the hollow

beams. In this plot the ratio of the densities ns/nh, is calculated self

consistently by equation (13). The values of the self consistent nsin h, are

indicated on the plot at various values of Is /lh . The growth rate increases

with increasing Is/Ih . The ratio of the currents, 1s/1 h was varied from 0.0!

to 0.2; and the corresponding maximized growth rate increased from 0.153w, to

0.687 D. The self consistent density ratio ns/n h in the same range increased

from 0.134 to 2.69. The value of kc/ID  where the maximum occured moved from

-0.15 to -0.45.
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KC/ cuD

Fiure 2 - A plot of the growth rate against the axial wave vector. Here

R, = 2.0625 cms R2 - 2.25 cms, Rs - 0.25 cms, Rc = 2.3438

cms. = .1 and n s/nh is in accordance of equation (13).

S, - 0.941, as- 0.906 and the azimuthal wave number 2 = I
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'.gure 3 A plot of the growth rates maximized over the axial wave vector

as a -'unction of the ratio of the space charge limited currents

in the solid and the hollow beams. The densitv ratio n n5 , ' ~s

computed self consistently by equation (13) and its magnitude

for various I / values are indicated on the plot.
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' is a ot of :he maximized growth rate against :he v-oc: f

the solic beam -gain :he density ratio nsn% is given by ecua:icn

W). ]e see that as 3s becomes small the density ratio ns/' h increases

t-lereoo increasing the -owt. rates. Since in tne N'RL experimenz or

soid electron beam is always in the opposite direction of the hollow electron

beam velocity 5hZ , we have restricted our calculations only to negative

values of3s For s < -0.5 the growth rate becomes more or less conszanz.

This is unlike the nature indicated in the figure 2 of Ref. 2, where ns/nh is

held constant throughout the range of as . Hence the figure 2 of Ref. 2 does

not correspond to one particular experimental setup. If we set S = h'i.e.

zonsider the case where both the hollow beam and the solid beam travels at the

same speed the growth rate vanishes.

1V. Finite Geometry Effects:

In the previous section we have shown that a solid electron beam

propagating through a relativistic hollow electron beam is unstable :o the

transverse oscillation. This was the primary reason which leaa Thm- !o

conclude that the propagation of the solid beam through a hollow relativistic

electron beam will be severely limited. In this section we.shall study :he

propagation of the energy density W due to the instability along wi:h the

propagation of the beam head itself for finite systems.

The wave kinetic equation for the CPA is,

W + - 1 - . H(z- s ct)],

where W is the energy density, V is the group velocity of the transverse

mode, H(z-6 ct) ts the Heavside step function,
5
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Figure 4 - A plot for the growth rate maximized over the axial wave vector

k against the velocity of the solid beam 5
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S0, otherwise,

and is the growth rate of the transverse instability. Fig '5) describes the

-PA zonfiguration. The annular beam propagates along the =agnetic

field Boe z between the radii R, and R,. The solid beam propagates along the

axis with a radius Rs and with a velocity s c  f the solid beam particles

are electrons then the solid and the annular beam travel in the opposite

direction while if the solid beam particles are ions then they travel in the

same direction. The position of the beam head at any a time t is given

First we shall discuss the case of a solid electron beam propagating

through a relativistic hollow electron beam. The configuration is described

in figure (5). The general solution of equation (14) can be written as,

g g

wahere,

- z -V t
g

and

W 0 W(o,n)

Define,

V S-:5)
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"Figure 5 - Aschematic diagram of the hollow electron beam and a solid

electron beam. Also shown schematically is the solution '(z,z;)

of equation (14) for this case.
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s--c- :ha:
su-h-ha

V

.e snall discuss the solution (-.a) in three regions:

-his corresponds to the case of z > z . For z>z the argument of H is

nosi:ive and thus the solution becomes

',(~ )= W (16)
0

The solution implies that the energy of the region where the solid beam has

not vet arrived remains unaffected at the initial value W

t r tz f 5ctKb) _________

-his corresponds to the case 0 < z < z H Here the solution is given by,

W(z,t) - ,oexp, - Z),

At z - ; ct it reduces to the previous case where W(z,t) W 0. An observer

travelling with the beam head, i.e., with a velocity 3sc, sees a backward

convective growth of W with a growth length L, in the region between the beam

head and the ooint at which J(z,t) reaches its maximum value. in the

laboratory frame this Zrowth length is,
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,:13Ui- rom the laboracory frame of referenze :he grsoawisify :-ow 4ME

it _s satonary in the regior. betweer. :he peak an' :he beam head wn xiewed

from :ne bea= head. This is illustrated in figure 5. As a consecuence oz the

oackward convective nature of the instability near the beam head, there

be a region in which the effects of the instability are nondes:ruc:ive,

regardless of the length of the device. If the initial perturbation energy

density (noise level) is 1% of the beam energy density then it takes about

:ive growth lengths for that perturbation to grow to a level such that W is

:omparable to tne beam energy WB .  Thus a por:io of :he beam of lenzn

remains only weakly affected by the inszability. Since L can be controlled

by the experimental parameters this distance can in principle be increased.

z(Vt
C,

(c) $

This is the region between the origin (z=O) and the peak of W(z,t) at Z -

Vg. * hIn this region the solution is given by

W(z,t) = Wexp(7-) (iS
g

Here the energy density rises exponentially as a function of z and reaches a

peak at z Z t.

We now apply the solution discussed above specifically to the NRL CPA in

the parameter range given in the previous section. From figure 2 we see that

the maximum temporal growth rate occurs at kc/LD= -0.3 and has a magnitude of

0.486w D . Also from the plot of wr/wD we see that the group velocity Vg given by
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:he s )pe 7s Z-ugn .. :9c. .:5 z.'% rhe i.-ec:ionve.oc£t; in

e:;ua:in . :a. =e ;row:eng: is m :e:ers. Th.e diocotron frecuenaz

, 9x1-' . Now if the ;erturba:ion energy densi-v (i.e., noise -evel'i s 1%

-f the beam energ': densi:y, the ratio . - for about 5L =3 meters and if :ae
< <

ner:urzaion i-s .01 , then I 1 for about 9L -5.-9 meters from -he beam

head (see figure 5). Thus it is possible to successfully accelerate about 3

to 6 meters (depending on the magnitude of the initial perturbation) of the

solid beam despite the substantial temporal growth. Also this estimate was

done using 3s- 0.906 which is the injection velocity. In figure 6 we use

expression 17a to plot L- against 3 s As the solid beam gets accelerated

3 approaches uni:7 and Lg increases thereby allowing a larger portion of the

beam to be unaffected by the transverse instability. Uiso note that = h,

znus raising the velocity of the hollow electron beam wi-l further

increase T. Similar treatment can be given for the case of a solid ion beam.

V. Conclusions

:he stability of the transverse oscillations for a charged beam

propagating through a relativistic hollow electron beam was examined in the

parameter regime pertinent to the NRL CPA experiment. The ratio of the beam

densities ns/nh was maintained as a dependent parameter. For the NRL

experiment the ratio of the space charge limited currents (I1 h ) - 0.1, was

used to determine the self consistent nsi" h .  For a solid electron beam mne

transverse oscillation had a growth of about 0.5u . The growth rate was found

to increase with Is/Ih. This was mainly because increasing Is Ih icreased

nsin h . The maximum growth rate increased with decreasing S. . For zs in the

range of -0.5 to -1.0 the growth rate maintains a fairly constant magnitude.
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Fi4gure 6 - The magnitude of the growth length Lg$ is plotted against thle

injection velocityv of the soli,4 beam,
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iafe :eometr" effec:s were examrined by so>:Ing -.,e wave -ne:.z

ecua:t:Cn. is found :ha: despi:e :he subs:antial :empora. grow. ar at e

:he :ranslerse oscillation i: is possible to achieve successfu. aczelera:ion

f acout t to 6 meters of the solid beam length for the present opera:4ng

parame:ers. in principle this can be further increased. Thus we conclude

thaz the transverse oscillation will not be fatal to the operation of :nis

devize.

A similar conclusion for the case of a solid ion beam can also be made.
However it must be pointed out that due to the defocussing of the ion beams

this method of propagating a solid ion beam through a relativistic hollow

e ectron beam will fail. Thus the analysis given by Uhm- for the scld ior.

bean acceleration does not apply to the NRL CPA experiment. A solid ion beam

will have :o propagate through a solid electron beam and this configuration

will make a new formalism necessary. A new formalism dealing with the

?ropagation of a solid ion beam through a solid electron beam is now being

developed and will be reported in a future paper.
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